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My literary sweet spots—where I reliably turn for pleasure reading—are
literary fiction and memoir. But when I need a change of pace, I look to biography to broaden my perspective. I’ve always loved exploring a life in depth—
and through it, forming a picture of a different place and time. Chronicling a
contemporary life is challenging enough; I have wild respect for the biographers who pore over archival materials and fill gaps in the historical record to
bring the past to life. Here are some new historical biographies that Kirkus
has recently reviewed and recommended.
Keats: A Brief Life in Nine Poems and One Epitaph by Lucasta Miller (Knopf,
April 19): I always enjoy a cradle-to-grave narrative, but
some of the most fascinating biographies eschew this traditional approach
to find unexpected paths into a life. The latest book from Lucasta Miller (a
National Book Critics Circle Award finalist for L.E.L: The Lost Life and Scandal
ous Death of Letitia Elizabeth Landon, the “Female Byron”) fuses biography with
literary criticism to tell the story of the short-lived English Romantic poet
(1795-1821) whose work has endured for two centuries. The poems through
which Miller views Keats will be familiar to anyone who has taken English Lit
101 (“A thing of beauty is a joy for ever”; “Ode to a Nightingale”), but by “subtly
intertwining biographical detail with crisp readings of the poetry,” wrote our
critic in a starred review, “Miller creates an insightful, vibrant portrait.”
The Case of the Married Woman: Caroline Norton and Her Fight for Women’s Justice by Antonia Fraser
(Pegasus, May 3): Thirteen years Keats’ junior, Caroline Norton was herself a poet and the hostess
of a London salon frequented by writers, painters, and politicians (including
future Prime Minister Benjamin Disraeli). But her marriage to Member of
Parliament George Norton was an unhappy and abusive one, and when she
left him in 1836, he charged her with adultery and took custody of their three
children and claimed her income as an author. Thus an activist was born: Caroline Norton went on to campaign for the Infant Custody Act of 1839, which
gave mothers custody of children up to the age of 7; she continued to fight
for divorce reform and women’s property rights until her death in 1877. This
lively book, by the author of Marie Antoinette: The Journey and The Wives of
Henry VIII, is an “intelligently illuminating biography and cultural history,”
according to our review.
Adventurer: The Life and Times of Giacomo Casanova by Leo Damrosch (Yale Univ., May 24): One
can only speculate what Caroline Norton would have thought of Giacomo Casanova (1725-1798),
the 18th-century Venetian philanderer, gambler, diplomat, con man, and spy whose very name has
come to be synonymous with seducer. His colorful autobiography—some 3,000 pages in modern
editions—recounts at least 125 love affairs and other adventures; from it historians have learned a
great deal about 18th-century European society. Damrosch, known for The Club: Johnson, Boswell,
and the Friends Who Shaped an Age and the National Book Critics Circle Award–winning Jonathan
Swift: His Life & His World, addresses Casanova’s contradictions and self-justifications directly, recognizing that contemporary readers will understand his actions with a heightened awareness of
sexual assault and gender politics.

CORRECTION: The photograph of translator Sara Lissa Paulson was incorrectly credited on Page 108 of the April
15 issue (“Words With…Paloma Valdivia & Sara Lissa Paulson”). The photographer was Destiny Mata.
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Bring on the fresh-baked gougères and the
hydrangea-blue cashmere throws: A classic
fictional setting—the grand hotel—gets
the Elin Hilderbrand treatment. Read the
review on p. 22.
Don’t wait on the mail for reviews! You can read pre-publication reviews as
they are released on kirkus.com—even before they are published in the magazine.
You can also access the current issue and back issues of Kirkus Reviews on our
website by logging in as a subscriber. If you do not have a username or password,
please contact customer care to set up your account by calling 1.800.316.9361 or
emailing customers@kirkusreviews.com.
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HONEY AND SPICE

Babalola, Bolu
Morrow/HarperCollins (368 pp.)
$27.99 | July 19, 2022
978-0-06-314148-3
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THE LITTLEST LIBRARY

Alexander, Poppy
Avon/HarperCollins (336 pp.)
$16.99 paper | July 19, 2022
978-0-06-321693-8

After a bereavement, a young Englishwoman moves to a small village and
figures out what she wants from life.
Jess Metcalfe has been contentedly
floating through life, working at the local
library, living with her beloved grandmother Mimi, and having regular video
chats with her best friend, Hannah, who’s moved to New Zealand. In what seems like an instant, however, Mimi dies, the
library closes, and Jess doesn’t know what to do with herself. On
a whim, she buys a little cottage in the Devon village of Middlemass and finds herself with a daunting renovation ahead of her
and an iconic—and abandoned—red telephone box that she’s
now responsible for out front. After attending a town meeting
foisted on her by Aidan Foxworthy, her cute, single-dad neighbor, Jess finds herself setting up a tiny lending library inside the
phone booth and watching as it slowly brings the whole community together. This is a novel about a village, and Alexander
has created a group of colorful characters who each have their
own charm—from Becky the harried mom to Diana the stylish
retiree, Joan and Muriel the sniping neighbors (and possibly sisters?), and of course Aidan the attractive neighbor. While Jess is
connected to everyone, the other character’ stories mostly happen off the page, so a large part of the novel consists of villagers
telling Jess what happened to them slightly earlier. Even during scenes where Jess is present, the reader is often simply told
that she gave a speech and it was touching rather than being
shown the speech itself. All this auxiliary plot leaves little time
to dive into Jess’ main problem, which seems to come out of
nowhere (as well as being something she should have foreseen
from the start). Nevertheless, the book does charm, especially
in its descriptions of the village.
A pleasant dramedy for people who want to retire to the
country.

SIRENS & MUSES

Angress, Antonia
Ballantine (368 pp.)
$28.00 | July 12, 2022
978-0-59349-643-5

Art, money, and ambition collide,
first at a prestigious college and again in
New York City.
In 2011, 19-year-old Louisa Arceneaux feels out of place at Wrynn College
of Art in the fictional New England town
of Stonewater. The Louisiana native is attending Wrynn on
scholarship, and most of her wealthy peers initially dismiss her
paintings as “Southern Gothic Lite.” Louisa’s roommate is the
icy and beautiful Karina Piontek, daughter of rich yet unhappy
art collectors, who had a mental breakdown last semester before
returning suspiciously quickly to Wrynn. Karina and Louisa,
both queer women, are drawn to each other, first as fellow creatives, then as friends, then lovers, and Karina becomes the

model for Louisa’s new series of gruesome and beautiful paintings. Karina is also sleeping with senior Preston Utley, a controversial figure who runs a mildly successful blog called The Wart,
where he posts provocative photoshopped images designed to
maximize internet traffic. Preston desires to “live outside capitalism” and produce truly radical art while at the same time he’s
desperately seeking a way to free himself from dependence on
his toxic father’s wealth. Meanwhile, washed-up painter Robert Berger comes to Wrynn as the artist-in-residence, trying to
restart a stalled career that never lived up to the promise of his
controversial breakout painting, Dying Man, a portrait of his
best friend that Berger painted while Vince was in the hospital
dying of AIDS. Preston, Karina, and Louisa push themselves to
challenge the boundaries of their art and their abilities until a
vicious prank upends all the characters’ lives. In the aftermath,
they try to make fresh starts in New York City, where it’s only
a matter of time before their paths converge again. Though the
novel can at times be heavy-handed in its messaging, it does
an admirable job of parsing such difficult issues as the role of
capitalism in art, and references to events such as the Occupy
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FICTION | Laurie Muchnick

spies, mapmakers, and mystery novelists
Every couple of years, I edit a review of one of Mick Herron’s books
about a group of underachieving British spies who’ve been exiled to someplace called Slough House, which—
even if you don’t get the reference to
a colorless London suburb—doesn’t
sound like the kind of place you’d
want to end up. The books always
sound intriguing, but I’d never actually picked one up until recently, when
they were produced for television as Slow Horses. Now I’m
reading the first volume, also called Slow Horses (2010), at
the same time that I’m watching the show, which is extremely faithful to the book’s tone
of dry wit and despair as the MI5
outcasts battle both the ostensible
bad guys and the possibly worse
guys who happen to be their colleagues at the agency’s Regents
Park headquarters. The latest installment, Bad Actors (Soho Press,
May 10), just came out; our review
says, “Herron summons a witches’
brew of double talk, petty rivalries,
and professional paranoia.…More
proof that the enemies of the state are no more than a
pretext for infighting to the death among the agencies.”
Nell Young, the protagonist of Peng Shepherd’s intriguing thriller The Cartographers (Morrow, March 15),
has something in common with
Herron’s slow horses: She’s a
young mapmaker who was at the
top of her game, working at the
New York Public Library’s Map
Division, before her father, the
department’s star, had her fired
in disgrace. Her error? Finding a
box of rare maps in the library’s
basement that her father decreed
fakes. Now her father has been
found dead at his desk with one
of those supposedly worthless maps in a secret drawer,
and Nell has to figure out why he cast her out and how
he wound up murdered. Our review said, “Shepherd plots
page-turning twists and revelations with ease and excels
in her knowledge of historical maps and cartographical mysteries.…A highly inventive novel that pushes the
boundaries of reality.”
6
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Former publishing executive
Chris Pavone moved to Luxembourg in 2008 when his wife got
a job there; he took the opportunity to write his first thriller,
The Expats (2021), and has since
rolled out four more novels centering around writing, spying,
and international travel. The latest, Two Nights in Lisbon (Crown,
May 24), features Ariel Pryce,
who wakes up in a Lisbon hotel
room to find that her husband is
missing—and soon gets a demand for 3 million euros for
his return. A reporter and the CIA get involved, and it
turns out that Ariel may not be who she appears to be.
But then, who is? Our review says “this high-stakes drama
grabs your attention and doesn’t let go.”
If you’re looking for more
bookish crime novels, Nina de
Gramont’s first mystery, The Last
September (2015), features a grad
student who’s writing a dissertation on Emily Dickinson, and her
second, The Christie Affair (St. Martin’s, Feb. 1), focuses on Agatha
Christie’s famous 11-day disappearance. Our starred review said:
“The bare facts are here just as they
happened. In December 1926, having announced his intention to divorce her so he could
marry his mistress, Christie’s husband took off to spend a
weekend in the country. Sometime that night, Agatha left
home, abandoning her car beside a nearby chalk quarry
with a suitcase full of clothes inside. Eleven days later, after an internationally publicized manhunt, she turned up
at a spa hotel in Harrogate, having signed in under the
name of her husband’s lover. Upon that frame of fact, de
Gramont weaves brilliantly imagined storylines for both
the mistress and the writer, converging at the spa hotel,
where not one but two guests promptly turn up dead.…
Devilishly clever, elegantly composed and structured—
simply splendid.”
Laurie Muchnick is the fiction editor.

movement give the novel real-world context. The main characters have believable flaws and nuances, and the narrative is
adept at interrogating the power imbalances in both the characters’ personal relationships and in an art world rife with sexism
and classism.
An intriguing exploration of art and wealth spearheaded
by messy, engrossing characters.

THE SCENT OF
BURNT FLOWERS

Bazawule, Blitz
Ballantine (256 pp.)
$27.00 | June 28, 2022
978-0-593-49623-7

Beauman, Ned
Soho (336 pp.)
$27.95 | July 5, 2022
978-1-64129-412-6

Won’t you please open your heart and
save the venomous lumpsucker?
Beauman’s quirky techno-thriller
unfolds in a bleakly believable near future
ravaged by climate change and dominated
by an unholy alliance between corporate
capitalism and ecological protocols. Our protagonists—Mark
Halyard, a morally slippery mining company functionary, and
Karin Resaint, a zealous evaluator of animal intelligence—join
forces to protect the last vestiges of a parasitic fish species (the
titular venomous lumpsucker) for diametrically opposed reasons
as they navigate various nature preserves and hermetic think
tanks powered by miraculous technologies run amok. Beauman
is a deft plotter, and his characters are well drawn, with Halyard’s

y o u n g a d u lt

A debut novel about an African
American fugitive couple seeking refuge
in Ghana.
It’s 1966, and Bernadette and Melvin are in Accra, Ghana, far from their
American home. They’re not there for pleasure—the couple
are on the run after Melvin, held at gunpoint by a racist White
man outside an Alabama restaurant, grabbed the weapon from
the bigot and shot him. “I killed a white man in Alabama, that’s
the electric chair,” Melvin tells his fiancee. “They gon’ say you
my accomplice.” Melvin decides only one person can help them:
his old college friend Kwame Nkrumah, who happens to be the
president of Ghana. When Bernadette and Melvin, pretending
to be a pastor and his wife, meet Kwesi Kwayson, a highlife musician, and find out he’s scheduled to play a show for Nkrumah,
they insist on tagging along, hoping the president can offer
them protection. But Bernadette develops oddly instant feelings for Kwesi, writing in her diary, “I just met a man and it felt
like an out of body experience. As if I had known him my whole
life.” Meanwhile, an FBI agent named Hughes travels to Ghana,
hoping to apprehend the couple he just missed arresting in the
States. Bazawule renders the cat-and-mice aspect of the novel
well; a filmmaker, he’s gifted at narrative pacing. Unfortunately,
that’s the only part of the book that works. His adjective-heavy
writing is stilted and awkward, and he makes frequent use of
clichéd phrases like “The day began like any other” and overly
expository formulations like “At that moment, he concocted
a plan that would have far-reaching consequences.” In several
passages, he takes jarring detours into magical realism that feel
out of place, throwing the reader out of the narrative, and he
indulges heavily in melodrama, making the novel resemble a
bizarre soap opera. The result is a book that feels like a screenplay that’s been wrestled, awkwardly, into prose. This doesn’t
seem like a finished novel so much as an underedited first draft
of one.
The book offers suspense but nothing else.
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panicked self-interest and Resaint’s icy resolve striking comedic
sparks as the pair desperately endeavor to preserve an unlovable
marine species that, by most metrics, would not be missed if lost
to extinction. The book’s real strength is its ability to evocatively
raise profound questions about humanity’s relationship with
and responsibility to animals and the larger environment in the
course of its often (darkly) comic action. The worldbuilding is
dazzling: Abandoned machine marvels called spindrifters randomly roam the ocean, causing freak storms; a research facility
prized for its freedom from sovereign restraints becomes horrifically infested with insects; an oasislike reserve reveals itself to be
overrun with toxic waste; and a government minister becomes a
Bond-like fugitive assassin with the aid of a superpowered scuba
suit, all under the watchful eye of a monstrous international environmental regulatory body that grants cooperative corporations
“extinction credits” like popes of old dispensing Indulgences. It’s
funny—and chilling and terribly sad—because it’s true.
A dire warning, sick joke, and perceptive critique of a species of very questionable intelligence: humanity.
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THE FORCE OF SUCH BEAUTY

Bourland, Barbara
Dutton (400 pp.)
$26.00 | July 19, 2022
978-0-593-32934-4

The life of a princess is even worse
than it looks.
“All fairy tales serve the same purpose. One woman’s story, told to warn
the others. Here is how I lost my feet;
here is how I lost my voice; here is how
I lost my children....Fairy tales are not about sparkling shoes or
white cats. They are about the ribbons that adorn, then sever,
your neck.” After dark, edgy takes on the worlds of fashion and
art, Bourland takes on world-class running and royal living. Her
heroine, a young South African athlete named Caroline Muller,
is the fastest woman in the world, having set a record for the
marathon at the 2000 Sydney Olympics. Eighteen months later
she has a career-ending fall that results in massive anatomical

“A neurasthenic tale of cigars and suicide.”
brenner

allowing characters their moments of awkwardness and anger
rather than rushing toward easy resolutions, Bromley ensures
that the ending feels completely satisfying when it arrives.
An entertaining, romantic story of a woman’s personal and
professional coming-of-age.

BRENNER

Burger, Hermann
Trans. by Adrian Nathan West
Archipelago (400 pp.)
$22.00 paper | July 5, 2022
978-1-953861-30-6
Neurasthenic tale of cigars and suicide by Swiss writer Burger.
“Distinctions collapse, existence has
no feeling of proportion with regard to death, when your number
comes up, it’s best to just slink off without disturbing anybody’s
sleep….” So thinks Burger’s protagonist, heir to a minor cigar

y o u n g a d u lt

and facial reconstruction. She comes out the other side with
ongoing limitations and brutal chronic pain—but on the plus
side, her new face is drop-dead gorgeous. While recovering at
a fancy American medical facility, she meets Prince Ferdinand
II, Finn to his friends, scion of Lucomo, a fictional European
principality known for its world-class gambling casino. Caro
and Finn cross paths a few more times before their cat-andmouse game of attraction (“I thought with my skin,” she confesses) leads to Christmas Eve nuptials before an “ocean of
strangers.” By then Caroline’s undergone a rudely abrupt pelvic exam, dozens of hours of invasive interviews, and a jarring
initiation into a life pinned into place by an army of dressers,
servants, minders, bodyguards, and paparazzi plus wall-to-wall
surveillance technology. As Bourland explains in an afterword,
Caroline’s nightmarish experiences are inspired by the story of
Charlene Wittstock, the current Princess Consort of Monaco,
a Zimbabwe-born Olympic swimmer who “allegedly made at
least two failed escape attempts before her wedding to Prince
Albert” and “spent the lavish ceremony sobbing openly.”
An immersive depiction of the glittering surface and rotten core of royal living, painted in sumptuous and chilling
detail.

HERE FOR THE DRAMA

Bromley, Kate
Graydon House (336 pp.)
$15.99 paper | June 21, 2022
978-1-525-81144-9

A young New York playwright works
to take the next steps toward fulfillment.
Winnie has spent five years working
as a personal assistant to Juliette Brassard, an accomplished playwright suffering from writer’s block, hoping to stay
close to the theater world after graduate school. Now Juliette
is going to London, where one of her plays is being restaged,
and though Winnie is reluctant to go—she’d hoped to get some
work done on her own play while Juliette is away—Juliette persuades her and also promises to finally give her feedback on her
script. During their three weeks abroad, Winnie begins a secret
whirlwind romance with Liam, Juliette’s nephew, while Juliette
is trying to persuade her to join a dating app to provide material about the dating scene in London that Juliette hopes might
help her get over her block. Over the course of their trip, Winnie and Juliette’s friendship and working relationship are challenged as Winnie begins to reclaim some of the confidence she
lost during a disastrous grad school performance and strives to
complete her play, while Juliette is forced to confront ghosts of
her younger years, including her estranged sister. Bromley has
written a wonderfully engaging novel with snappy narration
from Winnie, and she deftly balances moments of humor with
depth by providing her characters with deep backstories and
complicated emotions. Though Winnie’s chipper perspective
feels a bit over-the-top at first, this eases as the book settles
in, and the narrative displays a wonderful sense of patience. By
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empire in a quiet corner of the Aargau—quiet, that is, until, having decided that there’s no point to keeping a healthy savings
account given the nearness of death, he buys a “rossa corsa Ferrari
328 GTS with a removable hardtop and a maximum speed of 166
mph.” Not much happens in the book, though a cigar aficionado
will learn a great deal about different kinds of tobacco, means
of storage (“The cigar must be stored at the proper humidity,
sixty to sixty-seven degrees is ideal, and sheltered from abrupt
changes in temperature”), and additives that “impart the right
aromas” to the tobacco. Add to that occasional disquisitions on
the peculiarities of alpine weather, and Burger’s encyclopedic
leanings are given room to roam. Burger’s smoke-filled narrative, each chapter headed by a different brand of cigar, is at its
best when it’s at its most Proustian, a stogie triggering a memory and with it a philosophical observation, whether a defiant
defense of smoking (“a privilege of the mind and of the senses”),
a takedown of psychiatry (“Analysis—and this is the perfidy of
it—robs us of our myths”), or a Susan Sontag–esque meditation
on depression, which Burger calls a metaphor that allows the
afflicted to proclaim, “This is how miserable I am!” It adds up to
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a slog of a tale that makes any given Dürrenmatt work look like
a light comedy. The translator is to be commended, however, for
his innovative rendering of Burger’s mix of Swiss German with
Hochdeutsch, the former signaled by outlandish phrases in italics such as “he ken turn eh fine phrase too.”
Of some interest to students of postwar literature in
German.

THE BODYGUARD

Center, Katherine
St. Martin’s (320 pp.)
$27.99 | July 19, 2022
978-1-2502-1939-8

When a professional bodyguard is
assigned to cover a famously reclusive
actor, sparks fly.
Hannah Brooks is an Executive Protection Agent, better known as a bodyguard. Although many people picture
bodyguards as big, burly men, Hannah stays undercover and
unnoticed as a 5-foot-5 female agent, often blending in as a
nanny. And although Hannah could easily incapacitate or even
kill a threat, her job is to “anticipate harm before it ever materializes—and avoid it.” She spends most of her work time traveling the world, which is just how she likes it—that is, until her
mother dies, her boss makes her take some time off, and her
fellow agent boyfriend dumps her. Now she’s stuck at home in
Houston, grieving and lonely, wishing for a job that could take
her far away. So when her boss assigns her to an actor who’s visiting his ailing mother in nearby Katy, Hannah’s not interested.
Sure, Jack Stapleton is one of the sexiest men alive, but he’s not
even sure he needs a bodyguard despite having a very persistent
stalker. But Hannah’s boss has no intention of letting her off
the hook, so she ends up protecting Jack as he stays with his
family on their ranch. Jack hasn’t been in the public eye since
his brother died a few years ago, preferring to hide out in the
remote mountains of North Dakota instead of making blockbuster films. Now that he’s back in Texas, he doesn’t want his
mother to know he has protection, fearing the stress might
adversely affect her treatment, so he convinces Hannah to pose
as his girlfriend. As Hannah gets to know Jack and his family,
she realizes that there’s more to him than she thought—but
how much of their connection is real, and how much of it is acting? Center brings her signature warmth and wit to this movieready premise, blending a heartwarming romance with quirky
side characters and even a little bit of action. Hannah, who worries that she’s inherently unlovable after getting dumped, is an
endearing and vulnerable lead underneath her serious, toughgirl exterior.
Center delivers another satisfying, romantic read with a
swoonworthy hero and a delightful main character.

“Lurid, funny, strange, and deftly sorrowing—
an important new voice.”
gods of want

GODS OF WANT

UPGRADE

Chang, K-Ming
One World/Random House
(224 pp.)
$27.00 | July 12, 2022
978-0-593-24158-5

Crouch, Blake
Ballantine (352 pp.)
$28.00 | July 12, 2022
978-0-593-15753-4

… master of the uncanny …

Harold Jaffe, Fulbright and NEA Fellow

ORDER THROUGH

Small Press Distribution OR Ingram
“… master of
the uncanny … ”
Harold Jaffe

“… tales that echo
like prophecy … ”

… just what brave new world of storytelling is this? Playful and

Sarah Blackman

effortlessly pleasurable … powerfully human.

Curtis White, Essayist and experimental fiction writer

and mesmerizes.

Meg Tuite, Author of Meet My Haze

… compelling and memorable fictions that will … reawaken you to
the strangeness of the familiar world …

George Looney, Author of The Worst May Be Over and Ode to
the Earth in Translation

Suburban
Death Project Aimee
Parkison

Suburban Death Project

… scrapes the nerve and pierces the heart. Parkison detonates

y o u n g a d u lt

Praise for Suburban Death Project

When a government agent is exposed
to a virus that modifies his genetic code,
he must consider whether to share these
enhancements with the world or eradicate the virus.
Logan Ramsay works for the Gene
Protection Agency in a world where genetic modification has
wreaked havoc on the ecosystem. His mother, a brilliant scientist, was responsible for the “Great Starvation” nearly two
decades before, when she tried to improve the resistance of
a rice plant to a particular virus and instead devastated the
world’s rice supply. Two hundred million people died, and
Logan went to prison for his role in the catastrophe; his mother
took her own life. Now he investigates and takes down people

Aimee Parkison

Composed of 16 short stories that
explore the immigrant experience, this
book traces a line from old worlds to new
worlds by means of the bloody umbilical
cords that stretch between them.
Chang returns to the thematic territory of her debut novel,
Bestiary (2020), in these stories that unthread the tangled relationships between mothers and daughter, aunts and cousins,
siblings and lovers in the broadly defined Taiwanese immigrant community now living in California. The stories progress
through their antic, sometimes manic, often bloody, muddy,
orgasmic, or chewed-up and spit-out paces. In “The Chorus of
Dead Cousins,” an endlessly proliferating infestation of dead
cousins threatens to drive away the speaker’s new wife with
their poltergeist mischief, including farting in the minister’s
face at the wedding and replacing all of the wife’s teeth with the
red-dyed shells of melon seeds in the night. In “Nüwa,” named
for the mother goddess of Chinese mythology who is often
depicted as having a long, serpentine body, the train that passes
the narrator and her sister Meimei’s house at night may also be
a snake who is responsible for devouring all the girls that have
gone missing in their neighborhood. In “Resident Aliens,” the
speaker, her mother, and her seven aunts “share two bedrooms
and rent out the basement—what had once been a slaughterhouse, with hooks that snagged on our shadows and no windows but our mouths,” to a series of 26 widows, each upping
the fairy-tale ante on the one who came before. Separated into
three sections—“Mothers,” “Myths,” and “Moths”—the book
signals its lingual play from the table of contents on. Indeed, the
ease with which the various narrators shift into poetic transcendence in their workaday descriptions coupled with the linguistic flexibility of non-native idioms repurposed for a new English
in a new world is as much a part of the storytelling as the stories
themselves. All this together leaves the reader with a lingering
sense that language, as well as life, is infinitely adaptable, no
matter the ground on which it is given to grow.
Lurid, funny, strange, and deftly sorrowing—an important
new voice.

… tales that echo like prophecy as they underline, again and again,
the inescapably beautiful now.

Sarah Blackman, Author of Mother Box and Hex
Aimee Parkison is widely published and
the recipient of numerous awards and
fellowships, including: the Catherine

Doctorow Innovative Fiction Prize; the

Sometimes at night, I venture into the yard to stand beside the decaying pontoon
boat. That’s how I first saw the neighborhood ambassador owl and realized the

Kurt Vonnegut Prize from North American
Review; the Starcherone Prize for

owl was calling to me, letting itself be known as owls rarely do. I wanted to explain

Innovative Fiction; a Christopher Isherwood Fellowship,

a North Carolina Arts Council Fellowship, a Writers at Work

to the owl it was too late for me. I no longer went on trips to search for nests in

Fellowship, a Puffin Foundation Fellowship, and a William

Randolph Hearst Creative Artists Fellowship. She currently in

caves, tree hollows, bridges, and buildings. Gone were my childhood visits to caves

the MFA/PhD program at Oklahoma State University.
Photograph by Abelardo Reyes Gurrola
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who are running “dark gene lab[s]” and otherwise seeking to
change the human genome. During a raid, Logan is exposed
to a virus, and while the initial side effects seem to ease after
a few days, he soon begins to notice unusual things: the fact
that he can read incredibly complex books in just a few hours
and retain all of the information; the fact that he can beat his
daughter in chess, which hasn’t happened for years; the way he
can remember every moment of his life in perfect detail. Government agents lock him up and run test after test as Logan
becomes stronger and more intelligent by the day. It is revealed
that, before her death, Logan’s mother promised to release “a
viral gene drive” that would offer a “significant upgrade” to the
human species. When someone arrives to break him out of the
containment facility, Logan will be forced to make a decision:
allow the genetic upgrade to spread through the human species, even though a certain percentage of the population will
die horrible deaths, or destroy the virus. High-octane action,
some moral complexity, and a surprisingly emotional ending
elevate this novel.
Recommended—even for reluctant science fiction readers.

THE LAST HOURS IN PARIS

Druart, Ruth
Grand Central Publishing (448 pp.)
$28.00 | July 19, 2022
978-1-5387-3521-3

This World War II saga explores issues
of parenthood, justice, and retribution.
Druart’s second novel unfolds in two
timelines, taking place in the 1940s and
1960s. At the book’s outset, in 1963, Élise
has been living in apparent exile from
her Paris roots, in a remote Breton village with a mysterious
old woman named Soizic. Joséphine, Élise’s 18-year-old daughter, unearths her birth certificate and learns what her mother
had postponed telling her: A man with a German surname is
her father, not, as she had been told, her mother’s fiance who
died fighting for France. Not understanding that her parentage was not only a source of disgrace, but of danger, Joséphine
is angered by the deception and vows to track down her father.
By 1944, Élise, her mother, and sister have endured four years of
Nazi occupation. The way in which Paris has been devastated
on so many fronts is viscerally evoked. Élise is part of a clandestine operation that arranges passage to Switzerland for Jewish
children. At a bookshop, Élise meets Sébastian, a bilingual German soldier whose mother was French and who, with the glaring exception of his uniform, can pass as French. Sébastian finds
the duties of his posting repugnant—acting as interpreter during
Gestapo interrogation sessions and translating denunciation
letters in which Parisians turn in their Jewish neighbors. Sébastian interferes when French police harass Élise in the bookshop,
where he is an unwelcome customer. He takes escalating risks to
win Élise’s trust and, ultimately, her love—rescuing her from the
Gestapo and helping to save several children from deportation.
Joséphine’s journey of discovery uncovers a tragedy of errors.
Sébastian and Élise seem too innocent—unconvincingly so—to
realize the depths of depravity into which both occupiers and
occupied can sink. Their misplaced optimism will have disastrous consequences for each. But although Sébastian’s complexity will emerge only later, these characters command sympathy, to
the point that readers will be exasperated by their missteps.
A vivid exposé of war and its dislocations.

A CATALOG OF SUCH STUFF
AS DREAMS ARE MADE ON

Dung Kai-cheung
Trans. by Bonnie S. McDougall & Anders
Hansson
Columbia Univ. (344 pp.)
$28.00 paper | June 21, 2022
978-0-231-20543-6
Tales from Hong Kong at the end of
the 20th century, superficially about pop
culture and fads, are as relevant today as
they were when they were first published in 1999.
12
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ON THE COVER

Hernan Diaz
In his new novel, Trust, the author seeks to explore the machinery of
capitalism and the nature of its fictions
BY TOM BEER
Pascal Perich

When Hernan Diaz meets with me over Zoom in
mid-April, he is camped in a friend’s London flat, having tested positive for Covid after arriving in the U.K.
for the London Book Fair. “I had all these things lined
up for Trust,” says the Brooklyn-based author, referring
to his second novel, out May 3 from Riverhead in the
U.S. “I was going to meet booksellers and press. Instead
I’ve just been sequestered, first in a hotel room, and
then at a good friend’s vacant apartment.”
The good news is that Diaz has just tested negative and will fly back to the States in time for a 11-city
tour with a series of live events as well as an online talk
with Roxane Gay for her book club on June 23. It’s a big
drumroll of publicity for the novelist, whose first book,
In the Distance, was published in 2017 by indie Graywolf
Press and went on to become a finalist for the Pulitzer
Prize and the PEN/Faulkner Award.
14
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Trust is a fascinating puzzle box, composed of four
separate sections that all circle around mysterious fictional New York financier Andrew Bevel, whose dealings may have played a significant role in the stock market crash of 1929. To make things even more meta, the
book opens with a novella, Bonds, in which fictional writer Harold Vanner fictionalizes Bevel’s story in an Edith
Wharton–like tale. Other sections of the book complicate the very public narrative of Bonds. In its starred review, Kirkus calls the book “a clever and affecting highconcept novel of high finance.”
I spoke with Diaz—who was born in Buenos Aires,
grew up partly in Sweden, and moved to New York to attend New York University—about the inspirations and
ideas behind this heady novel. Our conversation has
been edited for length and clarity.
I seem compelled to open every interview nowadays
with this question, so forgive me: Was this a pandemic
novel?

That’s a legitimate question. As you can imagine, this
was a much longer project than the last couple of years; I
would say a third of it was a Covid novel. I live in a small
Brooklyn apartment, so [Covid] really affected my way
of working. I started getting up at 4 a.m. to get the quiet hours. I found solace in the writing of the book, just
shutting out reality. And then I was lucky enough to
get a Cullman Center Fellowship at the New York Public Library at the peak of Covid. I went there, walking
from Brooklyn to the library [in midtown Manhattan],
every day. Some days I was [at the center] all on my own,
which was also a magical, weird, apocalyptic experience
that made its way onto the pages.
And you were in that grand beaux-arts library building on
Fifth Avenue that so perfectly evokes the period you’re
writing about.

It’s a monument to capital, with all the philanthropists
who funded the building and the private collections that
were donated. The history of capital and how it has inscribed itself on the public body of the city of New York
were very present to me during the writing of the book.
The structure of the novel is quite original. The first section is a novel that feels as if it could have been written
by Wharton.

books, to my mind, that were focused on the machine
of capital in a way that is otherwise lacking in the American canon. I can’t say that I liked them as literature, but
I learned from them. And then I read the autobiographies of “great men” from the time—Andrew Carnegie,
Henry Ford.
Aside from the inner workings of the financial world,
what did you learn from this reading?

I have a very intense relationship with Henry James and
Edith Wharton; it’s literature that speaks to me in a very
intense way and has determined me as a reader and as a
writer. So it was joyful to be able to inhabit that voice a
little bit for a while, because it’s something that is actually impossible to do. It’s like being a musician and writing, like…Brahms. It just can’t be done. But here was a
good excuse to allow myself to try this. That novel within the novel contains the whole book, although in a disfigured, distorted, warped way. To write that novel first
was a good way to learn what the book was about.

If you read these narratives of accumulation and these
epics of capital, there simply are no women in them in
any regard—not in the fiction and certainly not in the
historical documents. It’s a womanless world, and that
is one of the conventions, one of the assumptions that I
wanted to subvert. And one of the erasures that I wanted to rectify, because it’s a highly ideological erasure. It’s
not an innocent omission.

And then come these other related but free-standing
sections: The tycoon’s own memoir, an account by his
ghostwriter, and the diary of his wife. How did you settle
on this approach?

I feel very exposed in that section of the book; I have a
hard time revisiting it, just for reasons of my own. I feel
that Mildred and I share a lot of interests in terms of
literature and philosophy and music. It was very important to me not to victimize Mildred at the end. Mildred
does do this horrible thing; there is definitely blood on
her hands. And that, to me, added to her dignity as a
character. Part of her agency comes from this power to
inflict harm and from her own greed, which she’s totally entitled to, I feel. But she’s not only that—she’s also
this wonderful person in addition. I think we also get to
see in the end that Bevel, although he’s this vainglorious
shell of a person, also feels enormous love for his wife,
and that is redeeming to some extent.

y o u n g a d u lt

I knew very early on that I wanted to write about wealth.
Not just class—which American literature has done
very well—but the labyrinth of capital and how it works.
I was interested in how extreme wealth distorts the reality around itself, which is something we were seeing
very much during the Trump years.
The structure felt necessary for two reasons. No. 1,
the nature of wealth is being highly mediated, because
the labor of multitudes goes into it. I didn’t want the
book to be narrated from one single perspective. The
second reason is that reality itself had been commodified during those years, and that was something that I
found frightening and fascinating in equal measure. So
the book is to a large extent about that distinction between fact and fiction, between historical record and
fabrication and the line that separates these realms.

The book ends with the secret diary of Mildred Bevel, the
financier’s wife, which rather thrillingly illuminates what
has come before. Was that section enjoyable to write?

Trust received a starred review in the March 1, 2022, issue.

You mention James and Wharton. Were there other
books or authors who influenced the writing of Trust?

Upton Sinclair’s The Moneychangers, which is a book
from 1909 that is totally out of print. I bought, for
$4.50, a first edition on ABE books, because nobody
cares. And the other is the Trilogy of Desire by Theodore Dreiser, of which only the first volume, The Finan
cier, is in print with Penguin Classics. They are the only
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“An engrossing, deep-in-the-weeds thriller.”
winter work

Many of these short stories, or “sketches,” as the author
calls them, have titles that evoke the time when they were written: “Windows 98,” “Hello Kitty,” “Bucket Hats,” “Teletubbies,”
“South Park,” and “PalmPilot.” These quick portraits of the
human condition appear to be about pop-culture preferences,
clothing choices, food, relationships, sex, and careers, but they
are as much about assumptions and how the appearance of
things is not actually reflective of reality. In “Agnès b.,” a man
becomes infatuated with a woman who shares his daily commute. When they finally speak, she confuses him with someone
from her past. At other times, these undeniably human tales
drift toward the absurdist and surreal. In “Red Wing,” a character, avoiding a boy, runs “faster and faster, higher than the flyover, the road, the ground, and the human world, into a country
where no one could catch up with her.” Southie, the protagonist
of “South Park,” hangs out with a group of street toughs in a local
park. One of their number, a boy who won’t speak, is killed by
triad gangsters only to be revived soon thereafter, much like
Kenny from the American TV series. In “Birkenstock,” Tok Tok
avoids confrontations by running away from them. She knows

it’s time to go when her shoes have worn out, and then she
always runs away barefoot, leaving her old shoes behind.
Feed your inner nostalgia monster some of these surrealist
pop-culture bites.

WINTER WORK

Fesperman, Dan
Knopf (352 pp.)
$28.00 | July 12, 2022
978-0-593-32160-7
The Berlin Wall has just fallen, but
following the murder of a close colleague,
disillusioned Stasi veteran Emil Grimm
finds that escaping his life in East Germany is as risky as ever.
In the chaos following the historic
event, intelligence is up for grabs, pitting Russians against
Americans against Germans for the names of thousands of
agents in the field. Emil lives in a dacha in the woods north of
Berlin with his bedridden wife, Bettina, who has ALS, and her
caretaker, Karola, who, with the tacit approval of Bettina, has
become a second wife to Emil. Among their neighbors is Emil’s
former boss, renowned spymaster Markus Wolf (one of the reallife figures in the book). After the murder of Lothar Fischer, his
friend and co-conspirator, Emil reaches out to CIA agent Claire
Saylor, who has been dispatched to East Germany in hopes of
learning the identity of a mole at Langley. He promises to swap
her crucial information in return for her getting himself, Bettina, and Karola—who proves to be a great partner in surprising
other ways—to freedom. In a kind of woodlands pas de deux,
Claire (the protagonist of Fesperman’s 2021 gem, The Cover
Wife) becomes increasingly invested in Emil’s cause. Until the
thrilling climax, what’s at stake—what the pitched strategic
battles are about—is treated almost as an afterthought. It’s the
gamesmanship that matters most. Emil’s secret meetings with
Wolf have the color and bounce of a much finer wine than the
one they’re drinking. A local cop bonds with Emil even as he is
being played by him. When a recently retired spy named Clark
Baucom says to Claire, “This is all getting pretty complicated,”
she’s not at all unhappy about that.
An engrossing, deep-in-the-weeds thriller.

RIZZOLI & ISLES
Listen to Me

Gerritsen, Tess
Ballantine (320 pp.)
$28.00 | July 5, 2022
978-0-593-49713-5

The snoop is the star as Rizzoli and
Isles make their 13th appearance together.
A hit-and-run driver injures young
Amy Antrim in downtown Boston, and
Sofia Suarez, a middle-aged critical
16
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care nurse, is bludgeoned to death. Amy’s father, a doctor,
had worked with Sofia, but otherwise the two events appear
unconnected. Boston PD Homicide detectives Jane Rizzoli
and her partner, Barry Frost, investigate the murder, and
medical examiner Dr. Maura Isles dissects poor Sofia’s corpse
for clues. And a teenage girl goes missing for the fourth time.
Will she return on her own, or has something horrible happened to her? As Jane tries to work, she’s pestered by her mom,
Angela, the neighborhood snoop. Angela knows everybody’s
business and is friends with most of her neighbors. Her mantra is, “if you see something, say something,” and she sees a
new couple that has moved in close by, pulled the shades down,
even installed bars on the windows. She wants her daughter to
investigate, but Jane is busy dealing with real crime. Yet something fishy is going on over there, perhaps a woman being held
captive and abused. The characters are certainly colorful. Isles
escapes her daily view of death by playing piano and doing it
to perfection. A colleague is surprised that she “chose cadavers over Chopin.” Jane is miffed that her good friend Maura
had never mentioned her musical pastime, but music “was her

safe space, where death did not intrude.” Meanwhile, a selfproclaimed former SEAL pumps iron in his front window, the
better to impress the women. Angela gossips with her Scrabble friends and mildly resents the snotty wordsmith who has
a master’s in English. For her part, Angela has “a life degree
in motherhood.” She knows that the way to get men to help
her is to offer them zucchini bread, and she knows how to
tactfully fend off a neighbor’s unwelcome advances. Gerritsen
combines her knowledge of medicine and police procedure
with an intricate plot, clever twists, and strong women.
Solid entertainment by one of the best.
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THE ONE WHO LOVES YOU

Grant, Pippa
Montlake Romance (397 pp.)
$10.99 paper | July 12, 2022
978-1-5420-3765-5

An heiress with aspirations to run
her family’s manufacturing empire is
relocated to a small Wisconsin town with
the rest of her clan.
Phoebe Lightly, a born-and-bred
Manhattan socialite, finds herself transplanted to Tickled Pink, Wisconsin, after her grandmother
Estelle Lightly has a brush with death and decides her family’s
souls could use some work. For the matriarch, better known as
Gigi, this involves multiple viewings of Pink Gold, which inspires
her to relocate her family to the town where the movie was shot.
The plan is that her son, Michael; his wife, Margot; and their
grown children, Phoebe, Tavi, and Carter, will fix up the old
high school (which Gigi bought) to transform themselves into
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better people through good deeds, just like the main character
of the movie. Inhabiting the town is Teague Miller, a grumpy
lumberjack type who lives in a tiny set of treehouses overlooking his flock of goats and has a secret he’s protecting; his teen
daughter, Bridget; his ex-wife, Shiloh, and her wife, Ridhi; and a
host of other characters. When Phoebe meets Teague, sparks fly,
and their cantankerous relationship evolves. The rich-fish-outof-water story is painted in broad strokes; fans of Schitt’s Creek
will recognize many themes but may miss the more nuanced
storytelling of that TV show.
A novel that idealizes small-town folks, a simple life, and
the redemptive qualities of manual labor.

BAD EMINENCE

Greer, James
And Other Stories (224 pp.)
$26.00 | July 5, 2022
978-1-91350-534-9
A translator finds herself enmeshed
in a bizarre plot in this highly referential
novel.
Many novels begin with a professional taking on an assignment they
probably shouldn’t. That’s what happens
to Vanessa Salomon, the narrator of Greer’s novel, who begins
work on a new project from a French novelist known initially as
Not Michel Houellebecq. Soon enough, she learns that there
are actually two authors using that name: H1, “a serial harasser,”
and H2, who tells Vanessa he’s hired H1 to be his public face
while he works as a corporate CEO. Things get more complicated from there, with the plot eventually encompassing Vanessa’s actress sister as well. As Vanessa continues working with H2,
she finds traces of her late ex-lover in a hotel room and comes
to believe that H2 may have sinister designs on her. If this all
seems ornately complex, you’re not wrong, but Vanessa’s caustic voice goes a long way toward supplying a memorable comic
edge. “I was born in a trilingual household, you see—French,
English and money,” she says early in the book. Later, she notes
that “in France diminutives are regularly employed to address
children and strippers.” As befits a book about a translator,
Greer’s novel abounds with literary references, with a passage
at the end indicating that “raw material” for aspects of the plot
comes from Recollections of the Golden Triangle by Alain RobbeGrillet. Readers familiar with Greer’s work as a screenwriter
(including Unsane, 2018) will find a few easter eggs here as well.
The ending feels a bit unwieldy, but a charismatic narrator can
work wonders, and that’s the case here.
A thoroughly bizarre, frequently compelling literary
thriller.

“Three Grisham novellas show the less
glorious side of the legal profession.”
sparring partners

SPARRING PARTNERS

Grisham, John
Doubleday (320 pp.)
$28.95 | May 31, 2022
978-0-385-54932-5

Three Grisham novellas show the
less glorious side of the legal profession.
In the first, Homecoming, Jake Brigance is a lawyer in a small Mississippi
town with too many lawyers. One day,
his office receives an envelope containing a note and enough cash for a one-week vacation to Costa
Rica for Jake and his wife. All he’s asked to do is convey a message and relay the response. The offer/request is from Mack
Stafford, an attorney who’d skipped town three years earlier
with $400,000 of his clients’ money, leaving behind his wife,
two teenage daughters, and clients who still don’t even know
they’ve been bilked. Now he feels bad and wants to come home
and reestablish contact with family. Will they want anything to

do with him? No startling twists, but Mack is surprisingly sympathetic given what he’s done. In Strawberry Moon, 29-year-old
Cody Wallace sits on death row for a botched robbery-turnedmurder committed when he was 14. His brother had pulled the
trigger on the homeowners and was killed in the shootout. Over
the years, Cody’s lawyer has tried every legal trick and delaying
tactic he could, and now it’s execution day. The only hope left
is clemency from the governor. Meanwhile, Cody’s sole visitor
has been his lawyer, although a Midwestern woman has corresponded with him and sent him books—lots of books. With
execution imminent, he has one last wish that’s against prison
rules and could get a friendly guard fired. The last yarn, Sparring
Partners, features a most dysfunctional family of lawyers. Bolton
Malloy is the disbarred head of Malloy & Malloy and is serving prison time for killing his wife, a most disagreeable woman
whom no one misses. Rusty and Kirk, his two lawyer sons,
despise each other as well as dear old dad, but their old man has
forced them to sign an agreement never to leave the firm without paying a serious penalty. Bolton hopes to get out of prison
soon, but the kids hope otherwise. So while the first two stories
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are touching, the last is anything but. You just want everybody
to slither back under a rock—or maybe under separate rocks.
Grisham’s fans will enjoy these tales of betrayal, hope, and
dysfunction.

THE BOYS

Hafner, Katie
Spiegel & Grau (256 pp.)
$27.00 | July 12, 2022
978-1-954118-05-8
A quirky couple’s decision to foster
8-year-old twins ends up driving them
apart.
With his extreme introversion and
severe anxiety issues, Ethan Fawcett is
mostly relieved when lockdown hits.
After all, he’s “wired for quarantine.” “If Barb hadn’t come
along,” he muses, “...I’d have shuffled my way straight into a

solitary middle age.” But she did, and she thinks he’s adorable—
so by the time Covid shows up, they’ve been happily married
for years. Ethan is a genius engineering geek; Barb is a research
psychologist who studies loneliness among the elderly. Once
lockdown hits and social isolation becomes a problem affecting
millions, this expertise rockets her to media stardom. Ethan, at
that point, is fully booked taking care of Tommy and Sam, a pair
of Russian orphans Barb brought home on a whim in 2019. The
boys were supposed to give the couple a chance to practice parenthood before they launched into what they had just learned
was not going to be the old-fashioned, easy way of making
babies. Ethan falls head over heels for the boys, which unlocks a
level of manic anxiety and vigilance in him that makes Barb’s life
unbearable. Even as she is repelled, she thinks she understands.
Ethan’s parents died in an accident on vacation when they were
38. That birthday is coming for him “like a heat-seeking missile.”
There’s a lot to love in this book—every corner of it is filled with
clever invention and loopy charm of the Kevin Wilson variety,
and suspense is created by a growing pile of unanswered questions that will keep you flying through it to the end. What the
heck did those boys do in Italy that caused the tour operator to
disinvite the family from all future expeditions? Why does Barb
go completely sour on the boys, to the point that Ethan must
choose between her and them? It turns out everything revolves
around a huge, nearly unforeseeable (though in retrospect, carefully seeded) plot twist.
Like a soup that is either wrecked or nailed by one crazy
ingredient—and you don’t know what it is till your bowl is
empty.

WE LIE HERE

Hall, Rachel Howzell
Thomas & Mercer (416 pp.)
$15.95 | July 12, 2022
978-1-6625-0032-9
An anniversary party reveals a shocking family secret that will change the
lives of everyone it touches.
Yara Gibson, a writer on a television
crime drama, has returned to her dusty
hometown of Palmdale, California, to
host an anniversary party for her parents. As a lifelong asthmatic, she is literally allergic to her parents’ desert home, but
after losing an argument with her mother—who needles her
into staying in her childhood bedroom though there’s a dust
storm raging outside—she settles in for several days of family drama and a whole lot of wheezing. The drama escalates
quickly after a long-lost cousin named Felicia texts Yara with
a dangerous accusation: “I have information that will change
your life.” But before Yara can find out what’s going on, Felicia
is mysteriously killed, ratcheting up the tension in the house
as Yara and her family struggle to figure out who would have
killed her. Yara’s asthma gets worse as the days progress, and
by the time the reader starts wondering how she’s still alive
without access to her mysteriously disappearing inhaler, Yara
20
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“Brilliant debut stories about the lives
of contemporary Native women.”
a calm & normal heart

is attacked, probably by the same person who murdered Felicia, and ends up in the hospital. After a quick recovery, Yara
begins to learn just how much her family has been hiding.
What’s most special about the book is the array of complex
characters, from Yara’s flighty and overindulged sister to her
quiet, devoted father and, most of all, Yara herself, with her
assortment of ailments and traumas and resilience. (That she
is a crime writer trying to solve her own real-life crime adds to
her charm.) The dialogue is sharp, observant, and emotional
without ever straying into sentimentality, and the mystery of
who is targeting the Gibson family manages to stay compelling despite many twists and turns—though at times these
misdirections and pivots can feel a little disjointed, leaving
you wondering momentarily how you got there.
This captivating domestic thriller will keep you on your
toes.

A CALM &
NORMAL HEART

Hicks, Chelsea T.
Unnamed Press (215 pp.)
$25.00 | June 21, 2022
978-1-951213-54-1
Brilliant debut stories about the lives
of contemporary Native women.
“ ‘Coming home’ inspires me to write,”
observes Hicks, a member of the Osage
Nation, in her acknowledgements. Home
is important to her characters, too, whether it’s a geographical
place (like Oklahoma or California, the sites of significant Osage
communities) or a sense of belonging. That’s what Mary, in “By
Alcatraz,” wants when she finds herself at a Thanksgiving dinner,
having to explain to her White-guy host that the “bucolic feast celebrating generosity” was “in fact a mass poisoning.” “What I hate,”
she explains, “…is I feel like I live in a different country that’s here,
inside this one, but no one believes my country exists.” The idea
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of home also draws Hicks’ self-aware but emotionally shutdown
women back to places shot through with trauma, whether historical or personal, and also sends them fleeing. Her women are often
the daughters of abusive fathers, the wives and girlfriends of men
who don’t hit them too often but don’t really love them, either.
They wander so slowly toward decisive action that it’s harrowing to watch them save themselves. In “Superdrunk,” 19-year-old
Laney contemplates having an affair with a 30-year-old alcoholic
to escape her dad, whose sexual attention has warped her selfworth. But they do save themselves, and it’s a testament to Hicks’
considerable talent that her characters’ senses of dislocation and
turmoil are tempered by their feminine power (or “know-how,” as
one character puts it) and connection to cultural traditions. These
stories often seem a little odd, the events in them random and
chaotic, but that’s very much the point. Hicks’ brilliance is that
she doesn’t explain things to White readers and doesn’t translate
the Wazhazhe ie (the traditional language of the Osage) sprinkled
throughout, as though to pose the question: “Whose home?”
Dark and darkly comic stories that herald an important
new voice in American letters.
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THE HOTEL
NANTUCKET

Hilderbrand, Elin
Little, Brown (416 pp.)
$26.10 | June 14, 2022
978-0-316-25867-8
Bring on the fresh-baked gougères
and the hydrangea-blue cashmere throws:
A classic fictional setting—the grand
hotel—gets the Hilderbrand treatment.
The beloved beach novelist’s 28th
book is another tour de force, deploying all her usual tricks and
tropes and clever points of view, again among them a character from the afterlife and the collective “we” of gossipy island
residents. Our ghost is Grace Hadley, a teenage chambermaid
who died under suspicious circumstances in a hotel fire in
1922. Grace’s lonely days are over when the historic property
is purchased and reopened by a London billionaire. As Xavier
Darling tells his general manager, Lizbet Keaton, their goal
will be to get five out of five keys from Shelly Carpenter, an
undercover hotel blogger who has not awarded top honors
to any spot visited so far. A gorgeous remodel, a sterling staff,
free treats in the minibar, and—of course, since this is Hilderbrand—an incredible restaurant where a disco ball drops from
the ceiling every night at 9 p.m. and the chef is hotter than
any dish on the menu are all in play as the first guests come
streaming in. Which one is the hard-to-please Ms. Carpenter?
Other addictive storylines include a rich kid cleaning rooms to
expiate some mysterious, terrible thing he did this past spring,
an evil beauty breaking up island marriages (instead of a gun in
the drawer, there’s a half-used Chanel eye shadow in Pourpre
Brun), and the desperate attempts of Lizbet’s ex, who sexted
with their wine rep, to win her back. One of the special services Lizbet creates for the guests of the Hotel Nantucket is
a “Blue Book” containing all her recommended island itineraries. A real-life version is included as an appendix, giving the
complete scoop on where to eat, drink, sunbathe, shop, and
stay on the island, plus notes on which Hilderbrand novels
happened where. If you’re ready to check out Chicken Box or
to try the sandwiches on herb bread that lured the author to
become a permanent island resident in 1993, the Elin Hilderbrand Bucket List Weekend really is a thing.
Honestly, who needs Nantucket. It could hardly be more
fun than this book.

THINGS WE DO IN THE DARK

Hillier, Jennifer
Minotaur (352 pp.)
$25.19 | July 19, 2022
978-1-2507-6316-7

The violent death of a Seattle comedian looking for a comeback opens the
door to a full-bore investigation of his
wife, who has every reason to dread the
spotlight.
In his time, Jimmy Peralta was the
star of the successful TV show The Prince of Poughkeepsie. His
time was quite a while ago, but after years of retirement, a
chance remark at an awards dinner has paved the way for Jimmy’s return on the streaming platform Quan…until he’s found
in his bathtub with his femoral artery slashed. Also found in
the bathroom is his fifth wife, yoga instructor Paris Peralta,
who tells Jimmy’s oldest friend, attorney Elsie Dixon, that she
returned from a work conference in Vancouver to find him

dead and grabbed his straight-edged razor in confusion. Since
the surveillance monitors that could confirm what time Paris
crossed the border have gone dead, Elsie prepares her client
to dig in for a difficult trial. The lawyer doesn’t know that this
isn’t Paris’ first rodeo. She fled Toronto many years ago under
an assumed name in the wake of a basement fire that claimed
the life of stripper Joelle Reyes, whose mother, Ruby Reyes, was
already doing time for killing her married lover, bank president
Charles Baxter, under circumstances that left her with the nickname the Ice Queen. As Ruby, who’s about to be paroled after
25 years, sends Paris a series of escalating blackmail demands,
journalist Drew Malcolm, who has his own uncomfortable ties
to Joey Reyes, seizes on Paris’ arrest as fodder for his true-crime
podcast, Things We Do in the Dark, that might help exorcise his
personal demons. But that exorcism stands at the end of a long
and twisty road.
Gripping enough to make you accept every contrivance
and beg for more.

FLYING SOLO

Holmes, Linda
Ballantine (320 pp.)
$28.00 | June 14, 2022
978-0-52561-927-7
A woman returns to her hometown
of Calcasset, Maine, to clean out her
recently deceased great-aunt’s house—
but runs into a few surprises along the
way.
When Laurie Sassalyn’s beloved
great-aunt Dot dies at the age of 93, Laurie takes on the job of
cleaning out her house. Even as a child, Laurie idolized Dot and
the life she lived as a single, adventurous woman. Dot traveled,
never got married, and (most important to Laurie, who grew up
with four brothers and a constant stream of noise) had a silent
house. Now that Laurie’s almost 40, she’s re-created Dot’s life
for herself in Seattle, where she lives in peace, enjoying her job
as a freelance nature writer and spending her free time with her
many friends. Cleaning out Dot’s house is a big task, but Laurie
thinks Dot deserves the respect of having someone go through
her stuff instead of just trashing everything. Alongside the many
books and boxes full of old photos, Laurie finds something surprising—a wooden duck, carefully kept in a cedar chest. Laurie
can sense that this duck was important to Dot, and she enlists
the help of a “bereavement declutterer” to help her discern its
value. She also reconnects with librarian Nick Cooper, the high
school boyfriend she dumped when she realized that he wanted
to stay in Calcasset. Nick and Laurie have both changed over
the years—he’s been married and divorced, and she’s broken
off an engagement—but what hasn’t changed is their deep connection. Nick and Laurie grow closer as they search for answers
about the mysterious duck—especially when their search leads
them to what might be the world’s first wooden duck heist. As
Laurie’s feelings for Nick grow, she starts to wonder if her friend
June is right when she says, “You don’t have to be single to be
24
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“When the world’s first Category 6 storm destroys
Miami and Houston, a FEMA megashelter in Oklahoma
becomes part of the setting for the harsh aftermath.”
the displacements

independent. And you don’t have to be married to be loved.” As
in her debut, Evvie Drake Starts Over (2019), Holmes displays a
gift for warm, richly drawn characters and situations that are as
cozy as a steaming cup of tea. Laurie is refreshing as a heroine
who is entering her 40s, a size 18, and completely comfortable
with her life as an unmarried, child-free woman. There are no
dramatics or big fights between her and Nick—just a believable
adult relationship with real-world obstacles.
A charming and easygoing look at all kinds of love and
the beauty of independence, featuring supremely likable
characters.

THE DISPLACEMENTS

Holsinger, Bruce
Riverhead (448 pp.)
$27.00 | July 5, 2022
978-0-593-18971-9

THE PINK HOTEL

Jacobs, Liska
MCD/Farrar, Straus and Giroux (336 pp.)
$27.00 | July 19, 2022
978-0-3746-0315-1
Two newlyweds honeymoon in a Los
Angeles hotel for the uber-wealthy while
fires ravage the city.
When Kit and Keith Collins arrive at
the luxurious Pink Hotel, Kit has no idea
their stay is doubling as an extended job
interview. Although the couple has met success—the restaurant
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When the world’s first Category 6
storm destroys Miami and Houston,
a FEMA megashelter in Oklahoma
becomes part of the setting for the harsh
aftermath, measured in unraveling lives.
“Twenty-four hours ago I was a
wealthy surgeon’s wife leaving my huge house with three kids
and a dog in a hybrid SUV. Now I’m a sweating, penniless
refugee dragging a wheelie bag up a rural road.” In the lingo of
Holsinger’s ambitious novel, former rich White lady and sculptor Daphne Larsen-Hall is now an IDP, an Internally Displaced
Person—aka a Luna, for the hurricane that created a whole new
class of Americans, numbering in the millions. Luna “strikes
Miami as if beating on some mountain-size drum....She moves
like a drunken butcher, flaying skyscrapers, eviscerating offices
and conference rooms and lobbies....The guts of civilization
swarm and fly: desks, chairs, tables, carpets, lights, plants, computers, printers, books, and papers by the billions, landing in
the rivered streets, pulped through the sewer channels, chewed
by the winds.” Holsinger’s lush writing about the storm is complemented by “The Great Displacement: A Digital Chronicle
of the Luna Migration,” an interactive website including interview transcripts, maps, and charts, displayed here as screenshots. For example, one survivor, now a Ph.D. in critical disaster
studies, reports, “Doesn’t surprise me that what finally focused
the nation’s attention on the megashelters was that spectacle
in Oklahoma, what went down at Tooley Farm. There you
had a perfect storm of climate change, displacement, extremism, and racial difference swirling around these white bodies at
the center of it all, the big pale eye of the storm.” Interspersed
with these reports are chapters telling Daphne’s story as well
as those of her three difficult children (her teenage stepson,
Gavin, maliciously leaves her purse in the driveway when they
flee); the African American woman who runs Tooley Farm for
FEMA; the drug dealer/insurance agent who is there to squeeze
every penny he can get out of the refugees; and his sidekick/
girlfriend, a guitar player who starts the cover band that gives
the book its title. From Range, a complicated street game all

the children are playing, to wildfire, the opiate many of their
parents are getting addicted to, Holsinger’s storm of invented
detail is Category 6.
Brilliantly imagined and terrifyingly believable. Seems
destined to be a blockbuster.
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at which they both work, he as general manager and she as a
waitress, has recently earned a Michelin star—it’s still in middle-of-nowhere Boonville, and Keith has greater ambitions. Kit
feels sidelined and disillusioned, spending her days drinking
with the ruthlessly extroverted Marguerite instead of with her
new husband. Keith, who “liked watching Kit transform from
this unsure girl, an orphan really, to someone whose dreams
matched his own,” grows increasingly frustrated that she isn’t
enthused by this opportunity. “Had she expected they’d live
in Boonville forever?” Meanwhile, fires destroy thousands of
homes, and working-class people are rioting in the streets. A
slew of bored billionaires flock to the hotel “for comfort,” and
suddenly the hotel is understaffed and needs Keith to help—
uncompensated, of course, except for the flimsy promise of
future employment. Tension mounts, Veuve Clicquot and Dom
Pérignon flow, and the hotel descends into chaos. “The ennui of
the elite wasn’t some abstract concept,” Jacobs writes. “Their
boredom can shift landscapes, collapse entire economies.” At
a sentence level, the novel sings. The prose is pithy and precise,
and one imagines Jacobs can summon any image with unsettling swiftness. The social commentary that underpins the story,
however, is a little obvious. Out-of-touch billionaires are lowhanging fruit as far as social satire goes, and one wishes that
Jacobs used her powers to nudge the story into more fruitful
and nuanced territory.
A sharply written satire with somewhat heavy-handed
social commentary.

NOTHING BUT THE TRUTH

James, Holly
Dutton (304 pp.)
$17.00 paper | July 12, 2022
978-0-593-18650-3

How would your life change if you
could only tell the truth?
A few hours into her 30th birthday,
Los Angeles publicist Lucy Green makes
a startling discovery: She is no longer
able to lie. Her actions and words can
only be truthful. Unfortunately for Lucy, this clashes with her
plans for the day, which center around nabbing a prime Hollywood starlet as a client: “1. Lock down Lily Chu. 2. Secure
promotion. 3. Gracefully ascend into the divine decade of her
thirties. 4. Have one hell of a birthday bash on a rooftop in
downtown L.A. where her boyfriend would finally propose to
her.” Lucy’s life immediately starts to change as the truth forces
her to reject the constraints that she, and the patriarchy, have
put on herself: She eats a bagel because she can no longer convince herself that yogurt and berries are satisfying, she tells her
best friend she hates spin class, and she yells at a man who catcalls her. As Lucy goes about her day she continues to question
her life: Why is she forcing her body into a mold just to please
others? Why has she never stood up for herself as her boss sexually harasses her? Why is she letting her mother and society
convince her that she needs to marry her (loser) boyfriend and
26
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have kids immediately? Thus Lucy’s candid curse (gift?) ushers
in a whirlwind of changes, including a budding romance with
Adam, the hot bartender who served her a mysterious cocktail
the night before just as she made a fateful wish for the next day
to go well. While the novel’s undercurrent of girl-boss feminism
feels a little dated, James’ ability to dive right into the drama
from the get-go makes this a nonstop fun ride.
A beach read with a morality lesson.

BROTHER ALIVE

Khalid, Zain
Grove (352 pp.)
$26.00 | July 12, 2022
978-0-8021-5976-2
A Staten Island mosque becomes
the unlikely center of an outsize conflict
around faith and family.
Khalid’s bulky, ambitious debut
novel is largely narrated by Youssef, one
of three unrelated children adopted by
Salim, an imam who spirited them out of Saudi Arabia under
mysterious circumstances. Much of the story is concerned
with exploring that mystery, braided around a plot about fractures within the Muslim faith. Along with his adopted brothers, Dayo and Iseul, Youssef snoops around the mosque and
learns about the complex reasons for their departure and how
it relates to Salim’s closeted homosexuality. Adding a dash
of surreality to an already disorienting situation is Brother,
a shape-shifting double who shadows Youssef, serving as a
kind of animal familiar and manifestation of his mood. (At
various points, Brother is a capuchin monkey, a cat, a bat, a
hen, a cocker spaniel, and more.) In time, Youssef realizes he’s
enmeshed in a bigger conflagration between Salim and a rival
imam in Saudi Arabia who strives to pharmaceutically convert
nonbelievers and leads a techno-futuristic compound in the
country that’s as corrupt as it is glittering. (It’s modeled after
an actual project, Neom, a planned “smart city” under construction.) Khalid has plenty to say about art, relationships,
religion, and family, and he gives Youssef an appealingly wry
and questioning voice. But the novel creaks from its overabundance of ambition—wanting to be a domestic novel, satire of
faith, critique of petrocapitalism, myth-soaked allegory, and
(in its latter stages) techno-thriller, it’s constantly in search
of a center. Whatever power Brother might have as a symbol
for hidden lives and alternate existences is sapped by the busy
plotting. Khalid has an admirably encyclopedist instinct, but
he’s set an almost impossibly high bar for storytelling.
A big-picture saga about faith that gets lost in the details.

“Three generations of Italian women living under one roof
might be witches or might just be trying to live their lives.”
the empire of dirt

THE BIG DARK SKY

Koontz, Dean
Thomas & Mercer (390 pp.)
$28.99 | July 19, 2022
978-1-5420-1992-7

FIRE SEASON

Krow, Leyna
Viking (336 pp.)
$27.00 | July 12, 2022
978-0-59-329960-9
In 1889, a fire in Spokane Falls, a
thriving town in the territory of Washington, provides opportunities for two
unscrupulous men and one ethically
ambivalent woman.
On the verge of statehood—which,
in the thoughts of one character, will lessen the desperation
that makes a citizenry susceptible to fraud—Washington Territory is ripe for exploitation by three drifters who, in this
extremely pre-regulation universe, can endlessly reinvent
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Those incredible coincidences Carl
Jung dubbed synchronicities lie at the
heart of Koontz’s latest—if it can be said
to have a heart.
Twenty-four years after the deaths
of her mother and father only weeks
apart drove her from Montana to live with her Aunt Katherine in Santa Fe, Joanna Chase hears a spectral voice bidding her
return. At the same time, tech billionaire Liam O’Hara, who
now owns Rustling Willows, the ranch where Joanna spent her
childhood, hires Seattle PI Wyatt Rider to investigate a mysterious disturbance that spooked O’Hara’s family on a recent visit.
And no wonder, for there’s no lack of spooky manifestations
in the area. Embezzling chemist Harley Spondollar’s house
collapsed moments after he stepped outdoors; Jimmy Alvarez,
the childhood friend Joanna’s somehow forgotten despite his
memorable birth defects, has been touched by dark forces;
and Asher Optime, formerly associated with Xanthus Toller’s
Restoration Movement, has branched out on his own quest
to restore the planet to its natural balance by eliminating all
humankind (the list of victims he’s abducted and killed so far
stands at five). Eventually the oddball heroes, joined by goodguy hacker Kenny Deetle, his more-than-one-night-stand Leigh
Ann Bruce, his wingman, Dr. Ganesh Patel, and Artimis Selene,
Patel’s partner in the secret Project Olivaw who yearns to be
more, make common cause against the odder-ball villains. But
although Koontz repeatedly and oracularly invokes the awesome powers of synchronicity to explain the mesh of connections among the cast members, this remains very much a pickup
ballgame, highly effective from scene to scene but in hindsight
as evanescent as a mirage.
A nonstop actioner with cosmic overtones painted in consistently broad strokes.

themselves. Barton Heydale, a banker who came to Spokane
Falls to escape a dismissive father in Portland, embezzles to
get even with the townsfolk, who dismiss him even more. Roslyn Beck, a prostitute Barton visits regularly, is rescued by him
after the catastrophic fire which begins in the hotel where she
lives and works. However, she doesn’t see it as rescue once she
sobers up from the absinthelike thrall of the hooch known as
“Mud Drink.” Faux fire investigator Quake Auchenbaucher (an
alias earned when he masqueraded as a seismologist) engineers
Barton’s downfall and also attempts, with more honorable
intentions, to rescue Roslyn, who is having none of that, either.
Roslyn is not so much the protagonist as the tonal center of a
book whose key is unclear. She is “a certain kind of woman.” A
witch? A clairvoyant? A seeker? Or just aware that she is always
second-guessing herself when far less talented men are not? The
author’s main preoccupation is not with people but with motifs
and issues: What is consent? Can good intentions redeem?
Is theft in aid of good works moral? The prose is incantatory.
Locations veer from the frontier precursor of Spokane, which
Krow portrays with the sure hand of a local, to Portland and
San Francisco. A prologue and unrelated “interludes” underscore the novel’s themes, superfluously it seems. The characters
weigh their options, internally and in dialogue—in some sections just dialogue, like a script without stage directions—but
seem to care very little about outcomes. Outcomes, the reader
gathers, aren’t really the point.
A novel that makes peace with uncertainty.

THE EMPIRE OF DIRT

Manfredi, Francesca
Trans. by Ekin Oklap
Norton (208 pp.)
$16.95 paper | July 12, 2022
978-0-393-88177-6

Three generations of Italian women
living under one roof might be witches
or might just be trying to live their lives;
point of view is everything.
During the summer of 1996, 12-yearold Valentina gets her period for the first time. Unprepared for
the situation, she keeps it to herself initially, the first step in
her developing awareness of her sexuality and its related power.
Among many subsequent and, perhaps, surreal occurrences
recounted by Valentina, the odd-looking house her family has
occupied for generations also seems to begin bleeding. Referred
to as “the blind house” by others in their rural, agrarian community, Valentina’s home lacks windows facing those who approach
it and is the site of numerous unusual phenomena as her story
unfolds. After the departure of Valentina’s father for a job in
Russia, the house is occupied by Valentina, her young mother
(whose choices in life were circumscribed by her teenage
pregnancy), and her scrupulously religious grandmother, who
tends to the family’s farm. A series of plagues—closely resembling those described in Exodus—appears to descend upon
the homestead and prompts Valentina’s ailing grandmother
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to attribute blame for what she believes to be a curse on the
household. Interfering with those calculations of guilt are the
secrets Valentina’s family has held for generations. As frogs,
mosquitos, maggots, and boils (among other horrors) descend
on the family, Valentina endeavors to make sense of her place
in a world inhospitable to girls seeking freedom and within a
family where secrets reign over truths. Manfredi delivers Valentina’s narrative, as translated by Oklap, in a straightforward and
unapologetic tone consistent with the bravado and insecurities
of adolescence.
Familial truth emerges, one way or another, but it may
take a few generations before it can be seen.

OUR GEN

McKinney-Whetstone, Diane
Amistad/HarperCollins (288 pp.)
$26.99 | July 5, 2022
978-0-06-314011-0
For Cynthia, selling her West Philly
row house and moving to a swanky senior
community in the suburbs seemed like a
good idea when her son suggested it.
When Cynthia moves to the Sexagenarian, she isn’t exactly thrilled. She
misses her neighborhood and the house that saw her through
a failed marriage and raising a successful son. While she stands
to make a mint on the sale to a young White couple, she also
feels troubled by her complicity in gentrification. And she’s
concerned about meeting other Black retirees at what everyone calls “the Gen.” But just as when she was an undergrad at
the University of Pennsylvania, the people of color find each
other, and soon ex–nonprofit director Cynthia, good-time-girl
Tish, former(ish) investigator Lavia, and dapper scientist Bloc
make a happy foursome, gathering at Tish’s house to eat, dance,
watch movies, get high, and unpack their pasts. Sharp observations and spot-on period references land well: Cynthia ruefully
reflects on a “career that rose and rose despite the racism, sexism, then petered because of ageism,” and tasty name-checks
include Edge of Night and Shake ’n Bake. Less tasty, though far
more prevalent: stiff and cursory dialogue, a terrible meet-cute
involving a priapism, and truly odd meat metaphors (two separate sets of lips are “thick and salty like seared steak fat” and
“like bacon sizzling in a cast-iron pan, plump and glistening”).
Cute premise—Black Golden Girls move into Melrose
Place—makes a fine pilot pitch. But a novel? Not so much.
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TOTAL

Miller, Rebecca
Farrar, Straus and Giroux
(192 pp.)
$25.00 | July 12, 2022
978-0-3742-9911-8
Seven stories focus on the many
guises of obsessive (though not particularly sexual or romantic) love, and Miller’s tone is disarmingly matter-of-fact
throughout.
The protagonists are mostly women, privileged, if not necessarily wealthy, members of the liberal elite. Their passion
often centers around children. The opener, “Mrs. Covet,” concerns Daphne, an overwhelmed mother of three, one a newborn, who feels ambivalent about her new nanny; threatened
by the nanny’s competence, Daphne also luxuriates in her novel
freedom from parental responsibility until a crisis awakens her
fierce maternal protectiveness. The mother in “Vapors” is taking her 2-year-old for a walk when she runs into an old lover.
Memories of various intensely troubled romantic relationships
come flooding back, but none can ultimately compare to her
emotional connection to her child. The title story hinges on a
science-fiction conceit—social networking technology available only to the well-to-do goes terribly wrong, resulting in the
birth of morbidly fragile children who spend their brief lives
expensively institutionalized—but it becomes an intense exploration of family ties: When a teenager decides to rescue her
younger sister from the institution where their well-meaning,
quietly distraught parents have placed her, her plans go awry,
but the telling is more sweet than bitter. In “I Want You To
Know,” a case of obsessive motherly love gone fatally wrong acts
as a plot pivot, a story within the story about a woman coming
to grips with the new rural life she’s committed to with her husband. The protagonist in “Receipts” chooses career over family, knowing and accepting the cost. The nature of storytelling
is the theme in “She Came to Me,” the only story with a male
protagonist, one whose need to feed his creativity in a comically
dark, erotic adventure equals his avowed commitment to his
family. Finally, “The Chekhovians” is itself a riff on Chekhov:
There’s family tragedy, comic class conflict, and an unexpected
offer of money.
A beautifully constructed, acutely felt, morally honest
collection.

“A truly lovely tale of families, love, mistakes,
forgiveness, and, yes, happiness.”
vacationland

VACATIONLAND

Moore, Meg Mitchell
Morrow/HarperCollins (384 pp.)
$23.99 | June 14, 2022
978-0-06-302611-7

CORINNE

Morrow, Rebecca
St. Martin’s (432 pp.)
$28.99 | July 12, 2022
978-1-2502-7999-6
Two fundamentalist Christians endure
ostracism in the name of true love.
This is a refreshingly unconventional
love story between people who are not
conventionally attractive. Corinne Callahan wears “plus-sizes” and “always looked
bad.” Enoch Miller is described as “massive,” “a slab,” built like a
door crammed into an ill-fitting suit. The horizons of these two
teens are circumscribed by their evangelical church in Kansas,
where women are expected to be modest but where not being
pretty is more offensive than immodesty. Although women
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Two half sisters who have never
met—a New York University professor
and a waitress—spend the summer in the
small town of Rockland, Maine.
Louisa Fitzgerald McLean, a tenured
NYU history professor, is almost done
with her sabbatical and feels like a complete mess. She hasn’t
been working on her planned book, her three children are taking up all her energy, and her husband, Steven, is so consumed
with getting his new podcast company up and running that he
has no time for her or the family. A decision is made: She and
the children will spend the summer in Maine with her mother,
Annie, and father, Martin—retired chief justice of the Supreme
Judicial Court of Maine—at her family’s vacation house while
Steven stays in Brooklyn and works. Over the course of the
summer, Mattie, 12, falls in love; Abigail, 10, writes letters to her
father and loses herself in Bridge to Terabithia, board games, and
the water; and Claire, 7, listens, watches, bosses people around,
and has a tremendous time learning secrets and suffering the
tragedies that only a youngest sibling can suffer. Everything
looks—and is—wonderful, but Louisa and Steven’s marriage is
under strain, her book isn’t coming along, her father’s Alzheimer’s is getting worse, her mother’s endless reservoir of money is
drying up, and she discovers that her father is not perfect. Kristie, a half sister Louisa never knew about, arrives in Maine, three
years sober and looking for her own closure after her mother’s
recent death. Author Moore has expertly woven together firstperson narratives from Louisa; Kristie; Martin; the family’s
housekeeper Pauline; and the children to create an engrossing
story of one summer, many summers, multiple lives.
A truly lovely tale of families, love, mistakes, forgiveness,
and, yes, happiness.

outnumber men, the men have the dominant roles as deacons
and elders. Unmarried young men and women must be chaperoned at all times. The congregation, it seems, has already chosen a fiancee for Enoch, Shannon Frank, whose beauty Corinne
envies. In 1992, Enoch and Corinne, both 18, transgress, and he
confesses. Being “cast out” of the church enables Corinne to go
to college, get out of Kansas, and achieve ad-biz stardom in Boston. Enoch, who repented, did not attend college (which the
sect discourages), instead becoming an electrician. The narrative jumps ahead 13 years as her mother’s health challenges draw
Corinne back home to the provisional embrace of her family.
After Shannon, coming out as a lesbian, divorces Enoch, his now
precarious position in the church gets even worse when word of
his and Corinne’s renewed relationship leaks. Unlike Corinne,
entrenched in her apostasy, doggedly devout Enoch continues
to attend services even while being shunned. Occasionally one
wonders why, in a mobile society, these capable young adults,
now 32, choose a restrictive community reminiscent of 17thcentury Salem, albeit with a steady diet of high-fructose corn
syrup. In one of many pungent observations, Corinne muses, “I
don’t just have a scarlet letter; I have, like, a whole scarlet letterman’s jacket.” After a propulsive start, the story suffers from a
lack of conflict, unrelieved by the couple’s minutely described
premarital sex life, which grows a bit tedious with repetition.
An arch but nonconfrontational look at an enclave of
American Christianity.

NOW LILA KNOWS

Nunez, Elizabeth
Akashic (256 pp.)
$26.95 | June 7, 2022
978-1-63614-024-7

After witnessing a Black man shot by
police in Vermont, a Caribbean professor
tries to decide whether to take action.
When Lila Bonnard arrives in a small,
predominantly White Vermont town, her
fiance warns her “not to get involved in
America’s racial problem.” On the way from the airport to the
apartment where she’ll stay for a year’s teaching appointment,
though, Lila witnesses police shoot and kill a Black man attempting to resuscitate a White woman. Before she understands what’s
happened, Lila is involved. The few Black faculty members are
eager for Lila to come forward with what she knows. The man
who was killed, Ron Brown, had been a professor at the college
and a friend of theirs. But Lila, an immigrant, is frightened of
the ramifications of speaking out, and her fiance continues to
warn against her involvement. Nunez’s latest novel, though it
occasionally takes on the pacing and the plotting of a thriller—
someone slips a threatening, unsigned note under Lila’s door—is
essentially a quiet account of one woman’s gradual awakening.
As a Black Caribbean, Lila’s experience and understanding of
racism differ rather drastically from those of her new African
American colleagues. The novel traces her growing understanding of the dynamics at play in American racism. Along those
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“A tart, questioning exploration of how deep racism runs.”
harry sylvester bird

lines, Nunez’s prose is thoughtful, nuanced, and unrushed. But
there are minor moments that feel improbable—not because the
events described are outlandish, but because characters appear
to respond to situations in ways that seem unlikely. Minutes after
seeing Brown shot dead, for example, Lila has a casual conversation with her landlady in which she mentions, “My grandmother
loves the soaps, especially General Hospital. You can’t speak to her
when General Hospital is on.” Then, too, not all Nunez’s characters are painted with the same fine brush as Lila, and the dialogue
often feels stilted. Still, as a portrait of Lila’s political and racial
awakening, the novel is a grand success.
A nuanced portrait of a Caribbean woman’s gradual
enlightenment.

ON ROTATION

Obuobi, Shirlene
Morrow/HarperCollins (352 pp.)
$27.99 | June 21, 2022
978-0-06-320914-5
A Chicago medical student is disillusioned by love until she meets a passionate artist in this debut novel.
As a third-year medical student, Ghanaian American narrator Angela Appiah
practically wrote the textbook on firstborn-daughter expectations. At 25, Angie still has little room for
failure under the watchful eyes of her parents, who expect nothing
less than perfection. Unfortunately, perfection is sorely lacking in
Angie’s personal life; for starters, she just got dumped by her boyfriend of six months. Her sister, Tabatha, insists that Angie’s constant heartbreak is due to her choosing to date the “low-hanging
fruit” who label her an “ethnic, erudite fling.” That said, Angie can’t
help but dream of white coats more than white weddings when
there are future-defining tests to study for. Enter Ricky Gutiérrez,
a handsome young graphic designer she meets in a public garden.
She’s immediately smitten: He’s flirtatious, kind, and way too good
to be true—which Angie finds out is not a metaphor when he
reveals he has a girlfriend. While Angie would like nothing more
than to forget her chance meeting with Ricky, fate keeps bringing
them together. He volunteers at the pediatric ward in the hospital where she performs her rotations; his best friend, Shae, is in
love with her best friend, Nia; and he even has tickets to the same
Beyoncé concert. The more time Angie spends with Ricky, the less
she can fight her overwhelming attraction toward him, but is she
willing to let herself get hurt by him again? Author Obuobi, a physician and cartoonist, is in her wheelhouse chronicling the hectic,
and sometimes solitary, life of a medical student. The often witty
footnotes, frequently describing medical jargon or Ghanaian traditions, add an amusing flair to Angie’s personality, but the novel’s
true strength shines in its more serious moments. Encounters with
Ricky’s father, who’s overdosing on heroin, and a 15-year-old gunshot victim powerfully depict the heartbreaking realities that are
commonplace in Angie’s line of work and how her passion for helping people is where her true success lies.
Guaranteed to make your heart beat faster.
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HARRY SYLVESTER BIRD

Okparanta, Chinelo
Mariner Books (320 pp.)
$27.99 | July 12, 2022
978-0-358-61727-3

A teenager conducts a yearslong
effort to shake off his White privilege in
Africa, suburbia, and New York.
We meet the title character of
Okparanta’s second novel, after Under the
Udala Trees (2015), in 2016 in Tanzania, on
a safari with his parents, who exemplify ugly (White) Americanism. If Wayne and Chevy aren’t bickering with each other, they’re
making casually racist comments and treating the Black tour
guides contemptuously. Harry’s embarrassment at their behavior, combined with a connection with one guide, moves the
14-year-old to resent “the prominent paleness of my skin.” Back
home in the Pennsylvania suburbs, the rift widens as Wayne, a
mediocre teacher, loses his job and pursues ill-advised schemes
like attempting to sell 3-D printed guns, while Harry plans his
escape. Though Harry detests his parents and makes various antiracist gestures, he decides to take a scholarship from a group of
God-and-flag Whites called Purists (read: Trumpists) to escape
his parents and go to college in Manhattan. Okparanta’s satire of
White racism and hypocrisy is sometimes cartoonish, especially
when it comes to Wayne, but it’s sharp in the latter sections, as
when Harry attends meetings of “Transracial-Anon,” a 12-step
group that’s less anti-racist and more pro–self-pity, or uses an
app called Dignity that effectively removes the burden of how
to treat people or when a public act of goodwill by Harry’s Black
girlfriend becomes warped by bigots. Harry’s dream of “racial
reassignment” is a fool’s errand, of course, but Okparanta suggests that even more modest gestures of allyship don’t meaningfully address racist instincts. The novel comes full circle with a
trip to Ghana’s Gold Coast, the one-time center for the slave
trade, suggesting that while Harry isn’t exactly his father’s son,
he’s inherited a cultural affliction that he can’t shake off.
A tart, questioning exploration of how deep racism runs.

GROUPIES

Priscus, Sarah
Morrow/HarperCollins (368 pp.)
$27.99 | July 12, 2022
978-0-06-321801-7
In 1977, a young woman moves to Los
Angeles and quickly finds herself caught
up in the exciting—but dangerous—
music scene.
Priscus’ debut novel starts with a
bang: “Josie, who’d be covered in blood
on bathroom tiles in nine months’ time, met me at the Greyhound Station.” The “me” in question is Faun Novak, who has
nothing to lose when she moves to LA to live with her high
school best friend, Josie. A recent college dropout, Faun arrives

OLD COUNTRY

Query, Matt & Harrison Query
Grand Central Publishing (320 pp.)
$28.00 | July 26, 2022
978-1-5387-2120-9
In their debut novel, brothers Matt
and Harrison Query explore the ultimate
in buyer’s remorse: What if the home of
your dreams wants you dead?
Longing to abandon their busy city
lives for a quieter and more fulfilling wilderness existence, Harry and Sasha Blakemore gamble big on a
remote Idaho property, sight unseen. Former Marine rifleman
Harry hopes bonding with nature and his golden retriever will
ease his combat trauma from Afghanistan, and Sasha wants to
exchange corporate walls for wide-open spaces. With the snowcapped Tetons looming in the distance, their new homestead
is everything they dreamed it would be and delivers even more
than they bargained for. The couple’s blissful homecoming is
interrupted when their nearest neighbors tell them there’s a
powerful spirit living in their valley and give them a guide to the
strict rituals they must observe to survive its trials. Each season
of the year presents a more deadly and challenging supernatural
threat. The couple embraces their new life even as their skepticism about the paranormal wanes in the face of incontrovertible proof that it exists. Their choice to endure becomes less a
matter of passion than persistence as they uncover more closely
guarded and dangerous secrets. They may never leave the valley again. The authors combine their talent for action-packed
horror scenes with picturesque descriptions of mountain living,

creating refreshing lulls to contrast with the intense moments
of terror. Though all the backstory that’s loaded into the beginning of the book slows the pace of the early chapters—narrated
alternately by Harry and Sasha—little goes to waste. The payoff
is an emotional and psychological journey that deepens the layers of this entertaining horror story. Don’t forget to bring a fourlegged ally; you’ll need all the help you can get.
Fans of Stephen King and Paul Tremblay will find this a
satisfying escape into the woods.

THE MERMAID OF
BLACK CONCH

Roffey, Monique
Knopf (240 pp.)
$14.99 paper | July 12, 2022
978-0-593-53420-5
In this Costa Award–winning novel,
the discovery of a mermaid makes waves
on a fictional Caribbean island.
In 1976, during an annual fishing competition in the waters off Black Conch, a
creature is hauled aboard a whaler called Dauntless. The boat
is owned by a White father-and-son duo who have come from
Florida to take part in the competition. David Baptiste, a local
Black fisherman, is the only one who knows that a strange creature lurks in the water, so when she’s strung up on the jetty and
left to bleed out by the astonished but proud Americans, it’s
Baptiste who performs a stealthy rescue. In his saltwater-filled
bathtub, the mermaid begins transforming back into a woman.
Over time, Baptiste learns her story: Belonging to the Indigenous Taino people, the mermaid, Aycayia, was once a woman
who was cursed to her fate by other women in her village. As
she relearns human life, taught to read by Baptiste’s White
landlady, Arcadia Rain, and befriended by Arcadia’s young Deaf
son, Aycayia wonders whether, through her millennialong exile
in the sea, she has managed to shake off her curse and connect
again to the land of her people. Told through journal entries
written by Baptiste decades after the events, verse snippets
from Aycayia, and omniscient narration swirling through a core
group of characters, the mermaid’s melancholy tale is a clear
colonial allegory, the story of an island nation and its history
of Indigenous people vanishing, slavery, European domination,
and independence, with an uneasy and watchful present relationship between the White and Black islanders. These relationships, especially, are keenly observed and wrought: Roffey
herself was born in Trinidad to a British father and a European
mother who was born in Egypt, and she identifies as binational
and White Creole.
A mournful tour through Caribbean history via one of its
most indelible legends.
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with little more than her beloved Polaroid camera. Josie’s always
been a bit larger than life, and now she’s spun her charm into
something truly impressive: She’s dating Cal Holiday, the lead
singer of the rock band Holiday Sun. Faun easily gets swept into
Josie’s glamorous world, clutching her camera and taking photographs of the debauched situations she encounters behind the
scenes as she and Josie party with the band. Faun befriends the
other girls who hang out with Holiday Sun, the ones who are
often dismissed as groupies—a band member’s wife, another
band member’s underage girlfriend. But all that glitters isn’t
gold, and Josie’s relationship with Cal Holiday isn’t as perfect
as it looks from the outside. The lifestyle that Faun thought
she wanted and the band she initially worshipped aren’t quite
as exciting after countless concerts and parties. And as Faun’s
journey races toward the bloody ending promised in the opening line, she realizes that she may be in way over her head. The
story is peppered with so many details about debauched parties and blaring music that readers can almost see the Polaroids
that Faun compulsively snaps. And although it’s quite effective
as a time capsule of the 1970s rock scene, it’s also an exploration of obsession and a compassionate look at the women and
girls many people would easily dismiss. This would be a perfect
choice for fans of Daisy Jones & the Six.
A gritty, glamorous novel full of sex, drugs, and rock ’n’ roll.
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“In this debut novel set in 1990s Harlem, a young girl
learns—and redefines—what it means to take up space.”
big girl

AN EVENING OF ROMANTIC
LOVEMAKING

Slotky, Ben
Dalkey Archive (120 pp.)
$15.95 paper | July 19, 2022
978-1-62897-401-0

While holding a small-town movie
theater audience hostage—at least in
his own mind—a disgruntled man rants
for more than 100 pages about this, that,
and nothing.
According to this nameless man, who waves a gun and says
he’s rigged the place with tripwires and plastique, he is 46, dying
of cancer, failed at business and marriage, and has six kids. He’s
loaded with gripes, among them how “everything is simultaneously the biggest deal that’s ever happened and also totally
pointless.” In his own eyes a daring comic (à la Gilbert Gottfried, perhaps), he delights in nonsensical segues. “Huey Lewis
wanted a new drug, but I want a new dog,” he says, launching an
aimless routine about getting the right pooch. He assaults good
taste, going on about how the best frozen lemonade he ever had
was at the Holocaust Museum and jumping on the opportunity
to repeatedly utter the N-word in riffing on what people once
called Brazil nuts. It’s hard to say what Slotky, who is White, is
after since the book is neither funny nor shocking nor alive with
ideas or feeling. In other words, it’s no A Horse Walks Into a Bar,
Israeli novelist David Grossman’s International Man Booker
Prize–winning 2017 work about a tormented stand-up comic. If
anyone is being held hostage, it’s the reader who keeps waiting
for Slotky’s patter to matter.
A book whose brevity is its greatest reward.

BRIEFLY,
A DELICIOUS LIFE

Stevens, Nell
Scribner (320 pp.)
$26.99 | July 19, 2022
978-1-982190-94-1

A 15th-century ghost describes falling in love with an oblivious George
Sand during her family’s stay in Mallorca
in this lyrical debut novel.
Blanca died at the age of 14 in 1473
and has been haunting the Charterhouse, a once-bustling monastery in Valldemossa, ever since. She’s never encountered a fellow ghost and has spent the past 365 years silently observing the
living. She’s discovered things about herself since passing on—
she’s attracted to women as well as men, and her spectral powers
include the ability to explore people’s memories and gaze into
their futures—but has also found her afterlife growing smaller
and smaller in scope as time wears on. The monks Blanca used
to torment with poltergeistlike antics are long gone, and Blanca’s
last living direct relative, a “multiple-times-great granddaughter,”
is on death’s door when, out of the blue, new tenants arrive at
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the Charterhouse: French writer George Sand; Polish composer
Frédéric Chopin, her lover; her two children; and a servant girl.
Sand’s masculine gender expression immediately draws Blanca’s
fascination even as it alarms the locals, who are already wary of
foreigners and Chopin’s obvious ill health. Stevens’ prose is by
turns languid and visceral—she manages to capture both the
alienation from the normal passage of time that comes with a
lonely eternal life and the profound longing for and appreciation
of the sensory that comes with lacking a physical body.
An entrancing and singular exploration of a fascinating
historical footnote and a queer life after death.

BIG GIRL

Sullivan, Mecca Jamilah
Liveright/Norton (320 pp.)
$27.00 | July 12, 2022
978-1-324-09141-7
In this debut novel set in 1990s Harlem, a young girl learns—and redefines—
what it means to take up space.
Eight-year-old Malaya Clondon weighs
168 pounds. It’s also true that she is Black,
that her family recently moved from a
tiny apartment on the Lower East Side to a brownstone uptown,
and that she attends Galton Elementary Academy for the Gifted,
but her weight seems to be the most important fact about her
to most of the people around her. It’s what her classmates see.
It’s what leads her mother, Nyela, to monitor Malaya’s food and
take her to Weight Watchers meetings. And it’s what prompts
her grandmother Ma-Mère to suggest that Malaya get gastric
bypass surgery. Only a couple of close friends and Malaya’s
father recognize that there is more to her than a number on a
scale and unruly desires. By high school, she will have a larger
circle of friends. She finds solace and joy in the rhymes of Biggie Smalls. And she discovers a new sense of style as she builds
a wardrobe inspired by the rappers she sees on MTV. But she
still hungers for experiences that she believes are reserved for
thin girls—a hunger that becomes more complex when her
best friend, Shaniece, becomes a thin girl herself. In an effort
to meet this need, Malaya will acquiesce to sexual experiences
that bring her no pleasure, just a hint of what it feels like to be
wanted, before she begins to explore what it truly is that she,
herself, wants. Sullivan writes with tenderness and uses the
language of poetry to communicate her protagonist’s inner
life. In difficult moments, Malaya escapes into fantasy, and
she uses drawing and painting as emotional outlets. But what
begins as dissociation evolves into a more confident relationship with her art, just as Malaya will ultimately learn to inhabit
her body with a sense of license and possibility. She decides to
let go of the shame Ma-Mère passed on to Nyela, and Nyela
passed on to Malaya, and not measure herself in terms of fatness and thinness but in terms of “the smallness of a body
against a broad scape of mountains” and “the smallness of life
in the big, busy world.”
A lyrical and important coming-of-age novel.

CIRCLING BACK TO YOU

Tieu, Julie
Avon/HarperCollins (352 pp.)
$15.99 paper | July 12, 2022
978-0-06-306984-8

When a guarded real estate analyst
and her flirty co-worker find themselves
working together to land a lucrative client, they realize their feelings might be
more than a simple cubicle crush.
Analyst Cadence Lim is used to taking
risks at work, but she’s vowed never to risk her heart for top-selling broker and serial bachelor Matt Escanilla. For the five years
that Cadence has worked for San Francisco’s Prism Realty, gorgeous Matt has been a welcome reprieve in an office where she is
constantly passed over for promotions. His small favors and coffee runs have become a staple of her day, as have the butterflies
she feels every time he sticks his head over her cubicle. Much
to Cadence’s chagrin, her close friendship with Matt has even
sparked a flurry of office nicknames for them, including “Asian
Jim and Asian Pam” after the characters from The Office. While
Cadence would love to ditch her icy exterior and just date Matt,
she refuses to invest her heart in a relationship she knows won’t
last. Matt is one meeting away from sealing a deal with elusive
entrepreneur Percy Ma, and he’s a shoo-in for a promotion to
his and Cadence’s hometown of Los Angeles, also known as the
land of Cadence’s unresolved family drama. Yet when their boss
ensures that a trip to LA to meet Percy can work out well for
both of them, Cadence and Matt soon find themselves devoid
of any HR restrictions to hold their attraction at bay. Tieu’s second novel, after The Donut Trap (2021), is at its best when the
slow burn is still sizzling. Once Matt and Cadence embrace their
desires, the passion falls flat and their credibility as best friends
feels questionable. Cadence often seems more aggravated than
charmed by Matt’s immature behavior, calling him “annoying,”
“irritating,” and “a baby” on multiple occasions. Matt’s grating selfishness and Cadence’s constant aversion to friendliness
dampen their union, and readers may find it difficult to root for a
relationship so fraught with inertia.
A friends-to-lovers slow burner that fizzles when the
romance hits.

THE SWIFT AND
THE HARRIER

Walters, Minette
Blackstone (590 pp.)
$29.99 | July 12, 2022
979-82-00913-01-5

Crime writer Walters tells the story
of a bloody civil war that turned England
into a crime scene.
Life was hard for women in 17th-century England, and in Walters’ latest novel,
Jayne Swift has it even harder because

she’s a physician, a role reserved for men in that era. Living with
her aristocratic family in Dorsetshire on the English Channel,
Jayne struggles against the chauvinism and lethal concoctions
of the local quacks who kill more patients than they save. And
if that weren’t enough, her skills are badly needed to handle the
brutal injuries as Royalist and Parliamentarian armies clash in
a civil war that eventually ends with the execution of Charles
I. Walters draws wonderfully on her crime-writing skills to
capture the violence and gore of the era. She gives us a likable,
resourceful heroine in Jayne, who, with a MacGyver-esque ability to treat any injury with brine, calendula oil, catgut, or a handful of maggots, refuses to take sides. “I still favor neutrality and
will continue to do so even after the conflict ends,” she insists at
one point. “I have no wish to judge anyone for their beliefs, now
or in the future.” It’s definitely an admirable position, but she’s
out of place in an era demanding absolute loyalty. As a result,
Jayne gets into frequent trouble, but thankfully she has William
Harrier in her corner. Harrier’s a chivalrous footman who helps
her out of many tight spots and isn’t quite what he seems to be.
Questions swirl around him—is he a spy? What side is he on?—
as Walters takes us through the years of this devastating war and
shows its effects on the towns and villages of Dorsetshire. Her
expositions on English history might make some readers impatient for action, but they provide much-needed context for a
crisis that divided English society and viciously turned citizens
against each other in a way that feels strangely familiar now.
This well-researched novel of 17th-century warfare shows the
perils and rewards of sticking to one’s principles.

THE IT GIRL

Ware, Ruth
Gallery/Scout Press (432 pp.)
$26.99 | July 12, 2022
978-1-9821-5526-1

Ten years after having discovered her
Oxford roommate’s dead body in front
of the fireplace in their room, a young
woman struggles with the realization
that she may have helped send the wrong
man to prison.
Hannah Jones arrives at Oxford hardly believing that she’s
been accepted into this haven of learning and wealth. Sharing
a picturesque set of rooms with the flamboyant and beautiful
April Clarke-Cliveden, she divides her time between rigorous
studying and energetic socializing with Emily Lippmana, Ryan
Coates, Hugh Bland, and Will de Chastaigne, with whom she
shares an attraction even though he’s April’s boyfriend. It’s a
good life except for the increasingly creepy interactions she
has with John Neville, one of the porters. When Hannah finds
April dead one night just after she’s seen Neville coming down
the stairs from their rooms, it’s her testimony that puts him in
jail. Ware divides the novel into alternating “before” and “after”
chapters, with the narrative of Hannah’s college experience
unfolding parallel to the events of her life nearly a decade later,
when she’s married to Will and pregnant with their first child.
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Then Neville dies in prison and Hannah hears from a reporter
who thinks he might actually have been innocent. Hannah
begins to wonder herself, and she plunges back into the past
to see if she can figure out what really happened that night. As
usual with Ware, the novel is well crafted—the setting, characters, and dialogue are all engaging—but it lacks the author’s signature sense of urgent and imminent threat. The novel unfolds
smoothly, providing a few twists and turns, as the reader might
expect, but not really delivering any true suspense. It also lacks
the contrast between a luxurious background and the characters’ fears that Ware has often played to great effect. She does
offer a deeper dive into the trauma of the survivors than she
usually does, but this isn’t the breathless page-turner one has
come to expect from Ware.
Delightfully readable fiction, but the mystery disappoints.

THE GREAT MAN THEORY

Wayne, Teddy
Bloomsbury (320 pp.)
$26.00 | July 12, 2022
978-1-63557-872-0

An essay-writing Brooklyn academic
who feels he has hit bottom discovers
just how much further he can fall.
This novel attempts an exquisite balancing act between the farcical and the
devastatingly sad and between the political polarities its protagonist sets out to address. The present
moment is most certainly out of joint for Paul, who is in the
midst of writing his first book in perhaps his last gasp toward
relevance. He has titled it The Luddite Manifesto, and it attempts
to connect the contemporary culture’s addiction to screens
with the election of a president whom he finds abhorrent. The
novelist plainly has sympathy for Paul, his positions, and his
plight, yet he also presents him as a sad sack—self-important,
oppressively judgmental, a divorced dad now living with his
own mother, demoted by his college English department from
lecturer (with benefits) to adjunct. Somehow he must navigate
his way through the modern world, supplementing his income
by driving for a ride-share, which requires him to get one of
those smartphones he despises. Soon he finds himself sharing his opinions on a political website where he becomes desperate for “likes.” Having established a character who is both
sympathetic and ridiculous, the novel must find something for
him to do; he maneuvers through his daughter’s decreasingly
enthusiastic sleepovers, a #MeToo accusation from one of his
few prized students, and a chance encounter with the producer
of a right-wing TV commentary show to which his mother is
addicted. Paul makes a last grandiose attempt to establish himself as a “great man,” and it’s a doozy.
The novel generates plenty of dark humor from its serious
issues and predicaments.
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m ys t e r y
CLAUSE OF DEATH

Barrett, Lorna
Berkley (336 pp.)
$27.00 | June 7, 2022
978-0-593-33350-1

A bookseller’s reputation as a jinx is
enhanced by yet another murder.
Tricia Miles, owner of Haven’t Got
A Clue bookstore, would enjoy life a lot
more if only she didn’t keep finding dead
bodies. She and her sister, Angelica, are
co-presidents of the Stoneham Chamber of Commerce, whose
latest meeting goes awry when Eli Meier, a rude, paranoid conspiracy theorist, creates a fuss over plans for a craft brewery.
Tricia’s surprised when she runs into attractive Irishman Ian
McDonald, a ship’s security officer she’d aided in solving a shipboard murder, and astonished when he’s named the new police
chief over the objections of many in the department. Soon
enough, the murder of the unpopular Eli gives Ian a chance to
prove his worth. In the meantime, a homeless young man seems
to be stalking Tricia’s helper Pixie, and Mr. Everett, her other
reliable helper, breaks his wrist. Gossip moves faster than the
speed of sound in Stoneham, but Tricia finds it helpful when
she investigates Eli’s death. Though she finds Ian very attractive, she’s been burned in several bad relationships, and even as
he seeks information from her, he makes it clear that he’s not
pleased by her sleuthing. There are many townsfolk who might
have killed Eli, but a surprising revelation about his past opens
up a whole new field of investigation.
Plenty of new, guilty-looking faces along with deep dives
into the franchise characters’ lives add up to a good read.

PEPPERMINT BARKED

Budewitz, Leslie
Seventh Street Books (240 pp.)
$17.95 paper | July 19, 2022
978-1-64506-054-3
A brutal assault disrupts Christmas
festivities at Seattle’s famed Pike Place
Market.
Pepper Reece knows how lucky she
is to have snagged a shop in her city’s
iconic farmers market. Some merchants
wait years for such an opportunity. To show her gratitude for
her good fortune, she makes sure that Seattle Spice looks,
smells, and tastes season-appropriate, with cinnamon-laden
garlands and mint tea samples for customers. But it becomes
much harder for her to maintain her desired level of Christmas
cheer when, on a trip to fellow merchant Vinny Delgado’s wine
shop, she finds his young assistant, Beth Yardley, lying in a pool

“A crackling good crime yarn, overstuffed but juicy.”
bread for the bastards of pizzofalcone

of blood. Vinny’s ex-wife, Marly, is on the scene. Together the
two women summon the police and wait for Vinny while gravely
injured Beth is taken to the hospital. As the young woman
hovers between life and death in the ICU, Pepper’s boyfriend,
Nate Seward, and his brother, Bronson, clean up Vinny’s shop.
Until Beth’s attacker is caught, though, the market’s merchants
remain on edge. To bring peace to her beloved Pike Place, Pepper decides that she has to investigate, even without knowing
whether Beth was the target of a planned attack or the victim
of a random act of violence.
A standard merchant cozy with local color and holiday
trimmings.

A POISONOUS PAGE

Crowe, Kitt
Crooked Lane (320 pp.)
$26.99 | July 12, 2022
978-1-64385-920-0

de Giovanni, Maurizio
Trans. by Antony Shugaar
World Noir (352 pp.)
$18.00 paper | July 19, 2022
978-1-60945-689-4

The murder of a popular Neapolitan
baker has the floury fingerprints of the
Mafia all over it. But does the trail of
breadcrumbs lead elsewhere?
De Giovanni’s fifth Bastards of Pizzofalcone novel begins
by picking up the careful early morning routine of a beloved
baker known as the Prince of Dawn just minutes before he’s
murdered. The discovery of the body is preceded by a flavorful synopsis of the series’ crime-busting team, disgraced cops
who’ve recaptured their reputations after a stint in prison
and a number of successful cases. Lojacono, Romano, Palma,
and Aragona each has a backstory and an evocative nickname.
When Lojacono and Romano arrive at the crime scene, they
find other cops, bakery employee Mario Strabone, and TV
personality Dottor Diego Buffardi all surrounding the corpse
of Pasquale Granato. Buffardi, an assistant prosecutor, posits
that the baker’s recent testimony against the Mafia has led to
his execution. The duo meets up with their partners at the station house, where the police chief, Crispi, has already called in,
directing the team to pursue this Mafia theory. Lojacono thinks
otherwise, and the team interrogates a wide array of persons of
interest, including female bakery employees and the baker’s exwife. The hectic personal lives of the bastards also merit narrative detours. De Giovanni writes with the long-winded charm
and droll tone of a master yarn spinner, adorning descriptions of
even minor events with telling detail and atmosphere.
A crackling good crime yarn, overstuffed but juicy, with a
thick Italian accent.

y o u n g a d u lt

A satisfying follow-up to Crowe’s
engaging debut, Digging Up Trouble (2021).
Lexi Jones’ mystery-loving book
club got her out of trouble when she
was suspected of murdering her neighbor. Now her friends and her very smart
dog, Cookie, have to rescue her bestie Teri’s brother, flirtatious
tavern owner Dash Hagen, once again putting Lexi in conflict
with drop-dead-gorgeous police detective Chad Berg. In Confection, Oregon, where Lexi manages her parents’ bookstore,
sweet treats and festivals entice a constant stream of tourists.
When Marilyn Freeman, a stunning real estate agent with a roving eye, dies of an apparent heart attack, there seems nothing
for the sleuthing Macaroon book club members to investigate.
But things change once Rachel Nevis, who worked for Marilyn,
is found dead in Dash’s backyard. Dash is arrested, and Lexi and
the Macaroons must prove his innocence. Marilyn and Rachel
were enemies, and rumors have it there was something hinky
about some of Marilyn’s dealings. Rachel’s death leads the
police to take a second look at Marilyn’s body, and they find
enough ketamine to trigger a heart attack. The Macaroons are
perfectly placed to hear all the town gossip, and Marilyn, who
cherished a well-honed indifference to whether the men she
slept with were married, left behind a plethora of angry wives
and girlfriends. Though Berg doesn’t want Lexi sleuthing, he
has to admit that she comes up with some good clues. Sparks fly
when their mutual attraction is muddled by murder.
A complex mystery, a clever dog, and a fraught romance
make perfect cozy ingredients.

BREAD FOR THE BASTARDS
OF PIZZOFALCONE

MURDER THROUGH THE
ENGLISH POST

Ellicott, Jessica
Kensington (304 pp.)
$26.00 | July 26, 2022
978-1-49672-486-1

Poison-pen letters wreak havoc in a
quiet English village in the wake of the
First World War.
Following in the illustrious footsteps
of Constable Doris Gibbs, Walmsley
Parva’s first female police officer, magistrate Edwina Davenport
is bent on proving that women can mete out justice to lawbreakers as efficiently as they can arrest them. Of course, she’s a wee
bit nervous on her first day, so she asks her roommate, Beryl
Halliwell, who’s offered to come along as her cheering section,
to stay home, although she does allow her good friend Charles
Jarvis, who, as a solicitor, is more familiar with the ways of the
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court, to accompany her. But what should be a red-letter day is
marred by some unseemly correspondence that might as well
be written in blood. Handyman Norman Davis, brought to the
bench for brawling in the street with mechanic Michael Blackburn, discovers that Michael attacked him after having received
an anonymous note claiming he had been telling fellow villagers
that Michael’s war wound came not from defending his troops
but from deserting them. Soon Edwina and Beryl discover that
nastygrams have been simply flying about Walmsley Parva. Mrs.
Dunstable of the Woolery hears that Nurse Crenshaw claimed
that the shop owner earned her initial stake through blackmail. Beddoes, Edwina’s housemaid, receives word saying that
postmistress Prudence Rathbone has accused her of stealing
from former employers. When Beryl gets a letter claiming that
the vicar has publicly raised objections to her living situation,
Edwina decides she’s had enough. She and Beryl vow to track
down the sender of the malicious missives before someone gets
hurt. Unfortunately, someone does.
A finely calibrated puzzle sends the two sleuths on a mission that will delight the most discerning cozy aficionado.

MURDER AT THE
BLUEBERRY FESTIVAL

Hannah, Darci
Kensington (304 pp.)
$8.99 paper | July 26, 2022
978-1-49673-174-6

Water balloons, marauding goats,
and a pie full of mice are just a few of the
pranks that precede a murder.
Lindsey Bakewell’s bakeshop has
been slammed during the town blueberry festival, but with help from her family; her best friend,
fashion influencer Kennedy Kapoor; and her boyfriend, retired
Navy SEAL Rory Campbell, she’s doing her best. In fact, she’s
on the festival committee, holding a pie-eating contest, and
modeling in her mother’s fashion show along with Wellington,
her Newfoundland. Trouble begins with an array of stolen For
Sale signs on a realtor’s lawn and water balloons thrown at the
mayor’s float. Even worse, the blueberry pie bake-off is ruined
when one pie turns out to be full of live mice, the fashion show
and the beer tent are overrun by a herd of goats, and artist Grayson Smythe’s glass sculpture is destroyed. Though the pranks
have drawn growing crowds to the festival, the jokes sour when
Welly awakens Lindsey and Rory in the dead of night and they
look offshore to spot a Viking boat that turns out to contain
two passengers: a white goat, and the body of the goat’s owner,
Lars Jorgenson, who found all the pranks but this one hilarious.
Lindsey, no stranger to murder, soon entangles her friends and
family in sleuthing when Lars’ death is traced to poison berries
baked in a blueberry pie. The goat, who gets a fashion makeover
from Kennedy, proves instrumental in solving the crime.
You’ll never see the end coming in this delightfully zany
tale.
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A COLD NOSE FOR MURDER

Hawkins, Jennifer
Berkley (352 pp.)
$8.99 paper | July 5, 2022
978-0-593-19712-7

A baker’s talking corgi continues to
act as her secret sleuth.
Since leaving London with her
corgi, Oliver, to open a tea shop in Trevena, Cornwall, Emma Reed has found
many friends and a new love. Bringing
cupcakes for a tunnel opening at the
Roundhead pub, she’s on hand when pub owners Sam and Liza
Greenlaw open the bricked-up smugglers’ tunnel to find not
only a valuable Vincent motorbike, but also what’s left of a body.
The local PC has little success interesting the higher-ups in a
cold case, but the discovery sends shock waves through the village. Antiques dealers Charles and David, pals of Emma’s, were
the owners of the Vincent, and the body is eventually identified
as that of Sam’s cousin Sonny, who’d gone AWOL back in the
1970s. Oddly, neither the missing bike nor Sonny’s disappearance was ever reported to the police. When Oliver spots local
reporter Pippa Marsh snooping and picking up something in
the cellar, the brave, clever corgi tells Emma, the only one who
can hear him. In an effort to protect her irascible grandfather,
who was once involved with smuggling and spent time in prison,
Pippa publishes stories that hint at Charles and David’s involvement. Only when the body of an unpopular rival pub owner is
found do the police take an interest in the present-day murder.
But Emma suspects the answers lie in the past.
Who can resist an adorable dog and a mystery that takes
patient research to solve?

DEATH A SKETCH

Hollon, Cheryl
Kensington (304 pp.)
$8.99 paper | July 26, 2022
978-1-49672-528-8
Hate the competitive games your
company puts you through? Here’s one
that leads to murder.
Miranda Trent is well on her way to
achieving success with Paint & Shine, her
Kentucky tour company, using a combination of her artistic skills, locally sourced and cooked food, her
moonshine business, and adventure in the area parks. All hands
are on deck for the ambitious plan she has developed for a corporate team-building workshop that could make or break her
season. Mr. Frank Tobin, the vice president of human resources
at sportswear manufacturer Big Sky, continues to make changes
up to the last minute, but he sends his assistant, Miranda’s
high school friend Rowena Gardner, to help. The guests, all
housed at Hemlock Lodge in Natural Bridge State Park, are a
disparate bunch, every one of them fiercely competitive since

“A big Taipei lottery prize spells disaster for
the winner and everyone around him.”
death doesn’t forget

promotions depend on how well they acquit themselves. Then
Tobin is unexpectedly replaced by abrasive Terry Burns, whose
list of the two teams instantly makes it obvious that he’s divided
the participants almost entirely by sex and race and plans to fire
the losing team. Once the teams get out on the trail, they’re
joined by Miranda’s boyfriend, Forest Ranger Austin Morgan.
Rowena clues Miranda in on office gossip about the animosity
Burns has already engendered. So when the group comes upon
him on the trail with Rowena beside him, weeping and holding
a bloodstained rock, she’s far from the only suspect. It’s fortunate that Miranda has experience with murder, since it will take
all her skills to unmask the killer.
A pleasing combination of mystery, local color, and tempting recipes for food and drink.

HAVANA HIGHWIRE

An American private investigator
gets into plenty of trouble in 1950s Cuba.
After sending his Anegadan detective, Teddy Creque, back to the peaceful Virgin Islands, Keyse-Walker decides
to hang around Havana awhile. But this
time, the mission is more dangerous than retrieving Nanny
Giles’ beloved boat, blown off course in a hurricane in Palms,
Paradise, Poison (2022). His new series is set in brutal, corrupt
Batista-era Cuba. His new detective is Henry Gore, born in
Warsaw, Indiana, and fresh from a stint as the sole U.S. Army
Office of Special Investigations investigator in Aroostook
County, Maine. Henry wants nothing more than to live someplace warm where he can keep body and soul together by snapping photos of errant husbands cavorting with mistresses for
wives back in the Midwest to use in securing fat divorce settlements. Unfortunately, the bouncer at the Capri teaches Henry
that American husbands do not want their photos taken with
their mistresses and that Cuban nightclub owners are willing
to enforce those preferences with their fists when necessary. So
he lets his local partner, Moncho Mercado, talk him into something even riskier: helping Col. Ernesto Blanco Rico of the
Servicio de Inteligencia Militar infiltrate the Directorio Revolucionario, which is bent on bringing down the Batista regime.
Twists follow double-crosses as Henry and his street-urchin
sidekick, Benny, negotiate the nightmare that is midcentury
Cuba. Teddy Creque fans be warned: This rough-and-tumble
new series includes torture scenes that would be strictly offlimits in gentle Anegada.
Guess we aren’t in Indiana anymore.

A life coach helps solve her latest client’s murder.
If the main requirements to become
a life coach are to know nothing about
either human psychology or the legal system, Catherine Cooper nails them both.
When famous, wealthy East Hampton romance novelist Scarlet
Rubi appeals to Cat for advice about how to stop the incessant
demands for more money from her sister, children, nephew, and
grandchildren, who have been sponging off her for decades, Cat
offers the following easy fix: Give each of them title to the home
she’s allowed them to live in rent-free in return for signing a contract to never, ever, ever ask her for anything again. But before
Scarlet can find out whether written agreements can reverse her
relatives’ years of bad behavior overnight, or whether any court
would enforce such a vague and sweeping contract, someone
kills her. Even though Cat’s job description doesn’t include murder investigations, she feels obliged to act, especially when her
boyfriend, police detective Steven Shepherd, informs her that
she can’t leave town because she’s a suspect. She’s just promised
to take her best friend, Gilley Gillespie, on a quick trip to Italy
and France while his ex-husband, Michel, picks up his belongings from Gilley’s digs, which is also Cat’s guesthouse. How Cat
has come to afford her East Hampton estate, why Gilley lives
there, and how either of them became life coaches are left to
the reader’s imagination, although author Laurie makes it clear
how well regarded Cat is as a solver of life’s problems. Too bad it
takes two more murders and assorted acts of mayhem for her to
crack the case. At least she and Gilley go to Europe.
Piffle.

y o u n g a d u lt

Keyse-Walker, John
Severn House (224 pp.)
$28.99 | July 5, 2022
978-0-72785-073-7

COACHED RED-HANDED

Laurie, Victoria
Kensington (304 pp.)
$26.00 | July 26, 2022
978-1-4967-3443-3

DEATH DOESN’T FORGET

Lin, Ed
Soho Crime (288 pp.)
$27.95 | July 19, 2022
978-1-64129-327-3

A big Taipei lottery prize spells disaster for the winner and everyone around
him.
The preliminary squabbles between
Boxer, a grifting bartender and bouncer
in the BaBa Bar, and his live-in girlfriend,
BaBa barmaid Siu-lien, about whom the promised NT$200,000
really belongs to, signal further troubles to come. Of course
Boxer will claim the money without Siu-lien; of course he’ll
throw around much of it before he has to see her again; of
course he’ll go back to the pigsty he was living in before they
moved in together while he still has some cash on hand. When
Siu-lien asks her daughter Nancy’s boyfriend, Chen Jing-nan,
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to face Boxer down and demand Siu-lien’s share, he succeeds
in extracting only NT$21,500 from him, which he describes
as good news and bad news. But no one would have predicted
that Boxer would be slashed to death shortly afterward, or that
Jing-nan, spotted by security cameras leaving Boxer’s building
around the time of his death, would be arrested by Capt. Huang,
carried off from Unknown Pleasures, the food stand he runs in
the Shilin Night Market, and tortured in hope of extracting a
confession. And certainly no one would ever have predicted
that the next victim would be Capt. Huang himself. After these
twists, the identification of the killer comes as less of a surprise;
what lingers in the memory, as always in the Taipei Night Market novels, is the flavorsome portrait of the city, this time with
particular and highly effective attention to its Aboriginal Australian population.
Maybe not better than a trip to Taipei but more likely in
these troubled times.

PERIL AT THE EXPOSITION

March, Nev
Minotaur (352 pp.)
$27.99 | July 12, 2022
978-1-25085-503-9

An intrepid damsel sidesteps distress
to unravel a dangerous plot involving the
1893 Chicago World’s Fair.
Newlywed Lady Diana Framji O’Trey
has just settled into a Boston flat with her
husband, Capt. James Agnihotri, after a
long journey from Bombay when he’s called away to Chicago,
the site of the upcoming Columbian Exposition, on a secret
assignment for the Dupree Detective Agency. After several
weeks pass with no word from Jim, a cryptic visit from professor Rolf Grimke sends Diana’s fears into overdrive. The evasiveness of the agency about Jim’s assignment only heightens them,
as does the news that Baldwin, the man who preceded Jim on
this case, was murdered. Diana undertakes the rugged trek to
Chicago to find him, with elderly porter Tobias Brown as a companion. Aboard the train, she enlists plucky Abigail Martin as
sidekick and guide. The fair itself is like a gleaming city, full of
hope for a bright future. Diana’s quick thinking enables her to
rescue a man clinging to an elevated train. This exploit lands
her name in the papers, leading to her brief reunion with Jim,
who warns her not to get involved in his dangerous case, advice
she agrees to but ignores. March packs her story with so many
colorful supporting characters—a veritable United Nations
assembly—and offers such a lively period setting that readers
may ignore the many twists and turns in the plot. No matter;
it’s the picturesque journey of the sleuthing team through an
anarchist cell, the mystery surrounding a mine explosion, and a
reunion with Jim to assemble the pieces of the puzzle that distinguishes March’s novel.
A flashy vintage romp with a spirited heroine and nonstop
surprises.
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THE UNKEPT WOMAN

Montclair, Allison
Minotaur (320 pp.)
$26.99 | July 26, 2022
978-1-25075-034-1

After solving four murders, a war
widow and a former spy are forced to
tackle espionage on the homefront.
Iris Sparks feels guilty about her
World War II service as a spy whose shattered ankle prevented her from going
overseas. Gwen Bainbridge, her partner in The Right Sort
Marriage Bureau, has been trying to recover custody of her son
ever since her husband was killed in the war and her depression
caused his aristocratic parents to have her committed. The duo’s
troubles start when Iris is followed by a woman who turns out
to be Helena Jablonska, a Polish widow seeking their services
in finding a new husband. Gwen can tell that she’s pregnant,
though, and so turns her down. Returning to her flat, Iris finds
her former lover and fellow spy Maj. Andrew Sutton sitting on
the sofa. He says he needs somewhere to hide, and since he’s
paid the rent on the flat through the end of the year, he refuses
to leave, even when her current lover, gangster Archie Spelling, turns up. Iris flees to Gwen’s home, and while she’s gone,
a woman is murdered in her flat. The police assume that the
dead woman is Iris until DS Michael Kinsey, who’d once been
engaged to her, goes to inform Gwen of her death and finds her
alive. “ ‘What’s wrong, Mike?’ asked Iris, looking at him with
concern and, it has to be said, amusement. ‘You look like you’ve
seen a ghost.’ ” Iris becomes the main suspect, but she’s so well
schooled in interrogation techniques that the police get nothing from her except the identity of the dead woman: Helena
Jablonska. After Gwen calls Iris’ former boss and strings are
pulled, she’s released, but now she and a reluctant Gwen must
enter the world of espionage to find a killer.
A believable postwar tale with troubled heroines who must
juggle lovers, spies, and an unexpected villain.

NO PARM NO FOUL

Reilly, Linda
Poisoned Pen (336 pp.)
$8.99 paper | July 26, 2022
978-1-72823-835-7
It starts with a food fight and ends
with murder.
Carly Hale’s dream of opening a restaurant specializing in everything grilled
cheese has finally come to fruition.
When her part-time helper, Grant Robinson, quits his job at Sub-a-Dub-Sub, his irritable ex-boss, Ferris Menard, naturally blames Carly. Both owners have entered
the Halloween festival food contest, and tensions run even
higher after Menard accuses Carly of trying to ruin his business
and somebody paints a skull on her car. The announcement of

“A librarian’s magical powers are tested when she
has to cope with jealousy and murder.”
witch and famous

the winner is held up by the discovery that the ballot box has
been stuffed. The next morning Menard is found dead. Though
there’s a steak knife in his chest, it turns out that he was dead
before he was stabbed. Chief Holloway, who’s familiar with
Carly’s sleuthing skills, warns her off, but the framing of her
boyfriend, Ari Mitchell, for the murder guarantees that she’ll
ignore the chief ’s advice. Perhaps unwisely, she hires Menard’s
daughter, Holly, who needs a job while the sub shop is closed.
Carly learns a lot more about Menard’s background as a lifelong
resident, including the high school bullying and the divorce that
made him plenty of enemies. One of her best customers is a
retired teacher who keeps leaving her unusual poems of encouragement. Could her knowledge solve the case?
Foodies and mystery lovers will come for the red herrings
and stay for the cheese.

WITCH AND FAMOUS

A librarian’s magical powers are
tested when she has to cope with jealousy
and murder.
Josie Way left the East Coast for
a job at a very special library in a very
small Oregon town. Now that she’s been
involved in two murder cases, she looks forward to helping her
friend Roz Chatterley Windsor, a romance writer and assistant librarian, conduct a more routine interview with famous
actress Daphne Morris for her televised book club. Roz hopes
the publicity will shoot her to stardom, but things don’t go
exactly as planned. Before the interview, Daphne decides to
spend some time in town, where her startling beauty and flirtatious manner attract Roz’s boyfriend, Lyndon, making Roz
furious. Nor is Josie pleased that Daphne seems to be pursuing
Sheriff Sam Wilfred, for whom she harbors feelings of her own.
When Daphne’s chef, Bryce, is found electrocuted in her bathtub, everyone assumes that Daphne was the real target. After
all, Roz openly threatened her, and her cousin Bianca, against
whom she’s taken out a restraining order, is in town. As it turns
out, most of Daphne’s staff have reason to hate her, since their
contracts with her prevent them from working on any other
projects. Josie’s suspicions of Daphne’s assistant, Morgan Stanhope, end when she becomes the next to die. Josie, who’s slowly
learning to harness her powers as a witch, refuses to concoct a
love potion for Sam, but those powers come in handy in solving
two murders.
Red herrings galore compete with witchy library lore in an
often humorous mystery.

A boorish businessman just can’t stop
dying.
Even though Sterling Chaney was
a drunken lout who cheated on her at
every opportunity, his long-suffering
wife, Camilla, still arranges the sendoff of Sterling’s dreams, complete with a burnished-bronze
Promethean casket that sets his estate back a cool $30,000.
Which turns out to be money well spent, since, in the middle
of the eulogy, who should appear at the door of the church
but the dearly departed himself, drunk as a skunk but still
able to appreciate Camilla’s last generous gesture of love?
Camilla’s appreciation, on the other hand, is fleeting. Days
after she learns that the corpse found in Sterling’s Porsche
actually belonged to a thief who stole it shortly before the
fatal crash and welcomes her errant husband back, she finds
orange lipstick on the collar of his shirt and throws him out.
Meantime, Sterling’s become a celebrity, appearing on news
shows across the nation and drawing the eye of investigative reporter Valeria Cannata. She turns a feel-good piece
about the man who crashed his own funeral into an exposé
of his phone-sex business, complete with interviews with the
women who work there. Now Camilla is not only a wronged
wife, she’s also a social outcast, married to a man whose
vast fortune rests on the exploitation of the most desperate.
When he crashes his brand-new red Ferrari and dies for real,
she’s in a jam: The police have ample cause to arrest her, and
the judge won’t order release on bail. Only her best friend,
death investigator Angela Richman, believes she’s innocent.
Angela takes on the whole police force, including her boyfriend, to prove her point.
Catchy hook, draggy investigation, and a solution from
out of left field. At least that pricey coffin doesn’t go to waste.
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Sanders, Angela M.
Kensington (304 pp.)
$8.99 paper | July 26, 2022
978-1-49672-878-4

LATE FOR HIS OWN FUNERAL

Viets, Elaine
Severn House (240 pp.)
$28.99 | July 5, 2022
978-0-72785-029-4
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science fiction
& fantasy
A MIRROR MENDED

Harrow, Alix E.
Tordotcom (144 pp.)
$18.99 | June 14, 2022
978-1-250-76664-9

A woman who specializes in helping
fairy-tale princesses is kidnapped by a
villain who wants her own happy ending.
Zinnia Gray has a very special skill:
She can travel through portals to different versions of “Sleeping Beauty.” A former Sleeping Beauty herself, Zinnia uses
this ability to help other princesses reach their own happily-everafters. But one day she looks into a mirror and sees not her own
reflection, but an evil queen on the other side. The queen reaches
out of the mirror and pulls Zinnia through. Suddenly, Zinnia
isn’t in the Sleeping Beauty–verse anymore; she’s in the world of
“Snow White,” and the infamous evil queen wants her help escaping the grisly end promised to all fairy-tale villains. This short
novel, the sequel to Harrow’s A Spindle Splintered (2021), makes
efficient use of its limited word count, wasting no time before
immersing the reader in Zinnia’s many fairy-tale worlds. Zinnia
and the evil queen have wonderful chemistry, and Harrow guides
both characters through compelling arcs as they consider what
it means to be the protagonist of your own story. Zinnia’s snappy,
pop-culture– heavy dialogue can sometimes come across a bit
smarmy, but it suits the genre well.
A lively, engaging fairy-tale retelling perfect for devouring
in a single sitting.

r om a n c e
HONEY & SPICE

Babalola, Bolu
Morrow/HarperCollins (368 pp.)
$27.99 | July 5, 2022
978-0-06-314148-3
A Black British university student
explores love and friendship on her radio
show in this shining romance debut.
Loner Kikiola “Kiki” Banjo is perfectly content with her Switzerlandesque social status at Whitewell College.
40
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Uninterested in making any political or social waves, Kiki dedicates all her energy to “Brown Sugar,” her show on the college
radio station. Her college, called “Blackwell” by the school’s
Black caucus, is home to a number of cliques and queen bees,
but Kiki prefers to stay behind the mic when dealing with
any drama between Blackwellian babes and the guys she dubs
“Wastemen” (“They waste our time. Waste our energy”). Armed
with a sharp tongue and her producer/best friend, Aminah, Kiki
hopes the show will land her a spot at New York University’s
elite summer pop media program, but she needs a community
component to really seal the deal. Enter hot transfer Malakai
Korede, a film student and “fresh manna from heaven.” Despite
his recent arrival, his more-than-good looks and charisma have
already pitted the independent Blackwell women against each
other, and even Kiki finds it difficult to withstand his effortless charm. After an impromptu make-out session spurs their
unexpected friendship, Kiki and Malakai decide to combine
forces and fake date to add to the credibility of “Brown Sugar”
and provide audio for his romance documentary. Suddenly, the
walls Kiki built around herself come tumbling down as her relationship with Malakai turns them into local celebrities, and she
must come to terms with what it means to step out from the
recording booth and actually be seen. Babalola’s debut novel
is lyrical and sincere, her prose rhythmic: “My smile had had
enough of being trapped and spilled out, wide and brazen and
messy, dripping everywhere. It soaked through my clothes and
into my skin.” Kiki is the epitome of cool; her dialogue oozes
with confidence, and her biting wit rolls off her tongue with
ease—leaving readers wishing they could play her clever disses
on repeat like their favorite song.
Smooth, sophisticated, and sexy.

GOOD MORNING, LOVE

Coleman, Ashley M.
Simon & Schuster (256 pp.)
$16.99 paper | June 21, 2022
978-1-982168-62-9

How do you become a songwriting
star in an industry riddled with potential
pitfalls?
Carlisa “Carli” Henton has a highpressure job at a media agency representing musicians; she’s the owner’s
right-hand woman. But her excellence at work and the time
she spends on it is at odds with her real aspiration—to write
music for major artists and labels. Diligence and talent have
led her to the cusp of success there as well, but in the music
industry, personal relationships can cause huge complications.
Three years ago, she rejected a producer’s advances, and, in
retaliation, he cut her out of working on an album that could
have made her career. In her present and possible future is
R&B star Tau Anderson, one of her agency’s clients, coming on
strong with the romance, the connections, and a reputation for
trouble. Carli is deeply ambivalent about the best way forward.
Strangely, her ambivalence never comes to a clear emotional

“An easy, trope-y romance that feels
original and entirely winsome.”
four weeks of scandal

resolution. A lot of recognizable tropes get teased—nice guy
vs. playboy; demanding job vs. artistic ambitions—but these
don’t quite play out in satisfying ways. What Coleman delivers
instead is a great look inside the music industry, especially the
creative aspect. Many industry-immersive novels are high gloss
but low depth. This one gives as much rich, loving detail to its
nonfamous characters as it does to the flashier ones. Everyone
here has complications, and they have great conversations with
each other, which may just be enough for some readers.
More angst-y and informative than the romp it first
appears to be.

FOUR WEEKS
OF SCANDAL

Frampton, Megan
Avon/HarperCollins (368 pp.)
$8.99 paper | June 28, 2022
978-0-06-302312-3

A young woman discovers unexpected love in this contemporary
romance.
Jam-packed with drama from the
very beginning, Hockman’s second novel
follows 26-year-old recent law school
graduate Cassidy Walker after she has a car accident and wakes
up from a six-day coma. She’s devastated that her boyfriend,
Devin, isn’t at the hospital, and she’s frantic to find him. But
Cass’ mother and her best friend are confused by her urgent
ramblings about her three-month-long relationship with Devin.
The memories of a grand romance Cass has carried from her
coma are fake—she’s never had a boyfriend named Devin.
Hockman’s story unfurls as Cass struggles with the emotional
aftermath of her car accident, adjusting to her new job at the
prestigious Smith & Boone law firm, and her desire to find
the man of her literal dreams. A year later, she does just that,
meeting Devin Bloom and his brother, Perry, face to face at
their flower shop when she stops in for a bouquet. This chance
encounter sparks the beginning of a relationship that feels like
fate. It’s far from perfect, though, as Hockman soon shows, and
Cass and Devin seem to take turns acting immaturely. Still, Cass
is sure to earn readers’ affections with her wit, charm, and passionate disposition. The book can be predictable at times, but
the pleasingly imperfect characters more than make up for that,
and Hockman’s bright, witty language ties everything together.
A romantic comedy with a satisfying twist of fate.

y o u n g a d u lt

A bargain, a fake engagement, gambling, and mythology are combined in
the fifth Hazards of Dukes romance.
Octavia Holton, part owner of a
gambling house in London, has a debt
to pay, so when she learns her estranged
father has died, she travels from London to the countryside to
sell his house. She and her sister, Ivy, left years ago after their
father nearly gambled them away as future brides. Despite this,
Octavia is certain he would have left them the house, so she’s
shocked when she arrives and finds a naked man in the pond.
Gabriel Fallon, a scholar of Greek mythology, claims he is the
rightful owner of the house because her father lost it to his
father in a card game or a roll of the dice. Gabriel agrees to give
Octavia one month to search for any documents that might
prove otherwise. In the meantime, the pair will live in, and fix
up, the long-neglected house, pretending they are engaged. A
household staff of locals moves in, and soon they all start to feel
like a family. Octavia and Gabriel know they should see each
other as opponents, but their attraction is undeniable from the
start. As the bargain’s end draws near, neither wants to let go.
The way mythology, particularly the tale of Hades and Persephone, is woven into this sizzling romance is delightful, and
the characters are captivating. Octavia is like a breath of fresh
air. She’s spontaneous, outspoken, and sometimes selfish. She
grows throughout the novel, but Gabriel loves her for exactly
who she is right from the beginning. There is respect and
admiration throughout, even when the two disagree and frustrate each other. The conflict keeping them apart—not seeing
how they could fit their lives together—feels realistic for these
adeptly crafted characters.
An easy, trope-y romance that feels original and entirely
winsome.

DREAM ON

Hockman, Angie
Gallery Books (352 pp.)
$16.99 paper | July 5, 2022
978-1-9821-7757-7

YOU WERE MADE TO BE MINE

Long, Julie Anne
Avon/HarperCollins (368 pp.)
$8.99 paper | June 28, 2022
978-0-06-304510-1

The runaway French fiancee of an
English diplomat is followed to England
by a recently freed spy with his own
agenda.
Having fled the man she was
engaged to marry, young Lady Aurelie
Capet finds her way to the Grand Palace on the Thames boardinghouse and manages to fake her
way into becoming a temporary lodger under the name Mary
Gallagher. Anxious to head to Boston and her only surviving
family, she is only waiting to liquidate some assets for the trip
when Christian Hawkes crashes into the dockside inn, bleeding from a knife wound. The motley inhabitants rally to his aid,
mistaking him for an expected new guest. But it is Aurelie, posing as the widowed Mrs. Gallagher, who volunteers to watch
over the feverish man, realizing that her recent misfortune has
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shown her how tough she is in dire straits. From then on, the
tension ratchets up, both from the couple’s magnetic sexual
and emotional attraction and the reader’s awareness of his
real mission—finding her—and his chameleonlike skills. As
always, Long’s style, with its evocative phrases, casts a spell.
She is also deft at weaving the protagonists closer to each
other while building a sense of dread: How will the knot be
unraveled, and will the truth of their past entanglements with
the same man lance old poisons or infect their budding love?
But the normally nimble writer missteps in forcing a conversation about Aurelie’s flight after the third-act breakup, worsening the black moment through a choice that is inexplicable
and unnecessary and potentially hurts the hero’s heroic status. The eventual resolution involving the villain is somewhat
hollow as well, because it makes Aurelie’s recent past a tool to
serve the hero’s character arc. The familiar members and new
guests of the boardinghouse provide needed comfort even as
the new couple add a frisson of excitement and uncertainty.
A tense and tender historical romance that may be the
strongest and yet most flawed of the Grand Palace on the
Thames books.

FOR YOU & NO ONE ELSE

Loren, Roni
Sourcebooks Casablanca (336 pp.)
$15.99 paper | July 5, 2022
978-1-49269-328-4
A therapist and a cybersecurity
expert who are neighbors in a coworking
building agree to a friends-with-benefits
arrangement.
Eliza Catalano loves her job as a
therapist, but she struggles to manage
her own feelings. Grieving over the loss of both parents in a car
accident two years ago and feeling like a failure for being single
at 32, she decides to adopt a dog on Christmas Day. When she
stops at her office to do some paperwork first, she finds Beckham Carter, the cute younger guy in the office next door, also
alone and working on the holiday. She spontaneously asks him
to join her at the dog shelter, and a friendship is born. Beck is
a cybersecurity expert with zero presence on social media, and
he invites Eliza to join him at a “NoPho” party, where his large
group of friends get together to focus on the people in the room,
with no phones allowed. Beck encourages Eliza to detox from
social media and the dating apps that make her feel like a failure, but he struggles to reveal his own feelings of failure about
his past. His parents were leaders of a fundamentalist Christian
cult, and he abandoned his entire family after leaving the cult
in his late teens. There is a strong attraction between the two,
but Eliza wants marriage and family while Beck is determined
to stay single forever. They agree to a friends-with-benefits
arrangement, realizing it’s the only path forward since they
have such different relationship goals. Eliza and Beck are both
sympathetic, nuanced characters, and Loren fully explores their
inner lives to great effect. The late return of someone from
42
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Beck’s past is nothing more than a plot device, though; it strikes
a discordant note in a book that aims to thoughtfully explore
how sad, traumatized people learn to love and trust each other.
An angst-y, emotional romance that explores the challenges of falling in love.

WOLF IN THE SHADOWS

Vale, Maria
Sourcebooks Casablanca (360 pp.)
$8.99 paper | July 26, 2022
978-1-72821-473-3
A sheltered, pampered wolf Shifter
finds herself falling for a fellow wolf at
the bottom of the pack in this oppositesattract paranormal romance.
Julia Martel has lived her life in a
bubble. She’s a wolf Shifter who has
never shifted, suppressing that part of herself while living
a life of luxury in Montreal. The men around her shower her
with gifts to keep her compliant and far from the call of the
wild. Her Shifter fiance Cassius Despres’ abusive desire to keep
her in a gilded cage has stunted her growth as a wolf, leaving
her mostly uninformed about pack life and politics. When he
tricks her into attending a hunting party in upstate New York
instead of the weekend in Manhattan she was expecting, Julia
feels surprised and betrayed. Their prey: wolves. But the prey
quickly overwhelm the hunting party, and Julia and Cassius are
captured by the Great North Pack. Julia is put into the care of
Arthur Graysson, the lowest wolf in the hierarchy and one with
a dangerous nature he does his best to keep on a tight leash.
The developing romance of Julia and Arthur is reminiscent of
“Beauty and the Beast”: She’s refined and cultured, while his less
sophisticated nature makes him feel like they’re from two very
different worlds. It’s a relationship in which each has something
to learn from the other. Their interactions are a careful dance as
Julia and Arthur poke and prod at each other’s vulnerabilities;
the scenes of their sparring are the most rewarding in the book,
though they’re often pulled up short of an emotional payoff.
Vale continues her lyrical and elaborate exploration of the Pack
community alongside yet another slow-burn romance—emphasis on slow this time.
Exceptional worldbuilding helps carry a romance needing
a bit more heat.

nonfiction
ILLEGALLY YOURS
A Memoir

These titles earned the Kirkus Star:

Agustin, Rafael
Grand Central Publishing (304 pp.)
$29.00 | July 12, 2022
978-1-538-70594-0
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A TV writer chronicles his youth
growing up unknowingly undocumented
in the U.S.
In an affecting book he admits was
“incredibly painful to write,” Agustin
depicts his early life in the 1980s as the son of a mother and
stepfather who were both doctors in economically challenged
Ecuador. He grew up obsessed with DC Comics, Disney, the
Lone Ranger, and “the Spanish-dubbed version of the 1960s
Batman TV show.” One day, he found out his aunt had asked
the family to relocate to America via the family reunification program. Once ensconced in Southern California, where
his classmates “just assumed Ecuador was a state in Mexico,”
culture shock set in. Agustin and his family believed they
would live “our vision of Americana,” but that disappointingly
entailed his anesthesiologist mother walking miles to a cashier
job at Kmart. While the author animates these episodes with
robust pride, there is a lingering sense that this is not just a
memoir about culture shock. The author eventually realized
that his family had overstayed their tourist visas and planned
on living in America as undocumented immigrants indefinitely.
This oversight prevented his parents from enlisting in the
military in an attempt to “rectify the immigration mess they
found themselves in,” and the family anxiously scrambled to
make ends meet and skirt authorities. Agustin’s struggles also
encompassed aspects of racial identity as he sought to comprehend how being Latino fit into America’s rigid “Black and
white paradigm.” It was only when the author tried to get a
driver’s license without a Social Security number that his family’s status began severely jeopardizing their life in America.
Balancing out the tense moments are heavy dollops of humor:
recalling his grandmother’s use of Saran Wrap as a girdle, his
first kiss in middle school, and exploring his love of theater
throughout college. The blissful joy of full American citizenship and a successful career form the satisfying coda to this
thoughtful, inspiring memoir.
An enthusiastic and motivational self-portrait.

THIS STORY WILL CHANGE by Elizabeth Crane..............................54
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essay collections:
four to read before summer
Summer reading is usually characterized by lighthearted, whimsical,
or escapist material—the proverbial
“beach read.” While I have no quarrel
with beach reads or any kind of light
reading, I always appreciate meaty,
intellectually challenging books, especially essay collections by seasoned writers and thinkers. Before
we jump headfirst into summer reading season, I’m taking the opportunity to recommend four sophisticated collections from
writers who make you think on every page. All quotes
are from the Kirkus reviews.
What Can We Hope For?: Essays on
Politics by Richard Rorty (Princeton
Univ., May 3): “If anyone deserves
the mantle ‘America’s Orwell,’ it’s
Rorty (1931-2007), who combined
political activism and sharp observation with a fierce intellectual independence that allowed him to
criticize both left-wing and rightwing ambitions. He also had a dependably Orwellian lack of faith
that his fellow humans would rise up to defend democratic institutions if it involved sacrificing self-interest.…Of particular relevance are Rorty’s repeated observations on the effects of economic inequality, in the
U.S. and worldwide, which he predicted would lead to
resource wars and political instability. He also lands a
strong point by noting that because Republicans are
reluctant to discuss wealth inequality, they favor igniting skirmishes in a long-fought culture war.…Exemplary
political writing by a renowned maverick.”
The Uncollected Essays of Eliza
beth Hardwick, edited by Alex Andriesse (New York Review Books,
May 17): “More essays from a master of the form. Hardwick’s essays have been getting a new look
thanks to Cathy Curtis’ recent bio,
A Splendid Intelligence, so editor Andriesse’s collection of 35 previously uncollected essays—published
in Vogue, Vanity Fair, the New York
Leah Overstreet

Review of Books, and other publications—is well timed.…
This judicious gathering is a fine place to sample Hardwick’s work.”
Translating Myself and Others by
Jhumpa Lahiri (Princeton Univ.,
May 17): “A Pulitzer Prize–winning
author of fiction in English, Lahiri
moved to Rome in 2012 to immerse
herself in Italian. Since then, she has
published both a memoir and fiction in Italian and translated several
works from Italian to English. This
volume collects several pieces written over the past seven years—her
translators’ notes to the novels Ties (2017), Trick (2018),
and Trust (2021) by Italian writer (and friend) Domenico Starnone; stand-alone essays; and lectures and addresses—as well as an original introduction and afterword.…Possibly the most provocative piece is “Where
I Find Myself ”—on the process of translating her own
novel Dove mi trovo from the original Italian into English as Whereabouts (2021)—an essay that finds her first
questioning the ethics of self-translation (probed with a
surgical metaphor) and then impelled to make revisions
for a second Italian edition.…A scrupulously honest and
consistently thoughtful love letter to ‘the most intense
form of reading…there is.’ ”
Embrace Fearlessly the Burning
World by Richard Lopez (Random
House, May 24): “Collected essays
from the 2000s by the eminent, late
natural history writer.…Well aware
of his impending death to a cancer
undetected until it was too late, Lopez gets deeply personal, writing
with clear eyes of that death as well
as of the horrific experience of sexual abuse as a child. Altogether, the
pieces are honest and searching, engaging readers in the
largest of questions: How do we live in the world? How
do we see it? How do we protect it?…A sterling valediction. Lopez’s many followers will treasure this book.”
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“A page-turning and reflective journey through a
year in a pandemic-era metropolis.”
riding the lightning

A GOOD COUNTRY
My Life in Twelve Towns and
the Devastating Battle for a
White America

RIDING THE LIGHTNING
A Year in the Life of a New
York City Paramedic

Almojera, Anthony
Mariner Books (272 pp.)
$26.99 | June 14, 2022
978-0-358-65287-8

Ali-Khan, Sofia
Random House (432 pp.)
$28.99 | July 5, 2022
978-0-593-23703-8

y o u n g a d u lt

A ride-along adventure with a seasoned paramedic through some of New
York City’s darker days.
A veteran lieutenant paramedic with
the New York Fire Department, one of the country’s largest
and busiest, Almojera begins strong with an introductory story
about the harrowing ravages of Covid-19 in early 2020. As the
author recounts, his biggest career challenges arrived with the
first wave of the virus. After the suspenseful early pages, Almojera shares the details of his middle-class Brooklyn upbringing
as an intuitive student fighting the rising tide of an increasingly
dysfunctional family while expressing appreciation for the
seasoned mentor who ushered him into the medical response
business. In the spring of 2020, drastically overwhelmed by a
mounting, seemingly unstoppable Covid-19 death toll in New
York City, Almojera admits the first wave of the pandemic
“broke us.” Even worse were the residual grief and anxiety that
ruthlessly engulfed EMS workers; suicides, resignations, and
total burnout were all part of the new normal within a department already hobbled by mismanagement, undercompensation,
and rampant staff turnover. The episodes and memories the
author evokes form a tapestry of compassion, dedication, and
suffering, ranging from bloody, grisly scenes to excruciatingly
sad, inspiring, and uplifting moments with the public he serves.
Almojera also writes about how the unique mixture of EMTs he
has worked with, whom he calls his surrogate family, formed a
safety net of mutual support and solidarity. Running alongside
Almojera’s frantic work duties is a chronicle of his personal life,
which remained fractured by the tragic murder of his troubled brother, Richie, and memories of his father’s clandestine
extramarital affairs. Dedicated to “broken people everywhere,”
this book brings the experience of an urban medical response
worker into vivid focus, and aspiring EMT’s will find the narrative alternately harrowing, revealing, and invaluable.
A page-turning and reflective journey through a year in a
pandemic-era metropolis.

A Pakistani American social justice
lawyer exposes systemic racism in a variety of American towns in which she has
tried to live and work harmoniously.
Ali-Khan grew up the child of Pakistani immigrants in
the Delaware Valley area, and she has been educated and has
worked across the U.S. In her first book, the attorney and activist describes the long, incremental process of disenchantment
with the misleading American promise of freedom and equality
for all. As part of one of the few Muslim families in her neighborhood and schools growing up, Ali-Khan felt keenly the sense
of being “other.” Later in life, she learned that Bucks County,
Pennsylvania, where her hometowns of Yardley and Fallsington are located, marked the early Quaker communities of William Penn, who owned slaves and was double-dealing with the
Lenape people, whose land he purported to protect. In an overlong yet astute narrative, the author examines the innovative
postwar housing development of Levittown, Pennsylvania, and
its systematic “exclusion of Black Americans from home ownership”; the underlying wealth exploited from Black labor by the
Ringling Brothers circus family in Sarasota, Florida, where the
author went to college; the presence of the Jerome and Rohwer
War Relocation Centers, “the last two concentration camps
to be built in America during World War II,” outside of Little
Rock, Arkansas, where the author worked after college; and the
brutal racist legacy of former Philadelphia mayor Frank Rizzo.
In her vivid chronicles of these and other locales, Ali-Khan
shows how the ideal of America’s Colonial vision “requires the
ongoing subjugation of Native people and the maintenance of
an indebted Black and Brown working class.” Eventually, the
struggles against this paradigm became too much for her and
her growing family—exacerbated by anti-Muslim rhetoric after
9/11 and the rise of Trumpism—and they decamped to Ontario,
Canada, where people have at least tried to grapple with the
legacy of colonialism.
An effective demonstration of how nearly every area of the
U.S. continues to be infected by racism and inequity.

THE TRIBE
Portraits of Cuba

Álvarez, Carlos Manuel
Trans. by Frank Wynne with Rahul Bery
Graywolf (336 pp.)
$17.00 paper | June 21, 2022
978-1-64445-090-1
Pungent snapshots of life in Cuba
both before and after the death of Fidel
Castro.
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Cuban journalist Álvarez has an excellent facility with dialogue and story, showing readers the distinct personalities of
a diverse swath of Cuban citizens. First published in 2017, the
book opens with a tender transitional moment as Presidents
Barack Obama and Raúl Castro announced the restoration
of diplomatic relations between the two countries on Dec.
17, 2014. “This news,” writes the author, “is not as momentous to Americans as it is to Cubans. Hence the fact that the
announcement leaves no gringos bewildered, wondering what
is happening and what will happen next. Cubans, on the other
hand—we who effortlessly make an epic of the everyday, who
don’t hesitate to declare the slightest skirmish or governmental
whim a historic event—are instantly eaten up by questions, and
frantically searching for some kind of clarity in our neighbors’
opinions in a way we never have before.” Throughout, Álvarez
renders multifaceted portraits of a wide variety of memorable
characters: American fugitives from justice; José Contreras,
the Yankees pitcher who was finally allowed to return to his
home country; members of the breakout Cuban orchestra Los
Van Van; Rafael Alcides, a revered dissident poet in seclusion;
a butcher and other shopkeepers who have learned to squeeze
out a living by working the black market; impoverished intellectuals and beleaguered performance artists; and those walking along Havana’s famed esplanade, the Malecón, where the
author visited “to do battle with an age-old canard: the syrupy,
sentimental claptrap that third-rate poets, hack journalists, and
miserable minstrels have poured over the long wall that girdles
the city’s entrails.” Most of the author’s subjects love their
country despite suffering under an authoritarian system that
has left them with meager wages, food scarcity, and significant
emotional drain. Álvarez captures it all in a satisfyingly kaleidoscopic narrative portrait.
Beautifully composed authentic vignettes about Cubans
of all stripes.

assault and rape. Drawing on 12 hours of taped interviews with
Weinstein for the New Yorker piece and several hundred interviews with employees and associates, including Weinstein’s
brother Bob, Auletta expands his earlier profile, chronicling
Weinstein’s volatile career as a movie mogul and recounting in
dismal detail the “numbing sameness” of his abuse of women.
“His game was not seduction,” writes Auletta, “but subjugation, and he sought out the vulnerable. His boastful, trophy
mentality toward actresses has been noted by many, but he
also prowled among his own staff.” His career began in Buffalo,
where, in the 1970s, he became a concert promoter, honing his
persona as “a money-obsessed entrepreneur and trickster in
the making.” He partnered with Bob to create a distribution
firm they called Miramax, combining their parents’ first names,
and later a production firm, the Weinstein Company, which
released many award-winning films including Pulp Fiction and
Shakespeare in Love. As the author shows, Bob was unable—and
often unwilling—to rein in his “impulsive” brother as their business roiled in a cycle of near bankruptcy, success, and profligate
overspending. Auletta’s deep familiarity with the film industry
serves him well in depicting the making, marketing, and reception of the Weinsteins’ movies. Aiming to portray Weinstein as
“more than a monster,” the author offers ample evidence that he
is a sociopath.
An authoritative, sordid biography.

PATHS OF DISSENT
Soldiers Speak Out Against
America’s Misguided Wars
Ed. by Bacevich, Andrew &
Daniel A. Sjursen
Metropolitan/Henry Holt (320 pp.)
$26.99 | Aug. 2, 2022
978-1-250-87017-9

HOLLYWOOD ENDING
Harvey Weinstein and the
Culture of Silence

Veterans from far-flung conflicts
decry the American way of war.
The writers whom Bacevich and
Sjursen assemble all take a sharp-eyed view of combat. “My
childhood delusions of saving the galaxy like Han Solo, Luke
Skywalker, or Lando Calrissian were met with the stark reality
of being a mere storm trooper for the US empire.” So writes one
veteran of Afghanistan in a classic trope of childhood-inspired
enthusiasm for war soured by reality. He has particular authority, for the writer is Kevin Tillman, brother of NFL star Pat
Tillman, both of whom became Army Rangers after 9/11. Pat
died, a victim of friendly fire, worried that their mission was
being hijacked by those who would turn the American soldier
into “a glorified state-sponsored terrorist.” That’s just how it
played out. As Gil Barndollar writes, when his unit requested
the code name Hessian (denied), it was with a knowing nod to
history, while most of their time was spent killing “dirt farmers,” as a Navy SEAL said bitterly. According to Iraq veteran Roy
Scranton, whereas war can unite a nation (“A dead soldier makes
the imagined community of the nation real”), it can also divide
it, especially if that war is waged for cynical reasons or on the

Auletta, Ken
Penguin Press (480 pp.)
$30.00 | July 12, 2022
978-1-984-87837-3

A sad tale of sex, lies, and power in
Hollywood.
In 2002, Auletta published a profile
of Harvey Weinstein in the New Yorker,
portraying him as a “self-absorbed narcissist” who verbally and
physically abused his employees. “Those who worked for Harvey,” the author discovered, “were daunted by his talent yet terrorized by his volcanic personality.” At the time, Auletta heard
“whispers” that Weinstein sexually abused women but could not
corroborate them. Fifteen years later, scores of women finally
came forward, and Weinstein’s behavior made headlines in the
New York Times, soon followed by an exposé in the New Yorker.
In 2017, Weinstein was arrested on charges of criminal sexual
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THE PORNOGRAPHY WARS
The Past, Present, and
Future of America’s Obscene
Obsession

basis of lies. There you have Iraq, a war that the dedicatee of
this edited volume, the late Maj. Ian Fishback, helped expose as
corrupt. In a powerful introduction, Bacevich writes about his
fears for the long-lasting effects of those wars, as the “flagrant
malpractice by those at the top [has] inflicted untold damage
on the troops we ostensibly esteem, on populations US policymakers vowed to liberate, and ultimately on our own democracy. The adverse effects of war are by no means confined to the
immediate arena in which fighting occurs.”
Anti-war activism from the deepest of patriotic roots,
advocated by those who have paid a heavy price in order to
speak.

Burke, Kelsy
Bloomsbury (352 pp.)
$28.00 | July 19, 2022
978-1-63557-736-5

A thought-provoking examination of
pornography in America.
“Rather than direct readers to a single
truth about porn, this book instead challenges the myths that
surround pornography itself and the people who have something to say about it,” writes Burke, a sociology professor and
author of Christians Under Covers: Evangelicals and Sexual Pleasure
on the Internet. From anti-vice activist Anthony Comstock to
Inka Winter, the creator of ForPlay Films, “an all-woman porn
production company,” the author introduces us to a plethora
of interesting characters. Beginning with her own upbringing

AUTOPORTRAIT

Ball, Jesse
Catapult (144 pp.)
$20.00 | Aug. 9, 2022
978-1-64622-138-7

y o u n g a d u lt

Expanding his surreal oeuvre of
tricky fiction and poetry, Ball finally
tackles autobiography in an unexpected
stylistic shift.
While the author’s previous books
challenge literary conventions in dreamy,
riddling prose, this book plays it straight.
With mechanical simplicity, Ball composes his self-portrait with
terse, confessional fragments rattled off in a trancelike deadpan.
They quickly jump among ideas and, without paragraph breaks,
amass into a tower of personal facts and reflections—e.g., “One
of my shoulders stands higher than the other. My left hand is
quicker than my right, but weaker. When I played soccer for
my high school, I scored goals with both feet.” Despite its rigidity, the narrative is enjoyably personable and curiously mundane.
Ball invites readers into a meditative engagement with the text
and suggests that perhaps the best way to understand a person
is to sift through their mental clutter. Koan-like moments hum
throughout: “I like the rain, but I don’t like for my things to be
wet”; “I like to leave windows open, but am concerned about
insects coming into rooms”; “I don’t like to cheat at games, but
I am not incredibly angry when I discover other people have
cheated.” Ball takes his cue from a book of the same name by
Édouard Levé, a French writer and visual artist who notoriously took his own life 10 days after delivering the manuscript
for a book called Suicide. Ball explains in the foreword that he
admires how Levé’s Autoportrait approaches biography in a way
that “does not raise one fact above another, but lets the facts
stand together in a fruitless clump, like a life.” While Levé’s
book is difficult and cathartic, Ball’s is gentler and more considerate of readers. “I think it is important,” he writes, “to read
something and to take it entirely into your body and find yourself changed by its company.”
A hypnotic personal reflection penned with clockwork
discipline.
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Alex Wells Shapiro

Praise for Insect Architecture

Formally attuned and linguistically inventive, Alex Wells Shapiro’s
Insect Architecture is the coronation of a vision all its own. The glint
of rock salt melting snow on a winter day, the glue-trap texture of a

“… the
coronation of
a vision
all its own.”
J. Howard Rosier

CTA floor — truly, nothing gets past him. But more than vivid imagery
or a commitment to language as a tactile thing, I was most enthralled
by the poems’ sense of movement. Their subjects (and in many cases,
their titles) are stumbled upon as an activity, rather than a declaration.
Like a Christmas tree riddled with ornaments, or an industrial fishing

Insect Architecture

net, there is so much bountiful history to gaze upon that you almost
forget why you’re there in the first place.

J. Howard Rosier, National Book Critics Circle

In Insect Architecture, Shapiro offers an inclusive, expansive lens of
the individual juxtaposed with the city; of modern life as a fleeting
silhouette. With an avant-garde aesthetic, Shapiro paints poems, like
collages, with range and yet the precision of a photographic memory.

Insect
Architecture Alex
Wells Shapiro

Mina Loy would be proud. Go read this book on the subway. Or on a
graffitied park bench.

U.S.A. $22.00
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Often experimental yet always accessible, these poems plainly
present tangible, specific moments of city life without erasing

emotional or symbolic depth. Meaning, for Shapiro, lives on the
streets, underfoot, as the body moves through crowded, even

conflicted, passages. Within these contemporary concrete mazes,
Shapiro explores issues of fragmenting cultures and lifestyles,
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Shapiro’s dense poetic architecture which, like a hive, hums with
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immense economic inequity, perpetual digital interactions, and

overflowing & shivering under the weight & this must be real
look at how goddamn big it is bound so intimately
that the prayers the priest voters wasps & birds building
nests in support beams Bible study congregated dust tumbleweeds quivering
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“A first-rate analysis for military buffs.”
fire & steel

and difficulties as a “sexual outsider, queer without yet having a
label,” Burke discusses the countless debates about what constitutes porn before moving on to evaluate the arguments on both
sides. The author ably unravels a broad set of social and political
values that the porn debate evokes, especially the moralizing
facade of anti-porn arguments: “Antipornography activists suggest that the reason women participate in pornography is that
they think it is good for them when actually it is not.” It’s clear
that Burke wants readers to understand that sex and pornography go beyond the individual, contending that “the capitalist
system provides constraints and opportunities for the internet
sex industry and for pornography debates.” She is also thorough
in her deconstruction of the way that pro-porn activists deal
with racial iconography and violence in porn narratives. The
book is well balanced and rigorously researched, featuring dozens of opinions from across the spectrum of debate, and Burke
does her best to keep her own biases in check while illustrating
her expertise in the topic. “What I observed over five years of
research for this book is that fighters in the porn wars do not
assume that if they fight hard enough, the other side will wave

its white flag in defeat,” she writes. “The porn wars are fought
not because either side perceives imminent victory, but because
individuals believe it is the right thing to do.”
An intellectually stimulating read for porn fans and critics
alike.

FIRE & STEEL
The End of World War Two in
the West
Caddick-Adams, Peter
Oxford Univ. (464 pp.)
$34.95 | July 1, 2022
978-0-19-060186-7

The final volume in the author’s
acclaimed World War II series.
Caddick-Adams covers the 100
days from late January 1945 until May 8.
He begins by arguing that many accounts of the war in Western Europe focus too heavily on D-Day, the summer battles
in Normandy, and the Battle of the Bulge. “Like a movie suddenly speeded up,” historians treat this period as an anticlimax.
“Once across the Rhine,” writes the author, “the advance into
Germany of March-May often passes in a few paragraphs, with
the end seemingly predetermined, and it only remained to
occupy territory and mop up a few diehards.” In his first anecdote, Caddick-Adams illustrates this error. In mid-March 1945,
more than 600 American soldiers crossed into Germany and
alerted the enemy by stumbling into a minefield; 456 became
casualties or prisoners. Having recovered from the Battle of the
Bulge, the Allies pushed into Germany, which meant confronting the Westwall, a defense line that “comprised more than
18,000 bunkers and stretched four hundred miles from Holland
to the Swiss frontier.” Although it was a formidable defense,
Caddick-Adams points out that fixed defenses “cannot halt
an opponent unless fully manned and infinitely resourced.” In
1945, the Wehrmacht consisted mostly of burned-out veterans
and poorly trained, dispirited replacements. Many historians
emphasize their eagerness to surrender, but Caddick-Adams
points out that a few disciplined German units maintained a
powerful resistance until the end. The author divides the campaign into three parts: conquest of the Rhineland (a brutal business), the effort to cross the Rhine (mostly through good luck
and massive resources), and the race across Germany (easier
than the previous two but never a walkover). Caddick-Adams
includes vivid anecdotes, small-unit fireworks, and strong, wellinformed personal opinions on the often unwise decisions of
leaders. He also recounts mass movements that require close
attention to his maps and dutifully records more names and
nicknames of smaller units and their commanders than general
readers require.
A first-rate analysis for military buffs.

"This is a gift to the future. The best permaculture book for
young kids I've ever come across."–Matt Powers, author of
The Permaculture Student 1 & 2 and Regenerative Soil

ISBN 9781952692116

This book dares to truly envision a post-carbon
future, charting the path towards a fun life in
harmony with the Earth.
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THE TABLET OF DESTINIES

interpretation we’ve inherited; how those ways of interpreting are everywhere and unseen.” In these essays, the author
interrogates damaging assumptions that permeate our culture,
especially pertaining to the stories and voices that receive the
most attention; who those narratives serve; and who they often
purposefully obscure. Castillo challenges the often espoused
wisdom that we should read books by diverse authors to build
empathy, noting that “we largely end up going to writers of color
to learn the specific—and go to white writers to feel the universal.” She pushes back against simplified, incomplete thinking about matters of race and inequality. “The decolonial point
here,” she writes, “is not to give voice to the voiceless, but to
recognize the voices that have always been there—to recognize
them, and to honor them.” While communities of color have
always suffered the bulk of oppression, the stories about oppression that frequently garner the most attention are produced by
White creators, for White audiences, featuring White people, a
phenomenon Castillo deftly explores in “The Limits of White
Fantasy.” Elsewhere, the author questions Joan Didion’s reputation as “the preeminent chronicler of Californian life” while

Calasso, Roberto
Trans. by Tim Parks
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (128 pp.)
$25.00 | July 26, 2022
978-0-374-60501-8

y o u n g a d u lt

A universe of blood, violence, and
magic.
In the 11th volume of a project that
began in 1983, Italian publisher, translator, and polymath Calasso (1941-2021)
continues his investigation of ancient religion and philosophy
with an interpretation of Mesopotamian mythology. Translated
by Parks, the narrative unfolds as a conversation between Utnapishtim and Sindbad, a sailor who washes up on the island of
Dilmun, where Utnapishtim has lived for thousands of years
under the protection of Ea, god of fresh water. “I would have
liked to be someone who dwells in the midst of everything
and sees afar,” he tells the sailor. “Instead, my fate has been
to see afar, but from a place no one else can reach.” Central to
his stories are a host of vengeful, capricious, murderous gods
who create humans from clay and gods’ blood only to become
annoyed when their creations become too boisterous and noisy.
The solution: a flood to destroy the Earth and its unruly inhabitants. But at Ea’s bidding, Utnapishtim builds a vessel to save
all living creatures and is rewarded by spending eternity on
Dilmun. Foremost among the magical objects coveted by gods
and men is the Tablet of Destinies, “in which everything that
was and was becoming the world could concentrate.” The Tablet instructed “how to celebrate the rites and implement the
law.” It ensured order. Men yearn for certainty, Utnapishtim
observes, for which they make sacrifices to appease gods; protect themselves “behind a barrier of prayers, invocations, exorcisms”; and worship talismans, spells, and omens. “We lived in
terror of everything that happens by chance,” he admits. “A few
signs etched on a clay tablet went some way to keeping things
in check.” Calasso depicts a blood-soaked universe where hundreds of gods battle for supremacy and where men prefer “to
live bound tight by destiny than abandoned to the turbulence
of chance.”
A vigorous rendering of the remote past.

HOW TO READ NOW
Essays

Castillo, Elaine
Viking (336 pp.)
$26.00 | July 26, 2022
978-0-593-48963-5

A Filipinx writer dismantles the
harmful assumptions that underpin literature and the modern world.
Castillo’s idea of reading extends far
beyond just books: “I’m talking about
how to read our world now….How to dismantle the forms of
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“A top-notch book of natural science that
busts myths as it entertains.”
bitch

O SAY CAN YOU HEAR?
A Cultural Biography of “The
Star-Spangled Banner”

Native people’s ties to California, their right to tell California’s
stories, are ignored—or else they are reduced to footnotes in
the stories told by people like Didion. Mere representation
should not be the goal, Castillo argues, because the insistence
on “positive representation” has never been for the benefit of
the communities supposedly being represented. Not just thoroughly researched, these essays are also wildly engaging, with
a biting and appropriately scathing tone and plenty of humor.
Refreshingly, the humor never distracts from the urgency of the
prose or incisiveness of the analysis.
An excellent collection of essays about important subjects
too often glossed over.

Clague, Mark
Norton (352 pp.)
$28.95 | June 14, 2022
978-0-393-65138-6

A fresh look at Francis Scott Key’s
iconic verses.
A music historian and professor of
musicology, Clague finds in America’s
national anthem “a surprisingly rich archive offering insight
into the conflicts and complexities that forged the United
States.” Written by Key in 1814 after he witnessed America’s triumph over the British in Baltimore’s harbor, the lyrics appeared
under the title “Defence of Fort McHenry” and were quickly
reprinted in at least 37 newspapers, “riding and reinforcing a
wave of patriotic optimism.” Contrary to the myth that Key
penned his verses quickly on scrap paper, Clague finds that he
composed them over “at least sixty hours,” shaping the words
to fit a familiar melody that had been composed by John Stafford Smith for the Anacreontic Society, an 18th-century London social club. Acclaimed from the start, the anthem became
increasingly popular in the North during the Civil War as an
expression of “strength, resolve, and unity.” In the South, many
wrote parodies of the song. Since 1851, more than 100 translations (including by First Nations) have been published in more
than 40 languages. Although Congress ratified the piece as the
nation’s official anthem only in 1931, its status by then had been
“long enjoyed in civil ritual.” Because the complete version
extols freedom and refers to both freemen and enslaved people,
the anthem has elicited “conflicted feelings in the Black community” and provoked controversy about whether it offers “an
inclusive vision of American identity.” Clague provides an informative elucidation of the anthem’s language for 19th-century
listeners while conceding that Key—and his listeners—shared
an assumption of White supremacy. Though Key represented
Blacks who sued for their freedom, he also owned slaves, and
although he believed slavery was morally wrong, “nothing he
said or wrote that survives in the historical record suggests that
he believed Blacks could ever be equal to whites.”
An engaging cultural history.

BITCH
On the Female of
the Species

Cooke, Lucy
Basic Books (384 pp.)
$30.00 | June 14, 2022
978-1-5416-7489-9

A cheerful and knowledgeable popular science review of female animals.
For decades, writes British science
writer Cooke, “studies of intrasexual
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competition focused on male competition for mates, and the
combative potential of females was largely ignored by science.
The resulting data gap on females then masqueraded as knowledge. It’s assumed females aren’t competitive, and theories
are based upon that understanding—when the truth is we just
haven’t been paying attention.” The author emphasizes that it
was only at the end of the 20th century that women began to
enter biology in large numbers. Many turned their attention
to female animals, heretofore considered too boring to bother
to study, and discovered that “true till-death-do-us-part sexual
monogamy…proved to be extremely rare, found in less than 7
percent of known species.” A skilled journalist, Cooke has traveled the world to interview experts, most of them women, who
have performed groundbreaking research and are unafraid to
confront skeptical male colleagues. Despite deploring his Victorian sensibilities, Cooke remains a Darwin enthusiast, but
she maintains that his later (and lesser known) theory of sexual
selection deserves equal status with natural selection. Readers
will receive a superb education in the evolution and mechanics
of animal sex as well as countless colorful anecdotes describing

bizarre reproductive behavior. Readers will find the familiar
account of female spiders eating males as they try to mate, but
there is much more to discover in Cooke’s fascinating pages:
Almost all birds are monogamous, but it’s a social monogamy;
90% of female birds sneak away from the nest to copulate with
multiple males, so a single clutch of eggs can have many fathers.
Permanently attached to a rock, a barnacle possesses the longest penis for its size in the animal kingdom, but this is purely
functional, enabling it to search for neighboring females. If
there are no females within reach, as a last resort, the hermaphroditic creature fertilizes itself.
A top-notch book of natural science that busts myths as it
entertains.
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WORDS WITH…

D. Watkins
The author’s new memoir reflects a life transformed
by books and reading
BY ERIC LIEBETRAU
Schaun Champion

In his latest book, Black Boy Smile: A Memoir in Mo
ments (Legacy Lit/Hachette, May 17), which our starred
review calls “a startling and moving celebration of a brutal life transformed by language and love,” bestselling
author D. Watkins continues and expands upon the remarkable life story he chronicled in The Cook Up. Today,
Watkins is a professor at the University of Baltimore and
editor at large for Salon, and he is currently at work on
David Simon’s new show for HBO, for which the author
will record a corresponding podcast. Since publishing his
first book, The Beast Side, in 2015, Watkins has enjoyed a
successful literary career, but his current station in life
was born out of significant hardship and the vision and
diligence to lift himself out of a grim, abuse-filled life in a
poverty-stricken area of Baltimore. After his brother was
killed when Watkins was 18, he turned to the drug game
and spent nearly a decade dealing, gambling, and living
the seemingly glamorous life of a flashy criminal. Then he
completely transformed himself thanks to his own dedication and the power of books. I spoke to the author via
Zoom from his hometown of Baltimore; the conversation has been edited for length and clarity.
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Your life transformation was extraordinary. How did you
do it?
The simple answer, which is not the popular answer, is
that I aged out. I was in the game as a young person,
someone who could move around and run and jump: It
was a lot of James Bond–meets–parkour type of activity. Then, suddenly, I was the older kid with the young
kids, and everybody from my generation was gone. At
the same time, I was fortunate enough to start traveling outside of my neighborhood a little bit, and then,
luckily, I fell in love with books. Not to sound cliché—
like some type of made-for-TV movie—but books made
me a better person. Books taught me empathy, how to
fail, and how to understand. Books made my neighborhood—at the time, the biggest place in the world to
me—they made my neighborhood very small. I owe everything to reading. The person who put that first book
[Sister Souljah’s The Coldest Winter Ever] in my hand literally changed everything for me.
Reading is often a form of escape or simple entertainment, but it has clearly been much more than that for
you. Could you elaborate?
That Sister Souljah book really reflected what I was going through. Even though I got it from music and some
films, to me, books are the definitive authority. If it’s in a
book, it matters. Our whole lives, we’re taught how important books are, but personally, I never saw anything
contemporary that captured my experiences: hip-hop,
sneakers, the parties, and the music—all of these different things that made up my world. So when I see my
world portrayed as literary entertainment, that’s a big
deal for me. It doesn’t matter where you’re from; every
story has value. That was the first time I’ve seen pieces of my story, or the things that I cared about, written
about in a way that was passionate and funny and lov-

|

ing—and terrifying, as well, given the experiences I had
when I was coming up. It was mind-blowing that a book
had the same thing.
After the Sister Souljah books, I read everything I
could and moved on to other writers—for example,
Richard Price. They all trained me how to read, how to
love books like On the Road, Naked Lunch, Sula, The Fire
Next Time. They all made me learn to accept different
realities, different types of literature and stories from
different people. If I never fell in love with The Coldest
Winter Ever, I wouldn’t have the skill set to be able to get
really, really mad at Bigger Thomas [the primary character in Richard Wright’s Native Son, who murders his
girlfriend]. I wouldn’t know that I have the right to say,
Why are you doing that? Are you really gonna put the girl in
the furnace [after killing her]?

their doors up to them, everyone from production assistant to high-level staff members. Stay at the hotel, but
if you need a car, something to eat, some recommendation, somebody to buy clothes, whatever you need, we’ll
take care of you.
I think people don’t really understand the kind of
love that we have in this city, how we are so dedicated to
just looking out for each other and looking out for people who visit our city. People also don’t understand the
role that segregation plays—and not just segregation in
regard to race, but talking about money and the income
gap. There’s a lot of money in this city. Often, you can
see it on one side of the street, and then the other side
of the street, you can see the poverty, and those worlds
may never cross.

y o u n g a d u lt

What’s next?
I really want to write young adult books and build a career doing that. I think about a time in my life when I
needed books the most, and I didn’t have access to that
content. I would like to be a person that can write the
kinds of books that will get young people excited about
reading, especially middle grade, because I think it’s so
important and can lead to real change.

It’s one thing to change your thought processes, but it’s
quite another to have the courage to tell your own story.
What was your impetus to write your own work?
There are so many people that have these stories or that
have these ideas of what people like me live like. I felt
like I could add something to that conversation. A few
years back, I was in a coffee shop, drinking a latte and
eating these fucking interesting waffles, covered in all
these exotic fruits and glazes. I’m having a great morning, and then I read about Trump [saying] that African
Americans live in hell. I thought, that’s crazy, because I’m
in a shop around these Black people eating these amazing waf
fles. When you have a certain perspective, you tend to
put everything in terms of that perspective—and it’s not
always fair. So I thought I could expand the conversation. Where I come from may seem like a bad place to
you. Yes, it’s bad at times, but then it’s also extremely
beautiful. All of it means something and should be talked about.

Black Boy Smile received a starred review in the March 1,
2022, issue.

Baltimore is one of the country’s most misunderstood
cities. What do people get wrong about your hometown?
I think we get a bad rap. We go viral for negative things
about once a month, and some of our politicians have
struggled with the system. But what people need to
know is that there is so much love in this city. I just finished working on this TV show, We Own This City, and
I’m doing a podcast for HBO that is connected to the
show. I was speaking to one of the lead actors and the
director, and both of them said the same thing in different recordings: how they have filmed all over the country, and this is the only place where everyone opened
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“An absorbing account that offers urgent warnings for humankind.”
soundings

THIS STORY
WILL CHANGE
After the Happily
Ever After

occasionally “you,” a technique that creates an interesting
doubleness: There is a narrator, and there is a main character,
providing extra room for sympathy, evaluation, and analysis.
(One tiny, darkly hilarious chapter, titled “Tinder Profile,” does
use first person: “I was married for fifteen years. We separated
a year ago. I cry all the time still, I can’t think about much of
anything else. I hope you find that sexy. I don’t go to the gym.
Fuck the gym….Do not ask me to bike ride in the city, I didn’t
do it for my husband and I won’t do it for you. I eat whatever
food I like, but I don’t cook and I don’t drink. I have no time
for your angsty middle-aged bullshit. Grow up. I’m really much
nicer than this.” Crane also forgoes names, using “the husband,”
“her bud,” “his kid,” etc. After escaping the small upstate New
York town where her carpenter spouse fell in love with his client, the author returned to her hometown of New York City,
where wealthy friends loaned her a loft in the East Village. This
move marked a turning point in her mental state, which she
chronicles with candor and grace. Despite the tumult in her life,
it’s clear that people really love Crane and want to help—and
readers will see why.
Reading about another person’s pain should not be this
enjoyable, but Crane’s writing, full of wit and charm, makes
it so.

Crane, Elizabeth
Counterpoint (272 pp.)
$26.00 | Aug. 9, 2022
978-1-64009-478-9

An unexpected announcement by
her husband of 15 years—“I am not
happy”—leads a wife, brokenhearted
and bewildered, to her writing desk.
Divorce memoirs come in two main flavors: the doers
and the done-to. This is definitely a done-to, with torrents of
internal monologue revisiting and rehashing conversations and
events, and the author renders it all compellingly and insightfully. Readers who have enjoyed Crane’s path through autobiographical fiction are sure to love this refreshing memoir. Instead
of first person, the author casts herself as “the wife,” “she,” and

SOUNDINGS
Journeys in the Company
of Whales: A Memoir
Cunningham, Doreen
Scribner (320 pp.)
$27.99 | July 12, 2022
978-1-982171-79-7

A British climate journalist follows
the gray whale migration and finds life
wisdom.
BBC reporter and beleaguered single
mother Cunningham wanted to show her toddler son, Max,
how gray whale mothers and calves venture thousands of miles
from the birthing lagoons of Baja California in Mexico to the
frigid feeding grounds of the Arctic Ocean. The idea was to
demonstrate how the two of them could overcome all obstacles
with similar fortitude. The journey, supported by a bank loan,
was also a way to give her a fresh start in life. Few things went
as planned, though matters culminated in a Hollywood ending.
Years earlier, she had learned a great deal about subsistence whaling, the ecology of the North, and the life of the Inuit by living
with an Iñupiaq whaling family in Alaska. She also fell in love
with one member of the extended family, a touching if slightly
melodramatic thread of the story. In her debut book, Cunningham, who trained as an engineer, had hoped these experiences,
coupled with a planned reunion with her adopted family, would
aid in her quest. The author moves back and forth between
these two time periods, recounting her sometimes-arduous
physical and emotional journeys to a more confident, stable
place. Cunningham is consistently forthcoming and self-aware,
and she delivers an informed perspective on climate change
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JOAN DIDION
The Last Interview and
Other Conversations

and ecological damage with (mostly) gentle insistence. She also
relates a harrowing history of Anglo attempts to homogenize
and destroy traditional Inuit lifestyles—though occasionally she succumbs to an ideological rant. In her own field, she
deplores the continued failures of environmental journalism to
counteract the false balance and distortions served up by corporate deniers. A gorgeous, heartfelt coda brings the narrative to a
close, and we can’t deny our own sympathies.
An absorbing account that offers urgent warnings for
humankind.

Didion, Joan
Melville House (192 pp.)
$17.99 paper | June 28, 2022
978-1-68589-011-7

Candid interviews with a literary icon.
In nine interviews that span nearly 50
years, novelist, essayist, screenwriter, and
memoirist Didion (1934-2021) responded
to questions with thoughtful openness. Although Didion was not,
as one interviewer noted, “what one would call a virtuoso conversationalist,” several interviews read like comfortable exchanges,
notably with New Yorker theater critic Hilton Als and “Fresh Air”
host Terry Gross. Talking with Als in 2006, Didion reflected
on the trajectory of her career; her early aspirations; her selfdoubts as a writer; the influences of Hemingway, Conrad (she
reread Victory every time she began a new novel, she said), and
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the plays of Eugene O’Neill; and the challenges of fiction and
nonfiction. “Writing fiction is for me a fraught business,”
she told Als, “an occasion of daily dread for at least the first
half of the novel, and sometimes all the way through.” Nonfiction, though, felt less threatening, “more like sculpture,
a matter of shaping the research into the finished thing.”
Talking about Didion’s memoir, The Year of Magical Thinking,
Gross gently led the author into a conversation about grief
after the deaths of her husband and daughter. Several interviews focus on Didion’s political stance, revealed in essays
and novels such as Salvador and Miami. Describing herself
once as libertarian, Didion explained that she was raised in
“a western frontier ethic. That means being left alone and
leaving others alone.” The politics she wanted, she told novelist Sara Davidson, “are anarchic. Throw out the laws. Tear
it down. Start all over. That is very romantic because it presumes that left to their own devices, people would do good
things for one another. I doubt,” she added ruefully, “that
that’s true.” Although her last interview, conducted shortly
before her death, was terse, the collection portrays a woman
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acutely sensitive “to the anguish of being a human being.”
Other interviewers include Hari Kunzru, Dave Eggers, and
Sheila Heti.
A gift for Didion’s many fans.

SHO-TIME
The Inside Story of Shohei
Ohtani and the Greatest
Baseball Season Ever Played
Fletcher, Jeff
Diversion Books (256 pp.)
$27.99 | July 12, 2022
978-1-635-76797-1

He’s an ace pitcher. He’s a powerhitting designated hitter. And he’s still
something of a mystery.
In a sport that has struggled mightily to groom household
names in recent years, Shohei Ohtani (b. 1994) is a legitimate
celebrity. A once-in-a-generation talent both on the mound and
at the plate, the Japanese player became the subject of a bidding frenzy in 2017 when he decided to leave his homeland’s
major leagues to play in Major League Baseball. Ohtani opted
to play for the Los Angeles Angels and struggled to find his footing thanks to injuries, Tommy John surgery, and a pandemicshortened 2020 season. But he was still the American League
Rookie of the Year in 2018, and 2021 was a breakout year: He
pitched 157 strikeouts, posted an excellent 3.18 ERA, hit 46
home runs and 10 triples, and was named AL MVP. Who is
this guy? Fletcher, a beat reporter for the Angels, scored excellent access to the front-office maneuverings behind Ohtani’s
signing and to coaches and teammates amazed at his talents.
(Angels manager Joe Maddon wrote the book’s foreword.) But
Ohtani himself, who generally avoids one-on-one interviews,
offers little beyond game-specific comments, and the book
sometimes drowns in stats, details about finger blisters, and
innocuous quotes. In fact, the narrative is often livelier when
the focus isn’t directly on Ohtani, as when Fletcher catches up
with a husband-and-wife pair who obsessively attend Ohtani’s
games, details forgotten two-way players in the Negro Leagues,
and explores just why two-way players are so rare (partly talent,
partly the business of baseball). If Ohtani has interests beyond
the game, Fletcher hasn’t uncovered them, but Ohtani’s laser
focus plainly pays dividends. He belongs to “a super small class,”
one rival GM says. “There’s one in the world.”
A glimpse into the life of a sports legend whose story is still
being written.

|

“A profoundly moving meditation on queer identity,
mental illness, and the fragility of life.”
all down darkness wide

THE EARTH IS ALL THAT LASTS
Crazy Horse, Sitting Bull, and
the Last Stand of the Great
Sioux Nation

I was kind, that I followed the rules” because “I had a secret
to keep.” The secret was that he was gay at a time when the
Catholic Church railed against an equal marriage rights bill
passing through Parliament. That is only one of the many challenges Hewitt chronicles in this stunning memoir. The death of
a boyfriend when Hewitt attended the University of Cambridge
made him think of Gerard Manley Hopkins, whose poem “The
Lantern Out of Doors” provides this book’s title. Hopkins, a
gay man and Dublin priest, is a primary influence in Hewitt’s
life. Hewitt frequently references him and “the boundaries
blurring between Hopkins’s work and the life I was in,” especially during the narrative centerpiece: his post-Cambridge relationship with Elias, a young Swedish man he met on a trip to
Colombia. The bulk of this book describes Elias and Hewitt’s
years together, first in Liverpool and then in Sweden, and Elias’
descent from someone “confident and chatty and open” to a
man who required an extended stay in a psychiatric hospital
after contemplating suicide. Scenes in which Hewitt and others
try to nurse Elias back to health are among the most memorable. This memoir is a heartbreaking disquisition on “ghosts” like

Gardner, Mark Lee
Mariner Books (560 pp.)
$28.99 | June 21, 2022
978-0-062-66989-6

y o u n g a d u lt

Spirited history of the great Sioux war
leaders of the late 19th century and their
valiant stand against White encroachment.
Is it possible to say anything more about George Armstrong
Custer? Perhaps not, and Gardner, a practiced historian of the
West, doesn’t really try. Instead, he places Custer’s demise in the
context of a complex Native political and military milieu, with
two leaders of widely different dispositions in the forefront.
One was Sitting Bull, who, as a holy man endowed with a gift
of vision, not only launched a concerted war against the Whites,
but also foresaw Custer’s defeat in specific detail. Another was
Crazy Horse, the “mysterious Oglala war chief,” whose bravery
in the Battle of Little Bighorn verged on the suicidal. Gardner
broadens the narrative to embrace related episodes such as the
so-called Red Cloud War and the Starvation March, the latter of
which made Sitting Bull’s name a household word—so famous
that once he surrendered, he joined Buffalo Bill Cody’s Wild
West Show. (See Deanne Stillman’s excellent Blood Brothers for
more.) Gardner does a good job of showing how events large and
small conditioned the last 20-odd years of the Sioux Wars. For
example, as he writes of the Yellowstone region, sacred ground
to many Native groups, “the Panic of 1873 put a temporary stop
to the Northern Pacific [Railroad], but it didn’t put a stop to
the white man’s incursions.” Deals cut behind closed doors in
Washington, D.C., were as significant as closer-to-home developments such as the Ghost Dance—and, as Gardner shows,
unbending federal policies and their enforcers proved fatal to
both Crazy Horse and Sitting Bull, who “would not suffer the
ignominy of being imprisoned.” A grim highlight of the book
is the denouement, which recounts what happened to Sitting
Bull’s body in the years after his murder in 1890.
A strong work of Western history that strives to bring the
Native American view to center stage.

ALL DOWN
DARKNESS WIDE
A Memoir

Hewitt, Seán
Penguin Press (224 pp.)
$26.00 | July 12, 2022
978-0-593-30008-4

A poet recounts his relationship with a
man suffering from paralyzing depression.
When Hewitt, who “was brought up
vaguely Catholic,” grew up in 1990s and
2000s England, he felt he needed to show “that I was good, that
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WHAT WORKERS SAY
Decades of Struggle and How
To Make Real Opportunity
Now

Hopkins and on the unattainability of permanence, and it features one beautiful scene after another, from the patient at the
psychiatric hospital who laments that his son never visits and,
when he sees Hewitt, says, “I knew you’d come”; to Hewitt’s
own father, who, on his deathbed, confided, “All I want is my
boys….As long as I can still be with my boys, and can still sit in
the garden and hear the birds. That’s all I want.”
A profoundly moving meditation on queer identity, mental
illness, and the fragility of life.

Iversen, Roberta Rehner
Temple Univ. Press (198 pp.)
$29.95 paper | June 17, 2022
978-1-4399-2237-8

A professor of social policy chronicles her interviews with workers about
the state of the American labor market.
The work that many Americans do in such areas as manufacturing, health care, food service, and retail are also the jobs that
“seldom enable families and communities to thrive,” especially
during economic downturns or other catastrophic events like
the pandemic. In this book, Iversen probes the nature of working- and middle-class jobs via interviews with workers from a
variety of different social, economic, and ethnic backgrounds.
Once considered the “land of opportunity,” the U.S. has seen
“a decoupling of wages from productivity in virtually all…industries” since the 1970s. An interview with a Latina working
mother named Tisha, for example, reveals the slow growth in
income in the manufacturing sector between the late 1990s and
the 2000s. Indeed, the best job she could get kept her just 22%
above the federal income poverty level. Translating those wages
in 2019 dollars, Iversen concluded that even a $15-per-hour minimum wage would likely not help workers on the lower end of the
economic spectrum prosper. Alex and John, a gay middle-aged
couple who worked, respectively, in real estate and architecture
and lived through the Great Recession, offer perspectives as
educated professionals. Both men experienced unemployment
and, later, partial employment as contractors. Iversen suggests
that the kinds of community and small-business organizations
they joined could be transformed into “generative sites for compensated civil labor,” providing one way for workers—who will
continue to be replaced by machines—to earn comfortable, living wages. This book will appeal to sociologists, social policy
researchers, and anyone interested in how the predicaments of
American workers may actually contain answers to how to navigate the uncertain waters of a rapidly evolving workplace.
A timely and well-researched study.

GIVE ME LIBERTY
The True Story of Oswaldo
Payá and his Daring Quest
for a Free Cuba
Hoffman, David E.
Simon & Schuster (544 pp.)
$32.50 | June 21, 2022
978-1-982191-19-1

Not all resistance to the Castro
regime has been offshored to Miami, as
this finely detailed study of one of its
leading figures demonstrates.
“Oswaldo Payá was born ten days before Fulgencio Batista
seized power in Cuba on March 10, 1952, establishing a brutish autocracy,” writes Hoffman, a Pulitzer Prize–winning
Washington Post reporter. When Fidel Castro came to power,
Payá’s family, like so many middle-class people of the day,
cheered Castro on only to see their freedoms whittled away.
The author offers a well-structured overview of predecessor generations who resisted Spanish colonial rule and then
American occupation, committed to a democratic country
governed on its own terms. “To change masters is not to be
free,” instructed Cuban intellectual José Martí, whom those
earlier rebels rediscovered. In American eyes, Cuba became an
outlaw nation after Castro’s revolution, when it aligned itself
with the Soviet Union. Enter Payá again, who courted trouble
as a teenager protesting the Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia. “Oswaldo Payá was no hippie,” writes Hoffman, “but in his
own mind he was a rebellious outsider.” In time, he blossomed
as both an engineer responsible for important technological
advances in medical equipment and as a dissident, the author
of a popular petition that issued demands for civil liberties to
the Castro regime. Dogged by the secret police, Payá nonetheless struggled to build a united front of democratic resistance
only to watch it splinter into factions, partly owing to his own
stubborn insistence on strategic matters. “Oswaldo saw value
in everyone working in the same direction,” writes the author,
“but not in compromising his vision. He was strong-willed, and
so were they.” Payá died in a mysterious car wreck soon after,
in 2012. However, as Hoffman notes, his legacy lives on in the
form of a new generation of homegrown opponents to Cuba’s
totalitarian regime.
A welcome study of political resistance by figures unknown
to most readers outside Cuba.
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KILLERS AMIDST KILLERS
Hunting Serial Killers
Operating Under the Cloak of
America’s Opioid Epidemic
Jensen, Billy
Morrow/HarperCollins (256 pp.)
$28.99 | July 19, 2022
978-0-06-302653-7

kind of murder.
|

Powerful investigation into how the
social vulnerabilities crystallized by the
opioid epidemic have spawned a new

“A provocative, necessary book about an
ongoing hot-button topic.”
nobody is protected

residents and runaway slaves traveling on the Underground
Railroad to Mexico. Jefferson Davis Milton, a former Ranger
who was named after the president of the Confederacy, later
became the first man hired as a federal officer to patrol the
U.S. border, in 1904. But the background history of the Border Patrol accounts for only part of how it evolved from a tiny,
underfunded agency with “loosely defined regulations” regarding how far from the border it could operate into a “sophisticated paramilitary force” that surreptitiously made its lethal
presence felt during the mass demonstrations that followed the
murder of George Floyd in 2020. Jones argues that the agency’s
unprecedented expansion in the late 20th century was driven
by two Supreme Court decisions in the mid-1970s. The first,
United States v. Brignoni-Ponce (1975), made racial profiling a legal
factor for federal agents roving the border to consider when
stopping drivers. The second, United States vs. Martinez-Fuerte,
approved the use of interior checkpoints “on highways and
interstates within one hundred miles of borders and coastlines.”
This well-researched account is disturbing in its demonstration of the unwitting complicity between the American justice
system and an organization born of racist violence. Jones also
clearly shows the specter of increased—and sanctioned—police
power to transform all places within the U.S. into anti-democratic borderlands.
A provocative, necessary book about an ongoing hot-button topic.
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Jensen writes clearly and confidently, part of the new class
of true-crime author–turned–amateur sleuth. He has helped
solve multiple homicides and missing persons cases. This book
began with the author’s investigation, for the TV show Crime
Watch Daily, into the unsolved murders of two working-class
women from Columbus, Ohio, who’d drifted into pill addiction
and then prostitution. “Something about two best friends being
murdered got to me,” writes the author, who acknowledges that
today’s popular true-crime TV elides uncomfortable truths,
especially regarding sex work and the drug epidemic in economically struggling communities. “The mainstream media,” writes
Jensen, “believes that viewers will tune out as soon as they
hear the victims are sex workers.” Using new analytical tactics
developed by the Murder Accountability Project, the author
pinpointed three homicide “clusters” in Ohio: “Fourteen missing or murdered women in a 120-mile area. And no task force.
No headlines. No communication.” Working off his conversations with family and friends, Jensen paints affecting portraits
of marginalized women tumbling into addiction, with plenty of
enablers, including predatory men, apathetic or corrupt police,
and the opioid epidemic’s corporate entities. “If you rank your
serial killers based on body counts,” he writes, “the collective
serial killers of the pill industry blow Gacy, Dahmer, and Bundy
away.” Jensen followed up with suspects (despite increasing
resistance from police), including one imprisoned killer whose
duplicitous misogyny leads to the disturbing conclusion that
most of the killers are nothing more than “fucked-up little narcissistic men-children.” Though the well-organized, angry narrative offers a chilling indictment of the criminal justice system,
unfortunately, the murders at the core of the book ended in
cold cases, with no named suspects. “These women were working for medicine,” writes Jensen. “These women put themselves
in danger not to be sick. They were killing themselves to live.”
Worthwhile and often gripping journey through the misery underlying contemporary addiction.

INVISIBLE STORM
A Soldier’s Memoir of Politics
and PTSD
Kander, Jason
Mariner Books (224 pp.)
$28.99 | July 5, 2022
978-0-358-65896-2

Redefining courage.
In his 2018 memoir, Outside the Wire,
Kander shared lessons in courage he
learned from serving in the ROTC, the
Maryland National Guard, and as an officer during a deployment in Afghanistan from December 2006 to February 2007.
For him, being a soldier was “the truest test of manhood,” giving him both a sense of purpose and order. “Every day I was
a soldier,” he writes, “was a day I woke up and I knew exactly
what I was doing and why I was doing it.” He strived to regain
that sense of purpose in politics. He won a seat in the Missouri
House of Representatives, was elected as Missouri’s Secretary of State, and was narrowly defeated for the U.S. Senate in
2016. Involved in ethics reform and voting rights, he founded
the nonprofit Let America Vote. As he rose in stature, he was
urged—including by Barack Obama—to enter the 2020 presidential race. However, as he reveals in a forthright chronicle
of intensifying mental illness, years of undiagnosed PTSD sent
him plummeting to a nadir of self-hatred. After he returned
from Afghanistan, where he had been assigned to intelligencegathering, he was overwhelmed by debilitating symptoms: night

NOBODY IS PROTECTED
How the Border Patrol
Became the Most Dangerous
Police Force in the United
States

Jones, Reece
Counterpoint (304 pp.)
$26.00 | July 5, 2022
978-1-64009-520-5

A geography professor examines how
the U.S. Border Patrol developed into an
organization with powers that supersede the Fourth Amendment right to freedom from unreasonable search and seizure.
Officially established as a federal agency in 1924, the Border
Patrol has its roots in the Texas Rangers. “Ostensibly, [the Rangers’] purpose was to protect citizens from attack by Mexican
or Native American raids,” writes Jones, “but in practice they
often harassed and displaced Native Americans and Mexicans
who lived in the region”—not to mention peaceful non-White
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RAISING LAZARUS
Hope, Justice, and the
Future of America’s
Overdose Crisis

terrors, paranoid fear that someone would harm him or his family, volatile anger, and “unrelenting guilt and punishing shame”
because he had not been involved in direct combat. By the time
he sought help, he was thinking of suicide. Interwoven with
Kander’s narrative are reflections by his wife, who suffered sadness, frustration, and isolation. With the support of therapists
and the Veterans Community Project, both the author and his
wife came to understand that his dangerous, terrifying experiences in Afghanistan—interviewing men who might kill him or
whom he might have to kill—were no less traumatic than physical combat. Kander’s advice is urgent and relevant: “Either you
deal with your trauma, or your trauma deals with you.
A heartfelt message borne of pain and true sacrifice.

Macy, Beth
Little, Brown (400 pp.)
$30.00 | Aug. 16, 2022
978-0-316-43022-7

Macy follows her consequential book
Dopesick with another account of big
pharma’s role in killing Americans and of
the frontline workers who are trying to save them.
“They say we’re going to lose a generation if we don’t do
something. I say we’ve already lost that generation.” So noted
a West Virginian while recounting that nearly everyone in her
town has been affected by the opioid crisis. Macy hits the small
towns of Appalachia and the archives to deliver another damning indictment of the Sackler family, who “willfully created the
opioid crisis…a murderous rampage that has victimized hundreds of thousands of people in this country.” Via their company
Purdue Pharma, the Sacklers unleashed a flood of OxyContin
on the market, bribed doctors to overprescribe it, and then
relied on the stigma and shame attached to addiction to ward
off lawsuits. When the lawsuits finally arrived, the Sacklers
were prepared. “For a quarter century,” writes Macy, “the Sacklers masterminded and micromanaged a relentless marketing
campaign for their killer drug, then surgically drained the company of $10 billion when they saw trouble on the horizon.” The
Sacklers have since been shamed and stigmatized, their name
removed from museum halls and university buildings, but they
have been able to keep their money—so far, anyway. Meanwhile,
in what Macy calls the “Uneven States of America,” the drug crisis continues to grow, with future substance-dependent people
beginning their drug journeys, not ending them, with heroin
and fentanyl. Against this epidemic stand health workers, legal
reformers, and pioneering judges who have established drug
courts to dispense not punishment but treatment. Then there
are the conservative politicians from, ironically, the red states
most likely to be awash in a flood of drugs, who remain busy
“amplifying NIMBYism” to oppose needle exchanges, free clinics, homeless shelters, and other social welfare vehicles for helping the afflicted.
A profoundly disconcerting book that, with luck, will
inspire reform to aid the dopesick and punish their suppliers.

LEADERSHIP
Six Studies in World Strategy

Kissinger, Henry A.
Penguin Press (400 pp.)
$36.00 | July 5, 2022
978-0-593-48944-4

A middling attempt to argue the
greatness of Margaret Thatcher, Charles
de Gaulle, and, of course, Richard Nixon.
How many more times will Kissinger
try to exonerate Nixon, and thereby himself? As many times as he can put out a book, evidently. In a constellation of political leaders, all known to him, he exalts six case
studies—and he’s not shy of laying claim to some of their collective greatness. One figure will be little known to those outside
Kissinger’s circles: Konrad Adenauer, who guided Germany out
of its postwar devastation “by abandoning its decades-long quest
for domination of Europe…and rebuilding it on a moral foundation which reflected his own Christian values and democratic
convictions.” Lee Kuan Yew attempted to make a similar new
world with the new state of Singapore. Thatcher and de Gaulle,
though not quite contemporaries, brought different versions of a
united Europe to the table, with de Gaulle leading a transformation of France from imperial and colonial power to stable democracy and Thatcher holding Europe at arm’s length in what might
be seen as the first rumblings of Brexit. Kissinger, as always,
tends to the long and sometimes bloodless, as when he writes of
Anwar Sadat, “as a minister to Nasser, he had gravitated toward
frameworks governed more by state sovereignty than by imperial hegemony or regional solidarity.” The author’s bid for Nixon
to be seen as a moral leader falls flat. What elevates the book is
the conclusion, which examines the distinctions between aristocratic and meritocratic leadership and the contributions of meritocracy and growing democracy to a political milieu that “enabled
and institutionalized the rise of middle-class leaders.” Such middle-class leaders can, of course, go bad—witness Putin—but all
the same, Kissinger calls for a revival of “humanistic education”
and character in helping “guide the ship of state to an unknown,
but more secure and peaceful, harbor.”
Of some interest to aspiring geopoliticians, but Kissinger’s conventional wisdom won’t surprise previous readers.
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A thoroughly researched, well-told story of a true
crime that can never see punishment.
return to uluru

BERLIN
Life and Death in the City at
the Center of the World

McKay, Sinclair
St. Martin’s (464 pp.)
$29.99 | Aug. 23, 2022
978-1-250-27750-3

A 20th-century history of a major
European city that has “alternately
seduced and haunted the international
imagination.”
For most of the 1900s, writes Telegraph features writer
McKay, “Berlin stood at the center of a convulsing world.” It
was known for artistic and scientific innovation but also for
flaming pyres of books. It features abundant culture, beautiful
parks, and handsome streets, but it was also the center of fascism. The author begins in 1919, noting the speed with which
Berliners cycled through stages of postwar deprivation, disorder, and extremism. Even while hyperinflation crippled the
economy, there was a flowering of creativity in literature, cinema, and architecture. Velocity, writes the author, is a defining
trait of Berlin. The Nazis replaced anarchy with violent repression, and for years, it seemed like Berlin would become an imperial capital. However, by 1945, large parts of the city were rubble.
McKay focuses intensely on this period; more than half the
book chronicles the collapse of the Nazi regime and the arrival
of the Russians. Unfortunately, this brutal period has already
been analyzed countless times, as shown by the book’s extensive bibliography, and the author has little new to add. Then
the city became a Cold War front line, especially after the construction of the Berlin Wall. At this point, McKay’s narrative
dwindles away. The destruction of the wall in 1989—a crucial
moment in the city’s story—receives only a page. The author
fails to explain Berlin’s 30-year evolution from isolation and
stagnation to economic and cultural powerhouse, and he offers
no examination of the impact of unification. Showing how the
mosaic of the past informs the present should be a crucial target
for a historical writer. Berlin is a city of layers and contradictions, but McKay misses it. For a more gratifying portrait, turn
to Rory MacLean’s Berlin: Portrait of a City Through the Centuries
or Barney White-Spunner’s Berlin: The Story of a City.
A largely dissatisfying history of one of the world’s great
cities.
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In a scenario that will be familiar to students of Native
American repatriation, Australian historian McKenna opens
with the skull of a man killed in 1934, his head consigned to a
museum in Adelaide. The skull belonged to Yokununna, a leader
of an Aboriginal people who made their homes at Uluru, the
place once known as Ayers Rock. “Australian white supremacist
culture bears responsibility for this history,” writes the author.
“But there was one white man who played a leading role in it.”
Bill McKinnon was a police official who cut his teeth murdering untold numbers of New Guineans, then helped continue
the tradition of terrorizing Aboriginal people as “millennia-old
blackfella sacred sites became whitefella outposts.” In Alice
Springs, one such outpost, he oversaw a police force infamous
for drunkenness and brutality. Called on to investigate a revenge
killing that, while extrajudicial in “whitefella” eyes, was within
the bounds of Aboriginal custom, he arrested six men. They
escaped, and McKinnon followed and shot one of them—the
one who, nearly a century later, would be identified by that skull.
McKenna had rare access to the policeman’s extensive archives,
and he shows how McKinnon had the habit of keeping photographs and notes that detailed not just crime cases, but also
his grocery purchases (“Bought three pineapples and a bunch
of bananas…threw one pineapple away”) and other minutiae.
Meanwhile, other White Australians who investigated his killing of Yokununna arrived at a different view of the case. One
“contemplated the possibility that Yokununna had sacrificed his
life so that his friends could flee [and] thought it an act of heroism,” while the great Australian anthropologist and linguist Ted
Strehlow gathered Yokonunna’s story as it was remembered by
his people, adding it to a vast repository of “stories of violence.”
A thoroughly researched, well-told story of a true crime
that can never see punishment.

BEFORE THE BIG BANG
The Origin of the Universe
and What Lies Beyond
Mersini-Houghton, Laura
Mariner Books (256 pp.)
$27.99 | July 19, 2022
978-1-328-55711-7

An enthusiastic exploration of the
early universe.
Mersini-Houghton, a professor of
theoretical physics and cosmology, was
born in Albania, one of the most impoverished Soviet satellites. She witnessed its 1991 revolution as a university student
and became the first in her nation to win a Fulbright scholarship to study in the U.S. Fascinated by both mathematics and
physics, she took up cosmology, the study of the universe, concentrating on events during its birth. There is no shortage of
books exploring this subject, and this is a solid addition to the
literature. As the author explains, roughly 14 billion years ago,
everything slammed together, and the universe’s billions of galaxies continue to expand. While there is evidence (the microwave background radiation) for such an explosion in the distant

RETURN TO ULURU
The Hidden History of a
Murder in Outback Australia
McKenna, Mark
Dutton (288 pp.)
$28.00 | July 26, 2022
978-0-593-18577-3

A killing in Australia sheds light on a
long history of violence against Aboriginal people.
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past, problems remain. Our cosmos is surprisingly homogenous,
while the laws of physics would suggest a much clumpier collection of stars and galaxies. Around 1980, physicists proposed
the idea of cosmic inflation, a spectacular expansion an instant
after the Big Bang. While this theory is consistent with our
familiar clumpier universe, it created other problems that disturbed some theoreticians, including Mersini-Houghton. By
the 1990s, string theory offered tantalizing solutions that were
also replete with difficulties and complications. It seemed to
predict not one but an infinite number of big bangs and resulting universes, an idea in ill-repute because no test could detect
them. Intrigued, the author considered the matter and found a
solution that combines quantum theory with gravitational theory (both long accepted) and string theory (still under debate),
producing a testable concept that required innumerable worlds:
a multiverse. Mersini-Houghton’s long explanation of her concept will be heavy going for those unfamiliar with college physics, and she does not deny that it remains controversial, but the
possibilities suggested by her research are undeniably intriguing.
A well-informed cosmology lesson for dedicated readers.

psychology does not survive exposure to other cultures. “Bridging cultural differences in emotions,” she writes, “will require
you to do the hard work of unpacking the emotional episodes….
Unpacking emotional episodes means to humanize the people
who live through them.” Countless words regarding emotions
fail to translate across language barriers. For example, Japanese
employs the same word for shame and embarrassment, and Polish
lacks a word for disgust.
An astute psychological study of emotions around the
world.

WHAT GOES UNSAID
A Memoir of Fathers
Who Never Were
Monge, Emiliano
Trans. by Frank Wynne
Scribe (368 pp.)
$26.00 | July 19, 2022
978-1-950354-91-7

An imaginatively told family history
of three generations of Mexican men
grappling with toxic masculinity.
In 1958, Monge’s grandfather Carlos Monge McKey faked his
own death in a quarry in Sinaloa and disappeared from his family’s life for four years. Although the author, a renowned Mexican
novelist and columnist for El País, was initially hesitant to tell a
story he knew would “[cause] great distress” to his relatives, his
grandfather’s actual death compelled him to unearth the details
of his grandfather’s deceit and its effect on future generations.
Rather than narrating the story in third person, Monge channels
his father’s (Carlos Monge Sánchez) and grandfather’s voices to
speculate about the motivations behind their dubious choices.
In the chapters about Sánchez, the author writes in first person,
recording an imagined conversation between father and son
about Sánchez’s stint as a resistance fighter in the 1960s. In the
sections about his grandfather, Monge renders the narrative in
diary entries recorded in the years and months before McKey
planned his fake death. The only sections in third person are the
often cinematic—and rarely flattering—descriptions of Monge’s
own life, some of which feature stories about other ancestors.
In the final chapter, Sánchez’s voice articulates his son’s fear of
repeating his ancestor’s patterns: “Say what you like, but you’re
here to find out whether, by writing about him, you can escape.
But I’m telling you right now that there’s no escape....You’re
always going around talking and accusing people, but if there’s
someone who doesn’t know what he wants, someone who’s made
up stories, someone who’s spent his life running away from himself, it’s you….Excuses. The most delicate and carefully honed
of your skills.” Through this intensely vulnerable and beautifully written memoir, the author layers the text with emotional
honesty and self-reflection. Although the chorus of voices occasionally feels overly self-flagellating, they create a page-turning,
deeply human portrait.
A formally innovative, devastatingly trenchant history of
masculine family trauma.

BETWEEN US
How Cultures Create
Emotions

Mesquita, Batja
Norton (336 pp.)
$28.95 | July 19, 2022
978-1-324-00244-4

Emotions have long been considered
internal feelings common to all humans.
Not so, according to this insightful
analysis.
Born and raised in Holland, a professor in the U.S. for 20
years, and now the director of the Center for Social and Cultural Psychology in Leuven, Belgium, Mesquita has learned
that her emotions—or anyone’s emotions—are not part of
some kind of universal default. As the author shows, outside of
WEIRD (Western, Educated, Industrialized, Rich, and Democratic) cultures, “talking about our emotions as internal experiences is quite exceptional in the world. People in many cultures
talk about emotions as more ‘public, social, and relational’…as
acts in the social and moral world.” In other words, “emotions
are OURS as much as they are MINE.” For skeptical readers,
Mesquita delivers a few interesting jolts. We take for granted
that expressing emotions is psychologically healthy. Even nonFreudian experts agree that suppressing one’s feelings leads to
neuroticism, misery, or worse. Yet it turns out that “authenticity”—expressing one’s inner feelings—is a virtue in WEIRD
society and almost nowhere else. In much of Africa and Asia,
it’s a sign of immaturity. “Calmness is a preferred emotion in
a culture that expects you to put the group’s needs above your
own,” and this is largely the norm outside the West. In Buddhist
teachings, expressing negative feelings exacerbates them, so
mature adults remain detached in the face of suffering or frustration. Mesquita maintains that much scientifically confirmed
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“A stark warning to be taken seriously.”
they want to kill americans

IF THERE ARE ANY HEAVENS
A Memoir
Montemarano, Nicholas
Persea Books (172 pp.)
$24.00 | July 19, 2022
978-0-89255-557-4

A memoir about a son grieving his
dying mother.
Award-winning novelist and short
story writer Montemarano chronicles
his 79-year-old mother’s last days as
she struggled to overcome Covid-19. At the end of 2020, she
developed a cough and fever and was quickly hospitalized when
her oxygen levels dropped. On Jan. 6, 2021, after an urgent call
from his sister, the author left his wife and son in Pennsylvania to drive to Elkhart, Indiana, where his parents and sister
lived. Among the books he took with him was e.e. cummings’
100 Selected Poems, containing the poem that gives Montemarano his title: “if there are any heavens my mother will(all by
herself)have / one.” Montemarano took his Bible, as well: “O
Lord heal me for my bones are troubled / I am weary with my
moaning.” Although he calls his heartbreaking memoir a “notpoem,” he writes in spare verse to reveal in intimate detail his
mother’s deteriorating condition; conversations with his sister, who is a nurse, and his mother’s doctors; visits to his father,
debilitated by heart disease, diabetes, and obesity; and watching “the Steelers-Browns playoff game” simultaneously with
his son. All around him swirled remarks by Covid deniers (“this
is just made up by Bill Gates”), anti-maskers, and a president
who insists that the virus “is going to disappear.” While their
mother remained in a “wait and see / precarious / critical” condition, he and his sister constantly researched treatments online
(he includes his desperate search history) and talked to people
about what they should do. They were, he writes, “twin sleuths
looking for a magical / maybe miraculous / something.” Their
mother’s good days made them hopeful; her setbacks, despondent. Finally, a physician gave them incontrovertibly bad news:
Her lungs were destroyed. Wearing protective gear, Montemarano and his sister witnessed their mother’s last hours, grateful
that, unlike many others, she did not die alone.
A poignant elegy for a beloved mother.

y o u n g a d u lt

Joe Biden would defeat Donald Trump in Wisconsin by a towering 17 percentage points. Ultimately, Biden’s lead was less than
1 point. How did the pollsters get it so wrong? In 2016, how did
everyone who called the election for Hillary Clinton misread
the signs? Morris looks deep inside the often flawed assumptions of the pollsters and efforts to overcome the mathematical
flaws inherent in their surveys, from sample bias to margins of
error. Before doing so, however, he defends the use of polls as an
important mechanism to give voice to voters in a representative
democracy. “We must understand that both the concept and
the significance of public opinion took root gradually, and their
development continues to this day,” he writes. When properly
conducted, he adds, a poll can have the force of a referendum,
given that a key assumption of democracies is that the voice of
the collective is stronger than that of the individual. But how to
assemble that collective to give meaningful results? As Morris
notes, some of the problem lies on the side of the pollsters, who
must attain samples sufficiently large and diverse to represent
as many demographics as possible. Some, though, lies on the
side of those being polled, who, it seems, tend not to answer
truthfully, especially when they suspect that the poll is biased
toward one end or another. In the 2020 election, right-leaning
voters tended not to respond to polls at all, again leading to
projections of a Biden landslide. Those readers with a bent for
statistics will take interest in the author’s descriptions of such
matters as sampling errors, the law of large numbers, and the
corrective tools of smoothing and aggregation.
Morris makes a solid case for polls as tools to give voice to
the people while allowing that improvements are needed.

THEY WANT TO
KILL AMERICANS
The Militias, Terrorists, and
Deranged Ideology of the
Trump Insurgency
Nance, Malcolm
St. Martin’s (320 pp.)
$29.99 | July 12, 2022
978-1-250-27900-2

A scathing look at the MAGA crowd
and the existential threat they pose to

American democracy.
As a writer on terrorism and fascism, Nance has previously
specialized in two areas: the workings of al-Qaida and the
Islamic State and the mindset and actions of Trump and his
followers. In this follow-up to The Plot To Betray America, the
author blends them to examine the movement he calls “TITUS,
the Trump Insurgency in the United States,” whose practitioners and supporters, like the best terrorists, blend into the community and are perfectly content with the thought of killing
anyone who disagrees with them—all with the aim “to destroy
American democracy and install Donald Trump as dictator.”
Trump might like nothing better, or he might have other plans.
Regardless, writes Nance, Trumpism is not likely to disappear,
especially now that the Republican Party has become its wholly

STRENGTH IN NUMBERS
How Polls Work and Why We
Need Them

Morris, G. Elliot
Norton (256 pp.)
$28.95 | July 12, 2022
978-0-393-86697-1

A data journalist for the Economist
explains his much-derided and now
much-distrusted profession.
In the 2020 presidential election, a
poll taken by ABC News and the Washington Post projected that
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owned subsidiary and is doing whatever it can to dismantle voting rights to disenfranchise its opposition and retain permanent
power. Meanwhile, the TITUS tribe, by Nance’s account, is
executing a carefully planned four-part strategy that centers on
avenging the 2020 election—a matter that could embrace executing opposition politicians. “Violent extremists in the United
States and terrorists in the Middle East,” writes the author,
“have remarkably similar pathways to radicalization,” pathways that very often wander into the realms of make-believe
(as with QAnon’s fevered distortions) by way of online sources.
The author digs deep to describe organizations and individuals coordinating with TITUS, including the Proud Boys and a
depressingly high number of active-duty police and militaryservice personnel. That Trump proved a remarkably inept president does not deter these supporters, who form a base that “has
become an openly fascist movement”—and, Nance concludes,
represent a threat that “America will have to confront for the
next generation at the least.”
A stark warning to be taken seriously.

ways there were to need help,” she writes. “You had to be perfect, deserving, hurt in just the right way….Everyone who dealt
with disadvantaged kids, from therapists to college admissions
officers, treated us as if we could overcome any abuse or neglect
with sheer force of will.”
A powerful memoir of overcoming adversity that also
effectively interrogates the concept of meritocracy.

A LIFE IN LIGHT
Meditations on
Impermanence

Pipher, Mary
Bloomsbury (256 pp.)
$27.00 | June 28, 2022
978-1-63557-758-7
A writer discovers herself in a new
light.
Psychologist Pipher, author of Reviving
Ophelia and Women Rowing North, reflects
on aging, loneliness, and happiness in a serene, gently told memoir.
Since childhood, the author has been drawn to light—“my intoxicant
of choice,” she writes—which has lifted her out of fear and depression. Her childhood was troubled by her father’s unpredictable
anger and her mother’s inability to offer the close nurturing Pipher
yearned for. Others did, however: her grandmother, “one of the
first people,” Pipher writes, “who did the hard work of loving
me into existence”; and a kind woman who taught her ceramics.
“There were two kinds of light in that studio—the shafts coming
through the western windows in late afternoons and the love
beaming from my teacher’s heart,” she writes. Growing up in a
small town in the Midwest, Pipher’s world opened up when she
attended the University of Kansas during the rebellious 1960s.
The author recounts the trajectory of her life after graduating
from Berkeley in 1969, becoming pregnant, and, when her son
was a toddler, beginning a doctoral program in clinical psychology, which led to careers as a therapist and writer. Writing, she
says, has afforded her “the light of living life twice, once in real
time and once in reflective time.” Now long married, with middle-aged children and grandchildren off to college, Pipher has
“found it difficult to accept a cycle of life in which children grow
up and leave their parents, and in which we parents become
more and more peripheral.” Loneliness has been intensified by
the pandemic. “If the first part of my life was about building
attachments,” writes the author, “the last two years have been
about learning to detach. I am making an effort to find the love
and warmth I need in my own heart.” Even during the enforced
isolation of lockdown, she continues to find solace in the light.
Sensitive meditations from a “solar-powered” writer.

ACCEPTANCE
A Memoir

Nietfeld, Emi
Penguin Press (368 pp.)
$27.00 | Aug. 2, 2022
978-0-593-48947-5

An account of growing up in institutions and foster care by a Harvard graduate and former Google employee.
After her parents divorced, Nietfeld’s father transitioned from male to
female; her mother, who won custody, “was a hoarder with mental issues.” The family home became uninhabitable. At 13, Nietfeld checked into a psych ward, “luxuriat[ing] in the endless hot
water, the meals that came on trays,” and later attempted suicide. After talking to a social worker, she entered a residential
eating disorder program. Over the course of the narrative, the
author shows how her various diagnoses (bulimia, psychosis)
were reactions to her mother’s inability to care for her. In fact,
her mother’s willingness to let the state take custody of her only
daughter appears almost blithe; she appears chiefly in cameos.
The turning point in the narrative comes when, while institutionalized, Nietfeld became obsessed with getting into an Ivy
League college, a dream no one took seriously. She learned
that her success would be determined not merely by her GPA
or SAT scores, but also by how much she was willing to mine
her family history for admissions-essay fodder. She had to learn
how to play the game: to be a “good survivor” and “exemplify
post-traumatic growth, not post-traumatic stress disorder.”
Though Nietfeld graduated from Harvard with a lucrative job
offer from Google, this is not just a bootstrapping tale. The
author offers a complex meditation on desperation, leveraging
personal pain, and how the drive to achieve can be a gift and
a pathology simultaneously. “All I’d wanted growing up was to
read books and study, but instead I learned how few acceptable
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“A fresh and engaging look at a complex
and elusive American family.”
growing up getty

BEFORE CRIPS
Fussin’, Cussin’, and
Discussin’ Among South Los
Angeles Juvenile Gangs

GROWING UP GETTY
The Story of America’s Most
Unconventional Dynasty
Reginato, James
Gallery Books/Simon & Schuster
(336 pp.)
$28.00 | July 5, 2022
978-1-982-12098-6

Quicker, John C. & Akil S. Batani-Khalfani
Temple Univ. Press (484 pp.)
$29.95 paper | July 15, 2022
978-1-4399-2198-2
A compelling sociological examination of the pre-1970 Los Angeles “street
groups” that improbably spawned the

Crips and Bloods.
Quicker and Batani-Khalfani rely on years of teaching
and fieldwork in this startling academic narrative. “Willful
ignorance rather than reasoned analysis often characterizes
attempts to understand crime and gangs,” they write, asserting
that mythologies revolving around the city’s notorious gangs
derive from fundamental misunderstandings of the groups
Black adolescents formed between 1940 and 1970—including
the Slausons, Gladiators, and Businessmen—against the backdrop of an increasingly segregated city. The authors rescue this
quirky, regional, forgotten history and question the racist, punitive assumptions often underlying such studies. In doing so,
they both synthesize and interrogate the views of many other
researchers. The study begins with a historical account of the
urbanization of LA as underpinned by many facets of structural
racism. In Black communities, residents perceived a path to the
middle class that dissipated over the postwar decades of deindustrialization and sprawl. The authors show how city officials
selectively criminalized different social groups, often tolerating
the rowdy activities of nonminority “car clubs.” The text is organized around different subtopics relevant to an increasingly
complex social narrative, including changing attitudes on violence, neighborhood cohesion and rivalries (primarily between
the Slausons and the poorer Watts groups), experiences of
female groups, and the effects of the Black Power movement,
all punctuated by subjects’ vivid first-person recollections. As
one key player recalls, “We didn’t call ourselves a gang; the
police started it.” Quicker and Batani-Khalfani conclude that
a host of factors during the turbulent 1960s, embodied by the
1965 Watts rebellion, led to increasing violence and “the rise of
a larger-than-life street group—the Crips,” which was indirectly
spawned by Slauson neighborhood cliques, whose amplified
criminality overtook the more traditional groups. “The Crips,”
they write, “metastasized into street groups that were dominating the news.”
Gripping urban history, though the scholarly tone may
narrow its appeal.

y o u n g a d u lt

A contemporary biography of one of
America’s most famous families.
In a captivating narrative, Reginato,
writer at large for Vanity Fair and a contributor to Sotheby’s magazine, brings readers up to date on the state of the Getty family.
The author begins by exploring the life of the family patriarch,
J. Paul Getty (1892-1976), who made the bulk of his wealth from
investments in the oil industry. Through his extensive research,
which includes family letters, diary entries, and recent interviews with family members and friends, Reginato unflinchingly
scrutinizes Getty’s five failed marriages and other negative
aspects of the family history, including drug and alcohol addiction, mental illness, sex scandals, extramarital affairs, and a
kidnapping by “a group of Calabrian mafiosi,” who “snatched
sixteen-year-old Paul III, Getty’s eldest grandson,” in 1973. All
of these elements, notes the author, have led the Getty family
to be called the “cursed dynasty,” though “it would be inaccurate
to describe the whole of such a large clan as cursed.” To that
end, Reginato examines the lives of the many thriving members
of the family and the positive contributions they have made to
the world. While many readers are familiar with “the family’s
marquee ventures, including Conservation Corporation Africa,
Getty Images, and PlumpJack,” the author also chronicles the
family’s successes in the fields of art, music, fashion, interior
design, social activism, and environmental conservation. The
author also shows how, despite the extensive media attention
the family has received for decades, many members prefer to
remain out of the public eye. In fact, from the moment Getty
was named the richest man in the U.S., he claimed that it was “a
distinction I’m not particularly interested in” and later revealed
that the honor effectively ended his time as “an ordinary private
citizen and made me, for better or worse, a public figure, or at
least a person about whom the public curiosity was whetted.”
A fresh and engaging look at a complex and elusive American family.

THE MAN WHO COULD
MOVE CLOUDS

Rojas Contreras, Ingrid
Doubleday (320 pp.)
$30.00 | July 12, 2022
978-0-385-54666-9

A novelist revisits the country of her
upbringing to learn her family’s story.
When she was 23 and living in Chicago, Colombia native Rojas Contreras
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endured a bout of amnesia, “just a few weeks of oblivion,” when
she “crashed my bicycle into an opening car door.” For eight
weeks, “I had no idea where I came from or where I was going,
what city I was in, what my name was, and I did not even know
the year.” As horrifying as that episode was, she was luckier than
her mother: At age 8, Mami fell down a well in Ocaña, Colombia, after she felt “a hand on the small of her back, giving her
a gentle push.” When she recovered eight months later, Mami
had “the ability to see ghosts and hear disembodied voices,” a
gift her curandero (Latinx healer) father, Nono, had also possessed. In this poetic memoir, Rojas Contreras writes of the
return trip she and her mother took to Colombia in 2012 to
disinter Nono’s bones and tell his story. As the author writes,
he was a man who knew “instructions for talking to the dead,
telling the future, healing the ill, and moving the clouds”—the
“secrets” Mami had inherited. Though the author too often
relies on platitudes—e.g., “No one is above suffering”; “Hunger shapes us into a wisdom we cannot yet know”—the book
derives considerable power from both her reminiscences of
growing up in a nation where guerrilla groups and paramilitaries
left bombs throughout Bogotá and its portrait of a loving family
filled with colorful characters. Strongest of all are sections in
which Rojas Contreras plays on the theme of amnesia to note
that it pertains as much to willful maltreatment on the part of a
country’s oppressors—she writes of the “highly destructive and
orchestrated oppression” of Black and Indigenous peoples—
as to individuals saddled with a medical affliction, calamities
endured through no fault of the victims.
A moving depiction of family and the power of healing.

and rise in stature, Bernard DeVoto wrote novels, essays, and
criticism,” writes the author. “To make good money, John
August wrote ‘tripe’ stories for the big slicks.” Although his
novels were mediocre at best, his nonfiction—focused on the
West—earned critical acclaim. Offered a monthly column in
Harper’s, he turned his attention to the vulnerability of Western
land. Growing up in Utah, Bernard saw land “late in the stages
of having its vegetative skin grafted off. To boost lumber, beef,
and wool production in World War I, logging and grazing regulations were lifted in national forests but then never reinstated
in peacetime.” Bernard’s hard-hitting essays against the land
grab by greedy ranchers and politicians ignited sparks. Schweber recounts the virulent political climate created by Nevada
Sen. Pat McCarran, a strident anti-conservationist, abetted
by Joseph McCarthy. Bernard was one of many caught in their
crosshairs, and he was blacklisted by two magazines, investigated by the FBI, and feared imprisonment—yet never stopped
lecturing and writing about conservation. After Bernard died,
Avis worked as a scout for Knopf, to whom she brought Child’s
cookbook, a high point in their long, close friendship.
An exuberant celebration of an astounding couple.

BI
The Hidden Culture, History,
and Science of Bisexuality

Shaw, Julia
Abrams (240 pp.)
$26.00 | June 28, 2022
978-1-4197-4435-8

THIS AMERICA
OF OURS
Bernard and Avis
Devoto and the Forgotten
Fight To Save the Wild

An overview of bisexuality and the
misconceptions surrounding it.
A London-based criminal psychologist and podcaster with an interest
in gender studies, Shaw aims “to bring the colorful world of
bisexual scholarship out of the shadows.” Her work blends
assessments of contemporary research, anecdotes concerning
famous bisexual individuals, and reflections on her own sexuality. Among the author’s primary targets are those who would
dismiss bisexuality as a form of false consciousness, and she passionately advocates for a recognition of its legitimacy as a category of sexual identity—and more generally for an increased
acceptance of fluidity in sexual orientation. In doing so, she
draws parallels between the cultural reception of bi and trans
identities and movingly describes how bisexuals have historically alarmed—and continue to provoke hostility from—both
gay and straight communities. Shaw writes intriguingly about
the idea that bisexuality represents “an original step in the
evolution of [human] sexuality. Instead of it being unnatural,
being behaviorally bisexual is commonplace in the animal kingdom, even in far less complex creatures than ourselves. It’s just
humans who have conceived of non-heterosexual behavior as
‘crimes against nature.’ ” Also engaging are Shaw’s accounts of
pioneering researchers such as Alfred Kinsey and Fritz Klein,
whose work has helped gradually shift public attitudes. The
author devotes considerable attention to long-standing and

Schweber, Nate
Mariner Books (352 pp.)
$28.99 | July 5, 2022
978-0-358-43881-6

A stirring story of a husband and
wife and their passionate devotion to the

land—and great food.
Journalist Schweber makes his book debut with a vigorous dual biography of Pulitzer Prize–winning writer, historian,
and crusading conservationist Bernard DeVoto (1897-1955)
and his wife, Avis (1904-1989), who was closely involved with
his work and, after his death, devoted herself to the rising
career of her friend Julia Child. Drawing on abundant archival sources, Schweber argues persuasively that because of the
DeVotos’ efforts, millions of acres of public lands were saved
from destruction and preserved as national treasures. Bernard
started his career teaching English at Northwestern, where, in
1922, he met a captivating student: Helen Avis MacVicar. They
married in 1923, after her first year. Soon disillusioned with academia, Bernard quit to become a writer. “To express himself
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“Gonzo meets the Shoah in this wildly irreverent—
and brilliant—tour of Holocaust tourism.”
nein, nein, nein!

NEIN, NEIN, NEIN!
One Man’s Tale of
Depression, Psychic
Torment, and a Bus Tour of
the Holocaust

entrenched forms of prejudice, but she finds evidence, at least
in the Western world, of progress in how bisexuals are finding
ways to affirm their identity more freely. As she contends, “it
is becoming harder for people not to see the beautiful world
of attraction beyond gender.” The largely informal and always
lively style of Shaw’s writing helps make her case. She is persuasive in her insistence that bisexuality is an important and overlooked dimension of the human story.
An accessible, often insightful consideration of a misunderstood sexual identity.

Stahl, Jerry
Akashic (264 pp.)
$26.95 | July 5, 2022
978-1-63614-025-4

THE LIGHT WE GIVE
How Sikh Wisdom Can
Transform Your Life
Singh, Simran Jeet
Riverhead (320 pp.)
$28.00 | July 19, 2022
978-0-593-08797-8

Lessons from the Sikh faith.
Singh provides an accessible work
that combines personal testimony of a
fascinating and little-understood ethnic
and religious minority in America and an introduction to the
teachings of Sikhi (the author uses the Punjabi noun as opposed
to the colonialized Sikhism). Singh’s life story—and the history
of the Sikh community—has been shaped by misunderstanding,
racism, and violence. The author recounts a shocking array of
racial confrontations with people on public streets, in schools,
in airports, and elsewhere. He chronicles the Sikh struggle
through numerous periods of oppression and mass murder in
India as well as incidents in the U.S., including the post–9/11 murder of a Sikh man and the 2012 massacre of a Sikh congregation
in 2012. “They didn’t have to forgive the man who’d tormented
them, but they didn’t have to internalize his hate either,” writes
Singh. “Rather than calling for blood or revenge, they shared
with the world a core Sikh teaching: “No fear, No hate (Nirbhau,
Nirvair).” This concept—to “fight hate with love”—has helped
the author deal with his own anger. He points to three major
components of his faith that shaped his positivity: “chardi kala,”
a teaching that imbues life with optimism and gratitude even
amid pain and suffering; “ik oankar,” the concept that all people
are divine, or have a light of divinity within them, making all
people equal and worthy of respect; and “seva,” the practice of
expressing love in all things, especially through service. “With
each selfless act,” writes Singh, “we become slightly less selfish;
with each loving action, we become slightly more loving.” The
author calls on readers to seek a life of active empathy, seeing
each person, even those who are hurtful, as valuable and worthy
of kindness and love.
A worthwhile and readable introduction to Sikhi and a
strong testament to peaceful living.

y o u n g a d u lt

Gonzo meets the Shoah in this wildly
irreverent—and brilliant—tour of Holocaust tourism.
Convinced that the history of mass murder and total war
is being reborn in the age of Trump and his “whole destroyingdemocracy and damning-future-generations thing,” Stahl, best
known for his drug-soaked memoir, Permanent Midnight, traveled to Poland and Germany. “I needed to go to Naziland,” he
explains. What he found, apart from the expected horrors, was
a simple assault on good taste—e.g., a cafeteria in Auschwitz
where tourists suck down kielbasa, dressed in the usual shortsand–T-shirts uniform that marks them as rubes for all to see.
The ghost of Hunter S. Thompson (who’s invoked here) hovers in the wings, but Stahl is sui generis, with a refreshingly
self-deprecatory edge (“Don’t be an asshole,” he tells himself)
and a delightfully sharp tongue: “Hard not to imagine Steve ‘I
Financed Seinfeld’ Mnuchin on Meet the Press: ‘Say what you will
about the Third Reich, they were big on infrastructure!’ ” Stahl
knows his Holocaust history, sometimes more than his guide
(who muttered loud enough for him to hear, “I hope you’re not
going to be my Jewish problem”), but he was also prepared to be
surprised. When confronted with the enormity of Nazi crimes
against humanity, he writes, “contemplation turns to paralysis,
and you end up going nowhere, gripped by the moral equivalent
of couch lock.” The author doesn’t hesitate to make pointed
comparisons between Nazis and the members of the mob who
stormed the U.S. Capitol on Jan. 6, 2021, “Trump’s fecal lynch
mob [who] bore chuckly logos like Camp Auschwitz.” Stahl’s
takeaway is worth pondering: The Holocaust was no exception
in history; instead, “It is the time between holocausts that is
the exception. So savor these moments. Be grateful. Even if the
ax is falling.”
A vivid, potent, decidedly idiosyncratic addition to the literature of genocide.

ENDLESS FORMS
The Secret World
of Wasps

Sumner, Seirian
Harper/HarperCollins (304 pp.)
$28.99 | July 12, 2022
978-0-06-302992-7
An appealing study of the almost universally despised “gangsters of the insect
world.”
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“The wasp has long been a powerful metaphor for an evil,
devious character who does no good,” writes British entomologist and behavioral ecologist Sumner. Fascinated by wasps since
childhood, the author points out that wasps are voracious
predators who eat a wide range of insects, including agricultural pests. In some parts of the world, they are farmed on a
factory scale and released into fields to destroy caterpillars and
other pests. Without them, we would need to use more toxic
insecticides. “Without the services of wasps as pest controllers, pollinators, seed-dispersers and decomposers, our forests,
grasslands, parks, gardens, deserts, highlands, moorlands and
heathlands would not support planetary health in the way they
currently (just about) do,” writes the author. Wasps make up over
80% of the order Hymenoptera, which includes bees and ants.
There are around 150,000 described species of Hymenoptera,
but perhaps 10 times more yet to be described, making them
the most numerous insect order, and their communities rival
those of ants and humans in complexity, division of labor, and
pugnacity. Almost all wasps are solitary, tiny parasitoids, which
lay their eggs on or inside other insects, not excluding other
wasps. When they hatch, the larvae eat the living host as they
grow. Sumner excels in describing historical naturalists (“wasp
whisperers”), and she offers an imaginative chapter on Aristotle,
who shared her unfashionable fascination and showed impressive imagination and endurance while crawling around to learn
the secrets of the often miniscule insects. Sumner devotes considerable attention to the relevant research about the social
structure of wasp communities, the details (and mathematics)
of their impressive altruism, and descriptions of their evolution in light of modern genetic analysis. A nature documentary
would likely pass over these complexities, but they are accessible in Sumner’s skillful hands.
A wasp admirer makes a delightful case for their
importance.

took over the tea trade in tandem with its bid to colonize India.
In another chapter, the author takes on body shaming, emphasizing how “bodily scrutiny” is disproportionately applied to
queer and trans people. Later, Tandoh uses sugar—a delicacy
in Elizabethan England that has since become associated with
the sugary drinks consumed by the working poor—as a tool for
interrogating classism. Ultimately, the author encourages readers to eat what they want, when they want: “All we can really do
is to take the revolution a meal at a time….Be the only person at
the table to get a dessert. When it arrives, don’t share it. Fully
rejoice in all your appetites—the wise and the unruly alike.”
The combination of Tandoh’s earnest, compassionate tone and
lyrical prose produces a text that is readable and informative.
Her analysis of the intersecting systems of oppression that
affect our ability to enjoy our food is trenchant and original yet
occasionally overwritten and meandering. Her call for greater
freedom in self-care is particularly relevant within a tumultuous global culture still struggling with the pandemic and myriad
other concerns.
An engrossing, empathetic critique of modern culinary
culture.

IMAGINE A CITY
A Pilot’s Journey
Across the
Urban World

Vanhoenacker, Mark
Knopf (416 pp.)
$30.00 | July 5, 2022
978-0-525-65750-7

Come fly with me, beckons the
author of Skyfaring in this beguiling tour
of cities both real and imagined.
As a young boy surrounded by model planes, Vanhoenacker
fell under the spell not only of aviation, but also of far-off destinations. His own city—Pittsfield, Massachusetts—had its
attractions, including an airport that “stands a little higher than
Ouagadougou’s, and a little lower than Geneva’s.” More mysterious was Boston, over the horizon, and beyond it a city of his
own construction: “My city is where I travel to when I’m sad
or worried, or when I don’t wish to think about what I don’t
like about myself….It’s also where I go when I want to escape
my dawning awareness that I’m gay.” As an adult, more comfortable in his own skin, Vanhoenacker began piloting long-haul
jets all around the world, and he takes readers to Kuala Lumpur, Cape Town, Brasília, Jeddah, Sapporo, and numerous other
places that may be exotic or familiar but that he views through
a singular lens. One of the things that captures his attention is
the quality of light, as when, coming into Los Angeles, he marvels at the “profligately lit” viewscape; or when, admiring one of
countless sunrises, he lowers his gaze away from the reds and
oranges along the horizon to exalt in his favorite color, blue, and
its appearance in “the mirroring realms of the ocean and the
heavens.” The author is as eager to learn about his whereabouts
as was Barry Lopez. Vanhoenacker is a collector of sumptuous

EAT UP!
Food, Appetite and Eating
What You Want

Tandoh, Ruby
Vintage (256 pp.)
$16.00 paper | July 12, 2022
978-0-593-46681-0

A sweeping social justice analysis of
the way we eat—and the problematic
ways society tells us to eat.
Journalist Tandoh, a Great British Bake
Off finalist and author of three cookbooks, begins by comparing
current food culture to “a bad boyfriend, dragging you down or
holding you for ransom.” Too often, she argues, the modern dialogue about food seems to force us into “a perfect way of eating that will save your soul and send you sailing through your
eighties, into your nineties and beyond.” In reality, food has
a complex history sullied by everything from colonialism to
homophobia. For example, Tandoh writes, “tea with sugar is a
blood sport,” recounting how the British East India Company
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“A good choice for anyone interested in how troubled
neighborhoods are policed and conflicts mediated.”
the tomorrow game

POWER POLITICS
Trump and the Assault on
American Democracy

details such as the “imperfect radii or broken spokes” of London’s layout and the difficulties he faced learning Japanese. Philosophically rich without being ponderous, belonging on the
same shelf as books by Saint-Exupéry, Markham, and Langewiesche, Vanhoenacker’s book is unfailingly interesting, full of
empathetic details on faraway places and lives. It’s an absolute
pleasure for any world citizen and a trove for any traveler.
A sparkling addition to the literature of flight.

West, Darrell M.
Brookings Institution Press (220 pp.)
$26.99 | June 28, 2022
978-0-8157-3959-3

THE TOMORROW GAME
Rival Teenagers, Their Race
for a Gun, and a Community
United To Save Them

Venkatesh, Sudhir
Simon & Schuster (240 pp.)
$27.99 | June 14, 2022
978-1-5011-9439-9

A street-smart sociologist looks at
gang warfare in Chicago as a machine
that, once set in motion by various forces,

is hard to stop.
Intergang turf wars are fueled by many pipelines. In the case
of one South Side Chicago neighborhood, one of those pipelines is the willingness, even avidity, of rural folks to sell guns
to city kids who drive “downstate” to procure their arsenals.
Case in point is a gangster named Harpoon, who in one visit
“purchased fifteen used handguns from a rural family that has
gathered up the cache from neighbors.” As Venkatesh shows,
though, there are other factors. The author writes about one
imprisoned drug dealer in particular, who was busted not just
for drugs, but for having enough weapons to make the police
nervous. Fearing that rival dealers were trying to seize his territory and that his teenage crew on the streets wasn’t tough
enough to defend it, he ordered his lieutenant to take down
suspected rivals. The lieutenant decided his victim would be
a high schooler he had been bullying. Consequently, that kid,
hitherto fairly well behaved and nondescript—“Ordinary never
got no one in trouble,” his parents have instructed—was pushed
into assembling a gang and getting guns for himself. Add to this
the jailed dealer’s Machiavellian conclusion that a shooting war
would be good precisely because it would bring down the police
and keep those rival dealers away for fear of being arrested, and
you have the makings of mayhem. The eventual resolution is
an unexpected but inspired part of Venkatesh’s ethnography,
involving clergy, a peacemaker of a police officer, and not least
some of the teenagers who willingly laid down their arms. Even
the imprisoned dealer contributed something positive, telling
one of them, “If I was you, I’d get the fuck out.”
A good choice for anyone interested in how troubled
neighborhoods are policed and conflicts mediated.
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A think-tanker’s view of the postTrumpian rubble.
“The United States faces extraordinary problems of polarization, extremism, and radicalization, which make it difficult to safeguard our
democratic system and deal with important policy issues.” So
writes West, vice president of the governance studies program
at the Brookings Institution. Sadly, there’s nothing novel about
this observation, but the author is well equipped to observe
from his position, where a battery of political scientists studies
events and trends. Naturally, they are dismissed and loathed by
the MAGA crowd and its allied media. When one Brookings
fellow identified the chief culprit as Trump and the authoritarian cult of personality he had built around himself, right-wingers howled even as some of West’s longtime friends on the right
“complained about the capital city’s ‘cockroaches’ and said it
was time to use the popular bug-killer Raid to get rid of political adversaries.” It all makes for a dangerous moment indeed,
requiring long-needed reforms: among many others, abolishing
the “antiquated Electoral College,” stopping gerrymandering,
and quashing campaign finance rules that privilege the haves
over the have-nots. Moreover, West suggests, many institutions
in civil society, such as universities, must be overhauled in order
to remove dark money. The author attempts to be evenhanded,
noting that social media amplifies misinformation by both left
and right even as the loudest voices emanate from the right.
He also calls for self-policing that falls short of self-censorship,
while stronger matters (here he recalls Leon Wieseltier) face
a hitherto unexplored “challenge of delivering justice to those
with complaints while also protecting the procedural rights of
the accused.” Overall, West’s prescriptions are reasonable, but
given a time when gerrymandering, fascism, and extreme partisanship are some of the defining features of the political landscapes, most seem unlikely to be enacted.
Liberal-minded students of politics will find West’s arguments persuasive and his case well presented.
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1876
The Year Bat, Wyatt, Custer,
Jesse, and the Two Bills
(Buffalo and Wild) Created
the Wild West, and Why It’s
Still With Us

DEATH BY LANDSCAPE
Essays

Wilk, Elvia
Soft Skull Press (320 pp.)
$16.95 paper | July 19, 2022
978-1-59376-715-0

Wiegand, Steve
Bancroft Press (442 pp.)
$33.00 | July 4, 2022
978-1-61088-580-5

An eclectic collection about topics
related to our current position in the
Anthropocene.
In a wide-ranging series of essays,
Wilk, author of the acclaimed novel Oval,
examines a variety of genre-bending creative works. She derives
her title from a Margaret Atwood story about how a missing girl
in a liminal person-plant transition becomes part of the landscape. Wilk begins with “what it means to be a person in an age
of drastic ecosystem decline—of planetary extinction.” A sense
of urgency pervaded what she calls the early systems novels of
DeLillo, Coover, Pynchon, and Gaddis, which manipulated or
upended genre conventions. Drawing on works by H.P. Lovecraft and Richard Powers, among others, Wilk explores what
constitutes weirdness, eeriness, and ecosystems in fiction. She
seeks to understand death as a “kind of life through landscape,”
including the effects of a toxic environment on people and art
as employed in Jenny Hval’s novel Paradise Rot and Karen Russell’s short story “The Bad Graft,” which follows “an unwanted,
unexpected, erotic interspecies incursion.” The “impossible terrain” of Jeff VanderMeer’s Southern Reach trilogy, Wilk notes,
is a good example of “narratives reflecting the transformations
of the drastically changing planet.” Pandemic and apocalyptic
stories “offer a lot for comprehending our current situation,”
while dystopian landscapes “rendered in familiar fashions” can
still be titillating or terrifying. Science fiction, Wilk contends,
has found its own utopian landscapes in steampunk, solarpunk,
cyberpunk, and films like Neill Blomkamp’s Elysium. In the
latter part of the book, the author verges off into some robust
issues about empathy and virtual reality as a “trauma machine”
as well as her own intriguing participation in the improvisational theater of a vampire larp (live action role-playing). Wilk
concludes with autobiographical reflections on Oval, a larp
based on it, and her writing methods.
The author makes us look at the world and speculative creations in a new, defamiliarized way.

The invention of the Wild West.
Journalist and historian Wiegand grew up in the 1950s
watching Westerns on TV and in the movies, enraptured by
cowboys. Not surprisingly, he wanted to be one. That youthful enthusiasm infuses his project of separating fact from the
rousing fictions that have been perpetrated about the West and
about men such as dapper outlaw Bat Masterson; unlikely law
enforcement agent Wyatt Earp; horse thief and actor–turned–
Army scout Bill Cody; James Butler “Wild Bill” Hickok; Army
Col. George Armstrong Custer, brutally massacred; and bank
and stagecoach robbers Frank and Jesse James. Focusing on
events that occurred in 1876, America’s centennial, Wiegand
draws on contemporary newspapers and magazines to create
a sense of immediacy and color for his portrayals of the ramshackle towns—Sweetwater, Texas; Dodge City, Kansas; Deadwood, South Dakota—where these men gambled and drank
and where their conflicts sometimes erupted into infamous
gunfights. But the Wild West, though contributing mightily to America’s hunger for its own mythology, did not define
the nation. Wiegand sets his protagonists’ lives in the context
of a country peopled by inventors, industrialists, writers, politicians, and entertainers, including Alexander Graham Bell,
recent inventor of the telephone; pharmaceutical entrepreneur
Eli Lilly; Henry Heinz, promoter of his new product, “catsup”;
shameless showman P.T. Barnum; poet Walt Whitman, who
eulogized Custer; and Mark Twain, whose Adventures of Tom
Sawyer was published at the end of the year. A centennial exhibition in Philadelphia highlighted achievements of the striving
nation, but the extravaganza could not hide festering problems,
including a protracted economic recession, labor unrest, political corruption, violence against Blacks, and an increasingly strident women’s suffrage movement. Besides offering a historical
overview, Wiegand examines the books, movies, and TV shows
that turned cowboys and outlaws into legends and the Wild
West into “a ‘reality’ that persists, no matter how far removed
it is from the facts.”
Lively, entertaining U.S. history.

A DIVINE LANGUAGE
Learning Algebra,
Geometry, and
Calculus at the Edge
of Old Age

Wilkinson, Alec
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (304 pp.)
$28.00 | July 12, 2022
978-1-250-16857-3
Nearing his eighth decade, a New Yorker
writer decides to confront his math phobia.
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“Bracing, candid, and rueful.”
inheritance

perpetuated the problem. His slow awakening arrived as a high
school teacher working with Black students and as a journalist
covering cases like that of Freddie Gray, a Black man who died
in police custody in Baltimore. Woods frames his chapters in
lessons-learned fashioned, sometimes didactically, about what
various conflicts say about Whiteness. But the book is generally
rooted in fine storytelling, as the author focuses on two overarching stories: first, his relationship with his father, an immovable stars-and-bars Fox News enthusiast; and Woods’ search
for the truth about his great-grandfather and his covered-up
history of racism and crime. The author eschews discussion of
policy solutions; rather, he suggests that White people should
look in the mirror. Failing to reckon with the depravity of the
past, he writes, “makes us ever more susceptible to its return.”
Bracing, candid, and rueful.

y o u n g a d u lt

“A lifetime doesn’t seem sufficient to the task. Some things
I had to learn were so challenging for me that I felt lost, bewildered, and stupid.” So reflects Wilkinson, who admits that the
challenge he set himself—to master or at least become comfortable with algebra, geometry, and calculus—was a kind of grudge
match meant to avenge his first encounter, back in high school,
with a smackdown that would “knock the smile off math’s face.”
It turns out that math’s smile is as enigmatic as Mona Lisa’s.
It also turns out that math has a philosophical dimension few
adolescents are likely to pick up but that lends itself to mature
reflection. As Wilkinson observes, math remains the same, but
people change. “In Book 7 of Republic,” he writes, “Plato has
Socrates say that mathematicians are people who dream they
are awake. I partly understand this, and I partly don’t.” Many
other mysteries are resistant to easy solution, but as Wilkinson
slogged through the material, recognizing that math is both a
kind of language and religion, he appreciated more and more
of its philosophical nature. He was often stumped by the problems he faced. “To be unable to fulfill an intellectual task is
frustrating,” he writes, but regardless, he doggedly worked his
way up to calculus, there to find that, again, he sort of understood it—at least more than he thought he would. In the end,
what Wilkinson learned from math and its adepts—including
one brilliant mind who applied his skills not in academia but in
the World Series of Poker—was not just solving problems, but
a humility “forced on me by engaging in a pursuit that I appear
to be unfitted for.”
Inspiring reading for anyone seeking to overcome intellectual defeat in any realm.

INHERITANCE
An Autobiography
of Whiteness

Woods, Baynard
Legacy Lit/Hachette (352 pp.)
$29.00 | June 28, 2022
978-0-306-92419-4
A journalist reckons with the free
passes and blinkers his White privilege
has bestowed on him.
Growing up in South Carolina, Baltimore-based journalist Woods inherited “the freedom not to
notice my race.” He didn’t think twice about his father referring to Black people as “bears,” his casual defense of the Confederacy, or his willful ignorance about slavery. This book is an
effort to uncover what benefits he reaped from this unthinking,
and he’s as honest as he can be on the matter without lapsing
into self-pity or false proclamations of allyship. (He styles his
name crossed out, to signal his complicity and regret over his
family’s slave-owning past.) As Woods demonstrates, Whiteness has always afforded him leniency when it comes to the
criminal justice system; his punishment for any wrongdoing,
including marijuana possession, was never severe. But the benefits he has reaped are also more subtle: In his conversations,
his reading choices, and his disinterest in race issues, he has
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These titles earned the Kirkus Star:

Agyemang, Elizabeth
Razorbill/Penguin (256 pp.)
$22.99 | $14.99 paper | June 7, 2022
978-0-593-20488-7
978-0-593-20490-0 paper

WHEN THE WIND CAME by Jan Andrews;
illus. by Dorothy Leung........................................................................ 73
SHURI AND T’CHALLA by Roseanne A. Brown;
illus. by Dika Araújo, Natacha Bustos & Claudia Aguirre................78

A return to the village where her
mother grew up inspires and validates a
natural-born storyteller.
When Nana gets in trouble for an
alleged prank involving squirrels and her
teacher’s toupee, she’s sent from the U.S. to visit her extended
family in Ghana over summer vacation—not as a punishment
but as a lesson. What she learns is complex and includes brushing up on her Twi, navigating West African transportation, and
listening to her grandmother tell Ananse folktales. In this
debut, Agyemang reimagines traditional Asante stories, focusing on the trickster spider as both an ally and guide for Nana’s
personal journey as she settles in with her relatives and their
daily lives. When exploitative and corrupt foreign White contractors begin depleting Ghanaian forests of their resources,
both real and magical, the work’s commentary on imperialism
is clear. Nana—with her family’s support—collaborates with
Ananse to bring their actions to light and help people not only
believe in, but care about what stories can teach. In the end,
with the bad guys’ plans foiled, the link between knowledge
and stories is reinforced as Nana finds that her connections
to Ananse and her heritage are just beginning. The full-color
art often presents scenery in a stylized manner that is effective
and striking; at other times, however, it can be difficult to follow the action in the illustrations.
Thoughtful metafiction with an unshakeable cultural
richness. (author’s note, glossary, further reading) (Graphic
fiction. 8-12)

ARU SHAH AND THE END OF TIME by Roshani Chokshi;
adapt. by Joe Caramagna; illus. by Anu Chouhan...............................83
CORNBREAD & POPPY by Matthew Cordell................................... 86
THE ADVENTURES OF ROBO-KID by Diane deGroat..................... 88
THE CURIOSITIES by Zana Fraillon; illus. by Phil Lesnie................ 90
YOU ARE THE LOVELIEST by Hans Hagen & Monique Hagen;
illus. by Marit Törnqvist; trans. by David Colmer.............................91
H IS FOR HARLEM by Dinah Johnson; illus. by April Harrison...... 92
NURA AND THE IMMORTAL PALACE by M.T. Khan......................93
THE DEPTH OF THE LAKE AND THE HEIGHT OF THE SKY
by Jihyun Kim...................................................................................... 94
SANCTUARY by Christine McDonnell;
illus. by Victoria Tentler-Krylov......................................................... 99
REWILDING by David A. Steen; illus. by Chiara Fedele.................. 107
THE LANGUAGE OF SEABIRDS by Will Taylor..............................110
BIG TRUCK LITTLE ISLAND by Chris Van Dusen............................ 111
THE LANGUAGE OF SEABIRDS

Taylor, Will
Scholastic (256 pp.)
$17.99 | July 19, 2022
978-1-338-75373

THE ASTRONOMER WHO
QUESTIONED EVERYTHING
The Story of Maria Mitchell

Alary, Laura
Illus. by Ellen Rooney
Kids Can (36 pp.)
$18.99 | May 3, 2022
978-1-5253-0348-7

A young girl’s curiosity, spurred by the whaling ships she
saw near her Nantucket home, led to careers in astronomy and
teaching.
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THE BEST IN THE WORLD

Anderson, Derek
Penguin Workshop (32 pp.)
$9.99 | $4.99 paper | July 26, 2022
978-0-593-38762-7
978-0-593-38761-0 paper
Series: Croc and Ally
In three sweet, funny stories, a calm
crocodile and an excitable alligator complement each other perfectly.
In “Ally Has Spots,” Ally the gator is upset to discover they have
orange spots and further dismayed when Croc delivers the news
that they will not wash off: “They are part of you.” To make Ally feel
better, Croc agrees to be painted with orange spots to match Ally.
In “Ally Is Ready!” Ally is outfitted in a suit of armor, armed with
an umbrella and a flashlight, and claims to be ready for anything,
but when Croc heads off for lunch, Ally throws off the gear and
follows. Finally, in “The Best in the World,” Ally, inspired by a video
of a high-jumping frog, longs to be the best at something. Ally fails
at everything they try—except, Croc counters, “being Ally.” These
two have the vibe of some of the best early reader duos; like Frog
and Toad or Elephant and Piggie, they have deep affection for each
other and support each other’s efforts, as silly as they may seem.
Ally is lively and emotional, while Croc is steady and philosophical,
gently delivering lessons to a receptive Ally—and the reader, too.
The cartoonish figures in slightly different shades of green (again,
like Frog and Toad) display facial expressions and body language
that will help early readers make sense of their dialogue, and the
humor stands up to rereading. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
A delightful tale of friendship. (Early reader. 6-8)

A LOT TO LIKE!

Anderson, Derek
Penguin Workshop (32 pp.)
$4.99 paper | July 26, 2022
978-0-593-38758-0
Series: Croc and Ally
Two different but good friends—an
alligator and a crocodile—talk about
their preferences.
Cheerful Ally, a gator, questions all
the choices that Croc, the grumpy crocodile, makes. Drawing with crayons, Ally insists that blue, circles,
and seven are “the best” color, shape, and number, respectively.
When Croc calmly states a preference for red, squares, and the
number nine, Ally is irritated but still appreciates their friend.
“It is a good thing I like you so much….You are one weird crocodile.” In another story, Croc patiently tries to offer Ally alternatives to pancakes. All prove to be tasty and enjoyable, but after
lots of cooking and eating, the very full Ally still asserts that
pancakes are their favorite. Finally, Ally creates a “Little Croc”
sock puppet that agrees with everything Ally says. Croc is not
amused until Ally says, “Croc, I am only kidding….You know I
like you the best.” Made up of short, repetitive sentences and
succinct chapters, this early reader chronicles a funny, simple
story along with black-outlined, humorous drawings of a tall
alligator and a stout crocodile who walk on two legs. The characters’ affection and respect for each other despite their differences are heartening. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
A winsome reminder that when opposites attract, true
friendship can flourish. (Early reader. 6-8)

y o u n g a d u lt

This picture-book biography follows Maria Mitchell, who
was born in 1818 to a White Quaker family. Encouraged by her
father to research and follow her passion for science, she sought
more than a life of needlework, housework, husband, and children; she learned to read the stars in the sky by using a sextant,
a metronome, and a chronometer. At a young age, she repaired
a chronometer for a surprised sea captain (“What could a girl
possibly know of mathematics and machines?”). Her future then
became limitless. Maria started her own school, became a librarian, and entered a contest to find a new comet, with a reward provided by the king of Denmark. Despite a broken telescope, which
she also repaired, she won the challenge and was eventually
offered a position as professor of astronomy in a women’s college
in New York. This stirring account is told in an uplifting voice
highlighting Mitchell’s youthful inquisitiveness and determination to expand her knowledge. Alary emphasizes that Mitchell owed her education, in part, to her enlightened father, who
foresaw the talent, ambition, and drive in his daughter; a gifted
teacher herself, Mitchell endowed her students with information
about great scientists, mathematics, and faraway places. Textured
collage art brings the text to life. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
An inspiring account of a notable early role model who
pursued a STEM career despite sexism. (author’s note, bibliography) (Picture-book biography. 6-10)

WHEN THE
WIND CAME

Andrews, Jan
Illus. by Dorothy Leung
Kids Can (32 pp.)
$18.99 | June 7, 2022
978-1-5253-0339-5
The story of a natural disaster as remembered by a child.
Sentences that start with “I remember…” demonstrate the
power of memory. What this brown-skinned child is remembering is a seemingly ordinary day on the family farm. The
narrator’s parents work while they try to read. “I remember
my baby brother / whimpering, / whimpering, / whimpering. /
Every day, / every day, / every day.” Suddenly the wind comes,
“blowing / harder / and harder / and harder.” The child and their
family run for the root cellar and sit in darkness. The protagonist’s matter-of-fact declaration—“Our home was gone / when
we came out”—speaks to their shock and despair. A third shift
in the narrative arc is signaled by a change in the illustrations,
from dark, foreboding images of a vast untamed prairie to light,
playful images of the bubbles the child blows while washing
dishes. This deceptively uncomplicated book offers a hopeful
perspective on loss: Joy and laughter are possible even in the
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CHILDREN’S | Mahnaz Dar

novels that thrill,
terrify—and bolster
For many children, there’s nothing better than diving into a deliciously frightening tale of suspense.
Some stories, like the middle-grade
novels listed below, also help readers grapple with tough experiences.
Death, bullying, loneliness, rage—
topics that might be overwhelming
in a work of realistic fiction—often become more manageable when
folded into a novel with paranormal
themes. In some of these books, the spooky elements are
merely hinted at—they may even be figments of the characters’ imaginations—while in others, they’re front and center. All will leave readers moved and perhaps a little more
prepared to face challenges of their own.
Trapped in the science supply
closet by bullies, the protagonist of
Riley’s Ghost (Walden Pond Press/
HarperCollins, Jan. 11) by John David Anderson escapes to find herself locked in the school. No one is
around to free her, but Riley (who’s
coded White) is not alone—the
ghost of Max, an adult man who has
possessed a dead lab frog, is here, and
so is someone more sinister. Riley’s
memories of being bullied and lashing out in rage blend with glimpses of a troubled student
from decades ago, making for a spooky tale tinged with
melancholy—as Riley’s father puts it, “Ghost stories are all
about loss.”
A Comb of Wishes (Quill Tree Books/
HarperCollins, Feb. 8) by Lisa Stringfellow follows Kela, a 12-year-old Black
girl in St. Rita, a fictional Caribbean island. Reeling in the wake of her mother’s death, Kela finds a magical comb
that belongs to Ophidia, a mermaid.
Legend has it that mermaids will grant
wishes to anyone who returns a comb,
but those who keep the comb face a
terrifying fate. Laced with Caribbean
folklore, this atmospheric tale is by
turns poignant and haunting. Though the focus is on Kela’s
grief, Ophidia is especially well drawn, torn between an urge
for tenderness and a desire for vengeance.
Set in a White, Orthodox Jewish community, Aviva vs.
the Dybbuk (Levine Querido, Feb. 22) by Mari Lowe centers
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on a young girl whose life is shattered
after her father’s death. Her mother
withdraws, her contact with the outside world limited to the women she
attends at the mikvah; Aviva’s pain is
a burden she shoulders alone, though
the antics of the dybbuk, a ghostly
prankster who haunts the mikvah,
are a distraction. A swastika drawn
in cement near Aviva’s home makes
clear that there are darker things in
the world than the mischievous dybbuk, but, as this tender reflection on grief and loneliness illustrates, community and friendship can set us on the path
to healing.
Storm by Nicola Skinner (Harper/
HarperCollins, March 29) brims with
its protagonist’s fury. In life, Frankie,
ruddy-cheeked with curly hair, fought
to keep her anger in check; in death,
she’s a poltergeist who, a century later, lets herself rage at the tourists who
come to gawk at the house her family once lived in. Skinner blends compelling worldbuilding and humor—
Frankie’s sarcastic observations about
her free-spirited parents are especially witty—with a sensitive exploration of the raw hurt masked
by the protagonist’s explosive anger.
When the title character of Jennifer Chan Is Not Alone
(Random House, April 26) by Tae Keller goes missing, narrator Mallory (who is biracial—Korean
and presumed White) wonders if Jennifer’s disappearance has something
to do with her belief in aliens. Keller
ramps up the suspense, moving between the past, when Mallory, in thrall
to her popular friends, finds herself
treating Jennifer with unspeakable
cruelty, and the present, as a guiltridden Mallory searches for Jennifer
and investigates the possibility of extraterrestrial life. Are we alone in the
universe? Unclear, but as Keller’s probing, deeply empathetic
look at friendship shows us, here on Earth, we’re all tightly
intertwined, for better or worse. (Read an interview with the
author on Page 80.)
Mahnaz Dar is a young readers’ editor.

“Proof that Black girls, just by being themselves, soar.”
black girl rising

face of disaster. Leung’s painterly vistas and expressive faces
complement Andrews’ lean poetic phrasing. The land and
nature’s might are silent characters in the story. The reader is
left pondering the narrator’s final words: “Those laughs didn’t
change anything. / They made no difference. // Those laughs
changed everything. They made all the difference in the world.”
(This book was reviewed digitally.)
Memory, fear, despair, and ultimately hope blow through
this quiet story of courageous resilience. (Picture book. 3-7)

THE INCREDIBLE SHRINKING
LUNCHROOM

Babay, Michal
Illus. by Paula Cohen
Charlesbridge (32 pp.)
$16.99 | July 26, 2022
978-1-62354-294-8

A rhyming picture book highlighting Black girls thriving.
Questions that highlight the upward and forward movement
of Black girls are interspersed with sentences that at first seem
like admonitions until it becomes clear that they are emphasizing the strength and beauty of the book’s subject. Lines like
“You’d better keep quiet; keep still. / So you can know your place”
echo social expectations that Black girls shouldn’t be loud and
take up space. But Barnes goes on to assert that Black girls’ very
existence is a testament to the power of the multihued and
broad diaspora of Black people everywhere (“You’re supposed
to dim your light / and never be seen. // But you don’t, girl—you
won’t, girl— / you know you’re a queen”). Barnes stresses that
Black girls have inherited the legacies of Toni Morrison, Mari

y o u n g a d u lt

Can a principled principal help
beleaguered students?
The students at Parley Elementary School are fed up with their overcrowded, noisy, messy
lunchroom. Soliciting help via polite correspondence with
their principal, Ms. Mensch, they receive peculiar advice:
Science projects should be placed on lunchroom tables; classroom pets should be brought to the lunchroom; sports teams
must practice in the lunchroom. After carrying out these odd
instructions—and seeing the situation deteriorate further—
the desperate kids fire off another entreaty. Ever optimistic
Ms. Mensch’s new solution? Projects, animals, and athletes
must exit the lunchroom pronto. The result? The lunchroom
is wonderfully spacious, neat, and quiet! Readers will note and
appreciate that Ms. Mensch, who enjoys eating privately at
her own desk, receives ample rewards in the end. The author’s
note mentions that this story was inspired by a wise, witty Yiddish folktale, which serves as the basis for Margot Zemach’s
It Could Always Be Worse. This book succeeds as an updated,
equally humorous parable that conveys the realities of today’s
schools and educators while emphasizing the moral to put
life in perspective and be grateful for what one has. Children
will relate to the students’ predicament and chuckle over the
extremes they undergo to achieve a “fix.” The riotous digital
illustrations capably match the comical shenanigans. Students
are depicted diverse as to race, ethnicity, and physical ability.
Ms. Mensch is light-skinned; some children wear kippot, and
one child wears a patka. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
Sage, farcical wisdom for lunchtime or any time. (Picture
book. 5-8)

BLACK GIRL RISING

Barnes, Brynne
Illus. by Tatyana Fazlalizadeh
Chronicle Books (40 pp.)
$16.99 | June 28, 2022
978-1-4521-6487-8
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“Just the thing to get uncertain youngsters jazzed
for a first day—at school or anywhere.”
the queen of kindergarten

Evans, Alice Walker, and Zora Neale Hurston, among others,
and each illustration is a celebration of this fact. The book
begins and ends with Black girls literally rising into the air, on
tiptoes and with wings. Black girls using wheelchairs, Black girls
wearing hijabs, Black girls embracing each other, wrapped by
rainbows—they are all represented in vibrant, lightly textured
oil and acrylic paintings. Every page turn brings more brilliant
images that encourage readers to move at a steady, rhythmic
pace through the book. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
Proof that Black girls, just by being themselves, stay ready
to soar. (Picture book. 5-10)

readers to explain what “curious and kind you” can do to make
school, or for that matter the universe, a better place. Again culminating in the vague but familiar “JUST. BE. YOU!” the program remains much the same—including asking questions both
“universe-sized” (“Could you make a burrito larger than a garbage
truck?”) and “smaller, people-sized” (i.e., personal), working
hard to learn and make things, offering praise and encouragement, speaking up and out, laughing together, and listening to
others. In the illustrations, light-skinned, blond-haired narrator Penny poses amid a busy, open-mouthed, diverse cast that
includes a child wearing a hijab and one who uses a wheelchair.
Wiseman opts to show fewer grown-ups here, but the children
are the same as in the earlier book, and a scene showing two
figures blowing chocolate milk out of their noses essentially
recycles a visual joke from the previous outing. (This book was
reviewed digitally.)
The message is worthy, but this phoned-in follow-up
doesn’t add anything significant. (Picture book. 6-8)

THE QUEEN OF
KINDERGARTEN

Barnes, Derrick
Illus. by Vanessa Brantley-Newton
Nancy Paulsen Books (32 pp.)
$17.99 | May 24, 2022
978-0-593-11142-0

MR. BAT WANTS A HAT

Barnes and Brantley-Newton team
up for a follow-up to The King of Kindergarten (2019).
From the very first page, it’s clear that young MJ Malone
is ready to face the world—and school. Once Mom bestows
her with a glittery tiara and dubs her the queen of kindergarten, MJ is determined to fulfill her duties—brighten up every
room she enters, treat others with kindness, and offer a helping
hand. Barnes infuses each page with humor and a sense of grace
as the immensely likable MJ makes the most of her first day.
Barnes’ prose is entertaining and heartwarming, while BrantleyNewton’s vivid and playful artwork will be easily recognizable
for anyone who’s seen her work (Grandma’s Purse, 2018; Becom
ing Vanessa, 2021). The illustrator adds verve to the bold young
heroine’s character—from the colorful barrettes to the textured
appearance of her adorable denim jumper, the girl has style and
substance. MJ Malone embodies the can-do spirit every parent
hopes to spark in their own children, though even shy kindergarteners will gladly find a friend in her. MJ and her family are
Black; her classroom is diverse. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
Just the thing to get uncertain youngsters jazzed for a first
day—at school or anywhere. (Picture book. 4-6)

Black, Kitty
Illus. by Laura Wood
New Frontier Publishing (32 pp.)
$18.99 | Aug. 2, 2022
978-1-913639-98-3
When Mr. Bat sets his sights on a
fancy hat, he meets his match in one tiny

human.
Flying above a crowd, Mr. Bat spots a sea of beautiful hats.
When his eyes land on a particularly sparkly baby bonnet, he
snags the hat, and the little one begins to bawl. Though the hat
is beautiful, Mr. Bat can’t enjoy it knowing he’s upset its original owner. Mr. Bat finds a way to right his wrong and discovers
a new footwear obsession in the end. Black’s writing keeps an
age-appropriate pace. Mr. Bat’s interactions may be similar to
those of readers on the playground or a play date, and he learns
a lesson that will be familiar to many little ones: What we want
most isn’t always ours for the taking. Mr. Bat is undeniably adorable with his tiny fangs, pink nose, and fashion sense. His face is
especially expressive, making him a visually compelling character. The pages are a mix of grid, comiclike layouts and full-page
illustrations, which gives the story a sense of momentum and
allows the action (Mr. Bat swooping in, for example) to come to
life. While the humans except for the baby largely appear in the
background or in a crowd, most of the faces are pale, the baby’s
included. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
An adorable tale featuring an endearing character who
learns an important lesson. (Picture book. 3-6)

THE WORLD NEEDS MORE
PURPLE SCHOOLS

Bell, Kristen & Benjamin Hart
Illus. by Daniel Wiseman
Random House (40 pp.)
$18.99 | $21.99 PLB | June 21, 2022
978-0-593-43490-1
978-0-593-43491-8 PLB
Series: My Purple World
A color-themed vision of what school should be like.
In what amounts to a rehash of The World Needs More Pur
ple People (2020), Bell and Hart address adult as well as young
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THE STONEWALL RIOTS
Making a Stand for LGBTQ
Rights

in an afterword, evocatively call being “spaghettified”) and the
fact that there’s no obvious way to escape since black holes trap
even light. In the cartoon illustrations, Jordie, a light-skinned
child with unruly blond hair, faces off against a growing black
blot with googly eyes as her parents, her brown-skinned teacher,
and her racially diverse classmates remain oblivious. Readers
may wonder how she’s ever going to get out of her predicament,
but, being observant as well as clever (a good combination for a
budding scientist), she has a snappy solution that she pulls out
of her pocket as soon as she’s gathered up her noodled pooch
and other possessions. Then she boots the voracious vagrant
into the sky, where it can “graze galaxies and slurp stars” to its
heart’s content. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
Readers will be sucked in despite the certainty of spaghettification. (Picture book. 6-8)

Bongiovanni, Archie
Illus. by A. Andrews
First Second (128 pp.)
$19.99 | May 3, 2022
978-1-250-61836-8

y o u n g a d u lt

A teen and her two friends learn about
the Stonewall riots from her abuela.
Natalia and her friends Jax and
Rashad are helping Natalia’s abuela Carmen move into a senior
living facility. As the teens help her unpack, they find a picture
Natalia has never seen before, and Abuela says that it is a photo
of her and her girlfriend in 1969. Carmen tells the teens that
back then, being bisexual, gay, or transgender wasn’t as accepted,
so she was not out at the time. As Carmen shares how dangerous
it could be if people discovered the truth—queer people faced
danger from the police, employers, family, and therapists—she
and the skeptical teens are transported to the summer of 1969
and New York City’s Stonewall Inn. Bongiovanni acknowledges
in an author’s note that the graphic novel “is not 100 percent
true” because so much information about the Stonewall uprising comes from oral accounts; still, the book manages to put the
teens in the midst of compromising situations that allow factual
information into the narrative. Panels show a diverse group of
queer folks, including legendary activists Marsha P. Johnson
and Sylvia Rivera, appreciating the safe haven of the Stonewall
Inn and standing up to the police. The book ends with Abuela
discussing the strides forward and backward in the LGBTQ+
rights movement. Natalia and Carmen are cued Latinx, Rashad
is brown-skinned, and Jax is light-skinned.
Engaging account that invites young people to continue to
advocate for equality now. (foreword, LGBTQ+ resources for
youth, a letter to young LGBTQI activists, glossary) (Graphic
nonfiction. 10-16)

THE BLACK HOLE DEBACLE

Boyle, Keri Claiborne
Illus. by Deborah Melmon
Sleeping Bear Press (32 pp.)
$17.99 | July 15, 2022
978-1-53411-152-3

Astro nut Jordie fully appreciates the
gravity of the situation when a black hole
appears inside her school desk.
In an episode that leaves no pun unturned, the unwelcome
if exciting visitor, showing “less-than-stellar” manners, quickly
gobbles down Jordie’s crayons, lunchbox, and other stuff—and
worse, once she contrives to sneak it home, everything in her
room (except a pair of unicorn underwear), including her dog,
Neptune. There’s nothing for it but to take the plunge herself
despite the discomfort of feeling her body stretching out like
a noodle (a gravity effect that astrophysicists, as Boyle explains
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ON THE TRAIL

be the new Notebook Keepers when Belinda’s number comes
up. Noemi and Mamá are Mexican and brown-skinned; other
asylum seekers at the border represent a variety of ethnicities
and brown skin tones. The story is uncomplicated and earnest
while explaining a deeply nuanced aspect of attempting to enter
the United States as a refugee. Dreamy colored pencil, pastel,
gouache, and Photoshop collage illustrations put a human face
on the real struggle facing so many refugees today. (This book
was reviewed digitally.)
A hopeful story that encourages compassion. (sources)
(Picture book. 5-10)

Braddock, Paige
Viking (96 pp.)
$12.99 | July 12, 2022
978-0-593-11749-1
Series: Peanut, Butter, and Crackers, 3
Three animal pals’ bravery is tested
in their latest adventure.
After loading up the camper van,
Peanut the puppy, Butter the cat, and
older dog Crackers’ human takes the
crew camping. Once they are settled at Pinecone State Park,
their human leaves the pack with the van’s side door open and a
mesh screen to keep them safely inside. However, Butter, full of
bravado, claws open the screen, and with Peanut, who is always
up for doing whatever Butter and Crackers are up to, leaves to
explore. Crackers is content to stay in the van with the snacks,
their favorite squeaker toy, and a cozy sweater, but when it starts
to get dark and Butter and Peanut haven’t returned, Crackers
musters the courage to look for them only to find them in need
of rescue. Full of humor—a scene of Butter looking around outdoors for a litter box will provoke giggles—and adorable examples of Peanut’s naïveté and antics, this tale shows that the three
are growing closer. As in the previous two installments, the art
is engaging. Displaying siblinglike dynamics, the trio learn that
home can be anywhere your family is. Their human is seen only
as a pair of feet and tan hands.
An accessible and endearing graphic novel for animal lovers of all ages. (Graphic fiction. 6-9)

SHURI AND T’CHALLA
Into the Heartlands

Brown, Roseanne A.
Illus. by Dika Araújo, Natacha Bustos &
Claudia Aguirre
Graphix/Scholastic (128 pp.)
$12.99 paper | April 5, 2022
978-1-338-64805-8
Series: Original Black Panther Graphic
Novel
A look at two beloved Marvel characters as children.
Princess Shuri is up late working on her latest scientific
breakthrough when the topic of the Soul Washing ceremony
comes up. Shuri scoffs because she is not allowed to be as
involved as her older half brother, T’Challa. As a rule, there is no
technology permitted at the Soul Washing, but Shuri takes her
new snow-making bot with her. When she and T’Challa fight
over the bot, they end up destroying the ancestors’ shrine. The
next day, residents of Wakanda begin to fall ill from a virus with
no known cure. Many consider the illness a curse for the trouble caused at the Soul Washing. However, when Shuri’s mother
becomes sick, Shuri resolves to find a cure to save her, even
if it means venturing into the mythical Heartlands. Though
dynamic and action-packed, this tale also turns poignant as it
delves into the inner lives of the title characters. Intelligent
Shuri walks in the shadow of her older brother, who is destined
to be king of Wakanda, but she longs to make her mark. Meanwhile, T’Challa grapples with his complicated feelings about his
sibling—though he loves his sister, in a world where his mother
hadn’t died, she never would have been born. The illustrations
are a stunning blend of cool blues, purples, and pinks, which
highlight the rich brown skin tones and round features of the
Black cast.
Rich, nuanced, and visually striking backstories for a sibling pair of superheroes. (Graphic novel. 8-12)

THE NOTEBOOK KEEPER
A Story of Kindness From the
Border
Briseño, Stephen
Illus. by Magdalena Mora
Random House Studio (40 pp.)
$17.99 | $20.99 PLB | June 21, 2022
978-0-593-30705-2
978-0-593-42943-3 PLB

Waiting to cross the border is no easy task.
A young girl named Noemi and her mother leave Mexico in
search of a safer place to live. Arriving at the border, they must
wait. They give their names and country of origin to the kind
Notebook Keeper, Belinda, a volunteer tasked with keeping
track of asylum seekers waiting to plead their cases. Each day,
Belinda calls out the names of those who can move forward in
the process. The author’s note explains that this is based on a
real-life process at the San Ysidro Border Crossing in Tijuana.
Noemi and Mamá wait for days, then weeks. Belinda encourages them to stay hopeful and explains that she was picked to
become the Notebook Keeper—and how she will select her
own replacement when her number is finally called. Taking a
cue from Belinda, Noemi decides to stay positive and be kind to
those around her. She and her mother are eventually chosen to
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“A stirring account of a resolute woman who soared.”
dorothy the brave

DOROTHY THE BRAVE

The borders are an especial delight, reflecting both the spread’s
topic and country, though a world map would be a welcome addition. The book is not consistent in using solid scientific terms
or even naming the flora and fauna depicted, which may hinder
further research. For example, metamorphosis, avalanche, and the
names of the parts of the water cycle are missing, though the
text mentions both pollination and bioluminescence; and the frog
that freezes and the flower that smells like rotting meat are not
named. The text also uses quite a bit of anthropomorphization
to explain animal behavior. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
Browsable fun but rather lightweight. (table of contents,
index) (Nonfiction picture book. 4-10)

Browne, Meghan P.
Illus. by Brooke Smart
Viking (40 pp.)
$17.99 | March 29, 2022
978-0-593-11699-9

y o u n g a d u lt

A North Carolina farm girl becomes
a World War II pilot.
Teenage Dorothy Lucas leaves her
childhood home for Washington, D.C., to live with her aunt and
uncle and attend high school. After Pearl Harbor is attacked
and her brothers enlist, Dorothy, now a young woman, wonders
what she can do for the war effort. She becomes a clerk at the
Pentagon but wants to contribute more by doing something
important and brave. When she learns about a recruitment
plan for the new Women Airforce Service Pilots program, she’s
intrigued, and though the young White woman didn’t have the
privileged upbringing of other female pilots (“Many others who
had proven themselves were daughters of wealth”), with a loan
from her mother, she completes a training program, is accepted
by WASP, and goes through more training in Texas before
finally being assigned her own airplane transport missions. This
is a straightforward, inspiring story of independence, determination, and courage despite risk, accompanied by soft gouache,
watercolor, and colored pencil illustrations. A lengthy author’s
note, which includes black-and-white photos of Dorothy and
her fellow pilots, provides more explanation of Dorothy’s
career and the development of the WASP program. (This book
was reviewed digitally.)
A stirring account of a resolute woman who soared. (recommended reading) (Picture-book biography. 7-10)

THE TALE
OF BRIAN
AND THE
HOUSE
PAINTER
MERVYN

WHAT ARE YOU DOING TODAY,
MOTHER NATURE?
Travel the World With 48
Nature Stories, for Every
Month of the Year

BY

LANCE LEE

A wonderfully imaginative, playful, and layered tale.
—Kirkus Reviews

Brownridge, Lucy
Illus. by Margaux Samson-Abadie
Wide Eyed Editions (112 pp.)
$30.00 | May 24, 2022
978-0-7112-6966-8

...a thoroughly enjoyable yarn that manages to
succeed...as a colorful and imaginative fantasy
for children and a slyly hilarious treatise on
Rating 4.5
art, government, and religion for adults.
—Shari Simpson, IndieReader

Forty-eight “nature stories” about flora, fauna, and natural
wonders around the world will whet the appetites of nature and
science lovers.
Each of 12 calendar-month sections presents four topics,
each except the first getting a full double-page spread, which,
in a book whose trim is 10 by 12 inches, is an eyeful. The topics include tulips in the Netherlands, the courtship dance of
red-crowned cranes in Japan, a sardine run in South Africa, fig
pollination in Palestine, the “wood wide web” in Italy, salmon
spawning in Canada, and hermit crab housing issues in Jamaica.
Digital spot illustrations with no white space in between fill
every bit of space, the text resting on solid colors within them.

...a fantastic bedtime read...warm, imaginative,
and well-told....
—MJ Campbell, Reedsy Discovery, Must Read

Available at amazon.com
ISBN: 9780578338286
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WORDS WITH…

Tae Keller
The Newbery Medal winner draws on personal experience of bullying in a
complex new novel
BY SOPHIE KENNEY
Saavedra Photography

herself. We spoke to Keller via Zoom from her home in Seattle. The conversation has been edited for length and clarity.

Jennifer’s name is in the title of the book, and she’s the
epicenter of everything that’s happening. Why was it
important to tell the story from Mallory’s point of view?
A lot of this book is based on my own bullying experience in middle school. At that time, I was trying to find books that might
give context or help me understand what was happening. A lot
of what I found was from the bullied person’s perspective, which
was really helpful, but I remember looking for books from other perspectives and not finding any. I remember contextualizing
what had happened and thinking about everyone’s roles in a very
set way. I’m the victim, there’s the mean girl, there’s the follower.
In hindsight, that wasn’t the healthiest way to think about bullying people. I was thinking about showing the ways that we aren’t
just one moment in time. So Mallory participates in the bullying,
but she’s not forever a bully. I wanted readers to be able to empathize with Mallory and also be able to see some of themselves
reflected in her. All of us make mistakes, all of us hurt and help
people, and all of us try to fix our mistakes. I wanted to put a lot
of that empathy into the book.

Mallory’s engaging in a lot of self-reflection about her
actions.

When Tae Keller was 12 years old, she was cornered by
classmates in the school bathroom. In revisiting this painful memory while writing her latest novel, Jennifer Chan Is
Not Alone (Random House for Young Readers, April 26), the
Newbery Medal–winning author found forgiveness and
healing for herself and her characters.
Keller’s protagonist, Mallory, develops a summertime
friendship with fellow rising seventh grader Jennifer, a new
resident to their small Florida town. Now that school has
resumed, Jennifer doesn’t seem to care about fitting in, especially when it comes to her unshakeable belief in aliens. Worried about her own social status, Mallory distances herself
from her former friend. When Jennifer goes missing, Mallory begins a search that starts with the stars but ends within
80
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I was researching forgiveness and redemption in lots of different contexts, interpersonal relationships and the ways
different religions approach these questions of forgiveness.
There’s this idea of taking action to be forgiven. The process
of writing the book was a way for me to push myself. I was
writing, not just looking at the world, but looking at myself
and reflecting [on] the ways that I didn’t always live up to the
person I wanted to be. The book was a way to push myself
to think about how to be the best possible version of myself
and hopefully invite readers to do the same.

Several characters show strong beliefs in a higher purpose or power. For some, that’s through religion, and for
|

Jennifer that’s through the existence of aliens. Do you
think there’s room in the universe for both to coexist?

Mallory and her mother’s relationship is complex.
This ties into the biracial identity piece. In some cases [it’s]
explicitly in the relationship, and in a lot of ways [it’s] subtext
to the ways they interact. There’s a scene where Mallory asks
her mom if she sees Mallory as Korean. I wanted to put that
into that scene, not only the ideas of who we are and how
that relates to how people see us, but also the relationship for
a biracial person and their parents. [The children] have this
constant fear that when that parent looks at them, they’re
seeing a cultural distance, and you’re moving away from your
family in a very visible way. That can really put a strain on the
relationship, and I wanted to capture that between Mallory
and her mom.

Doing research about aliens and space was a really fun part
of the process. I didn’t know much before I started writing
the book. The idea that the universe is infinite was an idea
I didn’t think much about before. What does it mean for
something to be infinite? [That] there’s no possible way to
know everything in the universe? We know such a tiny, tiny
portion of what is out there, it would be egotistical of me to
say yes or no. When I think about how big the world is, and
how big the universe is, there’s so much possibility.

Jennifer’s journal entries are really difficult for Mallory
to read. Why do you think that is?

You include a very personal author’s note.

The act of bullying is an act of dehumanizing someone. So
reading their words and engaging with their ideas, inner
struggles, and feelings is an act of empathy. Reading itself is
an act of empathy. For Mallory, it’s this painful process for
her to see [the] dehumanizing distance [she’s put] between
[them] in order to justify or ignore her actions. When she is
empathizing [with] and humanizing Jennifer, that is recognition of what she’s done. Without that recognition, she’s not
able to move forward and become a better person.

Do you think Jennifer and other characters give power
to the bullies? Or do the bullies take it?
That is a question that Mallory asks pretty directly, and I don’t
have the answer. I was thinking about it in the context of the
book but also in the context of wider power structures. There
are many things in our society we know as social constructs.
But who constructs a social construct is a really interesting
question. Raising that question in a middle-grade book puts
a spotlight on the power structure itself, which so often functions because it stays invisible, because it’s just assumed to be
the way things are. Pushing against that and asking how does
this happen, where does this come from, is such an important
step. Hopefully when kids take that step, it jump-starts their
process [for] thinking critically about these structures.

y o u n g a d u lt

It’s a very vulnerable thing to include my own experience.
The act of writing this book was so healing. So much of what
I’m putting into the book was me trying to process what happened in middle school. Feeling now that I’m able to let that
go is really such a relief. Also talking to the kids who bullied
me in middle school was so healing. I never would have done
that if I wasn’t writing the book, but I’m really glad that I did.
It gave me a lot of hope for the future. The 12-year-old somewhere inside of me needed to hear that, eventually, things
would be OK, not just for me, but also for the people around
me.
Sophie Kenney is a youth services librarian in Illinois. Jennifer
Chan Is Not Alone received a starred review in the March 15,
2022, issue.

Mallory has a complicated relationship with her identity,
including her Korean heritage.
So much of the book is about Mallory trying to figure out
who she is, so it felt very natural for her Korean identity to
be a piece of that larger picture. I wanted to put some of my
experience of being biracial into her character, where in a lot
of circumstances, she can be White-passing. What does that
mean for someone like Mallory, who is trying so hard to fit in
and [is] very invested in the status quo? It can be easy for her
to go along with everyone else that is mostly White in her
town, where she can blend in. When Jennifer [who identifies as Chinese American] comes to town, Mallory begins to
question these things, and the status quo starts to crumble.
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“Charming glimpses into the experiences
of being Arab in the diaspora.”
arab arab all year long!

SOMETIMES I’M A BABY BEAR,
SOMETIMES I’M A SNAIL
Ways To Say How We Feel

It is told that Sissel became a draugr, a reanimated corpse that
causes terrible storms when seeking revenge. Following the tale,
a storm hits the campers, and when they return to Arendelle,
Anna, Kristoff, and the townspeople’s memories are starting to
fade, jeopardizing the festival plans. Drawing on Norse mythology, the draugr is fairly scary, making this novel veer at times
into fantastical horror, but this element is generally tempered
quickly with levity. Written with fans of the movies in mind, little worldbuilding is done, with the focus instead on the beloved,
charismatic characters and their repartee as well as the sisterly
ties. All characters are presumed White.
Movie fans will love this next adventure. (Fantasy. 8-12)

Butterfield, Moira
Illus. by Gwen Millward
Welbeck Children’s (32 pp.)
$14.95 | July 12, 2022
978-1-80338-018-6

Young children learn about feelings through different
animals.
Whether readers feel like a hug-loving baby bear or a fearless lion, this book demonstrates that everyone experiences
different feelings and that “it’s fine, by the way, to feel this
way!” Butterfield’s rhyming text describes each animal and
how they are feeling and reassures readers that these emotions
are all healthy. One of the best comparisons is the snail inside
its shell: “I’d rather be quiet and on my own. / I’m fine playing
games alone.” In addition, Butterfield emphasizes that it’s OK
to refuse a hug or feel scared and that readers’ friends might
feel that way sometimes, too. While the rhymes aren’t smooth
and lyrical, they keep the pace moving and the text appealing. Millward’s illustrations include bright, bold colors: forest
greens, deep golden yellows, and beautiful, soft blues. Many of
the anthropomorphic animals have exaggerated features—big,
round eyes, puckered lips, and expressive faces—which aid in
readers’ understanding of the feelings, as the animals mimic the
humans. People are drawn in a range of skin tones, from the
white of the page to dark brown. Some wear hijabs; one uses a
wheelchair. An appended section called “Using This Book” provides adults with helpful information about teaching children
to identify and name their feelings as well as how to validate
those emotions. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
A useful tool for caregivers and teachers working with the
preschool crowd. (Picture book. 2-5)

ARAB ARAB ALL YEAR LONG!

Camper, Cathy
Illus. by Sawsan Chalabi
Candlewick (40 pp.)
$18.99 | June 14, 2022
978-1-5362-1395-9

What does being Arab mean?
Camper offers 12 charming glimpses into the experience
of being Arab in the diaspora, organized across the months
of the year and accompanied by heartwarming, loose-lined
digital illustrations. Whether “skateboarding in the sun, / or
waiting for the bus with our headphones on” or creating a
comic to spread awareness of Ramadan at school, the characters are “Arab, Arab, Arab, / the whole year through!” In an
author’s note, Camper explains that these stories—a family
observing a New Year’s Eve tradition of spotting stars with
Arabic names; children and a grandmother making maamoul;
a father playing his doumbek—are drawn from her and her
friends’ experiences. Supplemented with a glossary, the book
doesn’t shy away from politics, with references to the Arab
Spring and the Palestinian struggle, and avoids universalizing statements about Arab culture. In the glossary, geddo is
only “one way to say grandfather in Arabic.” And Camper’s
definition of the hijab is nuanced—she notes that “in the
Quran, the Islamic sacred book, God advises both male and
female Muslims to dress modestly, and this principle is called
hijab. There are many stylish and high-fashion designs for
Muslim women’s wear.” Illustrations portray Arabs with different skin tones, hair colors, and dress styles. (This book was
reviewed digitally.)
A fun, informative window into the experiences of Arabs
in the diaspora. (Picture book. 7-11)

DISNEY FROZEN
POLAR NIGHTS
Cast Into Darkness

Calonita, Jen & Mari Mancusi
Disney Press (336 pp.)
$15.99 | July 19, 2022
978-1-368-07664-7
Arendelle’s winter solstice celebration
is threatened when a fearsome draugr is
awakened in this return to the world of
Disney’s Frozen.
Determined to get everything right, Queen Anna is stressed
about planning Arendelle’s Polar Nights festival, which will not
only celebrate the winter solstice, but also her sister Elsa’s birthday. On a camping trip meant to get her mind off things for a
bit, she; her fiance, Kristoff; his reindeer, Sven; Elsa; and snowman Olaf tell scary stories around the campfire. Kristoff tells
the story of sisters Sissel and Inger and how Sissel, neighboring Vesterland’s future queen, was killed by Inger out of jealousy.
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RAFA COUNTS ON PAPÁ

Cepeda, Joe
Little, Brown (40 pp.)
$17.99 | May 3, 2022
978-0-316-54089-6

Rafa and his papá love measuring—
but maybe some things can’t be quantified.
|

ARU SHAH AND THE
END OF TIME

The two measure just about everything. Rafa’s train? Check.
How many branches do Rafa and Papá need to climb to get to
their favorite one? Fourteen! How high can their dog Euclid
jump? There’s a way to figure that out! But how do you decide
how puffy the puffiest cloud is or which ball is the bounciest? More important, how do you measure love? Maybe it’s as
scrumptious as the best sandwich you ever ate or “as long and
floaty” as a boat. How much does Rafa’s dad love him? Rafa
thinks maybe his dad’s love is as perfect as pancakes and as deep
as the Grand Canyon. Papá knows that it is that and so much
more, because some things cannot really be measured. This is a
sweet book about a father and son who simply love each other.
Rendered in oils over acrylics, the illustrations are bright and
expressive while the text is simple yet joyful. The pleasure that
this father-son duo take in being together is palpable. Kids will
get a kick out of all of the contraptions Rafa and Papá make
to measure everything they encounter. The pair are brownskinned and cued Latinx. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
A charming book to remind kids that they are loved. (Pic
ture book. 4-9)

Chokshi, Roshani
Adapt. by Joe Caramugna
Illus. by Anu Chouhan
Rick Riordan Presents/Disney (128 pp.)
$21.99 | $12.99 paper | April 5, 2022
978-1-368-07436-0
978-1-368-07505-3 paper
Series: Pandava - Graphic Novel, 1

SPIDER-MAN’S
SOCIAL DILEMMA!

Chhibber, Preeti
Illus. by Nicoletta Baldari
Marvel Press (336 pp.)
$16.99 | July 12, 2022
978-1-368-05169-9

As if a changing relationship with
friend and classmate Mary Jane Watson
isn’t enough of a distraction for Peter
Parker, an alien hive mind is on the verge
of conquering the world.
By day, a high school student who wears the same shabby
shirt over and over and is habitually racing for the bus, by night,
a costumed superhero who helps children and old ladies in
between battles with supervillains, Peter presents a convincing
picture of an overscheduled teenager on the ragged edge of a
breakdown. Still, in this first of a planned trilogy, he somehow
finds the time to land a job as an intern at the Daily Bugle, work
on a science project about using social media to promote worthy causes, and investigate a weird series of incidents involving
an antique invention powered by mysterious alien matter. Not
to mention fuss and fret about getting closer to MJ, her active
efforts to encourage him notwithstanding. Along with assuming
that readers are sufficiently familiar with the Spider-Man canon
to make explanations of spider-sense or why Peter lives with
his Aunt May unnecessary, Chhibber trots in a trio of veteran
Marvel foes led by occasional antihero Sandman (Flint Marko)
for brief set piece battles on the way to a climactic dust-up that
at least puts the larger threat on hold—and clears the way for
Peter and MJ to reach first base. Names and descriptions cue a
diverse cast supporting the White leads.
A fun outing, with your friendly neighborhood SpiderMan just doing what he does. (Fantasy. 9-13)

y o u n g a d u lt

Chokshi’s beloved middle-grade fantasy gets the graphic-novel treatment.
Aru Shah lives above the Museum of Ancient Indian Art
and Culture—where her mother is the curator—and often visits
the statues of ancient gods and goddesses in her free time. To
impress her classmates, Aru claims that she lives downtown and
has an elephant and a magic lamp. When she is caught in her
lies, Aru does something she knows is risky: She lights the Diya
of Bharata, a move that releases a dangerous spirit known as
the Sleeper. Aru is then informed by Subala, a pigeon, that it’s
her mission to save the world alongside her newly discovered
soul sister, Mini, and that both girls are a reincarnation of the
Pandava brothers, who, according to the Mahabharata, once
engaged in civil war with their 100 cousins. Adapter Caramugna
and illustrator Chouhan put a new spin on Aru’s story in ways
that will reach the ever growing audience for middle-grade
graphic novels. Chouhan’s vivid depictions of Hindu gods and
goddesses are colorful and detailed, and Caramugna’s text captures the essence of the original novel while also maintaining its
quick pacing, compelling scenes of action and adventure, and
strong character development. Aru and Mini are South Asian.
A dynamic graphic-novel adaptation of a fan favorite.
(Graphic novel. 8-12)

RAVENOUS THINGS

Chow, Derrick
Disney-Hyperion (336 pp.)
$16.99 | July 26, 2022
978-1-368-07763-7
A boy and his new friends fight back
against a creepy conspiracy.
Twelve-year-old Reggie Wong is
angry all the time. His dad is dead, his
paranoid mom won’t leave the apartment, and he gets picked on a lot by a
classmate. When a strange man tells him that he can have his
greatest wish, Reggie, who is cued as Chinese Canadian, jumps
on the chance despite possessing a healthy amount of skepticism. He and hordes of other Toronto children (including Chantal, a precocious, brown-skinned Quebecois girl who peppers
her speech with French, and his nemesis Gareth, a White boy
who turns out to be more sensitive than Reggie had expected)
are lured underground on a train by the Conductor. They get
to interact with robot versions of their lost loved ones, while
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RUBY’S FIERY MISHAP

on the surface, they are replaced by humanoid rats. The three
youths come up with a plan to fight back against this twisted
Pied Piper, and in doing so, they find themselves. The story itself
is interesting, fast-paced, and full of middle-grade–appropriate
horror, both supernatural and familiar. The prose gets distracting, however, with its many jarring flourishes—the Conductor’s
grating speech is overwhelmingly punctuated with words like
ratty-tatties, nummy-nibblies, splickity-lickity, and gumbledy-green—
and never quite hits either an authentically youthful voice or
an atmospherically unsettling description of the events, but
most young readers will look past these faults and focus on the
adventure.
Lots of weird appeal. (Horror. 8-12)

Clark, Samantha M.
Illus. by Janelle O. Anderson
Bloomsbury (128 pp.)
$5.99 paper | Aug. 2, 2022
978-1-5476-0892-8
Series: Gemstone Dragons, 2

A worry-prone dragon struggles to
master her powers in the second Gemstone Dragons book.
Gemstone Dragon Ruby’s magic
power, rooted in the ruby in her chest, is fire. However, while
the other Gemstone Dragons love using their powers, Ruby
feels insecure about her abilities. Every time she starts to use
her magic, she’s derailed by thoughts of all of the possible ways
it could go wrong and loses control. Despite frustrations, she
pushes through to practice for an appreciative audience, including unifoal Canterlope—but then pushes too hard, creating a
forest fire that other dragons must put out. After the fire, they
discover that Canterlope’s gone missing; despite falling dark
and an imminent blizzard, Ruby—feeling responsible for Canterlope and accompanied by her best friend, dragon Topaz—
follows her instincts to search for the missing unicorn. Finding
Canterlope requires Ruby to trust in herself; Ruby must extend
that trust to her abilities to master a fire that will keep the trio
warm during the worst of the storm. The writing is fluid and
straightforward, as is the villain-free plot, allowing readers to
focus on (and relate to, for many) Ruby’s anxious internal dilemmas. Although she has her day-saving breakthrough, it’s not
a magic fix; Ruby still must consciously work on her positive
focus in the happy dénouement. Final art unseen.
A solid sequel and a hug for overthinkers. (Fantasy. 7-10)

OPAL’S TIME TO SHINE

Clark, Samantha M.
Illus. by Janelle O. Anderson
Bloomsbury (128 pp.)
$5.99 paper | Aug. 2, 2022
978-1-5476-0888-1
Series: Gemstone Dragons, 1

Shy Opal is selected to give a big
speech in this series opener.
The highlight of the annual Friendship Festival is when one Gemstone
Dragon—dragons with magic powers linked to namesake gemstones in their chests—delivers the Friendship Festival speech.
Opal, whose power is invisibility, loves being a supportive audience member and is shocked when she’s selected. In the face of
her stage fright and feeling like the other dragons are more special than she is, she resolves to ask elder dragon Sapphire to pick
someone else. Sapphire agrees, with a catch: Opal must find a
replacement speaker that everyone else agrees they prefer and
only has until dinnertime to do it. But Opal can barely ask other
dragons for their opinions before they’re too busy congratulating her, enthusiastic to hear what she has to say. Then asking
takes a back seat to a disaster that threatens the whole festival—
and more. Opal cheerleads the other dragons toward working
together for a solution, stepping in as a leader and using her own
power in a crucial moment to save the day. Along with the overt
message about everyone being valuable, the theme of Opal
learning how to gracefully accept appreciation from others is
equally impactful; readers will enjoy this spare but relatable tale.
Final art unseen.
A magical world featuring an uncertain but determined
heroine sure to charm. (Fantasy. 7-10)
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ARE SEA MONSTERS REAL?

Clarke, Ginjer L.
Penguin Young Readers (48 pp.)
$15.99 | $4.99 paper | July 5, 2022
978-0-593-38394-0
978-0-593-38393-3 paper
Series: Penguin Young Readers

A rousing gallery of toothy and tentacled terrors of the past and present.
Along with creatures of legend,
from the leviathan and the kraken to
Nessie, Chessie (who supposedly lives in the Chesapeake Bay),
and Champy (an alleged resident of Lake Champlain), Clarke
describes with bone-crushing relish a selection of “Real-Life”
and “Wannabe Sea Monsters”—such as prehistoric Dunkleosteus,
which “had the strongest jaws of any fish ever. Slice! Dice!” (“It
could have crushed a human like a bug!” the author continues.)
While it may be stretching a point to link the Hydra of Homeric
myth to the giant Pacific octopus, Clarke’s claims that supposed
mermaids were really manatees or Steller’s sea cows and that
kraken were giant squid are at least feasible…and there would
|

“Light feline fantasy with slapstick and sarcasm aplenty.”
tentacle trouble

likely be few to argue with her closing claim that Megalodon
was “the scariest sea monster of all time.” With a few exceptions the accompanying mix of photos, digital art, and public
domain prints seems staid in comparison, but the narrative,
laced as it is with “Crunch! Munch!” sound effect words, injects
more than enough melodrama to make up for the visuals.
Should make a huge splash with young mariners and monster lovers alike. (Nonfiction. 8-10)

to him now. Even before Will’s injury, Max had been having a
rough time coping with his newly diagnosed ADHD and the
recent growth spurt that left adults unfairly treating him like an
aggressor. Now he has a detective asking him questions, Joey’s
older brother making veiled threats, and his mom fighting with
his weird-but-awesome Uncle Cal. With the help of budding
student journalist Samantha, Max tries to solve the mystery of
Will’s injury. Luckily, he has an assist from the ADHD–management techniques he’s learning from his insightful therapist: anger management, apologizing, emoting, exercise, and
not procrastinating. While the novel, whose main characters
are White, sometimes wobbles between “whodunit starring a
neurodiverse detective” and “therapeutic book about ADHD
against the backdrop of an ostensible mystery,” the rising danger to Max keeps the story gripping.
Mystery and just a little peril make an absorbing vehicle
for an exploration of ADHD. (Mystery. 9-12)

BIG DREAMS, SMALL FISH

Cohen, Paula
Levine Querido (40 pp.)
$17.99 | March 1, 2022
978-1-64614-126-5

A little fish gets a big break!
Shirley’s immigrant family comes to
the United States and opens a new store.
However, there is a problem: They cannot sell the gefilte fish, a family specialty, to the customers in
their store’s neighborhood. Pretty soon the stuffed fish dish
piles up, and Shirley’s parents lament that they might be eating
it forever if they cannot sell some soon. Shirley takes it upon
herself to try her best to move gefilte-units. Even though Mama
says she is too little to help, one day, when the other adults are
busy, Shirley gets the opportunity to step in—and, with a very
creative solution, she saves the day. After all, it’s Shirley’s store,
too. The story, which appears to take place around the turn of
the 20th century, is a whole family undertaking, with Jewish
food and culture at the center. Illustrations, created with pencil
sketches that were overdrawn and digitally colored, use plenty
of white space, and a sense of warmth pervades the narrative.
Yiddish words—like farmisht and keppele—dot the pages and
are listed in a helpful glossary that explains that Yiddish was
spoken by many Eastern European Jews. Shirley and her family
are light-skinned; theirs is a diverse community. (This book was
reviewed digitally.)
Young readers will enjoy this glimpse of Jewish immigrant
life. (recipe for gefilte fish) (Picture book. 5-10)

TENTACLE TROUBLE

Corbett, Phil
Razorbill/Penguin (208 pp.)
$20.99 | $12.99 paper | July 26, 2022
978-0-593-20547-1
978-0-593-20549-5 paper
Series: Kitty Quest
Kitty Quest continues with a calamari conflict.
Woolfrik and Perigold are gathering mushrooms (some of which are
quite aggressive) in the forest when they meet up with two
other felines who are being kept from crossing a bridge by a
two-headed creature sporting armor. It’s a perfect job for the
Kitty Quest warriors of Kitquaroo (that would be Woolfrik
and Perigold). The two-headed creature is no pushover until
some of Perigold’s wiggly mushrooms squirm into their armor;
turns out the knight is just Bella and Cosette, two cats who
found the armor (and a manual on guarding bridges) in the forest; they really are pretty friendly and swear fealty to Woolfrik
and Perigold. But back in Meowminster, everyone is panicked
over a monster invasion. Our fearless(ish) felines get the skinny
from their ghostly mentor, Mortimore. The giant, octopuslike
Graspurts are on the march and will soon attack the town. Can
Woolfrik and Perigold survive Trial by Tentacle and save Meowminster? Corbett’s second volume of pussycat derring-doo is as
much fun as the first. The bright panels bring the foolish adventures to life and will keep pages turning, as will the physical
gags and humor. Readers should start with the first despite this
being a self-contained story.
Light feline fantasy with slapstick and sarcasm aplenty.
(Graphic novel. 6-12)

A PERFECT MISTAKE

Conklin, Melanie
Little, Brown (288 pp.)
$16.99 | July 12, 2022
978-0-316-66858-3

If only Max could remember the
night that left his best friend in a coma.
Max, an 11-year-old who’s almost 6
feet tall, doesn’t know how Will, one of
his best friends, ended up unconscious
by the side of the road—but it’s probably his own fault. If only he hadn’t encouraged Will to go into
the nature preserve with Max and Joey! If only Max hadn’t
run away! It must be his fault, because Joey won’t even speak
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“A gently humorous tale about steadfast
friends with opposite personalities.”
cornbread & poppy

CORNBREAD & POPPY

written a loving ode to a special family relationship and locale.
The details may not be familiar to all readers, but the strong
feelings of love and companionship will resonate. The earthtoned illustrations, rendered in colored pencil and gouache
and finished digitally, are a fitting match for the flora and fauna
depicted. A lovely quilt design on the endpapers beautifully captures the local birds, beasts, greenery, and buildings. The child,
their mother, and their grandfather are light-skinned. (This book
was reviewed digitally.)
In this warm, gentle tale, everyday activities take on a special meaning during a summer island vacation. (Picture book. 4-7)

Cordell, Matthew
Little, Brown (80 pp.)
$15.99 | Jan. 4, 2022
978-0-7595-5487-0
Series: Cornbread and Poppy, 1
Two mouse best friends approach life
differently.
Cornbread’s an organized, detailoriented planner; he gathered his winter
food supplies and stocked his shelves in advance: No risk taker,
he. Not so pal Poppy. She’s always busy biking, hiking, and
having adventures. “Nah, I’ll do it later,” is her motto. Unfortunately, she realizes too late that “later” has arrived and she’s
got nothing put by. After searching, she and Cornbread discover
there’s no food left anywhere. The only solution, Poppy concludes, is to forage on Holler Mountain, a dreaded place where
no one dares venture. Cornbread doesn’t want Poppy to make
the fearsome trek alone, so they bravely climb together. The
terrified pair have some very unexpected encounters, including with a long-presumed-gone friend, who happens to possess
a vast supply of food, which she generously shares with Poppy.
When they arrive home, Cornbread’s perspectives on fun have
changed! This cute, easy chapter book is a gently humorous
tale about steadfast friends with opposite personalities. The
bond between the murine buddies is sweet and convincing, and
children will enjoy the friends’ lively exploits. Cordell’s trademark loose artwork, rendered in pen and ink with watercolor,
is energetic and wonderfully captures gray Cornbread’s and tan
Poppy’s activities, easy camaraderie, and expressive faces. Many
illustrations appear as panels and insets. (This book was reviewed
digitally.)
A delightful new series gets off to a charming start. (Early
chapter book. 4-8)

J.R. SILVER WRITES
HER WORLD

Dassori, Melissa
Illus. by Chelen Écija
Christy Ottaviano Books (272 pp.)
$16.99 | July 19, 2022
978-0-316-33145-6

An 11-year-old girl explores the surprising effects of her writing.
Living with protective parents in
New York City, presumably White J.R.
has been in the same class as her best friend, Violet, since kindergarten, but now their relationship is shifting. Sri Lankan
American Violet’s busy texting on her new cellphone and hanging out with a more popular girl. Meanwhile, J.R.’s parents
won’t allow her to have a cellphone or walk home from school
without an adult like most other sixth graders, exacerbating her
isolation. When Ms. Kline, their enigmatic new teacher, gives
students the assignment to create stories based on magazine
covers, aspiring author J.R. writes about walking home on her
own. After school the next day, J.R.’s mom isn’t there to meet
her, and she walks home with classmates. After several more
of her magazine-inspired stories come true, she confronts Ms.
Kline, who confirms that the magic is real—but warns her that
it has limits. While J.R. longs to use her powers to write Violet back into her life, she finally realizes she must find her own
voice. J.R. emerges sympathetically as a quiet, thoughtful, sensitive, somewhat nerdy girl whose world of books and museums is
reinforced by textual references to popular middle-grade literature, especially her touchstone, From the Mixed-Up Files of Mrs.
Basil E. Frankweiler. Final art not seen.
An intriguing, credible tale of friendship and coming-ofage. (author’s note) (Fantasy. 9-12)

POPPY’S HOUSE

Courtney, Karla
Illus. by Madeline Kloepper
Walker US/Candlewick (40 pp.)
$17.99 | July 12, 2022
978-1-5362-1152-8
A treasured family visit brings joy to
a child and their grandfather.
The child and their mother set sail on a long voyage; they
see mountains, boats, and humpback whales before they finally
arrive at a distant, rural island. Moose graze, puffins congregate,
and, best of all, Poppy greets them. As the child’s mother waves
goodbye, Poppy embraces the happy child. The protagonist
watches, and sometimes lends a helping hand, as Poppy goes
about his daily chores, which involve food preparation and
gathering. They explore the island, counting masts, cod, and sea
waves. Each evening brings a cozy reading time. Alas, the visit
comes to an end—until next year. Courtney, who references
summers in Newfoundland on the book’s dedication page, has
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HARD COURT

with references to maths, crisps, and fizzy drinks. Longish text
(200 to 300 words per spread) maintains a calm and reassuring tone. Graphic, collagelike illustrations evoke the character
of each natural feature but are not naturalistic portraits. An
image of a giant redwood bears little resemblance to its reallife counterpart; the anteater’s sorrowful visage is exaggerated
to emphasize the point that sometimes it’s OK to feel sad. The
dense, sincere text seems aimed at teens, but its 9-by-10-inch
trim size and illustrations may draw readers younger than the
intended audience. The book will be most appreciated by counselors, teachers, and well-meaning caregivers.
Earnest and message driven but not likely to engage children or teens. (Nonfiction self-help. 10-15)

Dawson, Mike
First Second (272 pp.)
$21.99 | July 12, 2022
978-1-250-24434-5
Series: The Fifth Quarter, 2
Competitive action aplenty drives
the continuation of Dawson’s celebration of hard work, teamwork, and the joy
of winning to a triumphant close.
Switching back and forth using flashbacks keyed to a change of palette, the author twines two storylines—one featuring Lori Block, who is now a sixth grader
sharpening her b-ball skills on both a travel team and rec league
squads, and the other looking back at her mom at roughly the
same age riding roughshod over both opponents and teammates on the soccer pitch. Along with dishing out mixes of
precisely drawn technical pointers and fast break action in the
tight but easily legible panels, the author fills the interludes
between practices and games with stressful family changes for
both girls. He also gives both such identically fierce, intense
expressions when they’re playing that it may come as a surprise
to readers to see Lori and opponent Elyse exchanging grins after
a hard-fought game or her mom and stepaunt Miriam laughing at a Passover seder over their once-fraught experiences as
teammates and stepsisters. The reminder that amateur sports
should be, above all else, fun is well taken. Also salutary is the
appended graphic salute to Title IX’s half-century of impact.
Lori and her family are White; the supporting cast of teachers,
coaches, young players, and other students is portrayed with a
mix of light and dark skin.
Buoyant and breathless, scoring on several levels. (Graphic
fiction. 10-13)

LITTLE ELLEN

y o u n g a d u lt

DeGeneres, Ellen
Illus. by Eleanor Michalka
Random House (32 pp.)
$18.99 | May 3, 2022
978-0-593-37860-1
Another celebrity makes her children’s-book debut.
Comedian DeGeneres, host of the popular, long-running,
multi-Emmy-award–winning eponymous daytime talk show
known for its star’s hip dance moves, audience giveaways, and
A-list guests, delivers a picture book based on the animated
series of the same name about her childhood in New Orleans.
The author attempts to convey to children the importance
of being oneself, describing what she likes about herself—for
instance, her big heart—and, ostensibly, encouraging readers to
follow suit: e.g., putting others’ needs ahead of their own, being
generous and kind—all while no one notices. Certainly, these
are great messages to convey to readers, but, as narrated here
in clunky verse, the unclear text doesn’t quite hit its mark and
comes across as rather egocentric; only occasionally do readers
get a sense that Little Ellen is boosting them more than herself.
The illustrations fare better than the narrative. Colorful, lively,
though generic, the digital art features light-skinned, blond,
wide-eyed 7-year-old Ellen frolicking with her light-skinned,
gray-haired Gramsy and racially diverse friends against some
picturesque French Quarter and Louisiana parkland landscapes.
Some text is set in colored type, adding to the visual appeal.
(This book was reviewed digitally.)
The famous name will garner attention, but stick with
worthier books about self-improvement and self-affirmation.
(Autobiographical picture book. 4-7)

NATURE AND ME
A Guide to the Joys and
Excitements of the Outdoors
Ed. by de Botton, Alain
Illus. by Tyla Mason
School of Life (72 pp.)
$19.99 | Feb. 8, 2022
978-1-912891-31-3

Designed to inspire contentment with lessons from the
natural world.
The book makes clear upfront that it’s concerned with
“nice and interesting feelings you can get from nature” and “why
these feelings are important and how they can help you in your
life.” The spreads that follow metaphorically use elements
from nature to deliver life lessons. On their own, some are
quite effective. For example, “In comparison to the mountains,
you’re tiny (we all are), but your mind is even bigger.” A spider
web serves as an example of how being “delicate” is actually a
strength. One right after another, however, they become predictable and pedantic. The creators’ British roots are apparent
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THE ADVENTURES
OF ROBO-KID

trial ruckus. But with Ryan’s help, Kira comes up with a new
idea that is fashionably feline and fills the cafe with customers
(and new cat adopters). Eschmann’s series opener features an
improbable plot and an unrelentingly and unrealistically upbeat
tone, not to mention a cockeyed conception of cat care. There
are no real laughs, and the life lessons verge on didactic. Kira
and Ryan appear to be Black; theirs is a diverse community.
Litter-ally not worth a look. (Fiction. 5-7)

deGroat, Diane
Neal Porter/Holiday House (32 pp.)
$18.99 | June 28, 2022
978-0-8234-4976-7
A comic-book hero and a real boy
share an adventure.
In the opening pages, Robo-Kid successfully averts a disaster. Then the frames of a comic book give
way to the surroundings of a young, light-skinned boy absorbed
in the story as a voice calls, “Ready for your swimming lesson,
Henry?” Henry slams the comic book closed and tucks it into his
backpack, and Robo-Kid rubs their head. “I hate when they do
that,” remarks Robo-Kid, a round-headed figure who appears to
be made of interlocking blocks. As Henry approaches the community center, Robo-Kid complains to their robot family at the
dinner table—“Why can’t I be a superhero in the real world?”
The juxtaposition of the comic-book frames of Robo-Kid’s
experiences with spreads depicting Henry’s is excellent, with
deGroat’s crisp, engaging art rendering both characters’ worlds
in clear lines and bright colors. Robo-Kid senses that they are
needed—it’s evident from Henry’s worried face that he’s not
entirely confident about swimming—and hops into Henry’s
world. When Robo-Kid leaps into the pool, it’s Henry to the
rescue. An image of a triumphant Henry holding his swimming
certificate and the account Robo-Kid gives to the family about
their adventure in the “real world” emphasize the heroics of
both characters, each entitled to feel successful. (This book was
reviewed digitally.)
A super blend of everyday courage, the inner lives of readers, and rising to the challenge of doing something difficult.
(Picture book. 4-8)

THE WONDERS WE SEEK
Thirty Incredible Muslims
Who Helped Shape The
World
Faruqi, Saadia and Aneesa Mumtaz
Illus. by Saffa Khan
Quill Tree Books/HarperCollins
(160 pp.)
$17.99 | May 3, 2022
978-0-06-297344-3

A look at 30 influential Muslim figures.
Short profiles and lively, colorful illustrations cover subjects
from around the world and over the span of millennia, many who,
despite their great significance, aren’t commonly spotlighted in
texts for children. Among them are scientists and theorists who
developed the foundations of much of modern medicine and
philosophy: Ibn al-Haytham, an 11th-century Egyptian scientist
who came up with the camera obscura, the basis for modernday photography, while imprisoned, and al-Zahrawi, an 11thcentury Arab Andalusian surgeon whose encyclopedia Kitab
al Tasrif led directly and indirectly to much of how medicine
is still practiced today. Other figures include feminist thinker
Fatima Mernissi (1940-2015), who “explained that the oppression of Muslim women did not come from the religion of Islam,
but rather from the attitudes of power-hungry men”; Olympic
fencer Ibtihaj Muhammad; NBA legend Kareem Abdul-Jabar;
Razia Sultan, the sole woman ruler in the Mamluk dynasty; and
14th-century explorer Ibn Battuta.
A much-needed reminder of the important contributions
of Muslim thinkers, scientists, and athletes. (glossary) (Collec
tive biography. 8-12)

THE PURRFECT SHOW

Eschmann, Reese
Scholastic (128 pp.)
$5.99 paper | July 19, 2022
978-1-338-78398-8
Series: Home for Meow, 1

Will Kira’s next great idea be a purr
or a hiss?
Elementary schooler Kira and her
little brother, Ryan, live with their parents above the family’s cat cafe, The
Purrfect Cup. The cats therein are from a local shelter and can
be adopted (except Pepper, Kira’s best feline friend). Kira likes
to help out in the cafe and with the cat adoptions and often
has really good ideas (though not all pan out). When she hears
that the King County Dog Show will be held in Bloomington,
Kira gets the idea to enter the cafe cats in the show in hopes the
increased visibility will get more of them adopted. She enlists
her best human friend Alex Patel, her family, and Mr. Anderson, the owner of the art shop, in her plan. The trial run is a
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BIRDS OF PREY
Terrifying Talons

Flood, Joe
First Second (128 pp.)
$21.99 | March 22, 2022
978-1-250-26947-8
Series: Science Comics

An overview of birds of prey.
How to teach science in an accessible, nonintimidating way? The Science Comics series has it nailed. This
latest offering presents a look at raptors, a family of birds that
|

“Sad, tender, and immensely touching.”
breda’s island

SWEET AND SOUR

includes vultures, eagles, condors, hawks, and ospreys, among
others. The organization of the material is stellar. In plenty of
detail, none of it overwhelming, Flood discusses what raptors
are, their evolution from dinosaurs, the physics of flight, raptor
biology (for example, their eyes are huge for their body size and
can’t swivel in their skulls, and their feet and talons are specifically adapted to their preferred prey), nesting habits, how they
catch prey, and the impact of human encroachment. Enlivening the information are full-color illustrations, accurate where
they need to be and engagingly playful where they don’t. The
story’s narrators, a brown-skinned Renaissance Faire reenactor
falconer and a curious squirrel, guide readers through this fascinating worldwide journey that includes meeting John James
Audubon, the 19th-century naturalist and painter known for his
depictions of birds, and learning about Pale Male, the red-tailed
hawk who has made his home on the ledge of a New York City
apartment building for 30 years.
A fun, fact-filled romp through the world of raptors. (glossary) (Nonfiction comic. 9-15)

Florence, Debbi Michiko
Scholastic (304 pp.)
$17.99 | July 26, 2022
978-1-338-67159-9

THE SCIENCE SPELL BOOK
Magical Experiments for Kids

Florance, Cara
Sourcebooks eXplore (224 pp.)
$16.99 paper | July 6, 2022
978-1-72823-252-2

Science enchantment explored through
30 projects.
Florance offers an intriguing entry
into scientific phenomena for middlegrade readers. She groups these magical-seeming but sciencebased projects into five broad categories: infusions (acids, bases,
and indicators), illumination (light), sorcery (forces such as
gravity and electromagnetism), alchemy (physical and chemical
changes), and mimicry (biologically inspired engineering). Each
section includes an introduction explaining why these phenomena appeared magical to people in the past and a brief overview
of the scientific concepts. Each activity is introduced with a
“spell” consisting of four rhyming lines that outline the project’s
process and outcome. The materials will require some adult
help to obtain, and adult supervision is often suggested. The
step-by-step directions are clear and accompanied by colorful
drawings and photographs. The projects range widely in scope
and difficulty. Using pliers, readers take apart a highlighter pen
to make flowers fluoresce under black light. Young people are
also invited to complete an electric circuit through a pencil-line
drawing and create “rune stones” with clay and small magnets.
More skilled readers can cook food that glows under black light
and make meringues from chickpea liquid and candles in a solar
oven. For those who like to tinker, there are clever wiggle-bots
made with hobby motors, batteries, LEDs, and hot glue. Teachers and youth group leaders as well as parents will welcome this
volume.
Wizardry with appeal for those both science-inclined and
not. (glossary) (Nonfiction. 8-12)

y o u n g a d u lt

Mai Hirano, almost 13, seeks revenge
on her ex–best friend.
The Hiranos have left California to
spend every summer in Mystic, Connecticut, at the vacation home of the
Koyamas: Holly, her mom’s best friend
from college; Holly’s husband, Wes; and their son, Zach, Mai’s
childhood best friend. But two summers ago, Zach ruined their
friendship, then the Koyamas moved to Japan, and the two
haven’t spoken since. Now the families are together in Connecticut again, but Mai is still angry and wants revenge. But
Zach isn’t the same kid: He’s more confident, has learned Japanese, and even styles his hair a bit like a pop star. Even worse, he
keeps acting like they’re still best friends. The more time she
spends with him, the harder it gets to pretend and hide her new
feelings of attraction. Mai must decide whether to forgive him
or let him go completely, but first she needs to hear his side of
the story. Florence writes a delightful tale about close friendship
that delves into feelings both positive and negative. Flashback
chapters labeled “Sweet” and “Sour” depict the pair’s good and
bad memories, building up their backstories. Mai’s relationship
with her parents addresses adults’ roles in supporting children’s
emotional health, particularly with regard to difficult emotions.
There are beautiful depictions of nature and wildlife as well as
nods to Japanese culture, music, and language. Mai, Zach, and
their families are Japanese American.
An endearing book exploring the ups and downs of friendship. (Fiction. 9-12)

BREDA’S ISLAND

Foley, Jessie Ann
Quill Tree Books/HarperCollins
(256 pp.)
$16.99 | July 12, 2022
978-0-06-320772-1
Answers to long-held mysteries in
Breda Moriarity’s family dramatically
change her life.
Her mother has never revealed any
information about her father, not even
his name. Why does Mom remain undocumented after leaving
Ireland when she was pregnant, and why has Breda never met
Granda? Lonely and angry—her colorfully glamorous mother
is absorbed with her new beauty salon—“awkward and mousy,”
blue-eyed Breda acts out in unacceptable ways. Mom decides
to send her to stay with Granda on his farm near the village of
Ballyglass for the summer before eighth grade. Breda is immediately enamored by the beauty of the land, but she is resentful
toward and confused by Granda, who can be cold and bitter but
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“Winning and wondrous, this picture book is a
compelling appreciation of neurodiversity.”
the curiosities

GEO-GRAPHICS

surprises her with acts of generosity. He tells stories of banshees
from Irish lore and has screaming night terrors. Amid a defiant,
forbidden friendship with local girl Nellie Fahey, unexpected
confessions, discovered information about Granda’s horrifying childhood, and a terrible accident that threatens his life,
Breda finds answers to some pressing mysteries but not without
resulting regrets and pain on all sides that leave future relationships uncertain. Foley describes settings and events in beautiful,
descriptive language and employs evocative Irish expressions.
The third-person narrative is devoted to Breda’s point of view,
with italicized asides indicating her own thoughts and opinions, which are wholly in keeping with her age and experiences.
Readers will empathize with Breda and wish her well.
Sad, tender, and immensely touching. (map) (Fiction. 10-14)

Giménez, Regina
Trans. by Alexis Romay & Valerie Block
Levine Querido (96 pp.)
$19.99 | May 24, 2022
978-1-64614-130-2
Art meets science in this highly
visual, concise trip through the universe
and planet Earth.
In this bright and appealing book,
Giménez combines attractive, purposeful infographics with approachable, digestible text. The work
is divided into sections focusing on the universe, the Earth,
water, and climate, and for each topic, Giménez uses a different
palette—pages devoted to the vastness of the universe and the
Big Bang make use of midnight blues, black, and fiery reds, for
example. These pages focus on the orbits of the planets, the sun
depicted in a hue that looks to be derived from the red of the
Big Bang. The images are the stars of the show; a graph of river
lengths and a chart of mountain peaks and ocean depths are
especially well done. The text is centered on each page against a
bold, solid-colored background; effective use of negative space
eliminates the overwhelming feeling of wordier nonfiction.
Giménez plays with larger or bolded fonts to highlight important statements. A solid introduction to a variety of subjects,
this book features fascinating facts while maintaining a good
pace with plenty of stimulating visuals.
Sits nicely at the intersection of beautiful and useful. (glossary, sources) (Nonfiction. 8-12)

THE CURIOSITIES

Fraillon, Zana
Illus. by Phil Lesnie
Greystone Kids (40 pp.)
$18.95 | June 2, 2022
978-1-77840-008-7
A boy learns to embrace his differences and to shed the darkness.
Miro, brown-skinned with dark hair, is surrounded by Curiosities, hazy creatures who show him “how to swim with the
stars and tickle the songs from the earth.” Sometimes he sits
down and puts his hands over his ears when the Curiosities get
too noisy. Strangers stare or turn away, unable to see what makes
him tick. With the guidance of an elder, Miro learns that his
connections to people like him who “see all the oddments and
snippets, all those hidden wonders and possibles waiting in the
shadows,” are what keep him strong. Affirming and uplifting,
this poetic story is based on Fraillon’s experience with her child
who has Tourette syndrome. Drawing from Filipino folklore
and history, Lesnie depicts the Curiosities as the ghouls and
monsters known as aswang, a visualization of what makes people with Tourette syndrome move, while the elder who helps
Miro to his feet is based on the Babaylan, priestesses and community leaders connected to the spiritual world who sometimes
exhibited neurodiverse traits. Lesnie’s immersive illustrations
feature a ravishing palette beautifully depicting the changing
colors of the sky and the sweeping landscapes of Miro’s waterfront home. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
Winning and wondrous, this picture book is a compelling
appreciation of neurodiversity. (author’s note, illustrator’s
note) (Picture book. 4-8)
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LITTLE YELLOW BUS

Guendelsberger, Erin
Illus. by Suzie Mason
Sourcebooks Wonderland (40 pp.)
$17.99 | July 5, 2022
978-1-72825-799-0
A school bus is nervous for his first
day of school.
Yellow’s wipers swish anxiously from
side to side. Today is the very first time that Yellow will ever
transport kids, but he’s not sure if he’s ready. He tries to stall
by telling his parents that his tires feel a little low and his oil
is a little stale. They reassure him that everything is in working order. But even more worries abound. What if a herd of
elephants come charging toward him? What if he gets lost?
What if the kids choose another bus over him? “The world can
be scary sometimes, but more often it can be wonderful,” his
mother reassures him. “What if something really good happens
today?” Slowly, by taking one step at a time (starting his engine
first), Yellow rolls onto the road, ready for school. There are no
eyes perched comically on this protagonist; instead, Yellow’s
mood is conveyed through subtle art decisions: wiper placement, a grill that seems to smile, and general stature. Mirroring
children’s own first-day worries, Guendelsberger flips the point
|

of view to a familiar back-to-school mainstay. This one will pair
very well with Adam Rex’s School’s First Day of School (illustrated
by Christian Robinson, 2016). The students are a diverse crowd.
(This book was reviewed digitally.)
Cleverly relatable. (Picture book. 4-8)

LAYLA, THE LAST
BLACK UNICORN

Haddish, Tiffany & Jerdine Nolen
Illus. by Jessica Gibson
Harper/HarperCollins (32 pp.)
$18.99 | May 10, 2022
978-0-06-311387-9
In Haddish’s picture-book debut, co-written by Nolen, a
unicorn has a rough start trying to fit in at school.
Layla is a curious, free-spirited black unicorn with a coily
mane and tail who loves spending summertime exploring Overlook Woods. When it is time for Layla to start going to school,
though, she worries that she isn’t ready. Her guardian, Trevin
Troll, assures her, “She ready.” At Unicornia, Layla’s attempt to
join the other unicorns’ game is unsuccessful, and they call her
“woodsy.” Layla tries dressing up with hair clips and sparkles,
but this only makes things worse. Finally, when the class takes
a field trip into the woods and the teacher has a mishap, Layla’s
know-how and friendships with other forest dwellers get her
frightened classmates back to school safely. Her friend Melvin
Minoatur assures them that there’s no need to be afraid of the
dark; when he met Layla, he learned “when something’s black,
it’s really just where all the colors meet.” Readers will feel for
Layla. While her problem fitting in at school is far from original, the details of her world make this a fresh take, a fun way to
explore aspects of identity and culture (Layla feels like a standin for the Black actress/comedian, who often calls herself “the
Last Black Unicorn”) or just to enjoy at surface level. The colorful, cartoon-style illustrations show refreshing diversity in the
world of fantastical beings, and the striking black unicorn will
do wonders for cultural perceptions of beauty. (This book was
reviewed digitally.)
A winner on many levels. (Picture book. 3-8)

y o u n g a d u lt

toys, stuffies, and dolls, indoors and out, while astutely observing nature, their family, and the world around them. Törnqvist’s
sensitive illustrations create a world around the child, visually
celebrating their determined agency. Ineffability is a recurrent theme, as in “Invisible”: “sighs are invisible / just like the
wind / night is invisible / when daytime begins / …but what I
make up / is all visible / when I close my eyes.” In “Real” the
child squeezes their sleeping mom’s ear “to tell her how I feel /
wake up, mom/ I want a mom who’s real.” Törnqvist extends
this beautifully telegraphed child’s-eye experience of parental
unavailability in the bedroom tableau: The many draped and
scattered toys tangle with mom’s castoff bra and clothing, suggesting both maternal exhaustion and a long morning of solitary play. “Freesia” is both ode and antidote to a baby’s bouts
of stinkiness: “in a vase beside your bed / change it every hour
/ even if your diaper’s full / you’ll smell like a flower.” The child
hoists the flower, leading a parade of marching toys, everyone’s
noses securely pinched. Other poems investigate animal tracks,
grandparents, stars, clouds, dreams, new shoes, and more. (This
book was reviewed digitally.)
A symbiotic, child-affirming union of poignant verse and
charming illustrations: lovely, indeed. (Picture book/poetry. 3-8)

YOU RUINED IT

Higginbotham, Anastasia
Dottir Press (96 pp.)
$19.95 paper | April 5, 2022
978-1-948340-30-4
Series: Ordinary Terrible Things

Dawn processes the consequences of telling her mother and
her sibling about what her older cousin did to her.
Her mother is reluctant to tell relatives, including Dawn’s
grandmother and absent father, about the rape, but she and
Dawn’s sibling, Billie, support her, and the family attends selfdefense lessons. Billie feels greater anger and need for revenge
than Dawn, who misses bygone days outdoors with her 22-yearold cousin. Handwritten text on lined paper evokes the intimate
feeling of a diary. The collage art conveys Dawn’s varying emotional state as she grapples with the aftermath of the assault.
Words and images are placed next to or inside circular shapes
produced by spirographs to indicate feelings and experiences
she asserts or rejects, demonstrating a therapeutic art exercise
she learns about later in the story (“what i want goes inside the
circle. what i don’t want stays out”). Crossed-out text, including
raped and we, reflects her efforts to reckon with what happened
and who was responsible. Dawn is gentle on herself and, by
extension, on readers who may have been in similar situations.
Her acts of self-care, from reclaiming old favorite settings to
creating art, demonstrate practical means of healing. Dawn and
her family are light-skinned. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
This empowering lesson about speaking up and trusting
oneself in the wake of trauma deserves to be read widely. (questions for reflection; author’s notes about incest, self-defense,
and spirographs; resources for further learning) (Fiction. 8-12)

YOU ARE
THE LOVELIEST

Hagen, Hans & Monique Hagen
Illus. by Marit Törnqvist
Trans. by David Colmer
Levine Querido (56 pp.)
$17.99 | March 29, 2022
978-1-64614-128-9

A beloved collection of 23 poems
from the Netherlands receives an English translation.
The poems, unpunctuated and uncapitalized except for
the word I, convey the perspective of an often solitary lightskinned, blond-haired child. They tend their large contingent of
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BUNNICULA
The Graphic Novel

story rings true and swirls with old-fashioned warmth. Campbell relies on a palette of earthy tones enriched with warm
yellows and golds, punctuated with pops of green. She demonstrates the range of Yula’s emotions with minimal strokes.
Together, art and text create a moving tale about a special little
girl. Characters are Black, and on the dedication page, Jennings
thanks two individuals who introduced her to the children of
Hope Development Center, an orphanage in Kenya. (This book
was reviewed digitally.)
A perfect story to help children learn about the importance of opening their hearts. (Picture book. 4-8)

Dev. by Howe, James & Deborah Howe
Adapt. by James Howe & Andrew Donkin
Illus. by Stephen Gilpin
Atheneum (128 pp.)
$19.99 | Aug. 30, 2022
978-1-5344-2161-5
Series: Bunnicula and Friends
In this graphic-novel adaptation of
the 1979 book, two intelligent house pets
investigate a suspiciously vampirelike bunny living among them.
The story, introduced as Harold the dog’s manuscript for
publication, begins on a dark and stormy night. Harold’s owners, the Monroe family (mother, father, two young boys), adopt
a mysterious rabbit affectionately named Bunnicula after his
discovery at a screening of the movie Dracula. Chester the wellread house cat notices parallels between Bunnicula’s behavior and the classic vampire. Convinced that the little rabbit’s
arrival spells doom, Chester leaps into action while a befuddled
Harold tries to keep up. Suspicion and bias have as much to do
with anything supposedly supernatural going on in the Monroe household. Harold and Chester are the only two animals
who converse and are the protagonists of the story. Layouts
are generally made up of four to eight panels of varying sizes,
with dialogue among the whole family and theatrically verbose
first-person narration from Harold. Full-page and two-page
panels are used to heighten a dramatic reveal or give a wholesome moment time to hang in the air. Visual fourth-wall breaks,
such as Harold looking directly at the reader or working on the
manuscript as it is being read, give readers an inviting angle to
the hilarity. The Monroe family members are light-skinned.
This pets’-eye-view farce bares fangs but draws laughs
instead of blood. (Graphic fiction. 8-12)

THE STAR THAT
ALWAYS STAYS

Johnson, Anna Rose
Holiday House (224 pp.)
$17.99 | July 12, 2022
978-0-8234-5040-4
A teen girl in early-20th-century
Michigan faces loss and change.
Fourteen-year-old Norvia Nelson’s
maternal grandfather, Grand-père, shared
stories from their family’s Ojibwe culture
and history before his death. But now, everything has changed.
Norvia’s parents have divorced, and her French and Indian
mother is rushing into a new marriage with a White man she
barely knows. Worse still, she has asked Norvia and her siblings
not to share the Native part of their background with their new
stepfamily (the children’s father is a Swedish immigrant). Norvia takes inspiration from the heroines in her favorite novels:
Little Women, Anne of Green Gables, and What Katy Did, among
others. She is determined to become popular at her new high
school and hopes to maybe even find a beau. Norvia struggles
to navigate new relationships under the shadow of her parents’
divorce, which is the talk of the town. She is also torn between
her love for her Native heritage and a desire to assimilate into
her new life. Norvia proves to be a resilient and inspiring main
character. Inspired by the author’s family history, this gentle
novel nimbly and tenderly confronts topics including prejudice,
the challenge of blending families, young love, and staying true
to oneself.
A coming-of-age story with a kind heart and strong spirit.
(author’s note, glossary and pronunciation guides, family photos) (Historical fiction. 8-13)

A HOME FOR US

Jennings, Sharon
Illus. by Eve Campbell
Red Deer Press (32 pp.)
$19.95 | May 31, 2022
978-0-88995-575-2
Home is more than a place; it’s a feeling that builds in your heart.
Found on the ground near a goat,
Yula, who’s about 4, is afraid and alone. She can’t walk, and her
understanding of language is limited. Then along comes a nice
lady who calls herself Mum. She cares for Yula in the warmth
and safety of her home. And once Yula can manage, Mum takes
her to a school for orphans and leaves. The whole wide world is
opening quickly for Yula. She is happy. And then...Mum returns
with a little boy. Yula struggles with her emotions. She doesn’t
understand why Mum is holding another child’s hand, so she
lashes out, then runs away before finally coming to understand
the power of sharing her heart and her home. Jennings’ tender
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H IS FOR HARLEM

Johnson, Dinah
Illus. by April Harrison
Christy Ottaviano Books (48 pp.)
$18.99 | July 19, 2022
978-0-316-32237-9
An alphabetic journey through Harlem, past and present.
|

“An enthralling fantasy debut exploring
exploitation by those in power.”
nura and the immortal palace

GAUDÍ - ARCHITECT OF
IMAGINATION

Beginning with “A is for Apollo Theater” and ending with
“Z is for Zora Neale Hurston,” this historically rich picture
book highlights the significant people, places, works of art,
memorable publications, and more that have long made Harlem a hub of Black culture. Some letters focus on well-known
institutions, such as the Schomburg Center for Research in
Black Culture, the Dance Theatre of Harlem, and the Harlem
Globetrotters. Others shed light on lesser-known individuals
like Mabel Fairbanks and Sharon Cohen, who created a pathway for Black youth to learn figure skating, and Impact Farm,
an organization that has turned abandoned lots into thriving
urban gardens. Harrison’s stunning, colorful, highly textured
illustrations complement and expand upon Johnson’s textual
snapshots, which offer just enough detail to encourage children
to deepen their knowledge of Harlem. Johnson also gives a nod
to other children’s picture-book creators by spotlighting Bryan
Collier, whose award-winning picture book Uptown celebrates
Harlem. This is a beautiful and welcome celebration of Black joy.
(This book was reviewed digitally.)
A gem that whets the appetite to learn more about a city
where art is as alive as the people who live there. (author’s
note) (Picture book. 5-10)

Katz, Susan B.
Illus. by Linda Schwalbe
NorthSouth (40 pp.)
$18.95 | June 7, 2022
978-0-7358-4487-2

FINDING MOON RABBIT

Kato, J.C. & J.C.2
Illus. by Estelle Ishigo
CHB Books (214 pp.)
$19.99 | July 1, 2022
979-8-98523-743-6

A young Japanese American girl
from California faces the hardships of
incarceration.
It’s 1942, and Kokoro Marie Hayashi
has been on a train for four days with her
mom and older sister, Shirley. They’ve already been through a
lot—spending three months in a horse stall at an assembly center in Pomona—and now she hopes they will finally get to live
in a real house. However, Koko’s dreams are squashed when the
train stops in windy Heart Mountain, Wyoming. The unknown
future weighs on her as well as the sadness of not truly knowing
where her father is: While her mother says he’s on a photography assignment for the government in Santa Fe, clues that hint
otherwise cause her to believe something more serious has happened to him. From entering sixth grade in a new school without
her White best friend to finally getting to join the Girl Scouts
(something she couldn’t do before because the Scout leader’s
racism soured her mother on the organization), Koko must
learn to survive. Readers will see strength in her acts of bravery,
and her letters to her father authentically convey her emotions.
Artwork by Ishigo, a White woman who entered Heart Mountain with her Japanese American husband, enhances the text;
the Ishigos appear as characters in the story as well.
A sincere novel providing insight into the lives of Japanese
Americans during World War II. (authors’ notes, timeline, further reading, image credits) (Historical fiction. 10-14)

y o u n g a d u lt

A Spanish boy with “wobbly legs”
grows up to be an architect known for
his curved and broken lines.
In this picture-book biography, readers learn that Antonio
Gaudí (1852-1926) didn’t follow in the footsteps of his father, a
metalsmith, because he “had an illness that made it hard for
him to walk.” Instead, as a child, he rode a donkey around the
Catalan countryside, admiring the shapes and curves of the
world around him. Educated as an architect, he began to make
art and construct buildings that incorporated those curves
and broken lines. With the support of patron Count Escubí
Güell, he designed and supervised the construction of houses, a
park, and even a cathedral in Barcelona. Work continues on La
Sagrada Família cathedral even today. Katz, who is also an artist
whose own mosaic art reflects Gaudí’s influence, has written a
smoothly flowing overview of the architect’s life, giving prominence to his patron’s support and incorporating a few direct but
unsourced quotations. She concludes with a schematic map
showing Gaudí’s major buildings in Barcelona and a short afterword. Schwalbe’s stylized acrylic paintings are lively and engaging, full of curves, fantastic shapes, and surprising colors. They
nicely reflect Gaudí’s work and would show well in a storytime.
People are depicted in varying skin tones. Gaudí is described
as “a blond-haired, blue-eyed Spaniard”; images show him as
tan-skinned. Count Güell, who is White-presenting and whose
portrait can be seen on the internet, is, oddly, portrayed with
dark brown skin. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
A solid biography of an important artist. (Informational
picture book. 5-9)

NURA AND THE
IMMORTAL PALACE

Khan, M.T.
Jimmy Patterson/Little, Brown (272 pp.)
$16.99 | July 5, 2022
978-0-7595-5795-6
Will 12-year-old Nura be able to outsmart the trickster jinn and save herself
and her friends?
Nura lives in the fictional Pakistani
town of Meerabagh, where she has
worked mining mica to help support her family of five—her
mother, herself, and her three younger siblings—since her
father’s death. In the mines she has the company of her best
friend, Faisal, who is teased by other kids for his stutter, and she
enjoys small pleasures like splurging on gulab jamun. Although
Maa wants Nura to stop working and attend school, she has no
|
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“A simple yet marvelous musing on the
beauty of the great outdoors.”
the depth of the lake and the height of the sky

MR. MINTZ’S BLINTZES

interest in classroom learning and hopes to save up to send her
younger siblings to school instead so they can break the family’s
cycle of poverty. Following a mining accident in which Faisal
and others are lost in the rubble, Nura goes to the rescue. In
her quest, she is plunged into the magical, glittering jinn realm,
where nothing is as it seems. The author seamlessly weaves
into the worldbuilding of the story commentary on real-life
problems such as the ravages of child labor and systems that
perpetuate inequities. An informative author’s note further
explores present-day global cycles of oppression as well as the
life-changing power of education. This action-packed story set
in a Muslim community moves at a fast pace, with evocative
writing that brings the fantasy world to life and lyrical imagery
to describe emotions.
An enthralling fantasy debut exploring exploitation by
those in power. (Fantasy. 8-12)

Kimmelman, Leslie
Illus. by Esther Hernando
Apples & Honey Press (32 pp.)
$17.95 | May 24, 2022
978-1-68115-589-0

The neighborhood blintz maker is
injured right before the blintz holiday,
Shavuot.
Mr. Mintz (light-skinned, with a curly
ginger mop) is a neighborly gent. He carries groceries, puts out
milk for the cats, and, most importantly, is always there with a
bite to eat. A “marvelous cook,” Mr. Mintz gives away most of
what he prepares to his neighbors—soup for the sniffly, latkes
on Hanukkah, challah for Shabbat, and gooey, tasty blintzes for
the spring holiday of Shavuot. But the day before Shavuot, Mr.
Mintz takes a tumble off his skateboard. He’s going to be OK,
but who will make the “cheesy and apple-y…gooey and delicious” blintzes for the neighborhood? Why, the neighbors, of
course! When Mr. Mintz returns from the hospital on crutches,
his neighbors are all there to bring him hot tea, kittens—and
blintzes. Mr. Mintz’s neighbors, nameless and lacking cultural
markers, have a wide variety of skin tones and facial features
in the cartoon art. It’s up to the reader to decide whether this
gentle, community-minded tale depicts a racially diverse Jewish neighborhood, a neighborhood where people are happy to
celebrate other cultures’ traditions, or both. An author’s note
provides a two-sentence reference for the religious aspect of
the holiday but returns to the focus on food with a blintz recipe.
(This book was reviewed digitally.)
A cozy tale of friendship, mutual aid, neighborliness, and
tasty, tasty food. (Picture book. 4-7)

THE DEPTH OF THE
LAKE AND THE HEIGHT
OF THE SKY

Kim, Jihyun
Floris (48 pp.)
$17.95 | April 19, 2022
978-1-78250-742-0

A wordless ode to the serenity of
breathing deep in nature.
A child with pale skin, dark hair, and
Asian-presenting features plays with toys
in an apartment in a bustling city. Soon the child and their parents are driving to visit relatives in the country. Tall trees replace
skyscrapers, and grass replaces pavement. Mesmerized first
by family photos on the living room wall and then by the lush
outdoors, the child wanders down shady paths, accompanied
by their equally curious dog. Arriving at a vast lake, the child
dives in and finds a submerged world, with waving plants and
fish that seem to beckon. This watery space is serene like the
countryside above, and the child revels in it before surfacing to
lie on the sunny dock. Later, the child and the dog gaze at the
starry sky, inviting readers to do the same. Kim’s mostly monochromatic illustrations nevertheless vary in line weight and
texture, bringing to life the protagonist’s verdant surroundings
and perfectly capturing the transformation from city child to a
wilder one. Shifting perspectives vary between close-ups of the
child’s wondrous expressions and their tiny form amid a dense
forest, an expansive lake, and a luminous night sky. (This book
was reviewed digitally.)
A simple yet marvelous musing on the beauty of the great
outdoors. (poem by the author) (Picture book. 4-7)
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THE NATIONAL PARKS
Preserving America’s Wild
Places

Koch, Falynn
First Second (128 pp.)
$19.99 | May 24, 2022
978-1-250-26587-6
Series: History Comics

Get your park passports stamped!
Wisecracking Bigfoot (who in this
book symbolizes the National Parks)
and Eagle narrate this in-depth exploration of the “recreational
areas, historic sites, monuments, landscapes, seashores, [and]
ecosystems” that make up the parks system. The story begins in
1850 with Yosemite, then a state park and America’s first large
nature park. When Eagle points out the land had been the home
of the Ahwahnechee, Bigfoot explains that “early Anglo-Americans didn’t see it that way” and “arrogantly believed they had the
authority to tell all Indigenous people where and how to live!”
These attitudes unfortunately continued. The complicated politics and practical aspects of preservation versus conservation
|

THE CEDARVILLE SHOP AND
THE WHEELBARROW SWAP

are anchored in time as different presidents approve new parks.
Koch covers Lewis and Clark; John Muir; the Buffalo Soldiers,
who experienced racism as they enforced rules at Yosemite;
journalist Virginia McClurg, who took a stand against the looting of Mesa Verde; Marjory Stoneman Douglas, who advocated
for the Everglades to be made into a national park; and women
who worked in the parks as rangers, naturalists, and cultural
demonstrators in the 1920s. Digitally created illustrations portray contemporary park visitors as diverse.
Sassy guides lead readers through a witty yet complicated
history of the national parks. (preface, afterword, further
research, timeline) (Nonfiction comic. 10-14)

Krone, Bridget
Catalyst Press (188 pp.)
$14.95 | June 14, 2022
978-1-946395-66-5

MOLLY ON THE MOON

Kowal, Mary Robinette
Illus. by Diana Mayo
Roaring Brook Press (40 pp.)
$18.99 | April 12, 2022
978-1-250-25961-5

What one wild and precious item
would you take with you if you moved
away?
Molly, her mother, and her younger
brother, Luke, move to the moon. Because of space constraints,
Molly and Luke are allowed to bring only one toy each—Molly
brings a stuffed lamb, and Luke brings blocks. The siblings
quickly figure out how to repurpose items in their module, the
room they live in on the moon. Food crates become a fort, a
solar panel cover becomes a cape, and tin cans become a tea set.
The three of them must learn how to treat their belongings gently and with care since there is no gravity on the moon. Most
important, they adapt to their new life and have fun together.
An author’s note explains why it is always dark in Molly’s module as well as what gravity is and how space works differently
than Earth does, and she challenges readers to make their own
toys from common household items. Mayo’s illustrations are
quiet yet exquisite, with expressive characters and many fullbleed spreads that indicate the vastness of space. Almost every
shade of blue is included, from periwinkle to indigo, and the
tiny twinkling lights in the module seem to glow on the page.
Molly, Luke, and their mother are brown-skinned. (This book
was reviewed digitally.)
Out of this world! (Picture book. 4-7)

y o u n g a d u lt

A boy and his best friend use a seemingly illogical trading system that ends up
bringing a sense of vitality and a source
of economic stability to their community.
Boipelo is a 12-year-old African boy
who lives with his grandmother and
father in Cedarville, located in the Eastern Cape in South
Africa. Food is scarce, unemployment is rampant, and often
the family’s only source of income is Boipelo’s grandmother’s
monthly pension from the social security office. But one day
Boipelo reads a magazine article about a man in Montreal who
traded a red paper clip for a pen shaped like a fish—a move
that led to many more trades, including, eventually, a house.
Inspired, Boipelo enlists the help of his best friend, Posto,
to attempt trading, and though they begin with just a simple
clay cow, the trades make a real impact on the community. A
newspaper article about the trades leads to fame for Boipelo,
but the journalist omits Posto’s role, and the boys’ friendship
frays. In this humorous, optimistic tale, Krone explores the
mutability of friendships and the perils of trying to hold on to
them too strongly. Background information from the author
discusses the effect the post-apartheid reconstruction period
had on poor South African communities like Boipelo’s. A YouTube link is provided so that readers can hear the isiXhosa
language being spoken.
A compelling look at friendship and community uplift
under harsh circumstances. (glossary) (Realistic fiction. 8-12)

OUR GREEN CITY

Kyi, Tanya Lloyd
Illus. by Colleen Larmour
Kids Can (32 pp.)
$18.99 | May 3, 2022
978-1-5253-0438-5
This panoramic, morning-to-bedtime
city tour presents an urban environment
sustainably tooled to help all its inhabitants thrive.
An omniscient narrator introduces readers to the city’s
modes of transportation, energy resources, and commercial
neighborhood as well as its many places to garden and play.
Larmour’s charming, digitally finished watercolor and penand-ink illustrations present mainly bird’s-eye (and occasional
worm’s-eye) views, but she also shows readers a rain garden,
the veggie-rich kitchen of a multiracial family, and a stream
teeming with wildlife. Pictures brim with examples of a community focused on renewable energy, from a charging station
to a clothesline; a green roof to solar panels and wind turbines.
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THE HAUNTED STUDIO

Families might well envy the thriving “green classroom,” the
playground with tree-spanning bridges, and community garden. The kid-friendly text for each double-page spread ends
with a question, inviting enhanced interaction with the pictures. Questions range from the open-ended (“What games
will you play?”) to the specific (“Can you spot a special visitor sipping from the zinnias?”). A final spread suggests “More
Ways To Be Green,” such as a compost bin, a rain barrel, and
a window box herb garden. People depicted vary in terms of
skin tone. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
Exemplifying urban diversity and ecological harmony, this
city will garner return visits from green-keen readers. (Picture
book. 3-7)

LeBlanc, Hayley
Sourcebooks Young Readers (176 pp.)
$7.99 paper | July 19, 2022
978-1-72825-198-1
Series: The Hayley Mysteries, 1
Things take an eerie turn when the
production of a TV show moves onto a
purportedly haunted stage.
Hayley LeBlanc (depicted on the
book’s cover as light-skinned with
brown hair), who shares the same name as the book’s author,
teen actress and social media personality LeBlanc, is the star of
Sadie Solves It, a TV show about a young amateur sleuth. She
and her castmates Aubrey Rivera (who has brown skin and dark
hair) and Cody Smith (who has blue eyes and blond hair) learn
that years ago, an up-and-coming teen star named Betty died
on Stage 5 in an accident; rumor has it that her ghost sabotages
Stage 5 productions. Though Aubrey is excited to meet the
ghost and Cody believes there is an explanation for the odd
occurrences, Hayley is uncertain how she feels. On the first day
of filming, Amelia Hart (who has brown pigtails and gray eyes),
who plays Sadie’s younger sister, Pepper, faints, and when she
comes to, she claims she saw a ghost. As ghostly encounters,
stage accidents, and production delays mount, Hayley begins to
wonder if Betty has it in for the show or if someone else could
be to blame. This first book in a trilogy starts off well. The mystery unfolds nicely, with just enough exposition to introduce the
characters but not bog down the pace. Hayley and her character, Sadie, both encounter mysteries, which blend together well,
leading to a satisfying conclusion. The characters are especially
interesting and likable.
A fun Hollywood-set mystery. (Fiction. 8-12)

SUNFLOWER

Laguna, Ingrid
Text (176 pp.)
$8.95 paper | March 8, 2022
978-1-92226-875-4
Following Songbird (2019), Laguna
continues Jamila’s story in Australia, this
time focusing on her relationships with
her two best friends.
The story picks up six months after
Jamila and her family left Kadhimiya,
Baghdad, for Melbourne, Australia. Jamila is adjusting well to
Australia and spending time with her best friend Eva. When
she learns that Mina, her best friend from Iraq, is coming to
Australia, she is excited to show her around and “share Australian sweets with her, milky ways and wagon wheels, and take
her on the train to the city.” But after Mina gets to Australia,
things do not go as Jamila thought they would, and her relationship with Eva changes. Mina is dealing with trauma from the
war, and Jamila feels like she has to keep choosing between her
two friends. Then Jamila and Eva learn that there will be no
more choir, and Jamila comes up with a plan. Laguna weaves in
Jamila’s and Mina’s memories of Iraq before the war as well as
references to foods like samoon bread with sesame seeds and
desserts such as halawat sha’riyya and klecha. Jamila’s thoughts,
feelings, and struggles with friendship are real and honest; readers see glimpses of Eva’s and Mina’s lives through Jamila’s experiences. Jamila and Mina are Iraqi and Muslim; Eva’s race is not
specified.
A poignant book about changing and growing friendships.
(glossary of Arabic words) (Fiction. 8-12)
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THERE WAS A HOLE

Lehrhaupt, Adam
Illus. by Carrie O’Neill
Sleeping Bear Press (32 pp.)
$17.99 | April 15, 2022
978-1-53411-122-6
A girl struggling with grief receives
help from a classmate and her father.
Lily has “a hole”—represented by a dusky violet circle on
her T-shirt. Her sadness persists through festivities on her
birthday, a beach trip, and more. Despite her empathetic
father’s attempts to help, Lily’s hole grows as she withdraws
from favorite pastimes and routines. At school, Thomas notices
her distress and confides, “I have a hole too.” Thomas shows
her the patches on his T-shirt. “They help you repair the hole.”
Lily works on creating patches with Thomas at school, at home
with Daddy, and alone. Lily’s and Thomas’ patches are symbols
of things that can help us heal—pets, nature, music, and connections with others. Lehrhaupt sensitively handles a common emotional side effect of healing from grief: worrying that
|

“A sweet, undersea-set testament to the importance of friendship.”
the sunken ship

THE SUNKEN SHIP

moving on means forgetting. “If I patch it completely, will I still
remember?” asks Lily. “You won’t forget,” he reassures her. “But
things will get better.” By showing Lily beginning to recover due
in part to the help of a friend, Lehrhaupt demonstrates that kids
have the ability to help themselves and others heal from loss.
Gentle illustrations, often set against white backdrops, portray
Lily and her dad with light brown skin and dark hair. Thomas
has dark brown skin and curly hair; students in the classroom
are diverse. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
An insightful portrayal of childhood loss and healing.
(author’s note, “how to make a patch” activity) (Picture book. 5-8)

Lukoff, Kyle
Illus. by Kat Uno
Scholastic (64 pp.)
$23.99 | $4.99 paper | May 3, 2022
978-1-338-79460-1
978-1-338-79459-5 paper
Series: Mermaid Days, 1

ISLANDS
Explore the World’s Most
Unique Places

Lerwill, Ben
Illus. by Li Zhang
Welbeck Children’s (48 pp.)
$14.95 | May 31, 2022
978-1-913519-22-3

Visits to more than 18 islands and
island groups.
With the intent of highlighting different types of islands,
Lerwill jumps in no particular order from Australia’s Fraser
Island (made of sand) to the Île de la Cité on Paris’ Seine, from
the volcanic likes of Surtsey and Santorini to the wholly artificial Palm Jumeirah in the United Arab Emirates and the floating
reed islands of the Uros on Lake Titicaca. His scattered observations about distinctive flora, fauna, and features at each stop
often take a touristic slant—“People from around the world
come to Easter Island to see the moai, but the statues are just
one reason to come here”—which accords well with the illustrator’s postcard-style views of foreshortened landforms seen from
high angles and decorated with stylized structures and wildlife.
Younger naturalists may prefer closer glimpses like Jason Chin’s
dazzling Island (2012) or broader ones such as Sabrina Weiss’
Amazing Islands (2020). Still, references to, for instance, the ways
in which people on Gomera Island communicate by whistling
or the mouthwatering Santorini snacks called tomatokeftedes
offer armchair travelers at least a hint of the rewards of island
hopping. Human figures are rare and too tiny to see clearly here.
A world map with additional facts and a list of other islands to
explore serve as backmatter. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
Not essential, but a quick and lightweight introduction to
the topic. (Informational picture book. 6-8)

y o u n g a d u lt

Anthropomorphic sea creatures and
quirky science facts create a fantasy world for beginning readers.
Vera, a mermaid with brown skin, dark pigtails, and purple
scales, introduces readers to the residents of the underwater
town of Tidal Grove, among them Beaker, part octopus and
light-skinned with dark hair; Frond, brown-skinned with cornrows tied in a topknot and part jellyfish; and Cuttle, who has
light skin and hair above a beige cuttlebone. Mr. Burbles, the
Tidal Grove librarian, who is light-skinned and part frog, breaks
the fourth wall to insert an unusual science fact on a “Did You
Know?” page. That becomes the basis for the dilemma in the
second chapter: Beaker’s eight legs seem to want to operate
independently. Finally, in the third chapter the friends work
together to recover a large pearl from a sunken ship but get stuck
in the process only to realize that working together is their best
bet. Told primarily through dialogue, with color-coded speech
bubbles, this beginning reader features simple, direct language,
uncluttered but fanciful illustrations, and interesting problems
for friends to overcome together. While the stories are somewhat predictable, with obvious lessons about the value of cooperation, youngsters still mastering their reading skills, especially
those who like a blend of facts and fantasy, should find it appealing. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
A sweet, undersea-set testament to the importance of
teamwork. (Beginning reader. 5-7)

GROUNDED FOR ALL
ETERNITY

Marks, Darcy
Aladdin (384 pp.)
$17.99 | July 26, 2022
978-1-5344-8336-1

Middle school can be hell.
In this case, quite literally, as middle
school fallen angels Malachi, Lilith, and
Crowley find themselves transported
through an opening in the veil from
their suburb in Hell to present-day Salem, Massachusetts, on
Halloween. The trio are excited for the adventure, as their
weeklong break from classes has been woefully disappointing;
Hell’s been in lockdown since the soul of Samuel Parris—the
Puritan minister who oversaw the Salem witch trials—escaped
from the eighth circle. After the three fallen angels attempt to
return home, they realize that Parris escaped with them, and
Hell has a rule that’s keeping them from returning home: The
same number that leaves must return. In addition, Parris’ evil
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“Cheerful encouragement for a curious nocturnal creature.”
armadillo antics

SANDOR KATZ AND THE
TINY WILD

soul is affecting the citizens of Salem, making it a dangerous
place and rendering him more corporeal. The trio have to work
with young locals Charity and Sean (a witch and psychic, respectively) and social worker seraph Cassandra before Heaven obliterates the town to stop it from becoming Hell on Earth. This is
an entertaining, high-octane story that moves with the speed
of a bat out of...you know where. The forward momentum will
keep the attention of readers who appreciate plot-driven stories. Mal’s fear of change as he and his friends get older feels
realistic, and his attraction to both Lilith and Sean adds some
nuance, but other characters are more two-dimensional. All
characters are presumed White.
Fast-paced and amusing. (Adventure. 9-12)

Martin, Jacqueline Briggs & June Jo Lee
Illus. by Julie Wilson
Readers to Eaters (32 pp.)
$19.95 | June 7, 2022
978-0-9980477-1-3
Series: Food Heroes, 4
A biography of food-fermentation
guru Sandor Katz.
Colorful, stylized art and playful, accessible text draw in
readers, beginning with the endpapers’ beautiful cabbages. First,
Katz is shown in his world-renowned fermentation school in
Walnut Ridge, Tennessee, where his kitchen lies inside a house
with a “crickety-crockety porch.” Next, readers learn of his boyhood in New York City, where he grows up loving fermented
foods such as sauerkraut and kosher dill pickles. As a young man,
Katz watches friends dying of AIDS and then learns that he is
HIV-positive. He decides that the best way to take better care
of himself is to leave his beloved city and “join a community of
queer folks” in rural Tennessee. When their farm is overpopulated with ready-to-harvest cabbage, Katz is inspired to try his
hand at sauerkraut. Soon, he combines that recipe with Korean
kimchi spices and creates something that he dubs “kraut-chi.”
A dazzling double-page spread shows him and his living partners at table as they dub him “Sandorkraut.” Katz markets his
product and eventually travels the world, teaching, learning,
and writing about fermented foods. The simple instructions—
“chop, salt, squeeze, pack, and wait”—become the foundation
for an accessible, six-step recipe at the end. Fermentation definitions are deftly sprinkled throughout the pages. (This book
was reviewed digitally.)
Inspiring and “kraut-chi-licious.” (notes from the author,
the illustrator, and Katz; additional facts, bibliography,
resources) (Picture-book biography. 7-10)

ARMADILLO ANTICS

Martin Jr., Bill and Michael Sampson
Illus. by Nathalie Beauvois
Brown Books Kids (32 pp.)
$18.99 | April 26, 2022
978-1-61254-547-9
Cheerful encouragement for a curious nocturnal creature.
This ode to an odd yet appealing animal opens with an
introduction to its nighttime world: “Now the day has ended…
/ Shadows of the evening / dance across the sky.” Then, in couplets, the authors address the armadillo directly, suggesting
actions: run, leap, dig, eat, and retreat into its burrow before
sunrise. The beats don’t always line up in the second lines of the
couplets; those reading the book aloud for an audience should
practice. In a nod to previous illustrators of Martin’s many popular titles, Beauvois uses a combination of collage on painted
paper and digital collage. One page is entirely brushwork (with
adjustments made in Photoshop), mostly blues, with a few fish:
“look, / or you may fall into the brook.” The next is a close-up
of the armadillo “dressed in armor like a knight.” The figures
are large and colorful. In spite of the animal’s nocturnal habits, the backgrounds are often white, the better for showing to
a group. Some armadillo facts are summarized on a final page,
with illustrations in an entirely different style. Those who read
to preschoolers will welcome the appearance of this new work
by these frequent collaborators, the first of several to be published in the coming years. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
This colorful book will make for a vibrant nature-focused
storytime. (Informational picture book. 2-5)
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VANISHING ACT

Martin, Laura
Harper/HarperCollins (368 pp.)
$16.99 | July 5, 2022
978-0-06-313676-2
Series: Float, 2
A 13-year-old boy with an unpredictable power returns to camp for another
summer of misadventures in this followup to Float (2018).
“Inconsistently invisible” Hank can’t
wait for another summer at pricey Camp Outlier, the one place
where he and other RISK kids stigmatized for their uncontrollable abilities, or Recurring Instances of the Strange Kind,
can find a sense of belonging. However, his excitement turns
to worry when his time-traveling friend appears in the airport
bathroom with a tearful warning that Hank is going to die. To
make matters worse, a YouTube heartthrob joins their cabin,
|

OUR PLANET! THERE’S NO
PLACE LIKE EARTH

stealing the center of attention from Hank and making him feel
more invisible than ever. On top of that, someone is attempting to sabotage their camp. At this camp of misfits, the cast of
characters is predominantly White, with race largely indicated
through clumsy, stereotypical descriptors (“gingerbread-colored skin,” “almond-shaped eyes”). Hank flirts constantly with
girl campers, referring to them as “ladies” and commenting on
their attractiveness regardless of their interest in him, behavior
in keeping with the book’s overall presentation of gender relations: “I’d had my sights set on her at the beginning of camp the
summer before, but after I’d realized that Emerson did too, I’d
done the gentlemanly thing and stepped back. Besides, Kristy
was an intriguing challenge, and I liked intriguing challenges.”
Not unlike Hank’s flirtation, the story’s lesson about technology addiction lacks subtlety and nuance.
A sequel filled with boys-will-be-boys sensibilities.
(author’s note) (Fantasy. 8-12)

McAnulty, Stacy
Illus. by David Litchfield
Henry Holt (40 pp.)
$18.99 | April 5, 2022
978-1-250-78249-6
Series: Our Universe, 6

THE ROYAL TRIALS

Mbalia, Kwame & Prince Joel Makonnen
Scholastic (272 pp.)
$17.99 | July 19, 2022
978-1-338-66595-6
Series: The Last Gate of the Emperor, 2
Yared and friends return in this
sequel to The Last Gate of the Emperor
(2021).
Reunited with his parents, the
emperor and empress of Axum, an Ethiopian-inspired space empire, wisecracking Yared is settling into
his new life after discovering he’s actually a prince. With his
entourage, consisting of Uncle Moti, the Ibis (his friend and
Royal Trials partner), and bodyguard Besa (who is a bionic lioness), in tow, Yared heads to New Amba. He’s scheduled to give
an important speech at the Royal Trials, a galaxywide competition. When an attack separates him from the others, he learns
that all is not as it seems, and he’ll need to decide what kind of
leader he will be. One character brings up the systemic oppression of space workers who are stuck eking out a living in Debris
Town; the subject is not explored in depth, and Yared responds
by emphasizing personal responsibility. Later developments
offer a feeling of restorative or rehabilitative justice and, combined with Yared’s own growth, handle the subject with greater
nuance. This volume suffers from issues with inconsistent
worldbuilding, choppy pacing, and an abundance of unexplained in-world vocabulary, but the ending offers a neat setup
for a third in the series. Main characters are assumed Black.
Fans of the first volume will enjoy diving into this sequel.
(Science fiction. 10-13)

y o u n g a d u lt

The sixth in McAnulty’s Our Universe series focuses on
Earth’s human-caused problems, offering some family-level
activities for mitigation.
Vivaciously narrated by “Planet Awesome,” the text establishes facts about how Earth’s location with regard to the sun
allows life to flourish, the roles of the ocean and atmosphere,
and the distinctions between weather and climate. McAnulty
clearly explains how people have accelerated climate change
“because so many human things need energy.” Soft-pedaling, she
avoids overt indictment of fossil fuels: “Sometimes energy leads
to dirty water, dirty land, and dirty air.” Dire changes are afoot:
“Some land is flooding. Other land is too dry—and hot. YIKES!
Not good.” “And when I’m in trouble, Earthlings are in trouble,
too.” Litchfield’s engaging art adds important visual information where the perky text falls short. On one spread, a factory
complex spews greenhouse gases in three plumes, each identified by the chemical symbols for carbon dioxide, methane, and
nitrous oxide. Throughout, planet Earth is appealingly represented with animated facial features and arms—one green, one
blue. The palette brightens and darkens in sync with the text’s
respective messages of hope and alarm. Final pages introduce
alternative energy sources—wind, hydro, solar, and “human
power—that’s from your own two feet.” Lastly, Earth provides
excellent ideas for hyperlocal change, from buying less new
stuff to planting trees. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
Informative yet optimistic, this cri du coeur from Planet
Awesome deserves wide attention. (author’s note, numerical
facts, atmospheric facts, ideas for action, sources) (Informa
tional picture book. 5-8)

SANCTUARY
Kip Tiernan and Rosie’s
Place, the Nation’s
First Shelter for Women

McDonnell, Christine
Illus. by Victoria Tentler-Krylov
Candlewick (40 pp.)
$18.99 | March 1, 2022
978-1-5362-1129-0

Kip Tiernan “passed through a door and there [was] no
turning back.” She was compelled to help homeless women.
Food is scarce for Granny’s large family, but she still feeds
the strangers at her door during the Depression. Granddaughter Mary Jane, known as Kip, helps. Fast-forward to the
1960s. Kip, an adult, is moved by the social consciousness of
the 1960s to work at Boston’s Warwick House, a shelter—for
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men. When she notices women disguising themselves as men
to gain entrance, she campaigns to create a special shelter for
them, one with flowers and music and where the residents are
respected. Finally, in 1974, she turns an abandoned market into
Rosie’s Place, the United States’ first shelter just for women.
At each stage of Kip’s journey, illustrations capture the mood.
The front endpapers, washes of gray and blue, lead into mostly
gray scenes from the Depression, with spots of bright colors in
Granny’s kitchen and on Kip’s dress. Splashes of color highlight
scenes of the civil rights movement when Kip, as an adult, dedicates her life to helping end poverty, and the grays and colors
mix as she struggles to create a sanctuary for Boston’s homeless
women. Colorful washes grace illustrations of Rosie’s Place and
the final endpapers. The book closes with extensive backmatter
about Kip, the Depression, and causes of homelessness. Illustrations depict people of a broad range of ethnicities and ages.
(This book was reviewed digitally.)
A worthy social justice story about a compassionate
woman who dedicated her life to helping others. (Picture-book
biography. 8-12)

Mosco, Rosemary
National Geographic Kids (216 pp.)
$9.99 paper | May 17, 2022
978-1-4263-7170-7
What if animals used social media?
This title speculates on this question,
offering readers punny posts, fun facts, and abundant animal
antics!
Mosco has fashioned a tapestry of interesting tidbits and
jokes about (and supposedly by) the critters themselves. The
pages are a riot of color, with high-resolution photos of various creatures and funny profiles that include facts as well as
mock messages from them. The male house mouse (with a
microphone in his tiny paws) has posted a profile on a dating
app, while the upside-down jellyfish of the Caribbean offers
an explanation of its topsy-turvy life in a post on Dolphinstagram. There are several lively, lengthy text threads (hence the
book’s title), like the one among the grizzly bear, gray wolf, elk,
and American bison who commiserate about unexpected and
unwelcome human visitors. Every animal has its own unique,
illustrated story. For example, the zebra in Kenya is plagued
by ticks; welcome relief comes from a flock of yellow-billed
oxpeckers that land on its back and devour the pesky pests. A
post with the hashtag #BFFS shows a banded mongoose who
will helpfully eat bothersome ticks and bugs perched atop the
back of a sleeping warthog. A male orchid bee gives Wild Thing
Cologne only two stars on Llamazon, explaining that his own
scent created from harvested plant chemicals works much better. This comprehensive and colorful compendium will delight
young browsers.
A feast for the eye, the inquisitive young mind, and the
funny bone. (index, photo credits) (Nonfiction. 8-12)

IN OUR GARDEN

Miller, Pat Zietlow
Illus. by Melissa Crowton
Putnam (32 pp.)
$17.99 | March 15, 2022
978-1-984812-10-0
Gray days spur a child to come up
with a creative solution to ennui.
Millie realizes that a rooftop garden
could be just what the school needs. Millie shares their idea
with the other students, who are initially skeptical. The teacher
finally agrees, though a rooftop garden will be a lot of work.
With the help of the community, they build their garden, and
wait…and wait…and wait for their seeds to sprout and for the
brown soil to be filled with colorful vegetables. Once sprouted
and grown, the produce comes in a deluge, and all of the children get to take home veggies in an assortment of colors. Reminiscent of Christian Robinson’s art, Crowton’s extraordinary
illustrations are appropriate for a child audience; Millie, who
just moved from “more than an ocean away” and has pale skin
and dark hair, and the racially diverse students look as though
they could break the fourth wall and start talking to the reader.
The primary colors are bright and clear and can easily be seen
from a distance during a read-aloud. Miller’s lyrical prose is
breezy and engaging, emphasizing how important teamwork is
when it comes to creating a successful garden and that the waiting period between planting and growing can feel excruciating.
(This book was reviewed digitally.)
A nourishing delight. (Picture book. 4-7)
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JUNGLE ADVENTURE

Murray, Lily
Illus. by Essi Kimpimäki
Wide Eyed Editions (32 pp.)
$17.99 | April 12, 2022
978-0-7112-7610-9
Series: Let’s Tell a Story

A storyteller’s toolkit, stocked with
choose-your-own characters, gear, locales, hazards, and plotlines.
Following a page of instructions, readers will find labeled
arrays of playfully imaginative options. First readers are invited
to pick an identity from 16 choices—ranging from a “nature
expert” with olive skin and dark hair to a light-skinned “jungle
baby” in a leopard skin, a befuddled tourist, a writer using a
wheelchair, or a monkey. From there it’s on to choose clothing; a
mission (“To find gems and jewels,” or maybe a “Jungle Prince”?);
equipment; companions; an itinerary; a “greedy developer,”
“evil penguin,” or other foe; the enemy’s dastardly scheme; and
more on the way to a pile of money, a pedicure, or some other
well-earned reward. Unlike the general run of “choose your own
|

“High-appeal characters presented with plenty of laughs.”
welcome to stubtoe elementary

adventure” titles, this one prompts readers to fill in the action
themselves (“Describe your daring escape”), and none of the
options have fatal consequences—explicitly, at least. Also notable is the racial diversity among human(ish) figures, including
hovering groups of fairies and pixies. Like its series mates, this
rainforest romp outdoes even the likes of Laurel Snyder’s End
lessly Ever After (2022) in getting fledgling yarn spinners up to
speed. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
Why settle for one rousing adventure when you can have
millions? (Picture book. 6-10)

upon a puma (actually a house cat) and must run away, leaving
their food behind. The children follow the footprints of “a wild
beast,” and soon it’s time for a showdown—“It is either us or
him.” The siblings conquer the beast (the family dog), and the
narrator informs readers that they will eat well tonight. Next it
is time to set up the tent and a warning system in case of more
wild creatures. The alarm goes off! But it’s just their mom with
water bottles, and soon it’s time for bed—back in the safety of
the children’s bedroom. The pencil and watercolor illustrations
use a combination of saturated and light colors; scenes depicting big moments fill the page dramatically, and readers will feel
immersed in this verdant, idyllic world. The contrast between
text and images is clever, and the relationship between the protective older sibling and the younger one is delightful. (This book
was reviewed digitally.)
A short and sweet adventure. (Picture book. 4-7)

PIRATE ADVENTURE

Murray, Lily
Illus. by Stef Murphy
Wide Eyed Editions (32 pp.)
$17.99 | May 3, 2022
978-0-7112-7612-3
Series: Let’s Tell a Story

WELCOME TO STUBTOE
ELEMENTARY

Build-a-tale suggestions for young
would-be tars set on constructing nautical yarns of their own.
In a set of full-spread tableaux, readers first pick a main
character from a set of 15 figures—ranging from a pirate queen
to a parrot—and, amid prompts to go on, then select garb, gear,
companions, vessels, foes, escapes, and rewards and fill out
details of dialogue and plot in their own words. Beyond the
occasional waving sword, there’s little reference to violence, and
along with the predictable bling, the voyage’s suggested rewards
include the story itself (“its own reward”) or, on a practical note,
“a lifetime supply of toilet paper.” But while the figures show
plenty of racial diversity (and one prospective “deck hand” is
depicted using a wheelchair), the creators don’t try very hard
to adhere to the nautical theme. The slate of protagonists, for
instance, is padded out with landlubbers that include a prince
and a princess, a knight and a warrior, a “monkey pirate,” and a
goat. Of the 16 offered modes of travel, only a handful are actual
ships (most of the rest are small boats along with a bathtub, a
floating bed, a banana, and the back of a shark). (This book was
reviewed digitally.)
Ingenious concept but not seaworthy. (Picture book. 6-10)

y o u n g a d u lt

Nichols, Travis
Random House (240 pp.)
$13.99 | $16.99 PLB | July 5, 2022
978-0-593-42571-8
978-0-593-42572-5 PLB
Series: The Terribles, 1
Vignettes about the spooky students
of Stubtoe Elementary, located on the
island of Creep’s Cove.
The first in Nichols’ new series The Terribles, this illustrated
novel features an island full of creepy creatures—vampires,
mummies, aliens, zombies, and cryptids—and a few humans.
Nichols addresses readers directly, using a familiar tone much
like that of an older kid sharing wisdom with the younger crowd.
This book focuses on a class that includes Vlad the vampire,
Frankie the mad scientist (a human with dark skin and black
hair), Lobo the werewolf, and Bobby the gelatinous glob, among
others. Each chapter features a different short story about an
inhabitant of Creep’s Cove and their hijinks. The world is so
well imagined that Bobby even has his own Glob Talk glossary
included at the end. Many of the footnotes are funny asides,
providing context but also adding to the conversational, storytelling tone of the book. The black-and-white illustrations peppered throughout read as cute more than creepy, which helps
establish the book’s playful atmosphere. The characters are
charming; the features that make them monsterlike also serve
to make them endearing and true to their childlike characteristics. Who can resist a blob who can’t stop eating cruciferous
veggies and swells to take over a town? Or Griff, an invisible kid
who’s a master at hide-and-seek? The pacing, voice, and imaginative creatures will keep readers turning pages.
High-appeal characters presented with plenty of laughs.
(Fiction. 8-12)

CHILDREN OF THE FOREST

Myers, Matt
Neal Porter/Holiday House (40 pp.)
$18.99 | April 26, 2022
978-0-8234-4767-1
Your imagination can take you
anywhere.
Two light-skinned siblings spend the
day outdoors imagining they are living
wild in the forest. Though the text, narrated in first person by the older sibling, relates daring escapades,
the artwork depicts the kids in their own backyard. The older
child teaches the little one survival skills, and the two come
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“Emotionally thrilling and richly satisfying.”
the elephant girl

A LITTLE FERRY TALE

Hate, presented as a scowling beast chewing through “links and
cables” to prevent others from communicating, and porcupinelike Anger, bellowing across two pages, can interrupt. In the
final lines Oziewicz properly shrugs off all the personification
to ask, “And where does all this live?” and answer: “In us.” A
shadowy image in a mirror offers a friendly wave in the final
image. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
A nuanced, ruminative alternative to the general run of
more limited, toddler-aimed emotional palettes. (Picture book.
6-8)

Otis, Chad
Caitlyn Dlouhy/Atheneum (40 pp.)
$18.99 | Aug. 2, 2022
978-1-5344-8769-7
A nautical reminder that there is
value in different strengths and skills.
Little Ferry is patient, steadfast, and
punctual, but she longs to be fast and
noisy like Speedboat, blithe and lithe as Sailboat, or even bold
and fearless like Tugboat. But try as she might, Little Ferry can’t
quite emulate the other vessels. Unsurprisingly, it’s not long
before an emergency arises and Little Ferry uses her strengths
to save the day. A mixture of double-page spreads and smaller
panels pop with bright blue, nautical red, and crisp white. The
linework is pleasing and supports the overall graphic design
tone with familiar elements of both Virginia Burton’s and Stephen Savage’s works. Human sightseers have a variety of skin
tones and hair colors. The big eyes, tiny mouths, and pink
cheeks of the anthropomorphized watercraft are pleasant but
lack emotional expression at times. The plot is well worn and
devoid of novel twists, though the brief, descriptive narrative is
suitable for reading aloud to ferry-frenzied little ones. However,
it likely won’t resonate with youngsters with limited boating
exposure, and the story and artwork aren’t quite strong enough
to make this a compelling introduction to the topic for those
readers. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
Charming for coastal ferry-riding kids but less enticing for
the landlocked. (Picture book. 3-6)

THE ELEPHANT GIRL

Patterson, James & Ellen Banda-Aaku with
Sophia Krevoy
Jimmy Patterson/Little, Brown (272 pp.)
$16.99 | July 25, 2022
978-0-316-31692-7
A Maasai girl’s bond with a baby
elephant catapults her into the world of
wildlife conservation.
Jama is a 12-year-old Maasai girl in
Kenya who feels troubled by the path
to maturity most of her friends seem to want. Jama’s mother
remained single after the death of her father and ran the family
business alone. However, Jama’s desire for a different version
of womanhood, one that includes an education and autonomy,
causes her best friend, who dreams of boys and marriage, to
slowly begin withdrawing from her. Jama starts to feel isolated
as her old friends begin to exclude her. She is hiding near a
watering hole, her special secret place, when she witnesses the
birth of a baby elephant. Jama immediately feels a bond with
the baby elephant and returns to check on her. But when their
new wildlife ranger seems to be collaborating with poachers, Jama fears for the elephant herd. Dramatic events lead to
tragedy and Jama’s banishment from the village. Poaching, conservation efforts, and elephant behavior are explored through
Jama’s experiences with the baby elephant. Creating the life
you want from the ashes of your old one is a prominent theme
in this narrative as Jama sheds old friendships and becomes a
young woman.
Emotionally thrilling and richly satisfying. (glossary,
authors’ note) (Fiction. 8-13)

WHAT FEELINGS DO WHEN
NO ONE’S LOOKING

Oziewicz, Tina
Illus. by Aleksandra Zając
Trans. by Jennifer Croft
Elsewhere Editions (74 pp.)
$18.95 | July 19, 2022
978-1-953861-28-3

In this Polish import, emotions take
on physical form to express their various natures.
Designed not so much to evoke feelings as to quiet them,
the sparely detailed gray or pale-hued drawings and even sparer
text create soothing visual and verbal rhythms as pages turn.
Beginning with Curiosity, who “always climbs as high as possible—to the treetop, the roof, or the chimney,” 31 emotions,
depicted mostly as rotund, furry creatures with small ears and
expressive faces, engage in some telling activity described in a
brief sentence or two. Some connections aren’t always obvious
(readers may puzzle over “Love is an electrician,” for instance,
opposite a figure steadying an outsized light bulb), but most are
clear, such as “Calm pets a dog,” “Insecurities build cages,” and
“Anxiety juggles.” (Zając effectively sharpens this last by putting
the beleaguered juggler atop a wobbly unicycle.) Overall there
is a subdued, even benign tone to the recitation that not even
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IF ANIMALS TRICK-ORTREATED

Paul, Ann Whitford
Illus. by David Walker
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (32 pp.)
$18.99 | July 19, 2022
978-0-374-38852-2
Series: If Animals Kissed Good Night
We’ve seen how Paul and Walker’s adorable animals celebrate Thanksgiving; what about Halloween?
|

All the Halloween check boxes are ticked for the littlest
listeners, and Paul zooms in on Mama and little Owlet at they
complete each one: carving pumpkins, decorating, donning costumes, and trick-or-treating. Interspersed among these, other
animals join in on the festivities. Bat adds fangs to her pumpkin,
and “Hatchling would beg Papa Crocodile / to carve his pumpkin a sneee-eery smile.” (Cleverly, their pumpkin croc features
an oblong pumpkin carved sideways with successively smaller
pumpkins for the body.) Bushes and trees get festooned with
spiderwebs and orange-and-black steamers, and, somewhat
disturbingly, “Vulture chicks would scat-scatter fresh skeleton bones / close to a cluster of old tombstones.” Costumes
include the traditional (superhero, mummy, witch) as well as
some creative twists (Zebra Foal wears “a costume of spots”
that resembles a giraffe’s hide; Little Leopard dons a striped
costume). Treats match the giver: Parrot gives seeds, Armadillo
passes out chocolate ants, and Raccoon offers “garbage-fudge
squares.” Page turns and line breaks sometimes interrupt the
rhythm of the verses, though the rhymes are pretty spot-on.
Walker’s scenes start during the day and gradually fade to night,
when the illustrations almost seem to glow, gentle stars in the
sky shining down, and the shared book at the close is the ideal
end to a busy day. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
A cute introduction to Halloween for youngsters. (Picture
book. 3-7)

previous volume’s, this episode nevertheless presents the series’
now-trademark winning mix of sibling hijinks and club members’ comics, rendered in a variety of styles.
The next meeting can’t come soon enough. (notes) (Graphic
fiction. 7-11)

SO MUCH MORE TO HELEN
The Passions and Pursuits of
Helen Keller
Pincus, Meeg
Illus. by Caroline Bonne-Müller
Sleeping Bear Press (32 pp.)
$17.99 | April 15, 2022
978-1-5341-1151-6

ON PURPOSE

Pilkey, Dav
Illus. by the author & Jose Garibaldi
Graphix/Scholastic (224 pp.)
$12.99 | $24.99 PLB | April 5, 2022
978-1-338-80194-1
978-1-338-80195-8 PLB
Series: Cat Kid Comic Club, 3
The Cat Kid Comic Club reconvenes!
When last readers saw them, Melvin
and Naomi had just submitted Naomi’s
comic to “that publisher lady”; the action here picks up 10 minutes later as the little frogs endure the agony of waiting for a
response. Fortunately, the club’s next meeting gives them the
opportunity to share Naomi’s opus, The Under Werewolves, a
metrically flawless celebration of the universality of underwear. Alas, “that publisher lady” rejects it, writing, “The idea
that everyone is the same fails to take into account how people
are treated differently in the world.” Chagrined, Naomi gives
up on comics (but not her determination to make it rich) and
apologizes to two siblings she’s afraid she may have hurt with
her story’s gender assumptions. Agent Melvin, on the other
hand, submits two other sibling-created comics; maybe there’s
an ice cream machine in the little frogs’ future after all. The
drama is breathlessly reported by Dog Man regular Sarah Hatoff, who presents White (cameraman Roscoe has brown skin).
Here exploring the concept of purpose, Pilkey lets characters
and readers ponder its complexity—with butt jokes keeping the
tone light. While its theme is not as clearly developed as the

y o u n g a d u lt

Helen Keller’s life and achievements
are recounted in rhyme.
Most people know the story of Keller learning the word
water, but many don’t know about the life of activism she led
after that. Pincus tells us about all the things Keller was—deafblind, yes, but also an author, activist, friend, and dog lover,
among many other things. The didactic and earnest text is
accompanied by chunky, colorful illustrations that offer more
details for readers to find. Younger children can stick to the
sometimes-awkward couplets (rhyming Helen with retellin’),
while those who want to know more can read the explanatory
paragraphs (rendered in a small font) on each page, and those
who are really curious can read the additional information at
the back of the book. It is difficult to bring a fresh perspective
to Keller’s story, and the effort made here surpasses many others.
In the backmatter, Pincus refers to Keller’s being a member of
the Socialist Party, and there is an attempt to acknowledge the
elephant in the room of Keller’s belief in eugenics (described
too gently as “some theories now disregarded”). However, her
friendship with Alexander Graham Bell (who argued that deaf
people shouldn’t marry each other for fear of passing on deafness) is presented without comment, and her method of communication is described as “signing,” which is only technically
true and implies a closer relationship to Deaf culture than she
had. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
A better-than-most addition to the Helen Keller children’s
book canon. (author’s note) (Picture-book biography. 6-10)

MONSTER PROBLEMS

Piñeiro, Victor
Sourcebooks Young Readers (224 pp.)
$16.99 | July 5, 2022
978-1-72823-052-8
Series: Time Villains, 2
Guess which batty historical guest is
coming to town?
Fresh from a face-off with the infamous Blackbeard, aspiring chef Javi Santiago; his brainiac best friend, Wiki; and
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his fierce younger sister, Brady, are looking forward to a new
school year free from dangerous adventures. Then Dorothy
Gale, their school principal, shows up at Javi’s house in the middle of the night, looking to return to Oz via the magical table.
Totally normal. She leaves the boy with one rule: Don’t bring any
other historical figures—real or fictional—into the present day.
With Ms. Gale gone, Finistere temporarily falls under the leadership of the strict Ms. Vlad. Uh oh. School improves, however,
once a new vice principal joins the staff: the cool, smooth Mr.
Dragon. But something’s off. Students begin to show up lifeless
and colorless, and a strange Transylvanian castle now sits in the
middle of the nearby woods, seemingly plucked out of nowhere.
Even some of the teachers seem worried. When the truth
behind Mr. Dragon’s identity and his nefarious plans comes out,
Javi, Wiki, and Brady must once more form an eccentric crew
to take down the latest baddie. Book 2 of Piñeiro’s hilarious,
delightful series features a few new characters and even more
over-the-top shenanigans while still maintaining its undeniable
charm. Though not as deliriously surprising as its predecessor,
this sequel reconfirms the author’s knack for gut-busting oneliners and solid character-building.
All in all, a joyful winner. (character descriptions) (Fantasy.
8-12)

questions unanswered and begs for a sequel. Willa is not physically described but lives in a racially diverse world.
Exciting and highly imaginative. (Fantasy. 8-12)

LET’S BUILD A LITTLE TRAIN

Richardson, Julia
Illus. by Ryan O’Rourke
Sleeping Bear Press (32 pp.)
$17.99 | July 15, 2022
978-1-53411-145-5

Part story, part information, all rhyming train celebration.
On a pleasant day, a brown-skinned engineer sketches a
picture of a train on graph paper. The next image depicts a
diverse line of seven workers (and a cat) standing proudly in
overalls. Each spread, accompanied by four lines of rhyming text,
describes how a train is built. Robust vocabulary (bogie, coupling)
will intrigue newer train fans while tickling advanced enthusiasts.
Careful word and layout choices strike a sweet spot—this book
will appeal both to readers looking to learn something new and
newcomers seeking a deep dive. No drama or trouble emerges
in this assembly tale. Neat illustrations feature warm grays and
browns along with bold reds, blues, and greens. The drawings are
realistic yet sparse, allowing the emerging train engine to shine
on each page. Most spreads are accompanied by large, chunky
orange text—“Choo, Chugga, Chugga, Choo, Choooo!”—as if to
cheer along the train itself. Instead of focusing on the engineer,
driver, or anyone in particular, the production phase shows diligent teamwork. Ultimately the whole community cheers on the
train’s first journey down the tracks. The combination of rhymes,
chugging sound effect prompts, and tender illustrations makes
this a strong choice for both storytimes and one-on-one sharing.
(This book was reviewed digitally.)
Terrific. (“more about steam trains,” photo glossary) (Pic
ture book. 3-7)

A RELUCTANT WITCH’S GUIDE
TO MAGIC

Plozza, Shivaun
Clarion/HarperCollins (288 pp.)
$16.99 | July 19, 2022
978-0-358-54127-1

Twelve-year-old Willa Birdwhistle
does not want to be a witch.
Warring witches’ covens aim spells
at each other that often misfire, causing
Ordinary Folk to hate them. One errant
spell turned Willa’s parents into clouds, leaving her to deal with
her untamed wildness that often results in unexplained magic.
Eventually she is accused of witchcraft, punished, and banished
to the palace, where she will be tutored in proper magic. On
her 13th birthday she will have to choose to join either the Silverclaw or Irontongue coven—or explode. Willa finds herself
involved in intrigue, danger, and fast-paced, heart-stopping
adventures, with loads of twists and turns, ever escalating spells
and counterspells, magical books, an army of cats, mysterious
unseen characters, ghosts, powerful enemies, and a rogue witch
who may cause total destruction. New friends Gish and Marceline assuage her loneliness and help her in her quest for answers.
Willa is often confused and frightened but also caring and
brave. She digs deep seeking self-awareness and often arrives
at profound and mature conclusions. Plozza makes this most
complicated, improbable scenario seem completely believable
by carefully maintaining its established worldbuilding. Playful
language and syntax provide a bit of comic relief in the names
of some spells, instructions, and character names; the titles
of the magic books are hilarious. The climax leaves important
104
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GHOSTS ARE PEOPLE TOO

Ricq, Peter
Eye of Newt Books (44 pp.)
$17.95 | July 12, 2022
978-1-77779-180-3

A lonely ghost seeks to dispel your
fears.
Ethan Alby would like you to know that he’s not the kind of
ghost you should be afraid of. Certainly this family is terrifying
looking (a mix of Beetlejuice and The Ring), but Ethan is really just
a sweet kid seeking a friend. Unfortunately, the living people in
his home terrify him. In spite of this, he encourages readers to
have no fears. Ghosts just want to be pals. While the story itself is
benign, the art’s underground comics vibe suggests an older readership. This has as much to do with the Hannibal Lector and It
references as it does with the “How To Find a Ghost” instructions
in the backmatter that suggest ways to seek and record encounters with those not living (audio recorder, temperature reader,
|

“Poignant storytelling that absolutely blooms.”
a rose named peace

night vision camera, etc.). Black-and-white illustrations, while
accomplished, reinforce the book’s uncertainty regarding its
audience. Also included are three “Real Ghost Stories” of friendly
encounters; subsequent blank pages urge readers to “Document
Your Encounter With a Friendly Ghost.” Characters’ races and
ethnicity are undefined. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
This low-grade horror picture book for incipient goth children will have difficulty finding the right readers. (Picture book.
7-11)

A ROSE NAMED PEACE
How Francis Meilland
Created a Flower of Hope for
a World at War

Roberts, Barbara Carroll
Illus. by Bagram Ibatoulline
Candlewick (48 pp.)
$18.99 | April 12, 2022
978-1-5362-0843-6

The story of an intrepid rosarian who cultivated not only a
new variety of rose, but also a glimmer of hope when the world
needed it most.
Born in 1912, Francis Meilland grew up on his family’s farm
in southern France, where they grew fruits, vegetables, and roses.
After becoming fascinated with cross-pollination, he began experimenting to create a new rose of his very own. He tried for many
years and finally grew “an enormous rose—five inches across in
full bloom—with petals that shaded from pale ivory at the center
through creamy yellow to a fringe of deep pink at their outer edges.”
Tragically, the world was thrust into World War II soon after. Meilland rushed to send clippings of the new rose to growers. The rose
thrived and was given many different names around the globe,
none more apt than Peace, the name given to the flower by U.S.
grower Robert Pyle. Exquisite watercolors by Ibatoulline starkly
contrast sun-drenched rose gardens with smudged, fragile battlefields, highlighting the many strands woven into the flower’s journey. The narrative adeptly adds botanical information (with more
facts appended in an afterword), making for a compelling combination of history and science. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
Poignant storytelling that absolutely blooms. (glossary,
bibliography) (Informational picture book. 6-10)

y o u n g a d u lt

Snowy peaks rear up in the backgrounds in Beorlegi’s jeweltoned illustrations, but the visual focus is consistently at their
feet—on towns, temples, dark-skinned residents in shimmering work or festival garb beneath strings of fluttering prayer
flags, and flora and fauna in verdant landscapes. In the randomly
ordered series of, mostly, locale-based spreads, the author offers
terse descriptions of Durbar Square in Kathmandu and the Buddha’s birthplace in Lumbini, links Rishikesh along the upper
Ganges to the practice of yoga, spotlights the snow leopard in a
section on the Indian state of Arunchal Pradesh, and ultimately
brings the tour to an abrupt end by rhapsodizing over Kailash, a
mountain considered so sacred to several religious traditions that
climbers are not allowed. The art’s saturated colors are eye-catching, but along with producing an occasional line more overblown
than lyrical (“In a monumental effort to reach the stars, these
mountains became the highest…”), the author opaquely characterizes Nepal as a “gateway” between India and China. She also
mistakenly claims that pagodas are largely associated with Hindu
worship and devotes a spread to Tibetan ethnic groups without
actually identifying any of them. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
The artwork of this brief look at the Himalayas has a
charm that the text struggles to reflect. (map) (Informational
picture book. 8-10)

MIRACULOUS

Rose, Caroline Starr
Putnam (352 pp.)
$17.99 | July 26, 2022
978-1-984813-15-2
The residents of Oakdale, Ohio,
don’t take kindly to strangers, and when
Dr. Kingsbury and his assistants roll
into town in October 1887 peddling Dr.
Kingsbury’s Miraculous Tonic, folks are
suspicious.
Thirteen-year-old Jack has traveled with the doctor ever
since the tonic brought his little sister, Lucy, back from the brink
of death. His work not only helps support his family, but repays
their debt to the doctor. But when 16-year-old Isaac, his fellow
assistant, mysteriously runs away, Jack discovers a darker side to
the doctor. While Jack is beginning to suspect the doctor isn’t
who he claims to be, the townspeople witness the tonic restoring one man’s hearing and helping another walk without a crutch.
Soon after, they are buying up the tonic in the hopes it will bring
the rain to their drought-plagued fields. Friendships with Bear,
a stray dog, and Cora, the adventurous niece of the mayor, give
Jack much-needed support. Hope is offered in the parallel story
of Silas Carey, whose life 50 years earlier was not unlike Jack’s in
the present day. Atmospheric with decidedly ominous overtones,
this historical novel offers just the right mix of good vs. evil. Main
characters are presumed White; there is a Black family in town,
described using the term colored. The author’s note adds historical context about 19th-century patent medicines as well as commentary on changing language norms around race.
A deliciously sinister read. (Historical fiction. 8-12)

HIMALAYA
The Wonders of the
Mountains That Touch
the Sky
Romero Mariño, Soledad
Illus. by María Beorlegi
Orange Mosquito (48 pp.)
$19.95 | July 12, 2022
978-1-914519-28-4

A quick visit through the mountain range that features
some of the world’s highest peaks.
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“A classic case of crowd-sourced science in action.”
the mystery of the monarchs

THE MYSTERY OF THE
MONARCHS
How Kids, Teachers, and
Butterfly Fans Helped Fred
and Norah Urquhart Track
the Great Monarch Migration

“Is it a large meringue cake?” It’s in fact a book, and Chick immediately builds a bookcase for it to show their appreciation. Fox
shows amazing patience with, and love for, Chick throughout.
The brilliant pen, ink, and watercolor illustrations have spare
backgrounds, placing the focus on Fox and Chick, who have
delightfully detailed facial expressions. Even when we see Chick
from a distance, stuck in the tree, we can tell how distressed
they are. The lettering uses just the right mix of standard and
fancy fonts to be unique yet easy for emerging readers to decipher. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
A marvelous visit with familiar friends! (Beginning reader. 4-7)

Rosenstock, Barb
Illus. by Erika Meza
Knopf (40 pp.)
$18.99 | May 31, 2022
978-1-984829-56-6

How the mysterious migration patterns of monarch butterflies were mapped from Canada to Mexico by scientists and
volunteers.
“By the time he was eight, Fred Urquhart was a bug man.”
Though Urquhart’s work has been well documented for young
audiences, most recently in Meeg Pincus’ Winged Wonders (2020,
illustrated by Yas Imamura), this brisk and lively account of his
decadeslong search focuses on the role played by thousands of
“amateur scientists,” particularly schoolchildren, of three countries in finally tracking the butterflies to their winter quarters in
mountains west of Mexico City. Rosenstock fills in details about
the monarch’s life cycle over several appendixes, noting both
the worrisome fact that migratory populations have declined in
numbers some 80% over the past 20 years and that we still don’t
know just how the insects find their way over such a distance.
Along with butterfly-strewn representations of Urquhart and
his wife, Norah, both White, and groups of volunteers that are
diverse in both race and age, Meza, who was born in Michoacán,
Mexico, where the monarchs have special significance, especially to the Purépecha and Mazahua people, adds an afterword
in which she describes visiting Michoacán and meeting the
community that is collectively caring for butterflies through
sanctuaries. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
A classic case study of crowd-sourced science in action.
(map, source list) (Informational picture book. 7-9)

TÂPWÊ AND THE MAGIC HAT

Sainte-Marie, Buffy
Illus. by the author & Michelle Alynn
Clement
Greystone Kids (152 pp.)
$17.95 | June 7, 2022
978-1-77164-546-1

A magical hat and a trickster rabbit
enliven an Indigenous boy’s summer in
this tale by the renowned Cree musician

and artistic polymath.
Tâpwê spends summers on the reserve with Kohkom, his
grandmother, while his mom attends tribal college. This year,
he’s invited to stay with his cousins during their powwow while
Kohkom visits his mom. Before leaving, Kohkom gives him a
magical hat and a warning to “watch out for Tricksters.” But,
fascinated by the hat, home to six talking animals, three charming bluebirds and three baby grass snakes, Tâpwê tunes out
her advice. The animals will help Tâpwê find his way and keep
him company, Kohkom says, provided he’s good to them. Shy
Tâpwê bonds easily with cousin Willie and his sisters—all are
intrigued by Tâpwê’s hat. One day, the Trickster rabbit, Wâpos,
appears and introduces himself to Tâpwê, who’s thrilled (the
hat goes quiet, though) until Wâpos steals the hat—luckily, a
savvy adult helps to get it back. Hearing his relatives recount
intriguing Wâpos adventures, Tâpwê lets Wâpos lead him into
trouble, too, and ignores his hat’s creatures until he’s horrified
to discover they’ve turned into toys. The stories are studded
with quotidian details, and Wâpos, resembling a manic, slightly
menacing Bugs Bunny, is a standout, a complex character whose
lessons—embarrassing, silly, or downright painful—are variations on the message that “the burned hand teaches best.”
These connected tales bring characters and their rich cultural inheritance to satisfying life. (author’s note, glossary)
(Chapter book. 6-11)

UP AND DOWN
And Other Stories

Ruzzier, Sergio
Chronicle Books (56 pp.)
$14.99 | July 5, 2022
978-1-4521-8339-8
Series: Fox + Chick

In what ways do you show your loyalty to your friends?
In this latest installment to the wildly successful and endearing Fox and Chick series, readers once again find three stories
that show just how much Fox and Chick care for one another.
In “Up and Down,” Fox helps Chick overcome their fear of
climbing down from a high tree branch. In “Seventeen Snowflakes,” it’s a sunny day, but Chick is waiting for enough snow
to be able to go sledding; Fox implores Chick to be patient. In
“The New Bookcase,” Fox brings Chick a gift. Chick wonders,
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ALL YOU NEED

tech elements reader friendly, with the wide-eyed protagonist
serving as a stand-in for readers who enter this wondrous new
world and confront the forces of evil while learning its powerful secrets. Stan’s family emigrated from Poland; students at
Springfield Academy are diverse in race and nationality.
A buoyant adventure combining colorful characters, a
brisk pace, and cyber acumen. (Science fiction. 10-13)

Schwartz, Howard
Illus. by Jasu Hu
Neal Porter/Holiday House (32 pp.)
$18.99 | April 5, 2022
978-0-8234-4329-1
Short stanzas from scholar Schwartz
are brought to life with illustrations from award-winning artist Hu.
Schwartz’s free verse highlights the simple, essential needs
we all have, among them shelter, sun, food, water, and clean air.
Amplifying this message of our shared connection is a secondary story conveyed through the illustrations. Drawing inspiration
from her childhood in China, Hu uses watercolor washes, warm
tones contrasting with calming blues that create a cozy, dreamlike feel, to tell the story of a young child growing up and later
emigrating to pursue their art. For a book that is otherwise so
inclusive, highlighting Asian heritage and the immigrant experience, it is disappointing that the closing stanza includes among
the list of needs “a hand to write”—a phrase that potentially
excludes children with limb differences as well as cultures that
have no written language. Nevertheless, the inviting illustrations
and the overall message of interconnection between nature and
humanity save the day. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
A simple poem paired with stunning watercolors tells a
story of unity. (note from the author and artist) (Picture book.
2-6)

SISTERS OF THE MIST

Spaaij, Marlyn
Flying Eye Books (136 pp.)
$15.99 paper | July 5, 2022
978-1-83874-074-0

G.I. JOE CLASSIFIED

Skovron, Kelley
Amulet/Abrams (256 pp.)
$14.99 | July 26, 2022
978-1-4197-5440-1
Series: G.I. Joe Classified, 1
The computerized future is a world
of wonders—and danger.
Eighth grader Stanisław Migda
resents moving from bustling Chicago
to sleepy Springfield, but with his dad’s
death and mom’s big promotion, what choice does he have?
Stan’s first glimpses of Springfield Academy are promising, but
nothing can prepare him for the state-of-the-art sophistication
of his new school. Mirrored walls, tech-savvy classmates, and
textbooks on a portable device called a Lyre that also interacts
with users’ brain waves make his head spin. An aggressive duo
named Anastasia and Michel take Stan under their wing, but it
soon becomes apparent that they might be miscreants. A second group of kids, led by Zoro-me, Scarlett, and Julien, rescues
Stan from an attack by Michel and takes him to the Arashikage
Dojo for an illuminating experience led by two elderly Japanese
men. Later, Stan visits the high-tech substation that monitors
and controls the Academy…and maybe more? Life in Springfield
is far more ominous than he realized and could prove a danger
to his tech-averse mom, and Stan’s dojo education comes with
the responsibility to protect his new home. Skovron keeps the

y o u n g a d u lt

The eldest of three sisters undergoes
a change in an enchanted forest.
Margot, Kyra, and Janna are on their
way to spend two weeks with their Gran
at the edge of the Frygea Forest. It’s
Margot’s last summer before high school,
and she’s beginning to change in ways that confuse and frighten
middle sister Kyra. Mom leaves with the classic warning not to
wander too deep into the forest, so naturally the girls do just
that, facing trolls, Hellhounds, and, most powerful of all, the
Fog Furies, which seem intent on stealing Margot away—and
Margot seems to want to go, baffling Kyra, who is determined
to save her. When Margot gets her period (which steady Gran
handles in a positive, straightforward manner), the puberty
metaphor becomes clear: Margot is transforming in real-world
ways as well as magical ones. The three fair-skinned sisters have
distinct personalities: Tall, long-haired Margot wants to read
her vampire romance novel; stout Kyra is stubborn and brave;
and Janna, with her dark hair in puffy pigtails, is oblivious to the
drama as she befriends tiny Root Goblins. Though the puberty/
magic metaphor isn’t always that compelling, the depiction of
the sisters’ relationship will hold readers’ attention, as will the
illustrations. Beautiful, watercolorlike art employs warm colors
for indoor and garden scenes and spooky blues and greens for
the deep forest; the Fog Furies are translucent swirls of pale gray,
with human faces and elongated bodies.
A magical, moving celebration of sisterly bonds. (Graphic
fantasy. 10-15)

REWILDING
Bringing Wildlife Back
Where It Belongs

Steen, David A.
Illus. by Chiara Fedele
Neon Squid/Macmillan (80 pp.)
$17.99 | July 5, 2022
978-1-68449-222-0
The practice of repopulating nearly
extinct animals and plant life is explained and illustrated in
great detail.
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What do the Arabian onyx, the Iberian lynx, and the peregrine falcon have in common? Each of these animals was in
danger of becoming extinct or of disappearing from a home
habitat, at least until researchers stepped in to protect them.
This exhaustive volume tells the stories of several dozen animals
and plants that were brought back from the brink. The book
explains the concept of rewilding upfront, showing how biologists are able to help these creatures gain numbers and then
reenter nature. But far from a glossing over of what happens
then, Steen also explains why some of these efforts fail, arguments against the practice (for instance, introducing predators
near populated areas is potentially risky), and, most importantly,
how to help these efforts. In detailing why environmental
changes caused by humans can cause a chain reaction leading to
the decimation of, say, the Kihansi spray toad, the team offers a
nuanced view of why bad things can happen to ecosystems even
unintentionally. Most interesting is that each species and habitat is a whole new challenge; there’s no one-size-fits-all cure-all
that can restore a balance in nature, and sometimes achieving
balance isn’t possible. This nuanced view holds throughout the
book’s 80 finely illustrated pages, where the animals are presented not as cutesy anthropomorphized creatures but in a realistic, no-less-endearing style. For younger readers, it may not
be a volume that’s consumed in one sitting, but there’s enough
variety of stories and helpful additions, such as a glossary and a
“What Can You Do?” page, that it’s a book worth returning to
multiple times. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
A fascinating primer on the intricacies of ecosystems.
(index) (Informational picture book. 8-10)

register with readers. Overall, Heart’s world is stocked with
good friends and tolerant adults, free of bullies or mean girls,
and rich in experiences that invite laughing with rather than at
the participants. The end is abrupt but free of cliffhangers, and
continuing strips are available free online for hooked readers.
Dishes up sweeter slices of life than the Wimpy Kid series
and its clones. (Graphic fiction. 10-13)

THE WONDER OF COLOR

Stier, Catherine
Illus. by Floss Pottage
Whitman (32 pp.)
$17.99 | March 1, 2022
978-0-8075-7268-9
Series: Science Makes It Work

Searching for a subject for a classroom art project leads a young student to
discoveries about light, colors, and paint.
Visits to a playground and an art museum, a museum guide’s
minilecture on pigments and binders, and a home demonstration involving a flashlight and a glass of water fill out a sketchy
storyline with some basic information about the visible spectrum. With his dad and his little sister as a gobsmacked audience, young James shows how light is reflected and refracted
and also explores the relationship between primary and secondary hues on a simple color wheel—all on the way to proposing a
mural for the school library’s wall that everyone in his class can
decorate. That mural, along with the chalk drawings and paintings James inspects, is blandly generic in Pottage’s illustrations.
Her figures are staid, too, though she uses a range of skin tones
in depicting the students and teacher who join James and his
family (who are light-skinned with dark hair) at the final unveiling. The dark-skinned museum guide uses a wheelchair. Budding artists may appreciate the technical background, but for
capturing the “wonder,” other takes on the topic, such as Shelley Rotner and Anne Woodhull’s bright Colors (2019) or David
Elliott’s Color the Sky (2022), illustrated by Evan Turk, do a better
job. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
Just a few dabs at the topic, utilitarian at best. (Informa
tional picture book. 6-8)

HEART TAKES THE STAGE
A Heart of the City Collection

Steenz
Andrews McMeel Publishing (208 pp.)
$11.99 paper | May 3, 2022
978-1-5248-7159-8
Series: Heart of the City, 1

Eleven-year-old Heart Lamarr and
her friends cross over from web to print
with middle school adventures and
misadventures.
Having taken over the daily “Heart of the City” webcomic
in mid-2020 and freshened up both the art and the cast, cartoonist Steenz gathers their first seven or so months’ worth of
strips. Between landing the lead in the school play and hosting
a Halloween costume party, drama queen Heart campaigns to
get her ears pierced, tries a series of ill-fated fundraisers from
babysitting to life coach, and also sees her teachers strike (“So
does this mean the homework that I definitely did won’t be due
today?”) and her friend Dean, a massive geek, meet his match
in classmate Charlotte. Heart, her single mom, and most of
the other characters in the spirited ensemble are light-skinned,
but Charlotte, like her moms, is dark-skinned, and even if the
comment Kat, another friend, makes about not having her
heart set on any boys at school goes over Heart’s head, it should
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NEXT DOOR TO HAPPY

Strout, Allison Weiser
Margaret Ferguson/Holiday House
(192 pp.)
$17.99 | July 12, 2022
978-0-8234-5086-2
Only child Violet is thrilled to have
new neighbors—at first.
When the Walkers move in next door,
Violet makes friends with all five kids,
especially quiet, bird-watching Reggie,
who will also be entering seventh grade. However, she’s stung
|

“A whimsical reminder that all animals—including
humans—are just a heap of bones!”
whose bones are those?

DUNGEON CRAWLERS
ACADEMY
Into the Portal

when she hears Mrs. Walker call her mother, who has anxiety, “a
little strange” and warn Reggie not to go to Violet’s house. Violet is a keen observer, especially of adults. As Reggie opens up
to her about the way his mother tries to force him to be more
like the rest of the family, she realizes that Mrs. Walker isn’t
as perfect as she seems. When there’s an accident, it’s Violet’s
mother who sees that Reggie has the strength to be himself—
perhaps the most difficult challenge of all, especially in middle
school. This quiet, spare novel focuses on a relatable situation:
Violet wrestles with whether she should try to fit in with her old
best friend Katie and Katie’s new friends or be true to herself
and her friendship with Reggie—even if Reggie’s mom doesn’t
approve of Violet’s family. Violet’s conflict actually mirrors Mrs.
Walker’s own, and both realize that it’s more important to be
yourself (or allow others to be themselves) than to try to fit into
a mold. Violet is described as having fuzzy brown hair; two of
the Walker sisters are described as blond.
A tender exploration of a budding friendship between two
introspective tweens. (Fiction. 10-13)

Sullivan, J.P.
Illus. by Elmer Damaso
Seven Seas (264 pp.)
$13.99 paper | July 26, 2022
978-1-64505-978-3
Series: Dungeon Crawlers Academy, 1

THE MOUSE WHO CARRIED A
HOUSE ON HIS BACK

Stutzman, Jonathan
Illus. by Isabelle Arsenault
Candlewick (48 pp.)
$18.99 | Aug. 30, 2022
978-1-5362-1679-0

Vincent the mouse’s extraordinary
house expands to make room for all in

need of shelter.
In this generosity-themed fable, Vincent carries his invisible house, stopping where “he knew…he needed to be” to teach
a forest of animals that “in my house, all animals are welcome.”
His first guest is a weary bullfrog who doubts he can fit inside
the tiny animal’s home. But the interior, shown in warm, cozy
shades of cream, grows to fit the frog, a hungry cat, a family of
damp hedgehogs, and, eventually, a whole group of forest critters gathering together to feast in the magical house. An enormous bear’s arrival tests the group’s tolerance, as they fear he
might “eat us!” or “squish us,” but Vincent’s brave insistence
that all join in saves the day. Smooth, often repetitive language
that’s deliberately formal creates an atmosphere as snug as a
cat consuming “fresh honeycomb and warm milk,” though the
overt messaging about inclusiveness feels a tad heavy-handed.
Delicate gouache, ink, and cut-paper illustrations in a subdued
palette mirror the quietness of the text, and seeing the home’s
interior colors brighten in contrast with the dull drizzle outside
is especially satisfying. Bear’s teddy bear–like dimensions are
somewhat unfortunate, as they are so benign that they remove
any possibility of tension from the story. (This book was reviewed
digitally.)
A placid story with a welcome message, even if it lacks
subtlety. (Picture book. 4-8)

y o u n g a d u lt

Welcome to the school that trains
young treasure hunters to seek out magical artifacts in a perilous parallel dimension.
Artifacts fetched through a magical portal that admits only
kids can be auctioned off for big bucks—though young Nathan
is starting at a disadvantage, as his inadvertent, nonreversible
bonding to school founder T.J. Vance’s $5 million wizard’s staff
has saddled him with an unusual load of student debt. Worse
yet, hardly has he begun attending classes at the titular high
school than he’s teamed up for an exploratory field trip with
compulsively light-fingered overachiever Mandy and surly Zach,
an undersized sociopath with an exaggeratedly outsized magic
sword. Maintaining a properly adolescent tone of detached
irony as they battle their way past kobolds, goblins, necrogoblins, and a zombie giant (which, explains Mandy pedantically, is
different from a giant zombie), the three emerge triumphantly,
if neither as rich nor as high on the scoring leaderboard as they
expect. (Stay tuned for further misadventures, as their exploits
leave the roused and irritated Dungeon Master behind.) In
the brightly colored, tidily composed panels, Damaso dresses
manga-eyed students in conventional RPG–style costumes and
gives a few brown or olive complexions; most figures, though,
including the three main characters, are White.
May entice gamers to put their phones away for a while.
(school prospectus) (Graphic fantasy. 10-13)

WHOSE BONES ARE THOSE?

Takeuchi, Chihiro
Candlewick Studio (40 pp.)
$17.99 | July 5, 2022
978-1-5362-2145-9

Can you match the skeletons with
their animals?
After being presented with a group of bones splayed across
the page, readers are asked to guess what kind of animal they
belong to. The next page depicts the bones put together in a
skeleton as a hint; finally, the answer is revealed. Some animals
are relatively easy, like the flamingo, but some are more difficult,
like the lion. All animals featured in this book are vertebrates,
though not all are mammals—a turtle, a whale, a giraffe, a snake,
a crocodile, an elephant, a bat, a penguin, a reindeer, and a rhinoceros round out the cast. Humans are not included in the
installments, but human skeletons are featured on the front
endpapers, while a diverse group of human children can be
found in the back endpapers along with two robots. Takeuchi’s
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“Warm and triumphant without offering
pat solutions or platitudes.”
the language of seabirds

colors are bold and bright, yet the backgrounds are plain—the
animals’ natural habitats are not included. Children will enjoy
using this charming book both as a way to learn about animals
and to play the matching and guessing game. (This book was
reviewed digitally.)
A whimsical reminder that all animals—including
humans—are just a heap of bones! (fun facts) (Informational pic
ture book. 2-5)

Nine-year-old Maddie Phillips and her 6-year-old sister,
Evie, have just moved from the city to a run-down farm called
Horsetail Hollow. Alas for Maddie, who’s ridden at summer
camp, there’s no resident horse, though there is a barn. Maddie’s little sister loves dressing up as a princess and reading fairy
tales. When they make a wish together at a mysterious old well
on the farm, it’s granted in the form of Maximus, the horse from
Disney’s version of “Rapunzel,” Tangled. After learning to care
for and ride Maximus in the royal manner in which he prefers,
the girls realize that he needs to go back to his own world so
he can complete his role in the fairy tale. The story’s conclusion assumes and relies upon the reader knowing the characters from Tangled—and ends with the appearance of Angus, the
horse from Disney’s Brave. The book reads like one long tie-in,
not badly written but in no way realistic or all that interesting.
Illustrations show Maximus and the Tangled characters exactly
as they are in the film; Maddie and Evie are typical big-eyed Disney girls. The cover art depicts the girls as light-skinned with
dark hair; their race and ethnicity are not specified in the text.
Limp as it is, the name Disney probably guarantees this
book an audience. (Fiction. 6-9)

THE LANGUAGE
OF SEABIRDS

Taylor, Will
Scholastic (256 pp.)
$17.99 | July 19, 2022
978-1-338-75373-8

Jeremy and Evan, 12-year-old boys,
find each other during a summer vacation in a tourist town in Oregon.
Irish American Jeremy is gearing up
to come out to his parents, but he just
can’t do it. With his parents separating, he now has to spend
two weeks in a rental house with his dad while his mom moves
out. His dad was always the easygoing parent, but he suddenly
has picky new rules and a short temper and is drinking more
than usual. Luckily Jeremy finds an escape in his new friendship
with Evan, a beautiful boy cued as White who runs on the beach.
Together they explore the beach and make up their own secret
code using the names of seabirds as they develop feelings for
each other. Taylor beautifully evokes the strange, liminal feelings of an early summer vacation that lasts forever and is over
too quickly, parents in the process of going from marriage to
divorce, and the confusing time between childhood and adolescence, when boys might want to play with toy dinosaurs one
moment and hold hands the next. Jeremy and Evan’s developing relationship is heartwarming and innocently romantic. The
author also captures the difficulty and fear of dealing with a
parent whose high-functioning alcoholism is deteriorating. Jeremy’s entry into adolescence is warm and triumphant without
offering pat solutions or platitudes.
A wonderful, tender story about changing relationships.
(glossary, note about birds, author’s note) (Fiction. 8-13)

I WANT TO BE A VASE

Torres, Julio
Illus. by Julian Glander
Atheneum (48 pp.)
$18.99 | June 7, 2022
978-1-5344-9390-2

Oh, the things you can be!
A toilet plunger announces it wants to be a vase. Despite
reasonable dissenting arguments from its bathroom neighbors,
the plunger can’t be swayed. This angers the imperious vacuum
cleaner, who insists that things should stick to their everyday jobs.
Its firm opposition doesn’t faze the plunger, who wants what it
wants. Soon, other household items climb aboard the self-actualization train; the saucepan decides to be a trash can, for instance.
(One riotous page depicts improbable uses for other common
appliances.) The vacuum really loses it when the hair dryer
announces its desire to be…a vacuum cleaner, prompting the
vacuum to furiously spew dirt everywhere. Happily, with the hair
dryer’s help, the vacuum soon has the place spotless and grudgingly compliments the plunger’s flowers. The premise is odd but
comical and certainly original; children will giggle contemplating
different uses for everyday gadgets. Kids are great at pretending
and playing imaginative games, so they won’t have trouble buying into the whimsy on offer. They’ll appreciate the reassuring,
empowering message to be who you are if that makes you happy,
and the collaboration and acceptance themes will resonate. The
colorful digital illustrations, featuring dollhouselike miniatures
representing common household goods, are very appealing. Varying typefaces and fonts signal different voices “spoken” by the
objects. Note the hilarious final declaration from the book itself.
(This book was reviewed digitally.)
Great for stimulating creative thinking and art activities:
What else can ordinary objects be? (Picture book. 4-7)

MAGICALLY MAXIMUS

Thorpe, Kiki
Illus. by Laura Catrinella
Disney-Hyperion (128 pp.)
$14.99 | $6.99 paper | June 14, 2022
978-1-368-07213-7
978-1-368-07227-4 paper
Series: Horsetail Hollow, 1
A horse-loving girl and her princessobsessed sister conjure a horse straight
out of Disney.
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CHILDREN OF THE
QUICKSANDS

reveals in an author’s note that the book is based on a real story
he heard about that took place in the island town of Vinalhaven.
Told in verse, the narrative, which seems at first to simply be
about a truck’s glacial journey to its destination, turns out to be
an excellent lesson in kindness and problem-solving. The alternative wouldn’t have been so bad; Van Dusen’s sun-drenched
images of the truck making its way across the reach are stunning, as are the overhead views of the town, with its postcardperfect farmhouses and tree-lined cliffs. It makes Maine a place
readers will want to visit, just not in a truck that might struggle
on narrow curves. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
A perfect little slice of life with a unique take on kindness
and compromise. (Picture book. 3-7)

Traoré, Efua
Chicken House/Scholastic (304 pp.)
$17.99 | July 26, 2022
978-1-338-78192-2
A Nigerian city girl visits her
estranged grandmother in a remote village and is confronted with family secrets.
Thirteen-year-old Simi has only
known Lagos—until her mother needs
to go to London for work. Her parents are divorced, and Simi
can’t stay with her perpetually busy father, so she is reluctantly
shipped off to spend her summer vacation with her maternal
grandmother in Ajao, a remote village with no modern technology. Soon after her exhausting journey by bus and taxi, Simi goes
for a walk and is drawn to go the wrong way—into the forest
and toward a forbidden lake, where she is briefly transported
to a different world, something she at first believes is a dream.
Although her staunchly Christian mother does not want her
exposed to the Yoruba gods and goddesses her grandmother
follows, Simi later learns a story that is connected to her family about Oshun, the river and water goddess. As more children
are lured toward the lake, Simi feels compelled to come forward
and risk everything to heal the wounds in her family and help
the village that has come to feel like home. Traoré’s debut is
brimming with earnest, admiring details about Yoruba culture
and traditions that are woven into the worldbuilding. As Simi’s
fast-paced adventure unfolds, readers will be swept away by the
limited omniscient narration in this plot-driven story with a
strong sense of place.
A captivating adventure about the strength of love and
family. (author’s note, glossary) (Fantasy. 8-12)

NOTHING IS LITTLE

Van Vleet, Carmella
Holiday House (304 pp.)
$18.99 | July 19, 2022
978-0-8234-5011-4

BIG TRUCK
LITTLE ISLAND

Van Dusen, Chris
Candlewick (32 pp.)
$17.99 | May 3, 2022
978-1-5362-0393-6
Island residents in Maine figure out a
novel, neighborly solution to a traffic jam
caused by a large stuck vehicle.
A big truck and trailer are carried across the water on a
barge to a small Maine island. There, on its way up a curving,
narrow road, the truck loses its grip on the road, its wheels
stuck in mud. This creates a problem: Cars on each side can’t
get through to their destinations. Kids carried in those cars
are missing swim meets, ballet practice, and school projects,
among other appointments. The solution is simple if the residents, who are racially diverse, trust one another: Swapping cars
allows the families on either side to get to their destinations.
Eventually, the truck is rescued, delivering its precious cargo to
the town: all the parts needed to make a carnival. Van Dusen
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Felix has many T-shirts poking fun
at his small stature: “YOU GOTTA
HAND IT TO SHORT PEOPLE
(BECAUSE THEY USUALLY CAN’T
REACH ANYWAY).”
Sixth grader Felix has a lot going on.
There’s a baby sister due in a few months, he’s taking growth
hormones (for a pituitary deficiency) although he is perfectly
happy being a short kid, and he knows nothing about his biological dad, though he really wants to. Felix joins the Forensic
Science Club at school (their motto: “To a great mind, nothing
is little.—Sherlock Holmes”) and realizes he can apply what he
learns there to finding out more about his father. He also sets
his sights on going to the district tournament; he and his teammates each have their reasons for wanting to succeed. Felix
hopes his father will see him in the newspaper and come find
him. Ray wants to persuade his accountant father that Math
Club isn’t the only thing of value. Casey, who lives in the shadow
of her sister’s softball successes, would love to finally win her
own trophy. And Priya just wants to prove to her other friends
that becoming a medical examiner isn’t a weird ambition. But
what happens when winning matters too much? The author’s
afterword about growth hormone deficiency is an informative,
insightful addition to an empathetic and well-told story. Most
characters present White.
A captivating, humorous, and heartfelt story of friendship,
family, and crime-solving. (Fiction. 8-12)

111

BEE

my book,” cleverly alluding to Pink’s cameo appearance in that
picture book while also supporting her struggle to define herself in this one. With Gray’s help, Pink embraces her Tint identity, saying, “I’m a happy color. And happiness is for everyone.”
Who could argue with that? Ward’s cast of colors, pink-cheeked
and wearing accessories, speak in color-coded speech bubbles;
appropriately, pink hues dominate the exuberant art. (This book
was reviewed digitally.)
A rosy take on selfhood. (Picture book. 4-8)

Voake, Charlotte
Candlewick (40 pp.)
$18.99 | July 5, 2022
978-1-5362-2045-2
A little boy who enjoys observing
honeybees has a magical adventure with
them.
The narrator, a pale-skinned tot with close-cropped black
hair, sits on an overturned flowerpot, gazing at the bees flying
in and out of a bright blue hive. Inexplicably but delightfully,
two bees have brought him an itty-bitty bee suit that shrinks
him to “the size of a teeny-weeny honeybee.” Bella and Beatrice
usher him past the guards and into the hive, which is dark but
“smell[s] LOVELY.” Scaling the comb, he observes workers feeding beatifically smiling larvae, meets the Queen, and witnesses
the waggle dance that, Bella informs him, “shows us where to
find flowers.” Following a brief flight—his suit is equipped with
tiny wings—he helps his friends gather strawberry nectar and
dandelion pollen. Taking the suit off restores him to his full size,
and the next day he thoughtfully “plant[s] lots of seeds and flowers” for his new friends. Readers accustomed to Voake’s flowing
ink-and-wash paintings will note a departure here; these illustrations are constructed out of cut paper embellished with her
familiar brushy lines. The focus is on whimsy rather than verisimilitude—these bees have just four legs, for instance—but this
is a fantasy, after all. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
A cozy, nonthreatening preschoolers’ introduction to some
honeybee basics. (Picture book. 3-5)

MORE THAN PEACH

Woodard, Bellen
Illus. by Fanny Liem
Scholastic (40 pp.)
$17.99 | July 26, 2022
978-1-338-80927-5

A Black girl’s simple observation propels her into activism.
Woodard, who launched the “More Than Peach” project—
which arranges for classrooms and children in need to receive
kits that include art supplies and boxes of Crayola’s multicultural
crayons (crayons in a variety of skin tones)—relates the incident
that sparked her journey. As the book begins, she is dropped off
at school and notices that her family’s skin tone differs from
that of her classmates. While it is clear that she is one of a few
children of color at school, that difference isn’t really felt until
her friends start asking for the “skin-color” crayon when they
mean peach. She’s bothered that no one else seems to notice
that skin comes in many colors, so she devises a unique way of
bringing everyone’s attention to that fact. With support from
her family and her school, she encourages her fellow classmates
to rethink their language and starts an initiative to ensure that
everyone’s skin tone is represented in each crayon box. Appealing, realistic artwork depicts Woodard’s experiences, while endpapers feature “More Than Peach” crayon boxes and childlike
illustrations of kids of different ethnicities doing various activities. The story is stirring and will motivate budding activists.
(This book was reviewed digitally.)
An inspirational look at one girl’s quest to make sure that
all skin tones are visible and available in the classroom. (note
from Woodard, information on Woodard’s journey into activism, instructions on starting a drive) (Picture-book biography. 6-10)

PINK IS NOT A COLOR

Ward, Lindsay
Two Lions (40 pp.)
$17.99 | July 1, 2022
978-1-5420-2686-4

Pink has an identity crisis.
When Pink (an anthropomorphic
pink shape with stick arms and legs,
wearing cowboy boots and a unicorn
horn) hears about the Rainbow Extravaganza from the Primaries and the Secondaries, she wonders why she’s never been
involved before. “This is awkward,” frets Orange as Pink confronts the fact that although the others don’t mean to exclude
her out of cruelty, she doesn’t belong in the color spectrum.
Pink departs and encounters a group of Tints. Next, color
theory intertwines with narrative to teach readers about relationships between colors: Text spoken by Brown (who later
identifies themselves as a Shade, or a color mixed with black)
explains that Tints are colors mixed with white and that Pink
belongs to that group along with Coral, Mint, Lavender, Buttercup, and Sky. Despite Brown’s efforts, however, Pink is still
having a “midcolor crisis,” but then Gray, an achromatic color
and the protagonist of Ward’s earlier title This Book Is Gray,
provides reassurance, saying, “Well, you’re definitely a color in
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SO NOT GHOUL

Yin, Karen
Illus. by Bonnie Lui
Page Street (32 pp.)
$18.99 | July 19, 2022
978-1-64567-557-0
A young ghost finds her spooky flair.
Mimi isn’t looking forward to her first day of haunting a
new school. Per all the proverbs and rules for “good Chinese girl
ghosts” that her ancestors preach, Mimi is dressed and styled
|

“A simple tale that will have readers cheering.”
elefantastic!

UP AND ADAM

quite traditionally, wearing “old Chinese gowns from her greatgreat-great-great-great-ghost-grandmother.” Her family doesn’t
want her to emulate American ghosts. But “Mimi is American—
Chinese American.” And the traditional “haunt couture” touted
by her ancestors is “SO NOT GHOUL!” At school, Mimi
feels she doesn’t fit in with her ghoulmates, who cruelly taunt
her. How can Mimi be a fearsome and horrifying ghost if she
sticks out? Full of ghostly puns, this is a playful look at identity, culture, and new-student blues. Though the narrative and
antagonism between characters are resolved a little too neatly,
readers will root for Mimi as she embraces her bicultural identity in her own way. She contradicts the idea that “good Chinese
girl ghosts are not permitted to show their feelings” by loudly
standing up for herself and against dominant norms by finding
confidence in her ancestral gowns. Her family applauds in pride,
and her ghoulmates are inspired to broaden their views. Lui’s
digital illustrations are full of textures and layers, adding to the
otherworldly motif. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
A fun, ghostly spin on trading blending in for standing out.
(Picture book. 5-8.)

Zapata, Debbie
Illus. by Yong Ling Kang
Kids Can (32 pp.)
$18.99 | May 3, 2022
978-1-5253-0441-5

ELEFANTASTIC!
A Story of Magic in 5 Acts:
Light Verse on a Heavy
Subject
Yolen, Jane
Illus. by Brett Helquist
Chronicle Books (48 pp.)
$17.99 | May 17, 2022
978-1-4521-7681-9

A look into a bygone era of the circus through the life of an
elephant.
Told mostly through the art, this tale follows a young
elephant who is unceremoniously taken from their home and
sold to the circus. They forge an unlikely friendship with a
magician, who finds a way to put things right. Each page has
one word that begins with ele—ELEPHANT: the young animal with their parent. “ELEPH-ATE”: The elephant is lured
into a trap by bananas. “ELE-FATE”: the elephant is ensnared.
The story does not shy away from the harsher aspects, such
as the terror of the kidnapping, but readers also see the elephant’s joy as they befriend the magician and love and trust
grow. The words are written in a beautiful script that evokes
circus signs, and the text flows well when read aloud, though at
times some of the invented words feel a bit clunky. The images
are the stars of the show; rendered in gouache, they fill the
pages, depicting both the drama of the circus acts and quieter
moments as the elephant longs to return to their past life. The
magician is light-skinned; circus performers and attendees
are diverse. In an author’s note, Yolen describes the true story
that inspired this book—in 1982, Broadway producer David
Balding bought an orphaned baby elephant from Zimbabwe
and created a circus for her. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
A simple tale that will have readers cheering. (Picture book.
4-7)
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A boy and his dog lend a hand—and
a paw—after a storm.
When Adam and his dog, Up, see Madam Mayor on TV
discussing the aftermath of a recent storm, they are stirred to
act—after all, the mayor did say, “Now, it’s time to get to work.
Up and at ’em!” Hearing their names, Up and Adam rise to
the challenge. They pick up toys with Mr. Janitor, help a pizzeria employee sweep the sidewalk, and more. Adam smiles at
everyone he meets, receiving smiles in return. Kang’s cartoonstyle illustrations readily convey Adam’s exuberance. Finally,
as Adam hands out homemade cookies on the boardwalk, the
mayor commends him for bringing the townspeople closer. At
bedtime, Adam sees his reflection and happily realizes that “a
pair of smiles can make a difference.” An author’s note explains
that Adam is based on Zapata’s son, who has Down syndrome
(though Down syndrome is unnamed in the text), and her
love for her son shines through. Unfortunately, in light of the
author’s explanation, the emphasis on Adam’s “amazing smile”
as he cheers up the town risks evoking the tired trope of people
with intellectual disabilities serving to inspire nondisabled people, as does the author’s note itself (“He reminds us to practice
patience, share the gift of a smile, and take time to have fun”).
Adam is light-skinned and dark-haired; background characters
are racially diverse. (This book was reviewed digitally.)
A well-intentioned reminder that everyone can make a difference hampered by problematic framing. (resources) (Picture
book. 4-6)
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THE CHARMED LIST

These titles earned the Kirkus Star:

Abe, Julie
Wednesday Books (304 pp.)
$18.99 | July 5, 2022
978-1-250-83009-8

HERE AND QUEER by Rowan Ellis; illus. by Jacky Sheridan.........120
BOYS I KNOW by Anna Gracia......................................................... 121

Ellie is thrown together with her ex–
best friend in this work that weaves light
fantasy elements into a contemporary
romance.
Junior year is over, and Japanese
American Ellie Kobata is excited to start
her summer road trip with her best friend, Lia Park. They’re
driving from Palo Alto to the California Magical Retailers’ Convention in Huntington Beach: Ellie, who is from a sorcerer family, will work the trade show while Lia, who is non-magic-aware,
visits family. Ellie’s family has a tea shop, and the joy charm
they use gives their tea a little something extra. Ever since Jack
Yasuda, her Italian and Japanese childhood best friend whose
parents run CharmWorks (“basically the Walmart version of
charm shops”), abruptly dropped her in middle school, Ellie
began to feel invisible. She has created an Anti-Wallflower List
consisting of 13 things to challenge herself and show who she
truly is. Seeking revenge on Jack is on there, but when her prank
goes wrong, it has consequences for Lia and their friendship,
and Ellie is forced to drive to CMRC with Jack instead. The trip
starts off awkwardly, but with time, Ellie sees the old Jack she
remembers and realizes that there is more to him—and maybe
more to their relationship. Abe’s sweet, fun coming-of-age tale
incorporates themes of friendship and family in a beautifully
described world with captivating details, including enchantments and secret magical cottages.
Rom-com lovers will be charmed by this magical story.
(Romance. 12-18)

LIA AND BECKETT’S ABRACADABRA by Amy Noelle Parks........126

BATTER ROYALE

Adams, Leisl
Amulet/Abrams (240 pp.)
$24.99 | June 7, 2022
978-1-4197-5075-5

BOYS I KNOW

Gracia, Anna
Peachtree Teen (352 pp.)
$17.99 | July 5, 2022
978-1-68263-371-7
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Rose wants to pursue her dream of
becoming a great chef; unfortunately,
money and her parents’ marriage woes
are major obstacles.
Rose, whose father is White and
mother is Black, takes any opportunity
to try her hand at making desserts. Her impulse to serve one
y o u n g a d u lt
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of her creations to an influential food critic dining at the restaurant where she waitresses results in an opportunity to join
a London baking competition that could help fund her dreams
of culinary school. It takes a bit of arm-twisting, but she convinces her friend Fred, a freckled, redheaded White boy whose
mom owns the restaurant where they both work, to come along
as her partner. The two of them are plunged into an intense
battle to stay in the contest as they face underhanded competitors, challenging ingredients, and personal setbacks, all of
which are designed to make compelling television viewing. As
they work together to get through the tough rounds, Rose and
Fred find their friendship growing into something more. This
delightful graphic novel with its multiracial cast is a nice blend
of romance, contemporary culture, and coming-of-age themes.
Baking-obsessed Rose has an infectious personality, and the
supporting cast members contribute to a lively narrative that
is well supported by bright, expressive art. Recipes included
throughout the text will inspire readers to experiment in the
kitchen themselves.
A welcome addition to graphic storytelling. (Graphic fiction.
12-17)

possible. Overall, the narrative’s humor and humility make for
an engaging and thought-provoking read.
An honest guide for personal growth and fighting injustice.
(Nonfiction. 13-18)

ZATANNA
The Jewel of Gravesend

Arden, Alys
Illus. by Jacquelin de Leon
DC (208 pp.)
$16.99 paper | July 26, 2022
978-1-4012-9638-4

RISING TROUBLEMAKER
A Fear-Fighter Manual for
Teens

Ajayi Jones, Luvvie
Philomel (272 pp.)
$17.99 | May 17, 2022
978-0-593-52603-3

A self-proclaimed Nigerian auntie
dispenses the keys to the kingdoms of
self-actualization, self-acceptance, and
self-love to teen readers.
Writer, speaker, and thought leader Ajayi Jones adapts
her 2021 title for adults, Professional Troublemaker, laying out
a plan to help teens speak up for themselves and speak truth
to power. Referencing John Lewis in her introduction, the
author explains the difference between troublemaking for
good versus being disruptive for negative reasons. The benefits of troublemaking are conceptualized as the aligning of
readers’ core values, what brings them joy, and their sense of
inherent worthiness: When these three are in balance, they
combine to help readers advocate for themselves and others.
An early chapter includes Ajayi Jones’ grandmother’s Yoruba
oríkì, or praise poem. Oríkìs can inspire confidence, and readers are guided to use them as inspiration for creating their
own mission statements. The chapters, divided into sections
labeled “Be,” “Say,” and “Do,” present actions readers can take
that will lead them toward remaining true to themselves and
becoming allies for their communities, including daring to
dream audaciously, paying attention to financial wellness, and
embracing change and discomfort. The author’s conversational tone and transparent honesty include opening up about
her own moments of growth. The goal of dismantling fear is
presented in an easy-to-understand format that makes it seem

y o u n g a d u lt

A 17-year-old girl makes a fascinating
discovery about herself, which leads to
learning shocking secrets from the past.
Rising senior Zatanna Starr has been
looking forward to leaving prep school behind in favor of a fun
summer in her Coney Island neighborhood—the home of mermaids, mystics, magicians, and mobsters—with boyfriend Alexei
and friends Izzy and Kenia. Her first night of summer break
takes a disastrous turn, however, when her master illusionist
father unexpectedly pulls her into the middle of his show despite
her paralyzing stage fright. To blow off steam, Zatanna and her
friends attend a circus (which mysteriously vanishes the next day)
where they come across mirror-script, or backward writing, that
strangely makes perfect sense to Zatanna. She begins obsessively
researching its origins, but things go awry when mystical clouds
with mirror-script writing, visible only to her, lead Zatanna to
realize that she possesses magic. From there, life becomes messy,
with startling secrets coming to light and enemies lurking in the
shadows as Zatanna grows more powerful. Detailed illustrations
in dreamy shades of pinks, purples, and blues bring the mystical, quirky setting to life. While the artwork will draw readers in,
Zatanna’s heartfelt, gritty story will keep them tearing through
pages as she unravels the mysteries in her life. Zatanna reads as
White; Alexei, Izzy, and Kenia are cued as Russian, Romani, and
Trinidadian American, respectively. Izzy and Kenia are queer.
An enchanting mystery. (Graphic fantasy. 13-17)

BLACKWATER

Arroyo, Jeannette & Ren Graham
Henry Holt (304 pp.)
$25.99 | July 19, 2022
978-1-250-30402-5
Blackwater, Maine, isn’t an ordinary
town, but Eli Hirsch and Tony Price are
mostly ordinary boys.
Eli, a trans Jewish boy, is isolated by
an autoimmune disease, an overbearing
mother, and a standoffish attitude. Popular track star Tony, who is cued as Puerto Rican, fights with
his distant father and is watching his childhood best friend turn
into a bully. But mysterious things are afoot: Tony is bitten by a
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YOUNG ADULT | Laura Simeon

stem titles to pique
teens’ curiosity
Children are natural-born scientists—continually manipulating their
physical environments and observing
the results, appreciating natural phenomena that adults rush past, and
spontaneously engaging in play that
(without their realizing it) tests scientific principles. Unfortunately, by the
time young people reach high school,
their interests in STEM classes and
careers—as well as self-confidence in
their skills—have often declined. However, there has never
been a better time for locating YA nonfiction that can revive an interest in these important and endlessly exciting
subjects, providing readers with inspiring role models, connecting STEM topics with relevant contemporary issues,
and supplementing school curricula.
Science and the Skeptic: Discerning Fact
From Fiction by Marc Zimmer (TwentyFirst Century/Lerner, Feb. 1): Science
illiteracy is rampant in social media,
political discourse, and even journalism, making this volume critically important for figuring out which sources
are trustworthy and how to make sense
of a barrage of conflicting information.
Become an App Inventor: Your Guide to
Designing, Building, and Sharing Apps by
Karen Lang, Selim Tezel, MIT App Inventor Project, and
MIT Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence Laboratory (MITeen Press/Candlewick, Feb. 8): Stepping into the
world of programming opens up exciting avenues for young
people to apply technology to the pursuit of their passions.
This manual clearly and systematically takes teens through
projects of increasing complexity.
Where Have All the Birds Gone?:
Nature in Crisis by Rebecca E. Hirsch
(Twenty-First Century/Lerner, March
1): This concise and eloquent book
persuasively situates birds as linchpins
in the natural world whose survival is
both critical to the well-being of humans and other species and a barometer of broader threats.
Glowing Bunnies!?: Why We’re Mak
ing Hybrids, Chimeras, and Clones by Jeff
Campbell (Zest Books, April 3): This entertaining, accessible read offers an overview of the moral quandaries scientists face as they make decisions about the animal world in
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terms of genetic technology and its uses in husbandry, conservation, and related fields.
The Code Breaker—Young Readers
Edition: Jennifer Doudna and the Race To
Understand Our Genetic Code by Walter
Isaacson with Sarah Durand (Simon &
Schuster, April 26): The more we learn
about and are able to manipulate our
genes, the greater the ethical dilemmas we face. This sophisticated work
encourages readers, alongside noted
scientists, to grapple with challenging
questions.
Attention Hijacked: Using Mindfulness To Reclaim Your Brain
From Tech by Erica B. Marcus, illustrated by Athena Currier
(Zest Books, May 3): Technology is nearly inescapable, but
conversations about its impact can be simplistic and alarmist; this book presents a balanced approach to help readers maximize its benefits, better understand its design, and
minimize ill effects.
Save the People!: Halting Human Extinction by Stacy
McAnulty, illustrated by Nicole Miles (Little, Brown, May
10): This remarkable book discusses the terrifying topic of
challenges to life on Earth in ways that help readers feel informed, encouraged, and empowered to do what they can
to have a positive impact.
Queer Ducks (and Other Animals):
The Natural World of Animal Sexuality
by Eliot Schrefer, illustrated by Jules
Zuckerberg (Katherine Tegen/HarperCollins, May 24): As debates about
human sexuality heat up, with confusion and misinformation about the
science abounding, this fascinating
work sheds valuable light on the sexual behavior of nonhuman animals,
reframing conceptions of what is “natural.”
Gamer Girls: 25 Women Who Built the Video Game Industry
by Mary Kenney, illustrated by Salini Perera (Running Press
Kids, July 19): Misogyny in the gaming world is no secret;
this inspiring volume offers additional narratives—short
biographies of women who have built successful, influential careers in an industry in which more diverse voices are
desperately needed.
Laura Simeon is a young readers’ editor.
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“Diverting and atmospheric.”
violet made of thorns

VIOLET MADE OF THORNS

werewolf, and Eli is being followed by a ghost. Trying to unravel
the werewolf curse, Tony, Eli, and Marcia, Tony’s levelheaded
goth friend who reads as Black, investigate, coming across
intriguing complications and haunting dangers. The horror elements are playful, spooky, but not too frightening, providing a
backdrop that adds to the developing relationship between the
boys. Despite some animosity, they accept one another exactly
as they are, with no pretenses, as their friendship turns into a
mutual crush. There’s a kind earnestness to their connection,
particularly Tony’s easygoing support toward Eli’s chronic illness. An exciting element lies in the artwork: The creators illustrate alternate chapters, with Arroyo’s vivid and dynamic lines
and more cartoonish style serving action scenes well and Graham’s precise approach highlighting more heartfelt, characterdriven moments. The styles blend together seamlessly to make
a stronger whole. However, the story, while breezy and enjoyable, feels incomplete, missing details that would make characters and their emotional arcs more complex.
A romantic romp through the supernatural. (Graphic horror.
14-18)

Chen, Gina
Delacorte (368 pp.)
$18.99 | $21.99 PLB | July 26, 2022
978-0-593-42753-8
978-0-593-42754-5 PLB
A disillusioned seer and a privileged
prince: the stuff of fairy tales.
After an encounter with the prince
and princess of Auveny, 18-year-old Violet Lune is plucked from the slums and
brought to the palace, where she quickly becomes the kingdom’s
new Seer. Taken under the wing of King Emilius, she becomes
a favorite at court and eventually a trusted player in the king’s
schemes, often setting her at odds with his son, Prince Cyrus.
With a curse threatening both Cyrus’ life and the kingdom’s
future, there is more scheming than ever before: Violet must
maintain her precarious position as Seer, doing the king’s bidding and sorting out her constant feuding with Cyrus. At the
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LALLY’S GAME

Cawthon, Scott, Kelly Parra & Andrea
Waggener
Scholastic (256 pp.)
$10.99 paper | July 19, 2022
978-1-338-82730-9
Series: Five Nights at Freddy’s: Tales From
the Pizzaplex, 1
Enter the pizzaplex and discover
what surprises come next.
In the latest entry in the Five Nights
at Freddy’s series, readers get to know three young women
through short stories. In “Frailty,” high school student Jessica
just wants to help those around her; she has a janitorial job at
the local hospital where she uses her unusual pendant to heal
others. “Lally’s Game” follows former model Selena, who is
waiting for the other shoe to drop in her all-too-perfect life
with her handsome fiance. Married life gets off to a rocky start
when Selena learns her new husband has secrets connected to a
mysterious old trunk. Birthday girl Maya in “Under Construction” wants to forget the financial constraints of her reality for a
little bit: She celebrates her sweet 16 at Freddy Fazbear’s Mega
Pizzaplex and finds the one game she wanted to try is not available to customers—but that doesn’t stop her. Each finds herself
at the mercy of the world they live in. This volume offers a style
of horror that readers will be familiar with from the video game
lore. Those who have enjoyed previous novels the games have
inspired will appreciate what they encounter here. The stories
have engaging plots that progress with a clear simplicity suitable for reluctant readers. Excepting Puerto Rican Maya, most
main characters present White.
A quick and familiar dive into this franchise’s trademark
horror. (Horror. 12-18)
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“Delves into an intense, rarely explored subject with skill.”
love times infinity

AFTER LIFE

same time, her dreams are becoming stranger: Ultimately, fate
may force her to choose between the prince and herself. As the
kingdom is threatened from within and without, with beasts
massing on the borders and internal instability, everything
comes down to the heart of the prince and the unlikely girl who
might claim it. Chen draws pleasingly upon fairy-tale motifs,
juxtaposing the rosy glow of stories with the real possibility of
ugly, mundane realities. The Kingdom of Auveny evokes medieval Europe; Violet’s mother was exiled from the Kingdom of
Yuenen, which is coded as a fantasy-world equivalent of China,
making for a refreshing change from typical high-fantasy settings. Deeper worldbuilding and explorations of certain characters’ motivations would have expanded the story beyond the
central romance.
Diverting and atmospheric. (map) (Fantasy. 14-18)

de la Cruz, Melissa
Disney-Hyperion (352 pp.)
$18.99 | July 26, 2022
978-1-368-06694-5
Series: Blue Bloods
The Blue Blood vampires are back,
but the world now looks very different.
When Schuyler wakes up in New
York City, she’s disoriented. Last she
remembers, she was in London, where
she defeated Lucifer but lost her love, Jack. She soon realizes
that this New York is not the same one she remembers, and
even her reflection in the mirror looks different, although she
is still a half vampire. She’s in an alternate universe where it’s
2020, a pandemic is raging, her mom is a completely different person, Lucifer is still alive and mayor of the city, and Jack
is alive, too—but he doesn’t even know Schuyler. Turns out
Schuyler isn’t the only one with memories of the other world;
her friend Kingsley remembers it, and he believes it’s up to
Schuyler to defeat Lucifer…again. Schuyler’s old world comes
from the original Blue Bloods series, but this new entry functions as a reboot and spinoff, inviting in new readers. However,
because of the ties to the previous books, a lot of information
is introduced at the beginning, slowing things down. Although
there’s some fun action, the worldbuilding of this latest story is
underdeveloped. The cast includes more diversity than before:
Schuyler and best friend Oliver are now multiracial (other leads
are White), and Kingsley has a male love interest—but all the
characters are bland and one-note. The sequel-bait open ending
is also unsatisfying.
Unlikely to thrill readers of the original series or draw in
new fans. (Paranormal. 12-18)

LOVE TIMES INFINITY

Clarke, Lane
Poppy/Little, Brown (368 pp.)
$17.99 | July 26, 2022
978-0-7595-5670-6
A Black teen born of sexual assault
struggles to love herself.
Richmond, Virginia, high school
junior Michelle is struggling to write college admissions and scholarship essays
that ask her to define herself. She can’t
help but fixate on the one aspect of her identity she keeps
secret: At 15, her mom was raped, becoming pregnant with
Michie. Despite assurances from her therapist, Grandma, best
friend JoJo, and hot new basketball star Derek that she is good
enough—not only worthy of love, but actually loved—Michie
battles anxiety. She is convinced that if only her mom could
fully embrace her, everything would be different and better.
But when her mom reaches out after a decade of estrangement,
Michie must decide if she is willing to see her, face her pain
and fear head-on, and let go of all of the baggage from the past.
Debut author Clarke delves into an intense, rarely explored subject with skill; touches of humor lighten the text. Michie’s grief,
self-hatred, and feelings of not being enough are presented in
ways that show readers the full facets of her emotions and allow
them to empathize with and relate to what she’s going through.
The inclusion of her mom’s perspective, while short, is well
written and reveals her to be not Michie’s antagonist but a complicated person in her own right. JoJo has Persian ancestry, and
Derek is Black and Mexican American.
A compelling mix of romance and raw emotion. (Fiction.
12-18)
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M IS FOR MONSTER

Dutton, Talia
Surely Books/Abrams ComicArts
(224 pp.)
$24.99 | June 28, 2022
978-1-4197-6220-8
A Frankenstein-inspired graphic novel
that explores how expectations get in
the way of creation.
Grief-stricken and remorseful, scientist Frances “Frankie” Ai attempts to resurrect her younger
sister, Maura, several months after she died in an experiment
gone awry. After taking apart Maura’s body, stitching her up,
and jolting her with a lightning-powered contraption in their
home laboratory, Frances awakens a monster. She is surprised to
discover that the monster, M, has no memory of her sister’s life
before the accident. Though M and Gin Ivanov, Frances’ nonbinary spouse, have their reservations, Frances is determined
to keep trying to bring back the sister she remembers. Settling
into Maura’s old bedroom, the monster is startled by Maura’s
|

A KISS TO WAKE ME

ghost—whom only she is able to see—emerging from a mirror
and announcing that M is wearing her body. The ghost agrees
to help the monster behave more like Maura in order to stop
Frances from taking her apart again. In exchange, Maura’s ghost
can continue her research, talk to Frances, and live vicariously
through M. Dutton pairs her rich storytelling and expressive
characters with bold illustrations that evoke the mid-20th century and are executed in a palette of teal, black, and white. Sewn
up with a powerful ending, this debut is a deftly paced, satisfying read. The Ai sisters read as Chinese; Gin appears White.
Electrifying, swiftly moving, and full of life. (Graphic science
fiction. 12-18)

Eager, Cheryl
5310 Publishing (334 pp.)
$28.99 | $18.99 paper | July 19, 2022
978-1-990158-74-2
978-1-990158-73-5 paper
A high school romance full of love—
and turbulence.
When new boy Jamie, a Californian
transplanted to Texas, strolls into the
high school cafeteria, Cara immediately
falls for him, and when their eyes meet, he also feels their instant
connection. Over the span of the school year, the two lovebirds
experience classic high school romance milestones, from meeting each other’s parents and attending a party with underage
drinking to navigating friendship drama. Throughout it all,
Cara and Jamie learn how to navigate their relationship. The
story opens with the dramatic moment when a young woman,
whom readers will quickly recognize is Cara, frantically calls 911
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HERE AND QUEER
A Queer Girl’s Guide to
Life

and tells the dispatcher that although she did not realize she
was pregnant, she has just given birth to a baby boy at home
alone. The narrative then moves back in time seven months, to
that fateful day in the cafeteria, with the storyline unfolding in
alternating first-person narration from Cara and Jamie. Combining lighter teen romance moments, such as stolen kisses by
a locker, with heavier content around the pregnancy and its
attendant fallout, the novel highlights different family dynamics that readers may resonate with, but depth is undermined by
a lack of subtlety in the way characters’ innermost thoughts and
feelings are continually explicitly spelled out. While sincere and
earnest, the writing is unpolished and the dialogue awkward.
Main characters default to White; there is some racial diversity
in the supporting cast.
A well-intentioned story of trust, love, and family. (Romance.
14-18)

Ellis, Rowan
Illus. by Jacky Sheridan
Frances Lincoln (160 pp.)
$14.99 paper | May 3, 2022
978-0-7112-6475-5

A queer creator writes the book she
wishes she’d had as a teen.
Combining humor, compassion, and
common sense, this book will be an anchor of safety and support for queer girls. Divided into three parts—“Coming Out,”
“Doing It,” and “Finding Your Community”—the book provides
guidance and advice while acknowledging that life experiences
vary. Part 1 addresses this head-on as it discusses how the fluidity of gender and the nuances of the coming-out process mean
that labels, pronouns, and self-identification may change—and
this is totally valid. Part 2 offers a straightforward, informative
discussion of intimacy, safe sexual practices, consent, and what
“counts” as sex; laudably, the book reminds readers that no can be
said and intimated in many ways and that safe sex encompasses
emotional health, not just physical. The last section provides
advice for meeting other LGBTQ+ individuals and groups while
acknowledging that popular representations of queer spaces—
TV, movies, etc.—aren’t always made by queer people. The text
is the real star of the show, but the digital illustrations should be
commended for adding the right pop of color and visual energy
to the book. Illustrated characters have a mix of body types,
abilities, skin tones, and hair textures, and the colorful designs
will remind older queer and allied readers of Peter Max’s psychedelic warmth.
A book that should be read, shared, and treasured. Pure
queer joy! (glossary, bibliography, support networks) (Nonfic
tion. 14-18)

THE WONDERLAND TRIALS

Ella, Sara
Enclave Publishing (368 pp.)
$22.99 | July 12, 2022
978-1-62184-214-9
Series: Curious Realities, 1

A reimagining of Lewis Carroll’s
Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland.
In a near-future England, a Great
Divide happened when twin princesses
vied for the throne, and now Normal
England and Wonderland exist uneasily side by side, occupying
the same space but not the same reality. Sixteen-year-old Alice
Liddell is an orphan, a card shark, and a sometime pickpocket.
She dreams of trading her Normal life, in which she lives with
boring older sister Charlotte, for the glory of the Wonderland
Trials, an annual competition between four teams of teenagers. The Trials require competitors to solve puzzles and involve
magic and trickery; physical injury is a very real threat. When
Alice is chosen as a Wildflower (someone from the non-Wonder
side of things who is recruited into Wonderland for the Trials), she finds her background and future are entirely different
from what she believed. Heavy-handed exposition fails to make
sense of a world that plays with the idea of nonsense but lacks
the effervescent whimsy Carroll embraced. Characters (almost
exclusively default White) fall into thinly developed types,
especially love interest and snarky bad boy Chess Shire. British
terms (brolly, git, mate) awkwardly pepper the largely American
English syntax, further detracting from this muddled work that
does not live up to its inventive premise.
Like the Jabberwock, best avoided. (map) (Speculative fiction.
12-16)
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FRIGHTMARES

Gibson, Eva V.
Underlined (288 pp.)
$9.99 paper | July 5, 2022
978-0-593-48687-0
A summer job turns deadly.
Recent high school graduate Dave is
resigned to spending the summer working at the Frightmare House of Horrors
in Orlando. He’s looking forward to
entering college on a swimming scholarship, but in the meantime, he is stuck acting out over-the-top
scenarios with other demoralized staff. The haunted house
has been on its last legs for some time, making do with shoddy
prop work and improvisation. After one spectacularly awful day,
many of his co-workers quit, forcing Dave to step into an unfamiliar role—but when the body of a dead girl is substituted for
a mannequin, the job becomes far from boring. Dave returns
|

“A fresh tale about a teen’s struggles to define herself.”
boys i know

DON’T CALL ME A HURRICANE

with help only to discover the body has disappeared. The killer
covered their tracks, but Dave suspects they may come back to
tie up loose ends, and he could be one of them. This propulsive
thriller does its best to keep the momentum up and the shocks
coming at a regular pace. Unfortunately, poor staging leads
to clumsy moments that fall flat instead of tingling the spine.
Readers looking for something to scratch the terror itch will be
disappointed, and there’s little else to draw in those averse to
the genre. Dave is presumed White; there is some racial diversity in the supporting cast.
A plot-driven story offering only mild thrills and chills.
(Horror. 12-16)

Hagan, Ellen
Bloomsbury (304 pp.)
$17.99 | July 19, 2022
978-1-5476-0916-1

Eliza Marino’s family, lifelong residents of New Jersey’s Long Beach Island,
lost nearly everything in a devastating
hurricane.
Five years later, she and her friends
are on a mission to preserve their coastal
marshland as a habitat for turtles and other wildlife. A lifeguard
and talented surfer, Eliza, 17, remains traumatized by the storm
that nearly killed her little brother. She and her friends resent
the seasonal residents whose oceanfront mansions replaced
the modest homes that were destroyed. Ensuring the marshland is preserved is challenging, however. Spontaneously venting their frustration, the teens vandalize a giant home under
construction. For Eliza, teaching Milo Harris, a handsome,

BOYS I KNOW

Gracia, Anna
Peachtree Teen (352 pp.)
$17.99 | July 5, 2022
978-1-68263-371-7

y o u n g a d u lt

A Taiwanese American girl in the
Midwest embarks on a series of relationships with boys in pursuit of a life of her
own choosing.
June Chu longs to be an ordinary
teenager, but it’s hard when her mother
constantly makes her feel like nothing she does—not even scoring 100% on a calculus test—is good enough. Instead, she’s
always comparing her to Wendy, her valedictorian older sister.
June’s father is a peripheral figure—rarely present and deferring
to her mom on parenting. But June, who describes herself as
“just a realist who knows that I live at riiiight about the thirdplace level,” is determined to carve out her own senior year
path, one more relaxed than Wendy’s was. She wants to have a
boyfriend, to apply to colleges of her own choosing, and to stop
feeling guilty if she’s not spending every spare minute studying
or practicing violin. But as June carries out “Mission: Boyfriend”
and takes steps toward the autonomy she’s been longing for, she
realizes that the rigid assumptions she’s held about her mother
and Wendy have ultimately kept her from defining—and going
after—what she really wants. The panoply of supporting characters in this story that explores sexuality, gender roles, and relationships is finely drawn, and June is a winning protagonist with
a lively, appealing voice that renders the repartee between her
and her flinty, anxious mother simultaneously infuriating, hilarious, and poignant.
A fresh tale about a teen’s struggles to define herself.
(author’s note) (Fiction. 14-18)
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WORDS WITH...

E. Lockhart
TikTok brought We Were Liars back to the bestseller list, and now the
author has given fans a prequel
BY JESSICA JERNIGAN
Heather Weston

Readers gushing about the book on TikTok propelled it
back onto the bestseller lists in the summer of 2020—where,
as of this writing, it has stayed. This phenomenon meant that
her publisher and her new fans were, once again, begging for
a sequel.
As for the walk with Forman, both authors live in the same
Brooklyn neighborhood and get together regularly. Lockhart
remembers a particular stroll as the moment when Family of
Liars was born. “We were going for a walk, and Gayle said, ‘I
don’t understand why you don’t want to write another book
set on Beechwood Island.’ I explained that all my ideas were
terrible. She said, ‘Well, tell me your terrible ideas.’ So, I did.”
Forman liked some of these ideas enough to expand upon
them, and every time she did, Lockhart’s response was, “No,
that’s not what happens.” As she kept saying this, she realized that somewhere, deep down, she must know more about
what does happen to the Sinclair family than she explored in
We Were Liars. By the end of her circuit through the park with
Forman, Lockhart had “the beginnings of an idea that might
be good and might be exciting to write.”
The result of this conversation wasn’t a sequel but a prequel. Family of Liars (Delacorte, May 3)—which also received
a Kirkus star—steps back one generation to explore the family dynamics that led to the tragedy that unfolds in We Were
Liars. During the summer of 1987, Carrie Sinclair—Cady’s aunt—
navigates mourning in a patrician clan that suppresses strong
emotions, while the arrival of her cousins’ friends on Beechwood
Island upsets the Sinclairs’ carefully controlled rituals.
Family of Liars delivers the same pleasures as its predecessors. Readers are invited into the world of characters who
summer on a private island off Martha’s Vineyard. Carrie is
used to wealth, but she recognizes herself as something of an
outsider in her family. Grief over the death of her little sister
exacerbates a substance abuse problem, and when secrets her
parents have tried to bury resurface, she sees the cracks in her

By any measure, We Were Liars was a tremendous success for
veteran author E. Lockhart. It hit the New York Times bestseller list at No. 6 upon release in the summer of 2014 and spent
13 weeks in the Top 10. In a starred review, Kirkus Rev
 iews described this story of Cady Sinclair and her cousins seeking to
define themselves against a privileged, toxic family legacy as
“riveting, brutal, and beautifully told.” It was both a finalist for
the Teen Choice Awards and a YA book that adults found engrossing, too.
The pressure to write a sequel was intense. For years,
Lockhart says, “There was no sequel that I could think of
that would be at all satisfying to write or for other people to
read.” Then a couple of things happened. One was #BookTok
discovering We Were Liars. The second was Lockhart taking a
walk in the park with friend and fellow author Gayle Forman.
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family’s perfect facade. We Were Liars included references to
Wuthering Heights, but both books utilize Gothic tropes—isolation, inevitability, ghosts, a family curse—in a way that’s easy
to miss for all the sunshine, sailboats, and golden retrievers.
When asked if she was using these tropes purposefully, Lockhart laughs and says, “I have a Ph.D. in Victorian Literature....”
Reader, that’s a “Yes.”
We spoke with Lockhart over Zoom; the conversation has
been edited for length and clarity.

one you love has done something terrible? What’s it like to
do something terrible yourself and need loyalty from the people you love—the people who love you? And how do you love
yourself when you’ve done something terrible?
I don’t want to make a giant generalization, but we’ve
had narratives like this about men for a long time—you know,
with a villain at the center. There’s something about unpacking the antihero that is fascinating to watch. And there’s
something extremely human about that antihero, right? The
reason we’re so interested in him is not just because we like
to watch him behave badly. It’s also because these stories
tell us something about ourselves—about the human condition, about what people are capable of, about the stories we
tell ourselves when we do things that hurt other people. Only
more recently are we really seeing those narratives about female-presenting characters.

What do you think led to renewed interest in We Were
Liars in 2020?
My interpretation is that We Were Liars is, you know, a very
emotional book. I think that young people—even more than
older people—have been, during the pandemic, hungering for
drama, for cathartic emotional experiences. I mean, kids are
supposed to be out there making big mistakes and connecting deeply with people and falling in love every other month.
The pandemic deprived them of all that, so they were looking
for something to fill that gap. We Were Liars centers on a very
intense summer friendship between four people, so it offers
this fantasy of friendship that young people have been missing. There’s a fantasy element to Family of Liars, too, of course.
On one level, it’s the story of three sisters who spend every
summer on a private island, and one year their lives are upended by a literal boatload of cute boys….

Was writing a prequel a technical challenge?

Aside from that boatload of cute boys—and the plot
generally—what is Family of Liars about for you?
I think of it in terms of my recent work. I’ve written a lot lately about heroines who are in situations of moral trespass, I
guess—they have, many of them, committed crimes. This is
certainly the case with my first graphic novel, which came out
last year. It’s called Whistle: A New Gotham City Hero. I invented a new character for DC Comics. I was really interested in
how complicated and messed-up it is to become a costumed
vigilante.
I explore similar themes in Genuine Fraud and, of course,
We Were Liars. What if you are a person who has violence or
criminality inside of you? What if you act on that—are you
still redeemable as a good person? How do you reconcile your
sense of yourself as good with an impulse to empower yourself in a dangerous way—or to express yourself in a dangerous
way? This is a thread that’s running through my recent work. I
just find these questions really fascinating.
I just read [Oyinkan Braithwaite’s] My Sister, the Serial Kill
er—a great read. It’s so different from my work, and yet I saw
so many of the same themes. What do you do when some-
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Oh, yeah. It was a giant challenge because everything had to
fit perfectly with We Were Liars. I wanted to deliver the pleasures and narrative experiences that I delivered in the first
book, but I also wanted to write a very fresh story. It’s comparable to an anthology TV series or something, where there
are certain things that readers are going to want and expect
and certain things you want to give them, but you don’t want
to give them exactly what they want and expect. You want to
give them something new, something that deepens their understanding of the themes or the tropes or the characters or
the world you’ve built. You want to surprise them.
Jessica Jernigan is a writer and editor who lives in Michigan. Family of Liars received a starred review in the March 1, 2022, issue.
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“Charming repartee and plenty of heart.”
long story short

STORYBOOTH

wealthy, vacationing New Yorker, to surf proves a happy distraction. However, each keeps secrets that threaten their fledgling
romance. Despite one character’s referencing Indigenous activists, the text does not consider the Indigenous people displaced
by the islanders’ ancestors. Eliza’s dad works in construction,
and the cafe her mom co-owns depends on tourists. Such conflicts, though depicted, aren’t explored in depth and are primarily framed in an interpersonal context. The novel’s strengths are
Eliza’s compelling voice—her hurricane flashbacks are mesmerizing—and the conveying of emotion; it only lightly explores
the theme of youth climate change activism and issues connected to it. Most characters read as White; several secondary
characters are Latinx, and one is nonbinary.
Heartfelt but inconsistent. (author’s note, resources) (Verse
novel. 12-18)

Ed. by Kaye, Marcy & Joshua Sinel
Illus. by David SanAngelo
HarperTeen (208 pp.)
$19.99 | July 19, 2022
978-0-06-305793-7
An illustrated anthology of submissions from young people to the Storybooth YouTube channel.
Anonymous contributors of varied ethnicities narrate
vignettes presented through text and comics panels. Suffering
dominates, as the protagonists confront subjects of perennial
concern (such as racism, abuse, and challenges in friendships
and romantic relationships) as well as other problems that
reflect newer, present-day issues. They worry about infecting
others with Covid-19, the isolation of remote schooling, and
humiliating themselves in an online classroom. They’re bullied
with AirDropped nudes and embarrassing photos gone viral on
someone else’s Instagram. The lack of systematic organization
or content warnings prefacing certain topics results in troubling juxtapositions, as when a deeply traumatic story about
being raped at the age of 10 is followed by one about feeling
guilty for kissing a boy at summer camp who was not the subject’s boyfriend. A contribution about self-harm is situated next
to a piece about not being able to afford expensive sneakers.
The cartoon-style illustrations show a trans boy who appears
feminized compared to the portrayals of cis boys; a story about
homophobia from a gay Muslim boy shows a terrifying, witchlike, chador-clad teacher in black waving a wandlike pointer;
stories of victimized fat contributors are pure prose, lacking any
images, but some antagonists are needlessly shown as fat; and
the moms are sometimes oddly sexualized. Readers deserve to
have their voices told, but they also deserve a coherent, ethical
arrangement of their misery.
Stories of genuine trauma reduced to jumbled, comfortless pain tourism. (resources) (Nonfiction. 13-18)

THE SONGS YOU’VE
NEVER HEARD

Jerams, Becky & Ellie Wyatt
Clock Tower Publishing (368 pp.)
$12.99 paper | June 16, 2022
978-1-78226-675-4
A 17-year-old lives in the shadow
of her older brother’s stardom in this
contemporary novel set in Brighton,
England.
Meg’s whole family changed when
Casper got a record deal as a teen, though he is now struggling to write new songs. Her parents are hyperfocused on his
career and their family’s social media presence, to the point that
they are not even aware that Meg herself is also a gifted singer/
songwriter. Pushed by her mother into taking a job at a frozen
yogurt shop for the summer, Meg meets talented co-worker
Alana, who sings at open mics and embodies a confidence that
Meg aspires to. Meanwhile, Meg is plagued by self-doubt as she
resists revealing her identity to Matty, a boy from school with
whom she has fallen in love over the course of their ongoing
online exchanges. This family drama compellingly touches on
many issues—chief among them cyberbullying and its ill effects.
Alana, who is fat, is a target of hostile abuse. If at times the overarching message of finding and using one’s own voice is a bit
obvious and the wrap-up a little neat, this story nicely balances
heavier elements with an authentic portrayal of the power of
music. Main characters are cued as White.
An inspiring tale of how art provides both solace and purpose. (Fiction. 13-18)
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LONG STORY SHORT

Kaylor, Serena
Wednesday Books (336 pp.)
$18.99 | July 26, 2022
978-1-250-81841-6
What better way to prove to your
parents that you can be a regular teenager than to enroll in Shakespeare camp?
Sixteen-year-old math genius Beatrice Quinn has been home-schooled
her entire life, avoiding socializing and
studying hard to secure her dream of attending the University
of Oxford. When she confesses to her parents—sex therapists
who share a practice—that she not only applied to Oxford, but
was accepted to attend in the fall, they worry she is not prepared
to move to another country by herself. Agreeing to do whatever
it takes to convince them she’s ready, the White Berkeley teen
|

MEET ME IN THE MIDDLE

agrees to spend her summer at the Connecticut Shakespearean
Summer Academy with a parentally assigned list of so-called
normal teenage experiences she must check off, including making a friend, engaging in small talk, hugging people, doing something outdoorsy, and pulling a prank. But no amount of research
can prepare socially anxious Bea for the reality of theater camp,
where she faces firsts like acting on stage, attending secret parties, and partaking in a Shakespeare-off. The cast members, varied in race and sexual orientation, may at first seem to conform
to familiar types, but the characters are redeemed by backstories revealing their depths. Anyone who has also hardened their
shell to protect their heart will be moved by Bea’s growth in
self-love as she sincerely navigates friendship and romance.
Charming repartee and plenty of heart make for a delightful debut. (Fiction. 12-18)

Light, Alex
HarperTeen (384 pp.)
$17.99 | July 12, 2022
978-0-06-313617-5

A young woman grapples with trying
to move forward in her life after her best
friend’s accident.
Eighteen-year-old Eden is taking a
gap year after finishing high school, waitressing and sharing a downtown Toronto
apartment with a roommate, instead of the original plan: going
to university and living with her best friend, Katie. Instead,
Katie is lying in the hospital in a coma after a car accident. Truman, Katie’s older brother, has just returned from Montreal
after disappearing for two months to attend an art workshop
that was more a means of coping with his sister’s state than
about developing his art. The night of Katie’s accident, Eden
and Truman were sharing their first kiss, something they haven’t
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“An enchanting enemies-to-lovers romance.”
lia and beckett’s abracadabra

LIA AND BECKETT’S
ABRACADABRA

discussed, and they’ve been doing their best to avoid each other.
Now, the city seems determined to connect the two as their
paths continue to cross. In this novel told in their alternating points of view, each feels responsible for Katie’s accident.
Eden’s grief still contains a painful element of hope; it feels
palpable as she navigates figuring out who she is when so much
of her identity was wrapped up in her friendship with Katie.
While Truman’s chapters don’t carry the same emotional depth
and can feel bloated, they do offer moments of levity that help
round out the painful and confusing circumstances. Most characters read as White.
A compelling look at complicated grief. (Fiction. 13-18)

Parks, Amy Noelle
Amulet/Abrams (304 pp.)
$17.99 | July 5, 2022
978-1-4197-5344-2

Two teens from rival families fall
for each other during a stage-magic
competition.
Seventeen-year-old Lia Sawyer has
just dumped her latest short-lived boyfriend when her eccentric Grandma Matilda, who has been
missing, invites her and her older sister, Emma, to compete in
a summerlong contest in Mirror Lake, Wisconsin, a lakefront
resort town known for its magic shows and as the headquarters of
the Society of American Conjurers. Her first day there, Lia has a
meet-cute with Beckett Blackwell, the handsome, college-bound
grandson of Henry Blackwell, a legendary local magician who’s
also Matilda’s first husband and former stage partner. Despite
their instant chemistry, the two must balance their attraction
with their individual desires to win. The romance sizzles with
slow-burn longing. The story also explores the sexist nature of
the male-dominated magic industry that historically relegated
women to being glamorously outfitted assistants in ways that will
be interesting even to those unfamiliar with the culture of this
community. Lia is a clever and delightful protagonist, and Beckett is a brooding and selfless love interest. The author crafts captivating descriptions of the various magic acts and ensures that
even the supporting characters have fleshed-out storylines. Most
characters are White; Beckett’s mother is from India.
An enchanting enemies-to-lovers romance. (Romance. 12-18)

APPLE BLACK
Neo Freedom

Oguguo, Odunze
Saturday AM (224 pp.)
$13.99 paper | June 7, 2022
978-0-7603-7684-3
Series: Apple Black, 1
A boy with a magical gift may hold
the power to break a cycle of vengeance.
Sano Bengote Tamashii, the son of a
famous warlock, possesses the power of
the extinct Black fruit that has magical properties. After growing up in a sequestered location, he is finally to attend Newgarth,
the guild for young sorcerers located on Black Bottom Island.
After being alone for so long, Sano’s interactions with classmates are comically awkward, and he always manages to say just
the wrong thing. Though he struggles to find his way around
his new school, he keeps a positive attitude. But rumors about
Sano prevail. The continent of Eden is trapped in a cycle of vengeance as the power of the Black wanes: Could Sano truly be
the one prophesied to bring salvation? Oguguo has created an
intricate (and at times overly complex) first installment in a new
manga series. The worldbuilding is not necessarily intuitive, but
hopefully subsequent volumes will help clarify the complicated
systems of magic and hierarchy. Manga fans seeking something
different will have much to enjoy here, with humor and action
displayed in equal measure. Main characters have light skin;
many of the secondary characters read as Black or South Asian
in the mix of color and (mostly) black-and-white illustrations.
An inventive series opener with promise. (Manga. 12-16)
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ACCOMPLISHED
A Georgie Darcy Novel

Quain, Amanda
Wednesday Books (320 pp.)
$18.99 | July 26, 2022
978-1-250-81781-5

Georgiana Darcy from Pride and
Prejudice is here reimagined as a contemporary American heiress looking for her
own source of pride.
Sixteen-year-old Georgie starts her
junior year at swanky boarding school Pemberley Academy
isolated and ostracized after last year’s scandal in which her
brother, Fitzwilliam, caught her bad-boy boyfriend, Wickham, dealing Adderall from her dorm room. Now Fitz, 19, has
transferred from Caltech back to New York to attend the local
state university campus and keep an eye on her. Their father is
dead, and their mother took off, handing over legal guardianship of Georgie to emancipated minor Fitz three years ago.
Embarrassed, lonely, and struggling to believe herself a suitable
representative of the Darcy name, Georgie embarks on an illconceived plan to use her family’s considerable funds to attract
|

HIGH FLYERS
15 Inspiring Women Aviators
and Astronauts

a girlfriend for Fitz and make herself some friends. Her schemes
backfire—and Wickham is still lurking. Quain’s debut follows
in the footsteps of many Austen remixes but adheres only
loosely to the original’s plot in which Georgiana is a minor character. Unfortunately, the pieces don’t all mesh, especially the
emotional notes: Though now overprotective, Fitz supposedly
ignored Georgie the previous year, and that element plus their
mother’s abandonment are treated a touch too lightly. Wickham also gets dealt with too easily. Georgie’s cluelessness about
the depths of her financial privilege grates despite a mitigating
lecture from Fitz. Main characters are White.
A take on a classic that doesn’t quite gel. (Fiction. 12-16)

Staats, Ann McCallum
Chicago Review Press (224 pp.)
$16.99 | July 19, 2022
978-1-64160-589-2
Series: Women of Power, 6

YOU, ME, AND OUR
HEARTSTRINGS
See, Melissa
Scholastic (320 pp.)
$18.99 | July 19, 2022
978-1-338-79029-0

A viral duet causes discord for two
promising musicians in See’s debut.
Italian American New York City teen
Daisy Abano just wants to be seen as “a
skilled disabled violinist,” not a charity
case. But people can’t see past her cerebral palsy. The school
bully calls her “Differently Abled,” and her church’s congregation prays for her to be cured. Daisy’s working-class parents,
busy with their jobs and caring for her little sister, hardly see
her at all. Getting accepted to Juilliard would prove her skill,
and a class duet project is the perfect way to showcase her abilities. She’s paired with wealthy cello prodigy Noah Moray, whose
father emigrated from Scotland. The pressure of measuring up
to his equally musically talented family members exacerbates
Noah’s anxiety, but he can’t bear to disappoint them. As they
rehearse, Daisy and Noah find themselves falling in love, culminating in a performance—and a kiss—that goes viral. But
their newfound fame exposes Daisy to even worse ableism and
exploitation, and Noah discovers he is out of his depth. Daisy’s
and Noah’s alternating narratives candidly explore such issues
as emotional neglect and class privilege. The author, herself disabled, portrays the media’s often patronizing depictions of disabled people with realism that is uncomfortable in its pointed
accuracy. Though the dialogue is occasionally heavy-handed,
Daisy’s self-assurance is refreshing, and Noah’s therapy sessions
offer insights on allyship.
Thought-provoking though not subtle. (Romance. 13-18)

y o u n g a d u lt

Brief biographies of female pilots
and astronauts to encourage young
would-be aviators.
Glossy minibiographies describe the childhoods and professional trajectories of women working in careers such as pilot,
astronaut, balloonist, and businessperson. Though some are
famous (Sen. Tammy Duckworth, for example, and all of the
astronauts) and some are groundbreaking (such as Puerto Rican
Olga Custodio, who was the U.S. Air Force’s first Latina military
pilot), others are everyday women who chose cool jobs. There’s
Brooke Roman, a pilot for an oil company in Alaska, and Edgora
McEwan, a hot air balloon pilot from Uzbekistan who works in
the United Arab Emirates. Other than McEwan and Samantha
Cristoforetti, the first Italian woman astronaut, the subjects are
American, and the majority are military, a career path that is
presented positively. A passion for aircraft permeates the whole,
and the strongest of the sidebars delve into the mechanics of
aircraft. The women of color (comprising about half the subjects) are almost invariably identified by race, while the White
women are not, situating Whiteness as a default. Some achievements are presented as notable firsts, though most of the sexism
and racism the women have experienced are sanitized and situated firmly in the past. Despite some awkward turns of phrase,
this is an accessible volume highlighting women in fields where
they remain underrepresented.
A collective biography showing flight careers as normal,
exciting, and attainable. (notes) (Nonfiction. 12-15)

CRUMBS

Stirling, Danie
Etch/HarperCollins (384 pp.)
$24.99 | $17.99 paper | July 19, 2022
978-0-358-46779-3
978-0-358-46781-6 paper
A seer (with limitations) experiences
first love as she tries to navigate her
future.
Unlike traditional seers, Ray can
only see a person’s present, not their
future. Despite the frustrating limitations of her gift, Ray studies at the Council Academy, hoping to join the Grand Council
of Sorcerers. As a weekly reprieve, she visits Marigold’s Bakery,
where the pastries possess spells to help manifest desired emotions or outcomes; Ray always chooses “romance.” It is there
she meets barista Laurie, the owner’s nephew and an aspiring
musician. The pair grow closer after Laurie invites Ray to an
|
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NEVER NEVER

open mic night with his friends. As Ray contemplates whether
the future she’s been working toward is truly the right one for
her, Laurie is learning how to overcome rejection after rejection in his musical career. Despite life’s curveballs, each learns
to look inward for answers but also lean into the other. Stirling’s
graphic novel, adapted from a webcomic, presents readers with
an enthralling new world brimming with magic. The bright pastel palette makes it all the more inviting. Steady pacing allows
the story to blossom as Ray and Laurie grow as a couple and
navigate the disappointments that come with chasing dreams.
Brown-skinned Ray is fat with wavy brown hair; racially ambiguous Laurie has straight black hair, black eyes, and light skin.
The supporting cast is diverse in race, sexuality, and body type.
A sweet romantic fantasy that tackles the uncertain future.
(Graphic fantasy. 14-18)

Valentino, Serena
Disney-Hyperion (256 pp.)
$16.19 | July 19, 2022
978-1-368-02529-4
Series: Villains, 9
A Peter Pan origin story centering the
perspective of Capt. Hook.
The notorious baddie started life as
a precocious child in London. In fact, at one point the infant
James Hook vanished from his pram when his nurse’s attention
was elsewhere. Six days later, after a magical sojourn in Never
Land, he was reclaimed by his family—but he continued to
long to return there. Years later, disenchanted with his aristocratic life, Oxford-educated James leaves everything behind
to become a pirate in hopes that this path will eventually lead
him back to Never Land. Entering the world of piracy with
loyal servant Smee by his side, James engages in many battles
at sea, being attacked by a kraken as well as human enemies and
experiencing time moving at a different rate. After Capt. Blackbeard hands his ship over to James to command, James confronts witches and other magical beings, including Tinker Bell.
In the vein of other entries in this series that offers alternate
perspectives on beloved tales, readers will hear Capt. Hook’s
perspective on how his infamous feud with Peter Pan began.
This fast-paced, intriguing, and immersive story will capture
the attention of its readers with its page-turning adventures
and themes of trust and betrayal. Characters read as White.
Full of magic and laughs. (Fantasy. 12-14)

SEMI-FAMOUS
A True Story of Near
Celebrity
Sundquist, Josh
Little, Brown (384 pp.)
$18.99 | July 19, 2022
978-0-316-62979-9

An online comedian, author, and
former Paralympian muses on fame and
happiness.
Sundquist was tagged in an Instagram story by someone who described him as “this semi famous
Internet comedian,” prompting a mix of pleasure at the recognition and discontent with its not entirely complimentary
nature. He nonscientifically polled his followers, discovering
that a third of them would prefer fame to happiness. His ensuing exploration of celebrity, illustrated with whimsical handdrawn graphs, journeys from the days of Alexander the Great
to present-day social media. After he fulfilled his childhood
dream of appearing on MTV—a dream he was willing to repeatedly embarrass himself to achieve—the achievement thrust
him into a multiyear depression. Sundquist, a White man who
lost a leg to childhood cancer, briefly discusses how fame’s gatekeepers might have excluded or included him solely because
he is an amputee. He also describes how contemporary virality exposed him to a TikTok disability truther who claimed he
was faking his missing leg. Research studies and interviews with
major and minor celebrities pepper this diverting narrative of
fame’s traumas and rewards, and the whole is held together by
Sundquist’s own journey to semi-fame. The exploration of
fame’s darker side includes addiction and suicide but curiously
never addresses exploitation or abuse despite Chapter 1’s opening epigraph from Britney Spears, one of the most famously
abused celebrities.
Cleverly humorous and extremely timely reading for those
who seek renown. (endnotes) (Nonfiction. 13-18)
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THE SKY WE SHARED

Vernick, Shirley Reva
Cinco Puntos Press (256 pp.)
$22.95 | June 7, 2022
978-1-94762-752-9
Two girls, separated by the Pacific
Ocean, witness World War II from their
respective small towns.
Fourteen-year-old Nellie Doud, a
White American in Bly, Oregon, worries
about her father, away in the war; her
mother, who hasn’t been the same since he left; and her once
best friend, whose brother died in combat. Meanwhile, 14-yearold Tamiko Nakaoka, an orphaned Japanese girl, lives with disability due to polio. As the war drags on, she struggles to find
food for herself; her older brother, Kyo; and their Auntie. Eager
to help both the war effort and their family, Kyo joins the army,
and Tamiko and her friend go to a nearby city to make paper
balloons for the military. Though the work and housing conditions are poor, she is proud to do something for her country—
anything to make the war end sooner. But Tamiko’s balloons
are bombs, some bound for Oregon. Soon both girls question
what’s right during wartime, when forgiveness is justified, and
when it isn’t. Vernick has made an effort to portray both Nellie
|

“An unfolding mystery and present physical
danger rev the story’s momentum.”
padawan

PADAWAN

and Tamiko sympathetically and with historical accuracy even
as both navigate the propaganda and biased news around them.
However, the conclusion is more expected than earned, and
the characters’ development feels heavy-handed; the manner in
which cultural details are added to Tamiko’s chapters is particularly intrusive. Simplicity aside, the overall message about war’s
human cost is clear.
Investigates interesting historical moments but without
much depth. (historical and research notes, glossary) (Histori
cal fiction. 12-16)

White, Kiersten
Disney Lucasfilm (400 pp.)
$18.99 | July 26, 2022
978-1-368-02349-8
Series: Star Wars

NO ONE IS ALONE

Vincent, Rachel
Bloomsbury (336 pp.)
$17.99 | July 12, 2022
978-1-5476-0919-2

Michaela struggles with bereavement
and adjusting to a new life.
Sixteen-year-old Michaela’s life
changes radically when, on what seems
like another mundane weekday, her single mother is hit by a car and passes away.
Enter her distant father, previously only present at birthdays
and around holidays, and his secret family, consisting of his wife
and three children, Gabe, Cody, and Emery, who are as shocked
to learn of her existence as she is of theirs. After being taken to
live with her father’s family, Michaela struggles with grief that
is compounded by the revelation that her birth was the result
of an affair. She must adjust to new home and school lives and
sharing a room with half sister Emery, who is almost exactly her
age. As she slowly makes friends through a theater group, she
finds herself accidentally treading in Emery’s territory at school
as well as at home. Tensions rise, and Michaela must negotiate
their tenuous relationship while pursuing her own happiness.
While slightly predictable plotwise (particularly the romance
storyline), with depictions of teen drug and alcohol use that feel
familiar and rote, overall, the characters, their growth, and their
changing relationships shine. Discussions of familial responsibility, guilt, and the varied forms grief can take are realistic and
well done. The explorations of the impacts of infidelity and hiding the truth are equally intriguing. Michaela and the main cast
are White.
Well-drawn, well-developed characters make this a worthwhile read. (Fiction. 12-18)
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In a moment of impulsive rebellion,
Jedi Padawan Obi-Wan Kenobi embarks
on an unsupervised mission to a remote
planet to prove himself and chase his
destiny.
Sixteen-year-old Obi-Wan, newly risen to the rank of
Padawan, couldn’t be more different from his master, Qui-Gon
Jinn. All Qui-Gon wants to do is meditate at the Jedi Temple.
The harder Obi-Wan tries to follow his Master’s guidance,
the more distant he feels from his purpose and the Force. He
uncovers the opportunity of a real mission tracking down a
forgotten planet and finally convinces Qui-Gon to investigate,
but Obi-Wan’s Master never shows up for their planned departure. Driven by frustration and desperation, Obi-Wan steals the
ship and sets out on his own. While the story may take place
in a galaxy far, far away, Obi-Wan’s grappling with anxiety and
belonging hit close to home. The band of young people he finds
surviving on an apparently hostile planet challenge his original
vision of playing their savior. Explorations of romantic feelings
and sexuality emerge casually, as does the relationship between
two nonhuman characters, Zae-Brii (who uses they/them pronouns) and Audj (who uses she/her). An unfolding mystery and
present physical danger rev the story’s momentum through
suspense. Obi-Wan, the only central human character, presents
as White. This glimpse into the young life of a significant Star
Wars character stands alone.
An absorbing adventure with an emphasis on self-discovery. (Fantasy. 14-18)
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These titles earned the Kirkus Star:

THERE’S AN N ON YOUR NOSE by Dennis Canfield;
illus. by Stella Maris...........................................................................134
IVY LODGE by Linda Murphy Marshall...........................................139
OLD GRIMES IS DEAD by Dennis McFadden...................................139
MY TRAVEL ALPHABET by A.R. Ratti;
illus. by Claudie C. Bergeron.............................................................143
AN ART, A CRAFT, A MYSTERY by Laura Secord...........................145
THE ART OF FALLING by Julia Wendell...........................................148

OLD GRIMES IS DEAD

McFadden, Dennis
Self (264 pp.)
$16.95 | $3.99 e-book | Jan. 26, 2022
979-8-7984-7481-3
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A PIECE OF ME
An Arrangement of Words to
Inspire Reflection

Ahmad, Arif
RF Publishing (192 pp.)
$12.99 paper | $3.99 e-book | Sept. 1, 2021
978-1-73739-292-7
A physician offers a cultural critique
in free verse.
In this “arrangement of words,”
Ahmad grapples with his identity as a
Muslim and a Pakistani immigrant in
the post–9/11 American Midwest. “I use the written word to
emote, often untamed and exact out of my heart,” he tells readers in the introduction. He begins by considering “your average
Muslim Joe and Mary,” who are rejected both by Muslim fundamentalists for not being “Muslim enough” and by Americans
for being too different. As a cardiologist, he contemplates “the
disparity of effort between the acts of saving life and taking life.
One is so hard, difficult, and temporary. The other seems so
easy, effortless, and permanent.” He rails against the Muslim
registry proposed by President Donald Trump in 2016 in “American Shame,” while in “Where Are the Mandelas, the Gandhis
of This Century?” he wonders where the modern peacemakers
are. He commends former President Barack Obama for “carrying his color and poise” and calls Pope Francis “impressive.”
Ahmad’s writing sometimes reads less like poetry and more
like a list of thoughts. He treads little new ground here, as in
“It Is Time,” in which he states the obvious: “Discrimination
is alive and well. / Against minorities, on religious, racial, and
social lines, sexual preferences, and gender orientation.” The
collection is entirely cerebral, without any scene-setting or sensory details. That said, he does share some clever insights, like
these lines about the Covid-19 pandemic: “Top economies now
on their knees / if panic and fear were solutions / this by now
would be behind us.” His work resonates the most when it is
focused on his specific experiences as a Muslim and a Pakistani
immigrant in an often antagonistic country. A strong example
is “US Muslims”: “This is our circus, our monkeys / The question begs how to best respond to all this… / each of us is a brand
ambassador, I believe for a Muslim today, just / showing up is
not enough.”
A novice poet delivers intriguing meditations on culture,
politics, and humanity.

MAKING MEXICAN CHICAGO
From Postwar Settlement to
the Age of Gentrification

Amezcua, Mike
University of Chicago Press (320 pp.)
$45.00 | $32.39 e-book | Feb. 24, 2022
978-0-226-81582-4

Archuleta, J. Reeder
Izzard Ink (194 pp.)
$19.95 paper | $7.99 e-book | July 26, 2022
978-1-64228-077-7
A collection offers short stories that are
liberally seasoned with grit and humanity.
Most of the 14 tales in Archuleta’s
anthology are grounded in the beauty
and intricate complexities of the human
condition. Set in the mid-20th-century American West, they
feature central characters who exemplify the meaning of
struggle but also drive home the sanctity of pure hearts and
the goodness of selfless intentions. The most heartfelt stories appear early in the collection. “A Prayer to Saint Michael”
stars a kindhearted man who travels to his recently deceased
brother’s Texas ranch to shore up his estate. But past and present issues cloud the protagonist’s path, including memories of
his involvement in a covert operation. The entries vary wildly
in length, which is a testament to Archuleta’s talent to seize
readers through an economy of pages or in a more fully realized
yarn. At just three pages, one of the shorter tales is a true heartbreaker. “A Very Good Question” involves the closeness of two
brothers. One of the siblings, a delusional former sergeant with
PTSD, believes he sees “visitations.” Elsewhere, trouble seems
to find the author’s characters. The day laborer in “Following
the Harvest” keeps a low profile about the crops he tends until
police interrupt his trek homeward with trumped-up vagrancy
charges. In the atmospheric “Last Game at Kezar,” two former
Mafia hit men reunite in San Francisco. The abused yet resilient nightclub dancer in “Imperfections” fights to find a way
back to Ciudad Juarez in her Mexican homeland. Several stories
are drawn with such engrossing precision that readers will be
left wanting more, as in the title tale focusing on John Westley
Thornhill, a magnetic, seasoned ranch hand. He decides to quit
his job, as his patience with a cowboy’s life has slowly been coming to a bittersweet end. Archuleta avoids easy platitudes and
saccharine conclusions and instead allows readers to interpret
the embedded meanings in his tales and glean the inherent economic issues and cultural difficulties of the period he sets them
in. Without being overly expository or thematically simplistic,
the stories present a cast of compelling characters. While the
players may not always land on solid ground, they are impeccably drawn, believably passionate, and alive with emotion.
Moody, memorable tales powered by human struggle,
tenacity, and an unshakeable sense of survival.
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A historical work chronicles the
struggles of Mexican immigrants for
acceptance in Chicago.
The third-largest Mexican metropolis in the United States is not some city nestled in the Sunbelt but one usually associated with Black, Italian, and Polish
immigrants. As of the 2010 census, Chicago had 961,063 residents of full or partial Mexican origin, putting it behind only
Los Angeles and Houston. Amezcua, a professor of history at
Georgetown University, takes the measure of Chicago’s Mexican community in a compelling and disturbing book that tracks
its “decades-long struggle to build a sanctuary out of the central city in the face of state violence, political disenfranchisement, economic disinvestment, and the backlash of hostile
white ethnic mobilizations.” Like many Black citizens, Mexicans migrated to Chicago to work in its factories, rail yards,
and packinghouses, providing cheap labor for industrial capitalism. But they were left to the depredations of slumlords in
impoverished neighborhoods such as the Near West Side. In
1933, one former real estate agent who assessed the detrimental
impact of various ethnic and racial groups on property values
ranked Mexicans below Black people. During the 1950s, there
was a “siege-like environment” in Mexican neighborhoods amid
Immigration and Naturalization Service enforcement campaigns that used “totalitarian” tactics. Agents even raided Spanish-language movie theaters, “inciting chaos as people ran in all
directions searching for the exits.” Some readers may find the
book somewhat wonkish, but Amezcua has an eye for revealing
details—one activist died of a stroke on the train deporting him
back to Mexico—and deftly ties the narrative together through
the story of Anita Villarreal, a daughter of Mexican immigrants.
Against the odds, she built a successful real estate business, in
part by “reaching out directly to Czechs, Poles, and others who
were ready to sell” their inner-city homes. White residents
“handed out circulars that warned other whites not to sell their
homes to her and to boycott her business,” the author reports.
“Villarreal ignored it all and continued her methods.” The book
ends on a sobering note, denouncing the “carnage of gentrification” and lamenting that in “a society constituted by neoliberal
multiculturalism and racial capitalism,” immigrants still “exist
in a paradox of being essential but also expendable, deportable,
and erasable.”
Telling details and a skillfully constructed narrative bring
alive Mexican efforts to create a refuge.

THE BEST GOOD HORSE
And Other Short Stories

131

INDIE | David Rapp

rock on
As Danny & the Juniors sang in 1958,
rock and roll is here to stay. Its lasting
influence is due, in large part, to its lively fans—particularly in the 1960s and
’70s, when blockbuster artists started
filling stadiums and exerting greater
cultural influence. Some of these fans
wrote books to show the depth of their
devotion, and here are three that Kirkus
Indie recommends:
In the memoir
Music in My Life
(2019), Alec Wightman, who served as
board chairman of Cleveland’s Rock
& Roll Hall of Fame, discusses his decades as a concert promoter for shows
that featured such respected artists as
Art Garfunkel and Ramblin’ Jack Elliott. He also discusses the many musicians that inspired him in his early
years, including Janis Joplin and Neil
Young. Our reviewer calls the book “an
illuminating and detailed account for
music fans.”
Lifelong Paul McCartney fan David Styburski, in Listen
ing To What the Man Sang (2021), delves deeply into the life
and work of the legendary musician. He
offers not only historical, but also emotional context for McCartney’s songs,
as when he notes that the Beatles’ “Get
Back,” released not long before the
band’s breakup, “likely has no message”
and was mainly “an excuse for the tense
personal feelings among the band to be
set aside in favor of a fun, bluesy jam.”
The book is a “charming, approachable,
and thoroughly researched exploration
for McCartney fans and novices alike,”
according to Kirkus’ review.
Go for Broke: Volume I (2021) by photographer Curt E. Angeledes presents
four decades’ worth of images of the
Rolling Stones in performance. The
“arresting portraits of the Stones in
flamboyant youth and slightly mellower maturity,” as Kirkus’ reviewer puts
it, showcase the rockers’ striking presence and expert showmanship—and
make a strong case for why their appeal
remains as strong as ever.
David Rapp is the senior Indie editor.
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IRON CURTAIN

Beuy, Raf
Kawoom Press (330 pp.)
$9.99 e-book | July 12, 2022
An American expatriate in East
Germany attempts to locate a missing
woman in this debut novel.
East Germany, 1987. American-born
Adam Hedman has spent the last 10 years
in the Communist country, seven of them
in prison for breaking a police officer’s jaw.
Now he works at a factory in the town of
Angermünde, where his Sisyphean task is to shovel unending lorries of coal into a massive furnace. But the day has finally arrived
for Adam to fulfill his real purpose: murdering the man who killed
his wife. It’s taken years to track him down, and he’ll only be in the
area for a night. Adam is so dead-set on completing the job that he
won’t even be distracted by the disappearance of Anna Sievers, a
local woman who is the sister of Adam’s co-worker Evelyn. Unfortunately, a chance encounter with a skittish teenage hunter in the
woods blows a literal hole in Adam’s plan. He wakes up two days
later in the house of a Stasi officer—the father of the boy who shot
him—recovering from a bullet wound, his target long gone. To
make matters worse, Adam’s criminal history makes him a prime
suspect in the case of Evelyn’s missing sister. At a police station,
Adam “didn’t really know what the file would say himself. But he
knew that his stretch in prison would always make him a suspect.
No matter in what regard. If someone had stolen a piece of chewing gum in Angermünde, he would have been the first one to be
arrested. Even more so regarding the disappearance of a young
woman.” Can Adam clear his name without ruining his chances
of finally exacting revenge on the man he hates the most? To do
so, he’ll have to help Evelyn locate Anna, and it’s a journey that
will take him deeper behind the Iron Curtain than he ever could
have imagined.
Beuy’s prose is clipped and muscular, befitting both Adam
and his chilly environment: “Shoveling coal was as arduous as
any other day. The cold did not make it easier or harder. Even
the onset of the snow-bringing east wind did nothing to change
that. Neither did the prospect of Evelyn’s search drive soon
dying out or the adrenaline-fueled trip to the Soviet barracks.”
Adam is a man of secrets, and he keeps them from the audience
just as readily as he does from everyone else. This makes for
a neat puzzle as readers attempt to suss out the particulars of
Adam’s motivations and backstory in addition to the disappearance of Anna. The crime is engaging, and there are the expected
appearances of the Stasi and the KGB. But the series opener’s
most appealing feature is the author’s convincing depiction of
East German culture in the ’80s. The enamel factory where
Adam is employed is a collective endeavor, more like a commune than a typical 9-to-5 job, and the brooding loner makes
for an appealingly ill-suited cog in the cheery socialist machine
around him. It will be fun to see how Beuy develops Adam’s
world in future volumes.
An engrossing, atmospheric crime thriller set in East
Germany.

WE ARE NOT SAINTS
The Acolyte
Brown, H. Les
Manuscript (300 pp.)

EDUCATOR AND ACTIVIST
My Life and Times in
the Quest for
Environmental Justice

Bryant Jr., Bunyan
Rivertowns Books (318 pp.)
$39.95 | April 26, 2022
978-1-953943-13-2
978-1-953943-14-9 paper

y o u n g a d u lt

In this religious fiction sequel, a gay
teen tries to navigate faith, tumultuous
family secrets, and first love.
Fifteen-year-old Randy Carter lives
in Las Vegas and loves skateboarding
barefoot, spending time with his best
friend, Keisha, and being an acolyte to his caring priest and
mentor, Father Sean. In many ways, Randy would seem to be
the typical, self-proclaimed “skater boy,” but two things set
him apart: He hopes to one day become a priest, and he is gay.
Just as Father Sean is helping Randy to understand how his
religion and his sexuality do not have to be contradictions, a
hunky boy named Michael Keller moves to the neighborhood.
The two teens are instantly drawn to each other and begin
a whirlwind romance, giving Randy his first taste of sex and
love. While the community around them is mostly accepting—except for a few homophobic individuals—Michael and
Randy’s consuming passion brings up big questions about
their future and their pasts. Randy’s volatile, drug-addicted
mother, whom he only ever calls by her first name, Kyte, has
always kept the identity of his father a secret. Meanwhile,
Michael continues to try to prove his devotion to Randy again
and again, but his far-fetched explanations for why he seemingly has no parental supervision lead to other questions that
threaten to tear them apart. Both an outlandish teen soap
opera and an endearing story of acceptance and faith, Brown’s
novel offers a fresh and convincing world of queer teens who
are surprisingly spiritual and earnest. The author makes it easy
to feel Randy’s thrill of first infatuation with excellent narration. (“The warmth of Michael’s body passed right through his
skin and penetrated deep into his core,” Brown writes of one
of the teens’ passionate reconciliations.) But by the end, a suicide, a paternity test, and an FBI investigation are only some
of the events stuffed into the narrative as the story ties up its
most captivating elements into a knot of plot twists.
An intriguingly sweet and authentic teen romance that
takes several jarring turns.

Born in 1935 during the Great Depression, Bryant spent his
early youth in Little Rock, Arkansas, largely cloistered from the
reality of racism in a “small, close knit world.” In fact, the “system of racial apartheid that governed our lives” only came to his
full awareness gradually—until it was brought home forcefully
by a tragedy he experienced while in the second grade. Fellow
classmate Lee Andrew Peters died while trying to make his way
home during a storm, a death that might have been avoided if
the Black neighborhood he lived in was constructed as well as
the White neighborhoods. This disaster effectively shattered
the author’s “sheltered existence” and brought to his attention
an issue that would form the fulcrum of his work as an activist: the ways racial discrimination causes environmental injustice. Bryant would go on to have an impressive career both as
an academic and as a social justice advocate. During the tumultuous ’60s and ’70s, he opposed war and was immersed in the
civil rights movement as a member of the Congress of Racial
Equity. He was also a founding member of the Environmental
Advocacy Program at the University of Michigan—a groundbreaking organization. The author was eventually appointed
to the National Environmental Justice Advisory Council under
President Bill Clinton. Bryant came to adopt and evangelize
nonviolent protest, a philosophy he presents with great clarity
as well as candor: “I was well aware that I’m no moral superstar. I’m just an average person. At times I felt brave, at other
times I felt fearful. Sometimes, in the face of violent and racist
language spewed at me, I had to void myself of feelings of both
love and hate in order to survive emotionally and control my
violent instincts.”
Bryant furnishes a vivid depiction of the civil rights movement during its most turbulent times—when the resistance to
equal rights was at its zenith in the United States. His commentary on the racial tensions within the world of higher education
is particularly instructive, especially his account of the ways
college administrations, even unwittingly, pushed policies that
created racial disparities. Furthermore, the author ably limns
the differences between his youthful experiences in both the
North and the South—his family moved to Flint, Michigan, in
1943; while his new community was officially desegregated, he
sensed an unmistakable alienation there. He writes, “Still, there
was something sinister about Flint, particularly by the time we
got to be teenagers. We lived in racially segregated communities, even though the public schools were desegregated. When
Negroes moved into a white community, whites would move
out.” Bryant’s memoir can lean too much into granular, personal
detail—it likely could have been shorter and more focused.
Nonetheless, he provides a lucid account of an admirable life
devoted to praiseworthy causes and an insightful synopsis of a
troubled time in the nation’s history.
An astute, affecting remembrance of an eventful life and time.

Bryant recounts his accomplished
career as an activist advocating for racial
and environmental justice.
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THERE’S AN N ON
YOUR NOSE

Canfield, Dennis
Illus. by Stella Maris
Well Spoken Books (32 pp.)
$16.95 | $9.95 paper | $3.95 e-book
April 1, 2022
979-8-9852756-1-2
979-8-9852756-0-5 paper
A host of animal children play with the letters in this beautifully illustrated picture book.
When a koala wakes, there’s a letter N balancing on the animal’s nose. A penguin looks down at the T on its toes. As the
poem progresses, an elephant, a lion cub, a monkey, a giraffe,
some quokkas, and more get ready for school as letters dance
across the pages, spelling out whatever part of the body the
poem describes. Maris’ illustrations position the first letters
of words directly on the animal, with the rest of the word dangling from a clothesline that bisects the illustration. Some of
the animals are paired with the letter that starts their name (the
elephant has E for eyes and ears, the llama has an L for lips), but
that’s the exception rather than the rule. Canfield’s silly poem
scans well, and the simple vocabulary and short phrases, paired
with the emphasis on letters, make this a perfect choice for
newly independent readers growing their skills. Maris’ painterly
illustrations feature realistic looking animals dressed in clothing and accessories. The elephant wears glasses, and the giraffe
has a prosthetic leg. The appealing characters are well textured,
with fur that looks soft to the touch.
For emergent readers, this abecedarian tour of the animal
world is an excellent choice.

LADYBUG

Chaney, Nikia
Inlandia Institute (200 pp.)
$20.00 paper | April 1, 2022
978-1-955969-03-1

YOUNG CYRANO

A poetic memoir that explores childhood abuse and mental illness.
Inglewood, California, in 1988 was
“bright and loud,” according to Chaney,
“spilling brown colored kids out on the
sidewalk, like butterflies or trash, their
mothers screaming at them from the
front door.” As a kindergartner, she mostly wanted to look at
bugs in the yard and follow her older sister around; she didn’t
really like going to school, where she sometimes embarrassingly wet her pants, although she did like the school library and
its shelves upon shelves of books, which stirred her imagination. She also enjoyed spending time with her single mother—
a rarity, as Chaney and her older sister were often left to their
own devices while their mom worked as a law-firm secretary.
But she didn’t like it when her mother acted strangely, telling
Chaney that she’d been hearing voices and asking her daughter
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if she heard them, too; the author said she did even though she
didn’t. Her mom would bring boyfriends home at night while
Chaney and her sister were supposed to be sleeping, and the
author would hear sounds through the walls: “Lots of high and
low loud voices that rise and fall towards crashes of laughter.
Or sounds that aren’t words, / Umm/ Hum, / Yeah, / Whoooo, /
like the sounds of strings and drums tapping out a rhythm I
can almost understand.” After one of these boyfriends sexually
abused the author, her world turned into one of terrible hardship—one in which she was forced to learn how to keep herself
afloat in a sea of chaos.
Chaney tells her story in a highly lyrical prose style that
pays close attention to sound and rhythm and highlights a deep,
embodied interiority. Here, for example, she describes to her
absent mother a time when she and her sister fashioned their
own waterslide out of trash bags and water from a garden hose:
“You aren’t home so it doesn’t matter what we get wet in, but I
see [my sister] frowning looking at the bags and the water running….Her head nods left and then nods right. She bites her lip.
Niki, you go first.” The writing is consistently vivid and affecting
throughout, replicating the wide-eyed but perceptive point of
view of a child who’s desperately attuned to her mother’s moods.
The author’s use of unconventional formatting is particularly
engaging: For several chapters, Chaney recounts her memories
as though speaking to her mother, rendering the text as standard columns, interrupted by occasional italicized asides of
dialogue; then, two-thirds of the way through, the perspective
switches to that of her parent, whose responses are rendered as
slanted lines that effectively mimic the instability of her emotional state. Finally, Chaney speaks again, this time to herself,
with the text taking an ovular form of insect wings. Although
the work is often a difficult read, the journey it describes is as
cathartic as it is discomfiting, and it ends up in a place of unexpected beauty.
An emotional remembrance told in controlled but expressive language.

|

Cicchini, Paul
One Knight Publishing (234 pp.)
$12.99 paper | $2.99 e-book
March 19, 2021
978-1-63795-354-9

A debut YA novel imagines the
school days of one of literature’s most
eloquent swordsmen.
Growing up in 17th-century France,
the teenage noble Cyrano de Bergerac
prefers to spend his days dreaming up
fantastic inventions and wondering what clouds are made of.
Even so, he’s still frequently forced to deal with the less enlightened denizens of his age—bullies, street toughs, assorted
brigands—not to mention his father, whose boring plans for
Cyrano’s future include training him as a lawyer or tax collector. Cyrano dreams of one day becoming a musketeer, though

“The author makes telling arguments against the absurdity of some
of the restraints, taboos, and hang-ups people place on sex.”
sexual fascism

TERRANCE THE HOTHEAD

Cloherty, Lisa
Illus. by Alex Lopez
ASHA Press (36 pp.)
$21.99 | Feb. 22, 2022
978-1-58041-279-7

A teapot learns techniques to help manage his emotions
instead of boiling over in this picture book.
Terrance is a little teapot full of huge feelings: “Things never
felt small to Terrance. They always felt big and hot.” Granny
reminds Terrance before school of what his speech therapist
taught him: decide if he’s at a simmer, a steam, or a boil when
gauging his emotions. At school, Terrance gets upset over small
things: not getting to go first at tea-ball and being told a teapot
joke by Lanie Cup. In therapist Lady Grey’s office, Terrance
explores his feelings and why he’s upset; he realizes that Lanie
isn’t teasing, she just wants to be his friend. When he has the
chance to play a game with Lanie at recess, he simmers down
and suggests taking turns. Cloherty adapts real-world techniques
that encourage balanced emotional responses to a pun-filled
story. Teacups, pots, glasses, kettles, and spoons populate this
imaginary world, making metaphoric emotional responses literal. The author transforms some complex ideas into accessible
language, making it easy for young readers and adults to discuss
ways to apply techniques, guided by prompts and descriptions in
the backmatter. Additional text and milestones provide helpful

resources for adults. Lopez’s cartoon illustrations deftly portray
Terrance’s steaming responses, and the kid-friendly designs and
compositions will encourage reader giggles.
This engaging tale may help young readers grappling with
big feelings keep their cool.

SEXUAL FASCISM
Essays

Cook, Isham
Magic Theater Books (251 pp.)
$10.95 paper | $3.99 e-book | Jan. 14, 2022
978-1-73227-746-5
Constraints on sex work, pornography, nudity, privacy, and other sexual
aspects of life are forms of totalitarian
oppression, according to this polemic.
Cook gamely associates all manner of
restrictions on sexual behavior with a fascist persecution that is,
he suggests, at least Trumpian, if not downright Hitlerian, in its
mobilization of laws and prisons, malign surveillance, demonization of sexual nonconformism, and repressive imposition of
patriarchal values. Some of his criticisms are well aimed, like
his cogent attack on sex-offender registries that make it almost
impossible for ex-cons to find jobs or housing, even if they were
convicted of minor transgressions. (Underage teens, he notes,
can face child pornography charges for snapping nude selfies and
sending them to friends.) Other arguments can sound naïve. “A
new self is born” when a woman takes up sex work, Cook rhapsodizes, because “freed of the burden of being ‘normal’ and ‘proper,’
she can now relax into psychological health”—so much so that he
recommends that all sexual intercourse be paid for, with wives
perhaps offering their husbands discounts. (Several chapters
describe the author’s assignations with masseuses and sex workers in Asian countries.) And some of Cook’s proposals seem like
fascist social engineering. He calls for unisex public restrooms
with female urinals—“She must pull down her pants and pull aside
her panties, legs astride in a semi-squatting stance, thus exposing her groin from the front or rear”—positioned in full view of
male users, a reform desirable for “the sheer logic of it” as well
as water conservation benefits. (He reassures women that “over
time, one assumes, male leering and harassment of female users
would dwindle.”) The author makes telling arguments against the
absurdity of some of the restraints, taboos, and hang-ups people
place on sex, condemning in elegant, sonorous prose “a society
that is itself perverted and schizophrenic, dangling sexual temptations to ever-younger people and then punishing them brutally.”
But his less convincing arguments inadvertently demonstrate
that many sexual restraints, taboos, and hang-ups are pretty sensible and necessary for the safety and peace of mind of women
and men alike. The result is an impassioned, thought-provoking
manifesto that’s brave enough to raise scandalous questions that
it doesn’t always answer satisfactorily.
A stimulating cry for sexual humanism that sometimes
becomes a dubious brief for sexual radicalism.
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in practice the young man relies less on brute force than on
charm and misdirection to stay out of trouble: “He could be
witty, comical, charming, and incredibly disarming. He had the
ability to talk his way out of a disagreement as quickly as his
arrogance and temper could get him into a fight.” After a summer of reluctant tutoring in art and science by the kindly professor Pierre Gassendi as well as adventures with his favorite
cousin (and secret crush) Roxanne, Cyrano and his best friend,
Henri Le Bret, head off for the university in Paris. Cyrano discovers that the place has even more rules to follow than his
own home. Despite what he considers his “nasty big nose,” he
quickly manages to wow his teachers and fellow students with
his intellect and wit, including the beautiful Margaux. But not
everyone at the college is quite so amused by the loquacious
rogue, and Cyrano soon encounters dangerous situations that
even he might not be able to talk himself out of. Cicchini’s
prose is buoyant and snappy, capturing the spirit of his articulate, quippy protagonist: “After Rhetoric class, the boys moved
on to the auditorium for Drama, which Cyrano took to like the
proverbial fish to water. When Professor Picard, a tall, thin man
with angular features, asked for volunteers for a dramatic reading of an Alexandre Hardy play, Cyrano shot up like his seat had
springs in it.” The book has a slightly antiquated feel due to the
material, the flavor of the language, and the general lightness of
its tone. Still, even readers with no past experience with Cyrano
will enjoy his youthful capers and duels.
An engaging, swashbuckling tale that doesn’t take itself
too seriously.
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LEFTOVERS WITH BENEFITS
An Interracial
Contemporary Romance

Donley, C.L.
Independently Published (266 pp.)
$7.19 paper | $4.39 e-book | Jan. 11, 2019
979-8-6132-9621-7

A case of mistaken identity leads
to an unexpected connection and a
second chance at love when the lives
of two couples—one White and one
Black—intersect.
All insurance adjuster Kevin Hayes ever wanted was a fulfilling marriage with Lindsey, the woman he’s loved since high
school. His dreams, however, fail to match the reality. After
Kevin returns from a deployment to Iraq, Lindsey tells him
she’s unhappy in the marriage and wants a divorce. Determined
to reconcile with her, Kevin does everything possible to convince Lindsey to stay, but her secretive behavior convinces him
she may be leading a double life. Meanwhile, registered nurse
Kenya Hamilton is blindsided when her husband, Cecil, tells
her he is leaving her. Angry, Kenya follows Cecil to his lover’s
house and damages the car in the driveway. Several days later,
Kenya is surprised when Kevin shows up at the hospital to talk
to her about his car. Cecil is having an affair with Lindsey, but
Kenya vandalized Kevin’s car, not Lindsey’s. Seeking support
in the wake of the betrayal, Kevin and Kenya develop a friendship that quickly turns romantic. Kevin sees the possibility of a
bright future with Kenya, but when Lindsey tells him she’s pregnant, he must decide whether to take her back one more time.
The latest from Donley (Perfect Harmony, 2021, etc.) is a fastpaced and passionate interracial romance: Kevin and Lindsey
are White, and Kenya and Cecil are Black. Kenya and Kevin are
likable protagonists whose connection is sweet and tender with
just the right amount of steamy rapport. Donley’s lively narrative smoothly alternates between Kenya’s and Kevin’s perspectives as she reveals the pain of their betrayals and their efforts
to rebuild their lives in the wake of their shattered marriages.
The writing is sharp with moments of piquant wit. (“I think sex
would be like feeding gremlins after midnight. Co-dependent
gremlins.”) Strong supporting characters like Lindsey add to the
appeal of the story.
A smoldering and emotionally nuanced love story.

FALL TO PIECES

Flade, Becky
Tirgearr Publishing (253 pp.)
$3.99 e-book | Nov. 30, 2021
This Philadelphia police procedural
serves as a backdrop for a romance
between two broken but highly attractive detectives.
Detective Alexandra “Lexi” Danvers
“was hollow inside...in a way no amount of
136
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sex or whiskey seemed able to fill.” That doesn’t stop the felineeyed beauty from trying. Because of self-destructive behavior
that includes getting served too many drinks and hooking up
regularly at “cop bars,” her reputation on the force is that she’s
unfit for duty in spite of her good work record. Her train-wreck
conduct began three years ago when her husband, Robert, a
police officer, chose suicide after a failed investigation into the
kidnap and murder of 8-year-old Donald Palmer. Arthur Book’s
confession to that crime was thrown out due to allegations of
police coercion. Book walked free and successfully sued the city.
Now, Xavier Knight, Lexi’s sexy new partner (“He’s got a great
ass”), has a hidden agenda. Police Capt. Jack Barrett brought
Knight from the Baltimore police force to Philadelphia to
evaluate Lexi’s fitness. Knight also has a backstory that led to
a damaged life. As soon as the two detectives are partnered,
another 8-year-old boy is kidnapped and murdered, and Book
starts tormenting Lexi. In addition to looking for the killer,
shielding Lexi from Book, and keeping his mission to evaluate
his partner a secret, Knight finds himself falling in love with
her, as she does with him. As good as Flade’s storytelling is, the
murders and suicides (yes, plural) are upsetting to read about,
but they are not presented with over-the-top gore. And the flirtations that lead to something deeper balance the darkness of
the crimes. In addition, the police investigation feels authentic.
For example, Knight notes that the kidnapper/killer hunts in
neighborhood parks but not in the crowded parts of the city
because the snatch may be fast and anonymous there, “but the
escape is near impossible.” There’s often welcome humor in the
patter between the two detectives, as when Knight says: “For
crying out loud, Danvers, don’t talk with your mouth full. And
use a fork.”
Patchwork pieces of crime, intrigue, and romance fall into
place perfectly.

COMMENDABLE DELUSIONS
Tales of Meaning
and Imagination
French, A.T.
Self (306 pp.)
$15.95 paper | $9.99 e-book
March 16, 2022
978-1-73795-002-8

This debut short story collection takes
readers through lively and sometimesbizarre worlds both real and imagined.
In the book’s opening tale, a narrator, presumably the author, steps inside the Parisian cafe Aux
Folies. But the cafe and all of its quirky patrons reside in his head.
They’re The Mad Ones, a club of storytellers, who invite the
narrator to join them. The stories that follow in this collection
are but a few of the ones he hears in Aux Folies. In “The Corn
Show,” The Corn Aficionado hosts the surprisingly popular event
of watching corn grow. Although the show begins in the winter
with a mostly barren cornfield, flashy billboards draw spectators
from all over to sit and watch the slowly growing crop. In the

“Harlow brings sweetness and light to middle-grade
audiences in this well-balanced fantasy.”
enralak

much darker “Skull Tree,” victims of The Headhunter hang (as
decapitated heads) on the titular tree, contemplating their lives
and what comes after. Yet the volume’s distinctive theme of imagination also nurtures lighthearted tales. A storyteller called The
Diorama Maker becomes obsessed with the diorama he builds
inside a remote warehouse he bought. He gets lost in his figurines and their tiny, built-to-scale world and eventually believes
the diorama somehow modifies itself. But the standout story is
the gleefully absurd “All Hail the Plumber of the Sky.” When a
Minneapolis-to-Houston flight hits turbulence, the crew is convinced that fixing the rear toilet will save everyone onboard from
certain death. It’s up to the narrator and his plumbing skills—he
is attempting an audacious feat since he has never been a plumber.
Despite these narratives unfolding outside “the solid world of
things,” French’s tales are filled with tangible imagery, from a
talking, megalomaniacal hen to a staticky TV that airs soap
operas. Even the book’s storytellers add color. The Plumber dons
“purple coveralls, golden aviators and a rhinestone studded holster
from which hung a diamond handled plunger.”
Offbeat, occasionally puckish, and always insightful tales.

An essay collection blends autobiography with broader observations about
history, culture, and religion.
“We are a mystery to ourselves,”
writes Giskin in this insightful volume, “so writing about oneself and one’s interests is both a revelatory act as well as a process of discovery.” The first two-thirds of the book’s 44 essays
are autobiographical in nature, as the author offers vignettes
from his childhood and observations about his own family, travels, and inner life. Having grown up in New York City in the
early 1960s as his father completed a doctorate from Columbia University, Giskin delivers personal essays that effectively
balance nostalgia and wit with poignant retrospective analyses
on such topics as playgrounds, drive-in movies, and Halloween.
An avid world traveler, the author offers readers nearly a dozen
essays that use trips to Japan, Greece, Africa, and elsewhere as
lenses through which to explore metaphysical concepts related
to life, death, love, and humanity. The collection’s final third
moves away from Giskin’s personal experiences and perspectives toward a broader commentary on culture, science, history, and philosophy. As a retired educator, the author has a
solid grasp of art across genres and time periods, classical and
modern philosophy and literature, and world religions. Essays
in this section provide scholarly commentary, for instance, on
the visual arts and include high-quality, color reproductions of
various works. One piece provides an in-depth exploration of
the poetry of Walt Whitman. Other essays analyze the poetry

ENRALAK

Harlow, James
Caribou Books (209 pp.)
978-7371523-0-9
A boy travels to a magical realm on
his birthday in this middle-grade fantasy.
It’s the winter of 1944, and Elias Olmstead lives with his mother in a basement
apartment on New York City’s Upper
West Side. His father, a soldier named
Daniel, has been reported lost behind
enemy lines in Europe. The boy’s mother,
Catherine, works at Saks Fifth Avenue, and Elias awaits her
eagerly because today is his 10th birthday. When she’s late coming home, he decides to meet her, confident he knows her route.
But some street toughs chase him into Central Park. He soon
finds a statue of a beautiful woman whose staff glows and points
to a tunnel. On the other side, the park is no longer snowy but
lush with greenery. The boys chasing Elias have morphed into
fierce creatures, but he’s saved by a centaur named Belarius. The
centaur explains that this world is called Enralak, then takes Elias
to meet an army of talking bears living in caves. The adventure
becomes even stranger when Elias partners with Saeil, a feral boy
who possesses a locket and a picture of a woman who looks just
like Catherine. Later, Elias learns of a prophecy that describes
a human among Enralak’s fantastic beings—one capable of
changing life for the better. Harlow brings sweetness and light
to middle-grade audiences in this well-balanced fantasy. There’s a
mystical pulse to every depiction, as in a forest sunrise in which
everything “looked as if it had been dusted lightly in a fine layer
of sparkling silver sugar.” Elias continues to make remarkable
friends throughout the narrative, including Fossa, a kind of giant
otter, who says we must not “inflict pain on others because of our
own pain.” The villain, the centaur Sibelius, looms in the background until the end. The story crescendos wonderfully as the
author posits symmetry between Enralak and Elias’ world, characterized by doppelgängers and art shared through dreams. The
prose will give middle-grade readers a vocabulary workout, as a
crystal ball is described as having “putrid, nefarious contents.” A
clever, self-assured finale should leave fans hungry for Harlow’s
next work.
Grandeur and heart fuel this thought-provoking fantasy.
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ESSAYS

Giskin, Howard
FriesenPress (342 pp.)
$47.99 | $34.99 paper | $6.99 e-book
Feb. 9, 2022
978-1-03-912280-2
978-1-03-912279-6 paper

and art of World War I and critique Arnold Toynbee’s A Study
of History. Though an agnostic, Giskin, whose previous books
on Chinese culture have been published by academic presses,
is clearly influenced by Eastern spirituality and thought. A predilection toward concepts like Zen Buddhism, combined with
the author’s American upbringing and deep knowledge of the
Western canon of high culture, provides a unique, erudite perspective that thoughtful readers will appreciate. Alternately,
Giskin’s “exercise of getting on paper things swarming about in
my head” is at times disjointed, focusing on topics that are perhaps better suited for a separate collection.
An astute and informed, if eclectic, assemblage of essays.
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INSTRUMENT FOR
DISTRIBUTED
EMPATHY MONETIZATION

THE BEAUTIFUL
Poets Reimagine a Nation
Ed. by Lomax, Dana Teen
Gualala Arts (145 pp.)

Lessard, William
Kernpunkt Press (30 pp.)
$12.99 paper | April 4, 2022
978-1-7343065-3-8

This debut chapbook of poetry and diagrams offers a caricature of contemporary capitalism.
Lessard’s unconventional work combines absurd poetic
statements with technical diagrams resembling Google Patents
applications to present an imagined “instrument for distributed empathy monetization.” Readers are given a diagram of
the instrument, which is worn in a similar fashion to an oxygen mask. Then an introduction provides a heavily abstract
description of the instrument’s inspiration and purpose: “The
model is dependent on subject. Subject ingested as data, we
begin monetizing in the customer’s voice.” This is followed by
a detailed yet poetically abstract summary of the instrument’s
various parts: “Fabricast-grade contact (2 cm), electroformed
with cumulus shape; nimbus tolerance.” A questionnaire is
included that poses such queries as “What can we do when
ghosts borrow our skin?” Other pages feature instructions on
how to test the instrument: “TEST: Lay across the unspoken;
invite lace vocabularies to travel your form.” A closing feedback form asks readers to rate the mechanism on a sliding scale,
which begins with Snow and ends with Rain. Lessard’s book
may appear overwhelming or perplexing to some readers at
first, but a closer examination reveals that the poet is mimicking the planning strategies and language of corporate institutions to emphasize the absurdity of their dialectical approach.
The statements made are generally nonsensical: “According to
recent tests, sentiment can be extracted at rates comparable
to the hydraulic fracturing of angels. Meat, peeled back.” But
they communicate a chilling sterility indicative of a capitalist
age when human individuality is obsolete and corporate emphasis is placed on the faceless consumer understood only through
algorithmic data surveillance. In this respect, the unnerving
work has nuances of George Orwell’s Nineteen Eighty-Four but
with its lens trained on the 21st century. Lessard’s writing is not
without humor. A deliciously surreal questionnaire will raise a
chuckle: “The oversized stone that follows us up the hill. What
is its flavor? Vanilla, please explain: / Not-Vanilla, please explain.”
Given its unashamed strangeness, this book is not for everyone.
Those who carefully peruse the volume will find it to be a courageously unique, exploratory work that shines an eerie new light
on corporate practices.
Clever, boldly innovative social commentary.
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In a country inundated with political
and social ugliness, a nationally curated
poetry anthology forefronts the beautiful.
For poet, critic, and editor Lomax, a poem can be many
things. This anthology features entries from poets from every
state and, pointedly, the United States’ inhabited territories and
commonwealths. Each contributor provides a “found poem”
that conveys what they find beautiful. In short, Lomax asked
each writer to engage in “witnessing, not creating.” A couple
of poets chose work by others, but several chose photographs,
news articles, and social media screenshots. Each work includes
the rationale for its submission. Many revered poets participate,
including Eileen Myles, Jericho Brown, and Dorothea Lasky,
but there are several lesser-known writers hailing from as far as
Cameroon and South Korea. The location and text appear on
the left and the image on the right; this is a welcome layout concept since more abstract images require context for readers to
effectively see what the poet is seeing. The anthology’s theme,
Lomax writes, is partially in response to the Trump presidency
and its lingering assault on our ability to connect with the
beauty around us; through beauty we can “heal the wrongdoing at hand.” Some works reflect on a memory that addresses
multiple issues, like race, identity, and ingenuity; for example,
Brown’s entry for the state of Georgia is short but affecting.
He provides the phone number of a figure known as “Hustle
Man” whose numerous professions make him “an example of
the everything black folk will do to survive.” Tiphanie Yanique
of the U.S. Virgin Islands chose a screenshot that celebrates the
YA novel Hurricane Child (2018) by fellow Virgin Islands writer
Kheryn Callender that explores queerness, climate change, and
the legacy of colonization without resting on tropes. This is
an untraditional offering, and entries range widely in type and
scope; the collective effect is both peripatetic and profound.
An optimistic, wise collection that offers the pleasures
of discovery.

SWIMMING, NOT DROWNING
Poems

Marín, Mari-Carmen
Legacy Book Press (101 pp.)
$12.99 paper | $5.99 e-book | June 20, 2021
978-1-73479-868-5
A collection of poetry focuses on
mental health struggles.
Marín, who holds a doctorate in African American literature, found inspiration for this book’s title in James Baldwin’s
“Sonny’s Blues,” a short story that reminds
readers that deep water and drowning are not synonymous. It
is an apt metaphor for the poet, who has suffered from anxiety

“McFadden’s thoroughly engrossing book seamlessly weaves
humor and sadness, wit and tragedy, fear and love.”
old grimes is dead

the objects to glean a deeper understanding of herself and her
family. The author’s imaginative, elegant prose beguiles from
the outset: “The home had been dropped on top of our…personal Rubik’s puzzle—our family—shattering it in the process.”
Marshall takes a curatorial approach, examining many objects
in detail and then allowing their histories to unfold. Regarding
an unfinished piece of embroidery, the author writes: “Loose,
unknotted threads extend off the top of the piece—perhaps
intended to be a bookmark—as though it had been left behind
when its owner departed in a hurry.” Marshall has a great eye for
fine details, and even seemingly insignificant items are loaded
with meanings that are waiting to be unlocked. Some readers
may misconceive the premise of the memoir as cloyingly sentimental. The author sidesteps this pitfall with her often brutal
honesty: “I’m…searching this home for anything that is evidence of my parents’ love for me.” Thoughtfully conceived, this
deeply personal, acutely observed recollection is a captivating
voyage to the past. Readers who are mourning parents will particularly relate to the story.
A moving, courageously frank, and sharply intuitive
account about a manor filled with memories.

IVY LODGE
A Memoir of
Translation
and Discovery

The award-winning McFadden tells
a tale of grave robbery, the Underground
Railroad, and more in a historical novel
set in Western Pennsylvania.
It’s 1857 in Hartsgrove, Pennsylvania, and four doctors and a druggist
exhume—“resurrect” in the parlance of the era—the body of
recently deceased Black man Fudge Van Pelt in order to further
their studies in anatomy. This is illegal, and things heat up when
a skinned corpse turns up. Another eerie grave-digging episode
involves Dr. William Darling, mentored by the old Dr. Cyrus
Vasbinder, and two of the co-conspirators who dug up Van Pelt.
Will is an earnest young man, and when his patient, little Molly
Plotner, goes from near death to robust health and then, supposedly, to death, Will is flummoxed. He and his friends hope
to dig up Molly’s body to see if an autopsy will yield answers, but
they find an empty coffin. Against this backdrop, the plot goes
galloping off, with a dramatic trial, a jail escape, the blossoming of love between Will and the spirited Kathleen O’Hanlon,
and a tragic Underground Railroad escapade. The conclusion is
both shocking and weirdly believable and satisfying, as befits an
author who has earned multiple honors for his work, which was
included in The Best Mystery Stories of the Year 2021. Memorable
characters include the kindly but compromised Dr. Cyrus Vasbinder; the bloviating politician Levi Smathers; Henry Westerman, a free Black man known as Black Hen; and the mysterious
Augustus Hamilton, who claims to be free but may or may not
be. The tremulous desire of old Black Hen for the widow Van

Marshall, Linda Murphy
She Writes Press (280 pp.)
$16.95 paper | $8.99 e-book | July 12, 2022
978-1-64742-367-4
Following the deaths of her parents,
a translator returned to her family home
to sort through their possessions in this

debut memoir.
In 1959, when Marshall was 9 years old, she and her siblings
were taken by their parents to visit Ivy Lodge. Erected in the
1860s and rebuilt in 1939, this Tudor-style manor in Kirkwood,
Missouri, would soon become their home. Forty years later,
the author, a translator working in over a dozen languages, was
tasked with returning to the house to sift through its contents
prior to its sale. Marshall’s parents did not believe in throwing
things out, and she found herself confronted by a “mausoleum
of memories.” Many of the objects reminded her of the difficult
relationship she had with her parents. She discovered a peanut
jar used by her mother to shame the children about the number
of calories they consumed. The brass knuckles owned by her
father, who worked for the FBI during World War II, left her
with a sense of foreboding about his unknown past. Employing her skills as a translator, Marshall started to reinterpret
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and depression for much of her life. In free-verse poems, she
transports readers from her childhood in Málaga, Spain, to the
adolescent onset of her symptoms and her challenging adulthood. She methodically unpacks the torment she experienced
from the “demon in my mind,” her “tyrant” of a brain, and a “a
mob of angry people yelling” in her head. She recalls being told
her troubles were all in her head by a doctor whose only solution was Valium. Confessions follow regarding the “mask I wear
to chameleon / my way through each day” and how a “list of mistakes I made this past year pile up in my mind like cars.” She
examines the frustration of finding the right antidepressant and
how she despairs at the drudgery of everyday life. She divulges
the difficulties of maintaining a marriage and parenting children while experiencing mental illness. Marín boldly confronts
her own and others’ emotions and behaviors. “Mom’s silence
claims / its space between the ceiling, floor, / and four walls of
every room, enshrouding / the house with a smothering cloak
/ of unanswered questions,” she writes in “Behind Walls.” Her
descriptions are vivid and tactile; a compassionate teacher comforted the author with “arms like a blanket.” Marín poignantly
depicts how mental illness feels in lines like “Fear kidnaps my
nerves, / ties them with electric wire,” and “I’m tired of the iron
ball, / stuck in my throat.” Though she does experiment with a
handful of haiku, they don’t always resonate. The poet’s writing
excels when it has more room to explore.
A brutally honest and evocative account of anxiety and
depression in poetry.

OLD GRIMES IS DEAD

McFadden, Dennis
Self (264 pp.)
$16.95 | $3.99 e-book | Jan. 26, 2022
979-8-7984-7481-3
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Pelt is deeply touching. A wonderful writer, McFadden has a
poet’s way with words: “Fudge wore his worry like a necktie”;
“[Will] was a free man, shackled to his fears”; “a sleep of refuge
more than restoration.” His thoroughly engrossing book seamlessly weaves humor and sadness, wit and tragedy, fear and love.
An exceptional plot and characters make this historical
novel a keeper.

SIMPLE SCALING
10 Proven Principles to 10x
Your Business

McGurgan, Brendan & Claire Colvin
Houndstooth Press (388 pp.)
$34.99 | $17.99 paper | $8.99 e-book
March 15, 2022
978-1-5445-2590-7
978-1-5445-2589-1 paper

The co-founders of a global consulting practice propose an approach to scaling small- and medium-size businesses.
The title of this debut guide is also the name of the authors’
business, so it will come as no surprise that McGurgan and Colvin highlight a scaling methodology designed and implemented
by their company. The obvious sales pitch aside, there is considerable value in the thorough scaling framework freely shared
by the authors. They make it clear from the outset that their
approach is not for startups; rather, they address established
SMEs (Small and Medium Enterprises) ready to grow exponentially with a focus on “establishing, refining, and standardizing
the processes, which enable repeatable, scalable, and profitable
business.” According to their research, “Almost 98 percent of
SMEs fail to scale.” The book aims to help change that statistic;
it describes a highly structured framework of 10 principles, each
of which is explained in richly detailed chapters. The principles
are neatly divided into three sections. A handsome, if somewhat
complex, circular graphic ties it all together. “Inspire” covers
mindset, vision, and employees; “Orientate” describes planning, process, and performance; and “Accelerate” concentrates
on value proposition, geographic coverage, and collaborations
with partners. The 10th principle, “Positive Growth Culture,”
is embedded in the “Inspire” section to make the framework
come full circle. This work displays both breadth and depth;
McGurgan and Colvin offer a start-to-finish scaling process as
well as nuts-and-bolts descriptions for each of the principles.
The authors provide specific, well-founded guidance supported
by citations from other sources. Numerous relevant examples
appear throughout, and a substantial case study related to each
principle is included at the close of every chapter. At times, the
writing may feel a bit gimmicky. For example, there seems to
be an overabundance of alliteration, acronyms, cleverly constructed phrases, and the like—but it is not at the expense of
generally solid and highly actionable content. In all, this book
delivers a serious, pragmatic approach to scaling a business.
Concrete, comprehensive counsel for business leaders.
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SWEATING TOGETHER
How Peloton Built a
Billion Dollar Venture and
Created Community in a
Digital World

Miller, David J.
Ideapress Publishing (352 pp.)
$26.95 | May 24, 2022
978-1-940858-97-5

A business book offers an extended case
study of the fitness phenomenon Peloton.
Miller tells this story utilizing an intriguing dual perspective—that of an academic with an interest in entrepreneurship
as well as a self-described Peloton addict. After an amusing
anecdote about how he was first introduced to a Peloton bike by
his wife, the author gets down to business. He weaves together
the tale of his own emerging enthusiasm for Peloton with an
informed and thorough account of the company’s evolution.
Even as Miller gets hooked on the Peloton system, he deftly
relates the meteoric rise of the firm. Admittedly, it may seem
difficult for the author to remain objective, so enamored is he
of Peloton. But there is solid, substantive reportage here that
should not be dismissed as merely a public relations ploy. On
the contrary, Miller’s cleareyed observations of how and why
Peloton has been so successful, particularly in growing a fanatical customer base, are salient and perceptive. In discussing
Peloton’s trajectory, the author insightfully identifies attributes
of the company’s business model that set it apart. One aspect
he discusses is the clever combination of a piece of hardware
(the bike and, later, other fitness equipment such as treadmills)
with outstanding instruction. In fact, Peloton was originally
unique in providing not just a stationary bike, but rich content
for which users paid a monthly subscription fee. Miller rightly
points out that the company effectively “merged two traditional models in the fitness space” with some modifications.
But Peloton went beyond that, developing “interactive, live
instruction from some of the best instructors in the world. No
one had tried this before.” This may well have been enough to
distinguish Peloton, but the real differentiator, notes Miller,
was community, which, he observes, “is unlike anything I have
witnessed studying startups.” In fact, the community aspect of
Peloton’s world is so unique that it pervades a number of chapters in the book. That is not a bad thing—Miller enthusiastically brings community to the forefront in discussing his own
personal interaction with Peloton individuals and groups. He
also profiles several “Pelo Celebrities”—not luminaries who do
in fact use Peloton but rather “members who have become well
known in the community.” The thumbnail sketches of these individuals, some of whom are social media stars, make for engaging
reading. In addition to relating these personal anecdotes, the
author is adept at assessing Peloton’s role in revolutionizing
fitness specifically and business in general. But the content
isn’t entirely positive; to his credit, Miller chronicles some of
Peloton’s stumbles along the way, not the least of which include
serious injuries and isolated deaths. Perhaps most intriguing is
the author’s visionary thinking about the unlimited potential of

“Mundey’s presentation is admirably nuanced—she
limns a war in constant evolution.”
fighting the forever war

THE SOCIAL DISASTER
Warning! Social Media May
Be Hazardous to Your Life,
Your Kids & Society

Peloton’s future offerings. He believes Peloton “is on the path
to fundamentally altering individual and societal approaches to
health and well-being.” Still, serious challenges ahead cannot be
minimized, as indicated recently in Peloton’s faltering profits,
the resignation of its founder/CEO, and a round of layoffs.
A timely, authoritative portrait of a breakthrough company.

FIGHTING THE FOREVER WAR
The U.S. Service Member
Experience in Afghanistan,
2001-2014

Mundey, Lisa M.
McFarland (258 pp.)
$39.95 paper | $23.99 e-book | Feb. 7, 2022
978-1-4766-8889-3

A wide-ranging work makes the case
that social media are both dangerous and addictive and presents
strategies for users and parents to navigate their pitfalls.
Pepe begins with a claim now familiar in public discourse—
social media are not only perniciously addictive, but also potentially harmful to their users in sundry ways. But he significantly
amplifies this contention—he asserts that social media can produce an intense addictive attachment that rivals the power of
cocaine, alcohol, cigarettes, and gambling. In addition, social
media can either produce or deeply exacerbate a bevy of serious
mental health afflictions, including loneliness and depression,
and can function as a gateway to suicide. The author argues that
social media’s potential for mass harm is unprecedented since
“there has never been any technology, means of social interaction or advertising medium with the potential to create and
exacerbate more psychological damage than social media platforms. The once-in-a-lifetime combination of programming,
structures, dopamine infusers, artificial intelligence and psychological manipulation techniques puts mental health risks at
every user’s fingertips every time they use” these sites. Drawing
on an impressive storehouse of scientific studies, Pepe explores
the dark underworld of social media with an emphasis on the
impact the platforms have on their most ardent and vulnerable
devotees: adolescents. With accessible clarity, he covers a broad
spectrum of issues, including the cognitive impairments social
media can induce, the rise of cancel culture, and the growing
problem of censorship and its consequences for public discourse. The tone of the author’s diligent analysis can flirt with
crossing a line from urgent to hyperventilated, but he consistently furnishes empirical evidence to substantiate his claims.
In addition, this book is more than the sounding of an alarm;
Pepe provides a discussion of the ways in which social media
users—and their parents—can sanely arm themselves against
the dangers. His counsel is less than groundbreaking—his
principal advice to parents is to severely limit their kids’ use of
social media. Still, this is an always reasonable and sometimes
eye-opening treatment of an important but not always fully
understood issue.
A thorough, well-researched account of a pressing contemporary problem.
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A historical work explores the American military presence in Afghanistan as
seen by the soldiers themselves.
As Mundey observes, it is easy to conflate the war in
Afghanistan with the conflict in Iraq—two thoroughly Muslim
countries in the Middle East that served as redoubts for militant Islamic terrorists. But the differences between the two are
in fact so great that many American soldiers complained the
training for one left them sorely underprepared for the other.
With impressive rigor and exhaustive comprehensiveness, the
author provides a “ground-up perspective of those Americans
who served in Afghanistan, not from the top-down levels of
strategy and policy.” Relying on a variety of firsthand accounts
articulated in blogs, memoirs, and interviews, Mundey examines the impressions of Afghanistan experienced by a wide
range of soldiers, including the often neglected private contractors. She covers every imaginable sphere of military life—the
frequently austere living conditions, sexual relations among
soldiers, illicit drug use, and the profoundly forbidding terrain
and weather. What lucidly emerges is an intriguing and complex
picture of American soldiers confronting a world so alien that
they often found it difficult to sympathize with the plight of
the Afghans. And as the war dragged on, a hopeful optimism
began to give way to cynicism: “When looking back at nearly 20
years of war in Afghanistan, with the Taliban forces back in control, the future of a secure, democratic Afghanistan looks dim.”
Mundey’s presentation is admirably nuanced—she limns a war
in constant evolution, one in which the mission objectives were
subject to significant revisions over time. The author’s prose is
journalistically precise and straightforward as well as refreshingly sober and unencumbered by ideological partisanship.
Instead of tired talking points, readers are treated to something
despairingly rare these days: a faithful description supplied by
the witnesses themselves.
A remarkable, thorough tour of the war in Afghanistan
given by soldiers who fought there.

Pepe, Larry
Sammi Seven Publishing (318 pp.)
$25.95 | $17.95 paper | $0.99 e-book
Feb. 11, 2022
979-8-9854215-1-4
979-8-9854215-2-1 paper
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GLUE
How Project Leaders Create
Cohesive, Engaged,
High-Performing Teams

Pham, Anh Dao
G&D Media (242 pp.)
$30.00 | $19.95 paper | $11.49 e-book
March 29, 2022
978-1-72251-065-7
978-1-72250-533-2 paper
In this debut business book, an executive applies leadership strategy to project management.
Pham, who advanced from an information technology consultant to a vice president of product management, has seen
project management from the middle and the top. In this wellcrafted work, she is highly supportive of those project leaders
who “act as the glue that binds teams together, filling gaps in
process and communication wherever there is a need.” From
the outset, the author makes it clear that her book is not about
the processes associated with project management but rather
the leadership abilities necessary to become a capable project
supervisor. In Part 1, Pham identifies fundamental leadership
skills, including techniques for building rapport quickly, running productive meetings, asking the right questions, and
documenting/synthesizing information. While this content is
basic, it is actionable—and it will undoubtedly assist middle
managers who have yet to develop leadership expertise. Parts
2 and 3 are much more project specific. In the second part, for
example, the author shares sensible advice about setting measurable goals, managing project teams, and establishing road
maps. One memorable methodology she highlights is “CALM,”
an acronym for “Closely Aligned, Loosely Managed.” A chapter on preempting risk in this section is especially helpful. Part
3 addresses project implementation; here, Pham cites some
excellent examples of how best to encourage cooperation and
explains how to manage each of the elements of the well-known
time-scope-resources triangle. She closes this portion with a
frank acknowledgment: “There is no project I’ve ever led that
has gone as planned. No matter how hard you try to manage or
control them, change will happen.” This should be comforting
news to novice project leaders. Part 4 consists of just a single
chapter yet it is one of the most powerful; with sincere words,
Pham urges project leaders to create bonds that transcend the
office and turn co-workers into friends. The best project leaders, she writes, “are the ones who—with appreciation, empathy,
encouragement, trust, loyalty, and strength—from plans and
goals, create work friends and work families.” The author is at
her best when inspiring others.
A valuable, humanistic perspective on leading projects.
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UNMASKING OF
OUR INTERIORS

Plasse-Taylor, Michael
FriesenPress (257 pp.)

A queer interior designer recounts a
traumatic childhood in Ontario and its
lingering influence on his adult life in
this debut memoir.
This more-bitter-than-sweet remembrance starts at the beginning, with the
two-month premature birth of PlasseTaylor in Toronto in 1954. He spent his first weeks of life in an
incubator in the hospital’s newborn intensive care unit, and
the author expresses his belief that the lack of physical bonding with his mother, Edna Taylor, set the tone for their lifelong strained relationship, which included physical abuse. He
notes that his mother was clinically depressed and anxious and
that she raised 12 children, mostly alone; she ran away from
her home at a rural Ontario farm at the age of 13. The author,
before coming out as gay in his late teens, found solace in his
older sister, Janet, and the arts, including choir, theater, and
interior design. At 15, he attempted suicide, after which he filed
papers to be emancipated from his mother, and he moved in
with his neighbors. He attended two Canadian universities
before enrolling at Pratt Institute in Manhattan in 1981, where
he thrived within the queer community; he ran in the same circles as famed gay-liberation activist Marsha P. Johnson. Readers will find it a relief, after the book’s harrowing beginning, to
see that Plasse-Taylor later found and accepted various forms of
love and pursued a successful career in design and as a professor
and activist, although the first two-thirds of the memoir are the
most engrossing. The author’s prose is earnest and introspective, weaving the darkest moments of his upbringing with joyous passages about New York City’s 1980s queer nightlife scene
and, later, about his students. The memoir makes the case that,
just as the interior of a space must be revealed to be designed,
so must we uncover ourselves and accept the flawed humans we
are: “It took me a hell of a lot of years to look in the mirror and
not see a mask, reflected, back.”
A moving examination of personal trauma and the healing
power of queer community.

REDEMPTION

Price, Victoria
Independently Published (143 pp.)
$5.65 paper | $2.99 e-book | Oct. 31, 2015
978-1-980533-76-4
In this romance, a young woman
spends years wondering about the handsome man she met during a fateful snowstorm only to discover that he’s her new
boss and he’s nothing like she thought.
Just 20 years old, Sara Colbert was
understandably frightened to be home alone in rural Tennessee

“The enjoyable saga is well paced, and the closing
battles will hold readers’ attention.”
man on mars

The secret Gatti agenda is to seize Earth once Mars is secured,
with the more militant ones calling for human extermination.
This has resulted in human-alien clashes on Mars and a deadly
“Red Purge” by the Gattis years earlier that quelled resistance
by humans, reducing them to a Martian underclass. But a rebel
human underground movement with 2,401 members called the
Wake plans retaliation. Key members include Don, a resourceful but amnesiac survivor of alien combat, and Shana, a young
woman with a medical background whose parents died in the
Red Purge. Shana has trouble confessing her ardor for Don. A
strange new recruit is Eio, a friendly, rather childlike, bulbousheaded, fourth-dimensional alien (not even made of atoms),
stranded on Mars and desperate to return home. If humans can
comprehend his superscience, it would give the Wake an advantage. The Eio angle especially makes the narrative an unsteady
combination of adult and YA SF, complete with A Wrinkle in
Time–esque digression into tesseract cubes; an episode where
Shana says nothing worse than “Ouch!” when wounded; and
the icky prospect of human romance with the egg-laying Gattis (shades of Edgar Rice Burroughs’ famous character Deja
Thoris). Still, the enjoyable saga is well paced, and the closing
battles will hold readers’ attention to an ending that deftly
opens doors to the sequel. Though Martian geography is used,
the locale may as well be Vichy France, Communist-run Poland,
or any other setting ripe for occupied-territory intrigue.
Valiant humans versus tyrannical aliens, with engaging
infusions of romance, comedy, and quantum science.

MY TRAVEL ALPHABET
26 Magical Places
on Earth

Ratti, A.K.
Illus. by Claudie C. Bergeron
Rattling Press (36 pp.)
$15.99 | $9.99 paper | $4.99 e-book
Nov. 20, 2021
978-1-73783-011-5
978-1-73783-010-8 paper

MAN ON MARS
The Wake

Quinn, X.
Self (340 pp.)
$19.95 | $14.95 paper | $5.99 e-book
Jan. 26, 2022
978-1-73785-641-2
978-1-73785-640-5 paper

In this debut SF novel, Mars has been
colonized by an unequal alliance of Terrans
and ruthless aliens, with an underground
human movement taking shape to oppose the extraterrestrials.
Quinn’s series opener envisions the latter part of the 21st
century, when Mars colonization has gone forward—but not
just by humans. The Gattis entered the solar system and, with
superior technology, terraformed the red planet for joint habitability. Officially, the Gattis promote peaceful cooperation
alongside Homo sapiens, but they are conquerors by nature. They
have an unwholesome habit of cruelly meddling with genetics—their own and other species’—to mutate and sharpen their
predator status. In the author’s descriptions, these extraterrestrials run the gamut; some resemble the tentacled invaders
of the film Independence Day, and others look almost human.
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during an aggressive snowstorm. After the power went out,
it wasn’t her parents but a strange man who pounded on the
door, seeking refuge after his car ran off the road. Sara spent
one unforgettable night getting to know the attractive man in
the candlelight, but by the next morning, he was gone. Worse
yet, there was a tragic accident, and Sara’s family never made it
home. Four years later, Sara is still dealing with the fallout. She’s
part of the computer support staff at a company called Infonet,
and it turns out her boss is none other than Darren Hartford,
the man she met during the snowstorm. Darren claims never
to have forgotten her, but Sara’s heard rumors about his rakish
ways. She has too much responsibility already and cannot allow
the kind of drama a man like Darren could bring into her life.
He insists his intentions are pure and begins to wear her down.
When a misunderstanding leads Darren to behave badly, Sara’s
ready to write him off forever. But he learns the secrets she’s
been keeping and realizes he can never let her go. Told in the
third person, the novel alternates between Sara’s and Darren’s
perspectives throughout the story. From the very start, the tale
contains several moments that require a suspension of disbelief, as when Sara lets a stranger into her empty home with only
the most minimal persuasion. Even so, Price provides sufficient
details and background about the characters that the emotions
and yearnings the couple experience feel authentic. The story’s supporting characters are also additive, as their needs and
behavior shed light on the protagonists’ motivations. Certain
moments feel overly rushed, lacking development as the author
zooms through some plot points. But the speedy plot is still sufficiently engrossing that readers will enjoy hurrying along with
the author to the tale’s inevitable conclusion.
An entertaining opposites-attract love story.

Inviting locations around the world fill the pages of this
illustrated, rhyming alphabet book.
“A is for alleyways, all painted blue,” readers are told, as a
White girl and a tan-skinned boy walk down a blue street in
Chefchaouen, the “blue city” of Morocco. On each page, a short
phrase describes the remarkable thing about a place (named in
small print), with the same two kids appearing somewhere in
a glorious spread of color and magic. Ratti’s fluid poetry leads
readers from one page to the next, across five of the seven continents, visiting attractions both well known (the Valley of the
Queens in Luxor, Egypt) and less frequently represented (the
reflective salt flats of Salar de Uyuni, Bolivia). The majestic sites
are wide ranging. Some showcase ancient landmarks; others
feature natural wonders (the monarch migration in Angangueo,
Mexico) or popular celebrations (the Yi Peng lantern festival
in Chiang Mai, Thailand). While the larger text on each page
is designed for youngsters to decipher, the vocabulary words
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(pointed, monarchs) may require emergent readers to pause to
sound them out. Lap readers will happily pore over Bergeron’s
lovely digital illustrations, which capture the enchantment of
each of these places in the realism of her landscapes. Half of the
book features locations in the Americas, with Africa and Asia
each showing up for five letters, Europe three, and Australia and
Antarctica missing from the story.
This tale’s gorgeous images and graceful poetry should
inspire travelers to see the world’s beauty.

GET WALLETWISE
Recover From Money
Missteps: Create Positive
Money Habits for
Everyday People

Remsen, Ken
Self (302 pp.)
$24.99 | $20.94 paper | $9.99 e-book
Sept. 18, 2021
979-8-4796-9144-7
979-8-9853810-0-9 paper
A debut manual offers wide-ranging advice on all kinds of
financial matters.
“Don’t be a victim any longer,” Remsen writes in his bracing book. “Learn the habits of being competent financially.” In
a series of densely detailed chapters, the author takes readers
through the widest possible spectrum of the financial world,
touching on everything from taxes and inheritances to 401(k)
programs, retirement entitlement benefits, and the creation of
a personal budget. He looks at an array of ways to build personal
savings and a variety of obstacles to that goal. He devotes large
amounts of time to giving advice to groups that are typically
financially vulnerable: the young, retirees, and particularly people who’ve had serious financial setbacks and want to recover
from them. His pointers are always granular and practical, and
he prevents this from being overwhelming by frequently shifting to an anecdotal storyteller mode (at which he’s thankfully
very good). For example, a discussion of the money matters
surrounding car ownership and care (“Cycling through cars is
an expensive habit,” he writes) is colored by the author’s own
stories of the favorite autos in his life. He discusses rentals, the
purchase of a home, travel, retirement accounts, credit scores,
and a large number of other financial issues, frequently including photographs and charts to illustrate his points. He also
includes website URLs for readers to take advantage of online
resources. Everything from credit issues to the financing of pet
care is addressed.
Despite the clarity with which Remsen consistently
reminds his readers how important good financial practices
are to all aspects of life’s comforts and ambitions, the best part
of his book is his infectious high spirits. If you want to have
a successful financial life, he insists, you must have a positive
attitude—it’s his strongest suggestion. Develop a healthy
plan for dealing with the inevitable hurdles in life, the author
advises. “It’s difficult, but you will have to reduce the negative
144
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emotions,” he writes. “You can build resilience. Have a little grit.
I know you can do it!” This personal, inspirational undertone
raises the book above most of its counterparts in the financial
advice market; the stamp of Remsen’s own personality makes
his pragmatic tips feel both more immediate and more trustworthy. The characteristics he ascribes to the monetarily successful—that they’re reliable, honest, resilient, and good with
numbers—are presented in a steady, inclusive tone that assures
readers they can become financially triumphant regardless of
any money mistakes they may have made. The key is change:
The financially successful set, he insists, believes in self-education about money—no matter how bad some people are at
managing their funds, they can always learn ways to improve.
His strongest note is one of self-empowerment; he’s constantly
warning his readers not to be victims. Financial competence is
a skill that can be learned—and it is in any case not the be-all
and end-all of existence. “Life is not money,” he writes. “It is
authentic relationships.” This healthy perspective infuses every
aspect of Remsen’s extensive counsel.
A compassionate and richly empowering guide to renovating your finances.

MINERVA PEARLSTAR AND
THE WEAVERS OF FATE

Riddle, Sharron
Self (308 pp.)
Jan. 16, 2022
979-8-4030-6006-6

A teen discovers her magical lineage and
possible doomed future in this YA fantasy.
Thirteen-year-old Minerva Pearlstar
lives in Brooklyn, New York, with her
widowed mother, who barely makes
ends meet working at Serenity Gardens Mortuary. The pair
moves often to avoid discovery of the fact that Minerva can
wield electricity with her hands. The girl believes that she’s
a freak, but then an old man, accompanied by two ravens,
invites her to the Asgard School for the Exceptionally Gifted
in Midgard, Maine. He’s none other than Odin, the Allfather
from Norse myth; Minerva is actually a heksen (or witch)
demigod who’s been in hiding from a dark fate foreseen by
the dangerous Nornir people. In Maine, Minerva is greeted
by future roommate Alice Cleverly and “bear-mage” Markas Nightshade. Midgard is a tourist destination on the surface, designed like an old Viking village; secretly, its school
trains heksen in spellcasting and gives them animal familiars.
Minerva also gets a job at the You Only Die Once Funerarium,
run by Baynard Nightshade. Just as Minerva begins to enjoy
her new life, she learns that the complexities of her lineage
lead to a scary place—the apocalypse known as Ragnarok. Riddle brings Harry Potter devotees a comforting magic-school
tale based around Norse folklore and fairy tales. Minerva has
plenty of odd quirks that make her easy to root for, including
homemade clothing reworked from Halloween costumes. The
plot’s most intriguing mystery is the whereabouts of the main

“Roth and Penn ably depict the mixed emotions both
animals and humans experience when encountering
something new and possibly scary.”
little lovable lucy ’s big day

character’s older sister, whom she’s never met. An extra touch
of intrigue comes in the novel’s exploration of the funeral
industry: You Only Die Once is a green business, and Baynard
uses natural elements like cloves and vanilla, rather than toxic
formaldehyde, to freshen corpses. This series starter spends a
lot of time on worldbuilding, introducing such lore as an elfmage war and a Blood Pact. Minerva also has a complicated
relationship with nemesis Prince Thorn, and the two share a
devastating kiss that foreshadows a deeper emotional struggle
in the future.
Fans of magic-school tales and Norse mythology will adore
this exceptionally detailed YA series opener.

LITTLE LOVABLE
LUCY’S BIG DAY

A small pup meets her forever family
in this simply worded picture book.
Lovable Lucy, a small brown pup with a white belly and
white paws, is both excited and nervous about meeting her forever family. “My tail is very confused,” she confesses. But her
new family members—a mother, a father, and three children—
are all ready to love her and guide her around her new home.
Lucy compares her curly fur, freckles, floppy ears, and brown
eyes to the features of her diverse family members (depicted
in Hernandez’s illustrations as a family of varying skin tones,
eye colors, and hair types). When the newness becomes overwhelming, her family steps in to help. Authors Roth and Penn
ably depict the mixed emotions both animals and humans experience when encountering something new and possibly scary,
even when it’s exciting. The simple sentences and vocabulary
make this a good choice for emerging readers, although Lucy’s
calling herself “little me” sometimes creates odd grammatical
structures (“Little me is sleepy from my big day”). Hernandez’s cartoon illustrations capture the family warmly welcoming Lucy into their home. The design choice to depict Lucy’s
wagging as text within the illustration makes for fun, repeated
words throughout.
A sweet introduction to the process of welcoming a new pet.

THE HILL

Schafer, Gabriele
Photos by Andreas Sterzing &
Margaret Morton
Autonomedia (216 pp.)
$23.96 paper | Oct. 19, 2021
978-1-57027-384-1
Debut author Schafer presents a memoir of time spent with
New York City’s homeless.

y o u n g a d u lt

Roth, Norma E. & Shayna Rose Penn
Illus. by Adua Hernandez
Self (40 pp.)
March 15, 2022
978-1-73766-300-3

On Thanksgiving evening in 1990, a reproduction of a
Lakota tepee went up among a homeless encampment near
the Manhattan Bridge. The encampment was known as The
Hill. Those who put up the structure were, however, not the
typical residents. The author and her partner, Nick Fracaro,
had decided to set up their tepee as a way to commemorate the
1890 massacre at Wounded Knee. The event eventually took
on a life of its own. Not only did the tent remain standing, it
became a gateway for getting to know the community of The
Hill. Although the couple kept their apartment in Brooklyn,
they wound up spending a lot of time among the locals. The Hill
was home to heroin addicts, drunks, and formerly incarcerated
people. Of course these were also people with families, pasts,
and stories to tell. As the author states, “Generally, The Hill is
a sad place.” This was often due to the fact that the “need for
drug-money is all-powerful.” Still, high school students, tourists,
and the media came to visit. It all comes to life in this collection
of journal entries, photographs, newspaper clippings, and other
miscellanea. Rather than provide an overarching statement on
homelessness, the book lets the author’s experiences speak for
themselves—a powerful statement that doesn’t force an agenda.
From Juan, a pushover crack addict, to Mr. Lee, who diligently
tends to his own shack, the individuals are as unique as they are
tragic. For those on the Hill with nowhere else to go, “There is
no option like ‘giving up,’ only completing one’s destiny.” The
reader comes to understand how “the future is not a concept
on The Hill. Anything beyond today is a mystery.” Some entries,
such as the author’s attempts to secure grant funding, are, naturally, not quite as interesting. Nevertheless, the material forms
a highly readable firsthand account that is neither overly sentimental nor dismissive. The work features sketches by the
author, usually portraits of residents of the Hill, and includes
no-frills photos by Morton and Sterzing.
A personal, informative portrayal of a unique New
York community.

AN ART, A CRAFT,
A MYSTERY
A Novel in Poetry

Secord, Laura
Livingston Press (181 pp.)
$18.95 paper | $9.95 e-book
Feb. 22, 2022
978-1-60489-303-8

Two women journey to Colonial
America and are accused of witchcraft in
poet Secord’s debut novel in verse.
“Don’t think these skills were simple, / they were an art, a
craft, a mystery, / yet when the men took notice, / they doubted
diligence and named it witchery,” reads the closing verse of this
book’s title poem. The skills to which the poet refers are those
adopted by 17th-century women to nurture their communities—
skills that outsiders distorted and called malevolent acts. This
novel initially hurls the reader into the heart of London, England,
at a time of plague. Lydea Gilbert and her niece, Kate, tend to the
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sick with little success, and after losing loved ones, they decide
to journey across the ocean. In 1636, they board a ship called
the Truelove and set sail for Massachusetts, accepting a period of
indentured servitude to pay for their passage. They’re made to
work for Hutchinson, a merchant; his wife, Anne, is later put on
trial for heresy. Lydea and Kate then travel on to Connecticut,
where they go their separate ways, with Lydea going to stay with
her cousin, Thomas, and Kate marrying John Harrison, a grower
of hops, barley, and tobacco. In 1654, Lydea is accused of being
a witch by families she “nursed through pox,” and in 1668, Kate,
too, is dragged from her bed and charged with witchcraft. In a
final note, the poet reveals that the characters of Lydea and Kate
are based on real women, the author’s ancestors, who lived in and
were persecuted by Puritan society.
Secord powerfully captures the precariousness of the lives of
women healers in the space of a deceptively simple quatrain: “My
pockets carry sentimental pieces. / These womb-shaped bags hang
below my skirts / hiding needed things, tools for nourishing, / locks
of my children’s hair and linen strings.” These brief lines speak volumes about Lydea’s maternal benevolence and the need for her to
conceal her practices from those around her. The work presents
poems from the separate perspectives of Lydea and Kate, and these
first-person accounts shape two psychologically distinct characters. The younger Kate’s vulnerability is palpable on occasion: “I
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thought that I could live / without her presence, but being with
child / again, I wish I could feel her hands.” Secord is also expert at
communicating atmosphere, as when, on their arrival in America,
Lydea observes: “The air smells / ever green, and trees outnumber
men,” a stark contrast to the “many funeral pyres” of the London
they left behind. Some readers may be initially skeptical of a novel
written entirely in verse, but Secord maintains a strong storyline
throughout, and her poetry adds a deeper sense of mysticism.
From its opening line, “We kept the small alive from day to day, /
kept households warm, kept bread made,” this book is a passionate
celebration of historically undervalued daily endeavors of women
and a vital reminder of what victims of persecution endured.
A smartly conceived and emotionally stirring poetic tale.

SUMMER LIGHTNING

Silman, Roberta
Campden Hill Books (328 pp.)
A novel tracks a family through the
first half of the 20th century, with all
its good times and bad, focusing on the
clan’s quotidian hopes and dreams.
The story begins when Belle Brand’s
life intersects with Isaac Kaplow’s while
she is watching Charles Lindbergh take
off on his historic 1927 flight. Belle and
Isaac marry during the depths of the Depression when life is
hard, but they are deeply in love. They survive and begin to prosper. Soon come two daughters, Sophy and Vivie. Readers follow
the family’s fortunes through the Depression and the decades
after—with flashbacks to Isaac’s previous life in Europe. The
story covers the World War II era, the 1950s, the ’60s, and so on
(and the family’s move from Brooklyn to the suburbs of Long
Island). And then the headlines: the Holocaust, the March on
Washington, Joseph McCarthy’s witch hunt, and President John
F. Kennedy’s assassination, each with its own shocks and moral
reverberations. Through a peculiar happenstance, Belle and the
artist Larry Rivers become edgy friends (he paints her portrait),
and other luminaries—Frank O’Hara, Leonard Bernstein, Nell
Blaine—make appearances. Then readers watch the daughters,
the mostly dutiful Sophy and the beautiful, unpredictable Vivie,
grow up and find themselves. Through it all, the Kaplows persevere. Silman is a much-published writer, sure in her craft and
very insightful. Belle can be a worrywart, but Isaac is the rock,
the mensch. Sophy and Vivie find not only themselves, but also
good and caring husbands. This is, in fact, an old-fashioned novel,
the sort of engaging book that readers can slip into like a warm
bath, and the Kaplows are the kind of people the audience will
remember long after the last chapter. Readers certainly don’t lack
for stories of chaos and calamity, so the current, much abraded
world needs this type of tale more than ever. In the last chapter, the author writes that love “is more than a madness; It is the
protection against all that awaits us, our only defense against the
hurts and truths of this uncertain, clamorous world.”
This appealing family tale offers astute characterizations
and a panoramic view of the 20th century.

“Taylor expertly mimics the sensation of delving into deep
memories by subtly playing with tense and time.”
dorian’s quarterback

DORIAN’S QUARTERBACK

SHAPELESS SUMMERS

Taylor, Mary
Self (340 pp.)
$19.95 paper | Jan. 4, 2022
979-8-9854749-4-7

A British mariner changes careers
and moves to Tahiti to work as a data
scientist and manager of aid programs in
this novel.
William Greenwood is divorced
and in his early 40s when he decides
that his maritime career may be ending. After a bout of dengue in Tahiti, he is impressed with the
medical research apparatus, and he heads back to school to
become a data scientist. Several years later, he bids farewell to
England to work as a research assistant for a dengue project in
Tahiti. Though he knows the sea, he has only a cursory familiarity with life on the Pacific islands. Now, reconnecting with
Serge, a French doctor who helped him years before, William
is immersed in the island’s warm and friendly environment and
leisurely pace. When a scientist named Ingrid Olson visits from
Norway, William notices that “an ineffable joy swept through
me; my forty-seven-year-old self instantly felt young and free
and renewed as though ready for a date.” William and Ingrid
do become intimate, but she eventually returns to Europe. As
William accepts other jobs in Tuvalu and Fiji, he tries to keep in
touch with her, but the future is uncertain. His work involves
grueling travel, but soon he will have to confront matters in his
personal life back home unless he wants loneliness to become
the norm. Thompson’s globe-trotting novel reads like a memoir, complete with photographs by the author, and has a fine
focus on the real-world pains and pleasures that make the story
so convincing. The knowledge about different islands, governments, cultures, and aid programs is top-notch, but it is the tale
of being over 40 and afraid that work will overwhelm the last
clinging threads of a personal life that shines through. This is a
relatable but sophisticated book, and the protagonist’s search
for love in middle age, plus a surprise at the end, makes it a moving one.
An enjoyable South Pacific tale, both smart and unpretentious, about leaving home and starting over.

y o u n g a d u lt

In Taylor’s historical series starter, a
sensitive girl comes of age in New England.
In the 1970s, Beth Lawrence is an
astute and inquisitive child who feels distant from the other members of her family; she’s much younger than her three
siblings, and at one point, she notices
that there are no photos of herself hanging up on the walls of
their home. She’s also alienated from her peers, as she is, as she
describes it, “the poorest kid in a rich school” in Providence,
Rhode Island. By 14, Beth has made some connections with
friends and with her beloved sister-in-law, Hope, but then her
parents sell their house and abruptly transplant Beth to a hectic
public school in New Hampshire, where the locals dismiss her
as a “flatlander.” (Her often cold mother informs her of the sudden move, “as if talking about the weather,” dismissing Beth’s
horrified reaction.) Once again an outsider as a high school
freshman, Beth tries to assimilate, but sadness and loneliness
seem to lurk behind every corner. Death also creeps into her life
in several ways, including a destabilizing encounter with someone in her orbit contracting a mysterious disease. At 16, she
finds hope, and longing, in her passionate feelings for a warmhearted boy named Toby Pemberton, but there are persistent
hints at a grim future with shocking, unrevealed truths. Taylor
ends this first novel rather abruptly, which leaves something
to be desired, but she certainly sets up an intriguing and rich
stage for her Emotional Imprints series. Her prose is particularly effective at showing how Beth tries to navigate the abrupt
mood shifts of the complicated adults around her and how this
has lasting effects on her. Taylor also expertly mimics the sensation of delving into deep memories by subtly playing with
tense and time; early on, for instance, Beth’s narration moves
effortlessly from a contemporary, forlorn adult perspective to a
third grader’s present-tense view. This adds to the novel’s overall moody atmosphere and hints that the protagonist’s best dramatic arcs are yet to come.
This work’s thoughtful, delicate prose paves a promising
way for future installments.

Thompson, Hayden
Self (260 pp.)
$9.99 paper | $1.99 e-book | March 1, 2022
979-8-4237-3322-3

THE ILLITERATE DAUGHTER

Vang, Chia Gounza
Scarsdale Publishing (250 pp.)
$12.95 paper | $3.99 e-book | Dec. 7, 2021
978-1-953100-32-0
A teenager and her family attempt
to escape war-torn Laos in this debut YA
novel.
Laos, 1974. Thirteen-year-old Nou
has two books she desperately wants to
read. Unfortunately, she doesn’t yet know
how. Nou needs the Vietnam War—which has spilled into her
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homeland of Laos—to end before she can finally attend school
and learn to decipher the characters that line the volumes’
pages. Until then, she is stuck weeding the family’s rice field
and feeding the livestock, daydreaming about the princes and
princesses she hopes to one day read about. Then the unimaginable happens. The Communists attack Nou’s Hmong village,
burning down houses and slaughtering civilians: “Our hut began
to burn, and my heart stopped a second time. My books! Oh
Heaven….Our dog, my books, and everything we had worked
for, gone in the blink of an eye.” Nou’s wounded father, who
fought beside the Americans, leads the family members into the
jungle, knowing that if the Communists catch them, he will be
killed. As Nou and her family brave the deadly mountain paths
that will provide an escape into Thailand, hounded all the way
by Communist soldiers, the only way for the girl to keep the
clan together may be for her to become one of the heroes she’s
long daydreamed about. In this series opener, Vang’s prose is
precise and urgent, capturing the moment-to-moment anxieties of Nou on her journey: “We marched cautiously and quietly
on the steep, craggy mountain path. Birds sang cheerfully from
the tree canopy as if no danger existed and helped distract me
from my fear. Still, with every rustle of leaves and grunts or
shuffling of wild animals, my heart fluttered.” The novel moves
swiftly and nimbly, introducing its appealing characters and
quickly sending them crashing into the undergrowth. In addition to telling the under-reported history of American-Hmong
involvement in the Laotian civil war, the tale offers a timely
story of the difficulties faced by war refugees. The trials faced
by Nou and her family will linger with readers long after the
book’s finale. The audience will be thankful that a sequel is in
the works.
A lean and engaging tale about love, war, and family.
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THE ART OF FALLING

Wendell, Julia
FutureCycle Press (86 pp.)
$15.95 paper | $2.99 e-book | Feb. 7, 2022
978-1-952593-23-9
This volume of poetry explores
themes of parenthood, the natural world,
and the pleasures and pains of existence.
Wendell’s spellbinding collection
opens with a poem entitled “Portrait Chinois,” in which the author observes a picture of the artist Frida Kahlo: “I study the woman staring back, /
wondering why she kept / dark caterpillars inching / over darker
eyes.” The piece ponders representations of the female body—
with the poet revealing that she cut her hair after injuring herself
falling from a horse—and proceeds to celebrate survival. Horse
riding is a common theme in this book. The following poem,
“Ride,” considers the freedom and naïveté of riding in childhood,
with “no inkling of danger.” Similarly, the title poem is about the
necessity to relax when falling off a horse and how this applies to
life’s other distressing events. Poems such as “Blizzard of Nothing” and “Storm Chaser” bear witness to the awesome power
of nature, whereas “Southpaw” and “Kites” are tender examinations of parenthood. The thoughtful collection ends with “Viva
la Vida,” a tribute to endurance and a further nod to Kahlo’s art.
Readers new to Wendell’s poetry will be struck by her use of
distinctive imagery. In “Blizzard of Nothing,” settling snow is “a
crazed Einstein, / erasing what came before / to start the lesson
over— / a blizzard of wisdoms / traveling at the speed of relative
/ incomprehensibility.” The author has a refreshingly imaginative gaze. Simple acts, such as kite flying, become effortlessly
analogous to the art of parenting: “My daughter, for instance. /
The closer, / the easier to manipulate. / The farther out, / more
risk and thrill.” Wendell’s poetry resonates with mature, often
tough wisdom: “Come off a horse enough times, / and you learn
how to fall.” But among life’s agonizing lessons her pieces also
locate simple ecstasies, such as stargazing: “I want to sleep to
drink / from that dark rift / between stars, / I want to empty /
the ladle of light.” Wendell is a dazzlingly inventive and perceptive poet, and it proves a joy to see the world through her eyes.
Strikingly imagistic and contemplative poetry that will
live on in memory.

INDIE

Books of the Month
UNBROKEN

THE FERRYMAN’S
TOLL

J.S. Rosen

Daniel James

A tenderly observant
set of tales.

A fast-paced, richly
imagined, gritty tale
of modern-day good
versus evil.

SHAVING WITH
OCCAM

Valentin Per Lind

Jacob M. Appel

Old-school poetry
with grand themes
and darkly romantic
execution.

A giddy journey
with an unforgettable sleuth to
guide readers.

THE MOONSTONE
GIRLS

RUDY’S BELLY
OF BEES

Brooke Skipstone

Shannon Schaefer
Illus. by Becca Marshall

A moving and
romantic comingout story and a triumphant celebration
of lesbian liberation.
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CORVIX

A strong tale about
working through
emotions, with realistic, child-friendly
coping tips.
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Se e n & He a r d
dispatches from the book world

BY MICHAEL SCHAUB

The New York Public Library is responding to the recent spate of book bans
by making four frequently challenged books available to anyone in the
country.
The library launched its Books for All program last month, in partnership
with publishers Hachette, Macmillan, and Scholastic. Readers anywhere in
the U.S. will be able to read the four books on the library’s e-reader app,
SimplyE.
The books on offer are Jason Reynolds and Ibram X. Kendi’s Stamped:
Racism, Antiracism, and You, Laurie Halse Anderson’s Speak, Kacen Callender’s King and the Dragonflies, and J.D. Salinger’s The Catcher in the Rye.
“Since their inception, public libraries have worked to combat these The main branch of the New York Public Library
forces simply by making all perspectives and ideas accessible to all, regardless of background or circumstance,” wrote Tony Marx, the library system’s president. “With this project, the library is doing
just that on a larger scale to reach readers across the country.”
The books are available nationwide, for free, to anyone in the U.S. through the end of May. Readers won’t have to wait to
download the books, and there are no fees or fines.
“Making these books available shouldn’t feel like an act of defiance, but sadly, it is,” Marx wrote. “And we are proud to be
part of it.”

Author Heather Ann Thompson has filed suit against the state of New York’s
corrections department for banning her book about the Attica prison riot,
Hyperallergic reports.
Thompson’s lawsuit claims that prisoners at Attica and other New York
correctional facilities have been blocked from reading Blood in the Water: The
Attica Prison Uprising of 1971 and Its Legacy, her 2016 book about the rebellion.
Thompson’s book, which chronicles the prisoner uprising that led to the
deaths of 43 people, won the Pulitzer Prize in history and was a finalist for the
National Book Award. In a starred review, a critic for Kirkus called the book
Inmates at the Attica Correctional Facility during the
“impressively authoritative and thoughtfully composed.”
“State prison officials purporting to act under a media censorship program 1971 uprising
have barred incarcerated people from accessing Blood in the Water, blocking
Professor Thompson herself from sharing the book with people in state prisons and denying her the opportunity to contest this
censorship,” the lawsuit reads in part.
The suit argues that the ban violates the First and 14th Amendments to the U.S. Constitution. Thompson is asking the U.S. District
Court for the Southern District of New York to “permanently enjoin Defendants from continuing to violate the United States Constitution, forbidding them from preventing the distribution of Plaintiff’s book, Blood in the Water, in the New York prison system.”
Betsy Ginsberg, a lawyer representing Thompson, told Hyperallergic that Thompson’s book is “a comprehensive historical text.”
“The idea that our government would deny incarcerated people to read about this history is entirely counter to our constitution
and the basic principle of free expression that this country was founded upon,” Ginsberg said.
Michael Schaub is a Texas-based journalist and regular contributor to NPR.
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Connie Ogle

Listening to Family Matters

y o u n g a d u lt

We like to think we know our families, but do we? So much about the past lies buried, and we’re self-absorbed. Besides,
our parents disappoint us. We can’t quite believe they exist as complicated people with fears, furies, and agendas we can’t
(and don’t) begin to imagine.
A few recent audiobooks excavate such delicious familial complexities with insight, grace, and notable narrators, none
more eloquently than Sankofa, the latest novel from Nigerian writer Chibundu Onuzo (Tantor Audio, 9 hours and 2 minutes). Anna, a biracial British housewife in her 40s, has begun
to question her place in the world. She left her artistic dreams behind when she got married,
but now her daughter is grown, she and her husband are separated, and her mother has just
died. Then she finds a diary of the father she never knew, written when he was a student and
budding activist, and learns he later became president of a (fictional) West African country.
Expectations and hopes high, Anna sets out to meet him, but disappointment grows as
she is forced to consider troubling questions. Was her father a dictator? Did he order the
executions of protesting students? Does a woman who is too Black to fit in at home have
a place in a country where she’s considered White?
The gifted Sara Porter narrates Anna’s internal turmoil with an elegant, restrained calm that belies the character’s
emotional agitation. Growing up a victim of racist bullying, Anna is skilled at hiding her emotions, even from those closest to her, and Porter’s deceptively tranquil narration highlights Onuzo’s point: To protect ourselves, we all wear disguises,
and the reality of who we are—and who our parents are—is never simple.
A death also sets off the events of Charmaine Wilkerson’s compelling novel Black
Cake (Random House Audio, 12 hours and 2 minutes). After their mother Eleanor’s death,
estranged brother and sister Byron and Benny Bennett learn a monumental secret that
changes everything they’ve ever known about her.
Wilkerson builds a layered storyline, one narrative set in the past, the other in the present. Lynnette R. Freeman and Simone McIntyre share reading duties, deftly navigating a
large cast of characters and bringing them to life fully as individuals. The symbol of the
Caribbean black cake, a link between generations, remains a presence throughout. “Why
focus on something handed down by oppressors?” Benny wonders. Wilkerson has the
answer: Whatever it takes, family bonds are worth preserving.
The Garretts in Anne Tyler’s French Braid (Random House Audio, 9 hours and 4 minutes) face a different sort of mystery: What has driven them apart? Like many Tyler characters, they suffer from the inability to communicate (matriarch Mercy moves out of her
Baltimore home so slowly and stealthily she never bothers to tell anyone she’s going).
Narrator Kim Farr’s straightforward, often wryly comic performance meshes perfectly
with the Garretts’ ambivalence and unwillingness to examine their own behavior. Still, try
as they might, they can’t quite shake each other. Like the French braid of the title with its
interwoven strands, which results in waves once it has unraveled, impressions of the past
leave a mark. You’re never truly disconnected, Tyler writes, from those you once loved.
Connie Ogle is a writer in Florida.
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